
Report for Brevard Public Schools
Superintendent Search Community
Survey

Completion Rate: 71.7%

 Complete 3,573

 Partial 1,412

Totals: 4,985

Response Counts
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1. Choose the three (3) items that you feel are the most
important for your district in the area of Academic Excellence:
Value Percent Responses

Has experience in a school or district where
student achievement has been increasing and
can describe the role leaders must play in that
process.

Experience developing career and technical
programs to meet the needs of local and
regional employers.

Possesses a keen mission to raise student
achievement for all students in district/school.

Successfully provided oversight for programs to
meet the needs of students with disabilities
and other special needs-students.

Understands the importance of early childhood
programs.

Successfully led a district’s strategic plan or
portion thereof, with identified measurable
results and a focus on performance.

Has a record of improving student performance,
especially in identifying, narrowing or closing
the gaps in student achievement.

Demonstrated success in turning around low
performing schools.

Knowledge of current educational issues,
trends, and research and effectively led a
district through the rapidly changing state and
federal landscape.

Commitment to all children and willing to visit
classrooms and participate in student activities.

28.8% 1,351

27.3% 1,281

29.6% 1,390

29.6% 1,388

21.3% 1,000

15.7% 738

39.1% 1,835

22.7% 1,066

39.2% 1,841

40.0% 1,877
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2. Choose the three (3)  items that you feel are the most
important for your district in the area of Exceptional Workforce: 
Value Percent Responses

Successfully delegates authority and
responsibility while holding staff accountable.

Has a willingness to innovate and encourage
others to innovate, while remaining
accountable to the school board.

Sets goals for self and others; holds self and
others accountable through formal and
informal evaluations.

Can successfully get unmotivated or
underperforming staff to improve, find a way to
positively contribute, or resign.

Has experience motivating staff and students,
improving morale and generating enthusiasm.

Leads and monitors staff in a large
organization.

Knows and practices effective personnel
policies, procedures and practices.

Models and enforces non-discrimination state
and federal regulations.

Holds self and others accountable.

Sets high expectations for self and the
organization.

21.3% 929

38.7% 1,686

22.5% 983

25.6% 1,114

63.9% 2,785

11.3% 492

24.1% 1,049

30.9% 1,346

32.6% 1,423

23.1% 1,009
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3. Choose the three (3) items that you feel are the most
important for your district in the area of Community
Connection: 
Value Percent Responses

Has excellent speaking skills with large and
small groups.

Collaborates with faculty and community
members, responds to diverse community
interests and needs, and mobilizes community
resources.

Has experience in bringing diverse special
interest groups together.

Willing to work with governmental, educational
and business leaders to enhance educational
opportunities and economic development.

Demonstrates good listening skills and gathers
information to make thoughtful, timely
decisions.

Brings people of different cultures together to
achieve goals.

Leads in both education and the wider
community.

Demonstrates effective interpersonal skills.

Experience collaborating with strong
philanthropical partners.

Is able to understand, interpret, and explain
data successfully to all stakeholders.

11.4% 475

58.6% 2,435

22.2% 923

36.2% 1,503

56.1% 2,331

37.6% 1,564

20.3% 843

21.5% 892

7.1% 296

23.3% 969
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4. Choose the three (3)  items that you feel are the most
important for your district in the area of Operational
Sustainability: 
Value Percent Responses

Has experience evaluating and reorganizing
staff, revising procedures, and implementing
policy changes to improve efficiency.

Responsible for all aspects of student and staff
safety and security, including oversight of
district security.

Has efficiently managed the operation of a
school district or department of similar size
and/or budget.

Has successful experience in planning,
managing and evaluating annual budget.

Can forecast revenue shortfalls and enrollment
changes.

Can review a budget and note irregularities and
areas of potential future concern.

Values and uses technology to ensure its
assimilation and impact on district systems,
teaching and learning.

Demonstrates fiscal responsibility and a strong
business and financial background.

Uses sound fiscal practices to maximize the
resources of the district.

Articulates a clear vision for the use of
technology in the future.

41.4% 1,631

42.6% 1,680

38.4% 1,513

33.2% 1,308

9.4% 370

24.4% 963

28.7% 1,130

23.1% 910

36.6% 1,442

17.2% 678
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5. Choose the three (3) items that you feel are the most
important for your district in the area of Personal Leadership
Qualities: 
Value Percent Responses

Is a good listener.

Possesses the ability and willingness to make
tough decisions that may not always be
popular.

Collaborative leadership style.

Ability to build high-performing teams.

Builds trust and respect, and serves as a role
model for staff, students and the community.

Models high standards of integrity.

Leads with humility, caring, and servant-leader
attitude.

Exhibits excitement, energy, happiness, and has
a sense of humor.

Inspires and builds trust and models high
standards of integrity and ethics.

Leads but is willing to pitch-in to help at any
level in the organization.

16.7% 653

33.0% 1,292

23.2% 909

13.7% 535

49.9% 1,951

23.1% 905

42.7% 1,671

20.9% 817

40.8% 1,594

32.5% 1,273
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Strength 1

ResponseID Response

2 A

3 asdfdasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfa

5 Diversity

8 communcation

11 Excellence for ALL

12 Teachers

13 Community

15 CTE Programs

17 experienced staff

18 nothing stands out as positive and not political

19 teachers

20 Dedicated teachers

22 Student centered

23 development

24 Student Achievement

25 ALC s

26 ability to move to achieve in school or work

28 CTE offerings

29 What strength?

31 Motivated to exceed expectations

32 Bringing back technical programs (shop, AC repair, etc)

6. What do you consider to be the two or three most significant
strengths of the district?  
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33 Honesty

35 Quality Educators that are hired to teach students

36 Diversity

38 Space center and technology employers

40 A caring community who wants the best for our children.

41 Students

44 Strong Teachers

47 Ability to communicate abd listen

49 Offers Cambridge, IB and AP programs as well as Science & Technology
programs

51 Teachers

52 Academic excellence

53 Students

55 We put a high emphasis on the arts.

61 Diversity

62 Involved community

64 High achieving schools

65 School counselors

67 Our teachers

68 Diversity

69 Program for Special Needs Students

70 Teachers and staff

72 Teachers

78 Great teachers

ResponseID Response
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82 high quality instructional staff

83 Diversity

85 High performing for a large district

87 technology

89 personnel

91 its teachers

93 Academic programs

95 Student achievement

98 CTE

101 Staff

104 Amazing teachers and principals

106 High-Performing workforce

108 Early childhood education

110 Highly ranked

111 Demographic

114 Beachside Schools

115 Diverse Community

117 Leadership

118 Strong Curriculum and instructional district leadership

120 Options available to all people

121 Current interim leaders!

123 Dedicated teaching staff

124 Staff

127 Teachers that care

ResponseID Response
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129 Teachers

131 History of academic achievement

134 The teachers who are committed to teach our children and have not left
teaching yet even though that are not respected by the state.

137 Wide range of programs offered

139 community support

140 The quality of teachers who have persevered despite extreme challenges

144 honesty

146 Location

149 Security

151 Accountability

153 Community support

154 Sheriff Ivey

155 Our teachers

156 Diversity

159 Many areas for top schools

161 Students

163 Programs for students

164 Good teachers.

167 Teachers

168 High moral character

169 Focused funding of at-risk schools by providing extra resources & support to
ensure no schools receive D or F grades.

171 Autonomy provided to teachers/faculty

172 Community

ResponseID Response
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174 Great teachers

176 Diverse staff

177 high test scores

178 The safety of schools

179 School based employees

180 High academic standards

183 Aerospace and high-tech corridor

184 Dr. Mullins

185 leadership

186 Influence of science and technology

187 Experience of teachers

188 High Performance and Growth

189 Teacher and staff workforce

194 Use of technology in classrooms

195 School choice

196 Community/neighborhood schools

197 Retention

198 Choice schools

199 Career Readiness programs

201 Some excellent long term career teachers in schools

203 Diversity

204 Integrity

205 Different programs offered at different schools

206 Highly, qualified teachers

ResponseID Response
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207 Teachers. They are highly qualified experience, extremely smart, and work
too hard for so little money

208 Communication with public

210 Size

212 Teachers who are the last ones standing

213 Students

214 People

215 Teacher dedication

216 Communication with families and public

218 Committed and loyal veteran staff

219 None

220 Student/Staff safety

221 Partnership with EFSC

223 County has a large high tech work force that support education.

224 County has a strong technology workforce that supports public schools.

226 Community resources

227 PEOPLE

229 aerospace industry educational opportunities

231 Communication

232 Trade certifications for students being implemented.

235 Schools of choice

236 Teachers who are well educated

237 Safety and security

238 I don't think that this district is doing much right so I can't answer this
question

ResponseID Response
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243 Reading curriculum in elementary

244 Seasoned educators who have remained with our district despite salary and
board issues

245 Expects excellence for all

247 Senior Leadership (the ones that haven't been run off…yet)

248 Teachers that work hard despite being told they are groomers

249 Not giving into woke idealism

251 Central location within Florida

252 Past reputation

253 Strong academic focus and performance

254 size

257 diversity

259 Educational Programs

260 Parent involvement

261 Teachers

262 Quality/ dedicated workforce

263 Large district that feels small due to community

264 Growing infrastructure with opportunities for employng skilled trades

265 Teachers

267 Teachers

269 Standing up for marginalized students

270 Graduation Rates

272 Leadership experience

274 Respects ALL students including those of different races, religions,
economic situation, ability levels, etc.

ResponseID Response
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275 There are staff that truly care

276 The teachers

280 The option of choice/ELO schools to meet the needs of its students.

285 Committed workforce

286 Educators are dedicated

287 N/A

289 Staff members

290 Good Listener

291 dedicated staff

293 high performing

295 CTE Program

296 Two board members willing to question the chairperson

298 No where to go but up

300 Educational Achievements

302 Teachers care about students as human beings first, and learners second

303 Teamwork

304 teachers

305 High performing students

307 N/A

308 high standards

310 current staff

312 good teachers

313 STAFF

315 Graduation %

ResponseID Response
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316 High performing schools.

317 Diversity of People

319 diverse workforce

321 communication

322 Teaching Staff

325 Providing hurricane days off

327 Knowledgeable faculty

328 Teachers who care

329 Support Staff

334 Teachers

337 High achieving

342 experienced teachers

343 The kids

345 None

346 Budget

347 Teachers who don't give up

348 We have a highly experienced district staff

349 NA

352 Experience in the county he/she is representing

353 To be inclusive

354 Stress the importance of technology for all students

355 Size

357 High Schools have job related programs that help the children succeed post
HS

ResponseID Response
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358 Diversity

362 Amazing teachers and BPS leadership team.

363 Teachers that care

364 High quality education at some schools

367 Teachers

369 Good principal at coquina

370 None anymore

374 As of now NONE

377 Fight for teachers

379 Several high performing schools

381 community

383 Teachers

384 School locations

385 Dedicated Teachers

387 Superintendent that placed our babies first above politics

388 Diversity

389 Rigor

390 The teachers

393 Technolgy

394 Curriculum

395 They stood up to the governor when he made executive orders that went
against the state constitution (past school board)

396 We have a beautifully diverse community of students, teachers, and staff

397 Not listening to Moms For Liberty

ResponseID Response
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398 Culturally Diverse population

399 I really don't see any strengths

401 Teachers

402 High achievement

403 Good teachers

405 Teachers

406 People (staff)

408 The teachers are of the most experienced in the state

412 Our teachers and their dedication to stick with this district. .

413 Academic performance

414 Teachers who haven't quit despite overwhelming hurdles and stress.

418 How many A schools

422 Free lunches for all

423 Diversity

424 Accountability

427 CTE programs

429 Location

431 We have a growing population of people who want and expect great schools

432 Smaller district

434 Librarians

435 Jennifer Jenkins

436 Very diverse and inclusive population (students and teachers)

437 Technology in the classroom

440 Teachers

ResponseID Response
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441 The teachers

444 Teachers that care

445 Community connection, such as the murals painted by local artists in
Indialantic

446 Effective, consistent communication with parents

447 Dedicated teachers

448 Great teachers and staff

450 Options for schools of choice

452 Transparency

453 Teachers

454 Diverse

457 Diversity

460 Students

463 Academics-we are NOT a turnaround district

466 Diversity of residents' cultures

467 Experienced educators and administrators

468 teachers

469 Quality of teachers

474 It's teachers

476 Great teachers

479 Diverse community

480 High quality teachers

481 Hopeful

483 Quality of teachers is outstanding

ResponseID Response
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484 Amazing teachers

485 Community pride

486 High performing schools (edgewood, freedom 7, westshore)

487 Graduation rate

488 Connection to STEM businesses

492 Teaching staff dedication and flexibility

493 Staff

494 Veteran teachers

496 Strong performing schools

497 Reading

498 Beachside Schools

500 Strong, caring teachers

502 High achieving students

504 Excellent teachers

505 Diversity

506 Teachers

507 Work with Law Enforcement

508 The new school board

509 Wonderful teachers

511 Diversity

513 Find I find it difficult to find any real strengths these days.

514 Mentorship

515 Community involvement

517 None

ResponseID Response
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518 Breadth of decent performing schools (strong base)

522 Highly educated teachers

523 Gifted program

524 Diverse students and staff populations

525 Quality of teachers and staff

526 Teachers

528 Diversity of population

532 Dedicated Emplyees

533 A wide variety of options for high schoolers

535 N/a

537 None

538 Great teachers

540 Talented workforce

541 Recognizing the diversity within our district and celebrating it.

542 Diverse Programs in High School (CET, Arts, ROTC, IB, AP)

546 Great teachers

547 Teachers

548 The teaching faculty & staff

551 size

553 Strong schools despite the lack of supports

554 Our teachers

558 Teachers

561 Easy access to community STEM resources

562 Many good teachers and staff who have students' best interest at heart.

ResponseID Response
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565 Academic achievement

567 Community

570 Committed teachers who want the best for students

572 Excellent teachers

573 Caring and dedicated teachers

574 Experienced teachers

577 Everything that Dr. Mullins was! Community!!!

580 Good programs IE Cambridge, IB

581 Beachside Elementary School

583 Teachers

584 Teachers

590 Community resources

592 Jennifer Jenkins

595 Jennifer Jenkins

596 Strive for excellence

597 Teachers

599 Young

600 Diversity

601 Its teachers

603 Diversity, our demographics include a broad socio-economic range of
stakeholders.

608 Able to make positive changes

610 Great teachers

611 Teachers

ResponseID Response
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613 welcoming

615 school safety

618 Teachers

620 Variety of career and technical Ed programs

624 Diverse student populations

627 Involved parents

631 Academics

633 Community support

634 Diversity

635 Career & Technical Education Program

636 Investment in art & music

639 Inclusion

640 Diversity

641 Allowing Jennifer Jenkins to embarrass the community

643 Families that are involved

644 Career programs

645 Its teachers

650 Proximity to developing space industry

651 Academic rigor

652 Student academic growth

655 Ability to put students education above politics

656 Diversity of student population

657 Fine Arts programs/performances

660 Great teachers and administrators throughout

ResponseID Response
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661 N/A

663 SOME amazing teachers

664 Improving poor performing schools

665 Some great teachers (underpaid)

666 Our teachers

668 none

669 Failing to appropriately care for disabled children

671 Thoughtfulness

672 The teachers

673 The Teachers

676 Some teachers and support staff

679 Teachers

681 our seasoned teachers

682 It's cultural diversity

685 Diversity

687 Diversity

690 The existence of neighborhood schools (have not gone all magnet/charter)

692 The instructional staff

693 We have an educated population due our proximity to NASA and SpaceX.

695 communication

696 NA

697 School board

698 Quality of our teachers

699 Student body

ResponseID Response
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701 Location

703 Teachers at Edgewood

705 Diversity

707 Good parents

708 The sense of community

711 Dual enrollment

712 Right now, this is difficult to answer because the board is not cohesive, very
political. Should be able to work as a team and not fighting especially in a
public forum. There seems to be no communication between the board with
Mr. Susin going rogue.

714 Teacher dedication

717 Teacher

718 Teachers

720 Leadership

722 Size

723 Spending money

724 Caring Teachers

725 Teacher support

728 nice

729 Good bathroom overflow containment

731 Community involvement

734 None

736 security

737 our ALC programs, focus on rehabilitation and restoration

739 Accepts all childrens beliefs and cultutal backgrounds

ResponseID Response
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745 high expectations

746 Ethical Leadership

748 care and performance of the students

750 academic ability

755 Employees

759 Making laws

760 school counselors

761 Committed team

763 Not sure

764 Motivation

768 ESE Support Specialists

769 Communication

771 location

772 trainings

776 Consistent with school discipline

778 High Acheiving

779 community outreach

785 Idk im just a student

786 leadership

790 Unknown

792 Its people (staff)

793 The pay increase coming in August

794 Willingness of a subset of educators to go above and beyond

798 Literacy Coaches

ResponseID Response
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800 The current mission of the district, "Serving Student with Excellence."

803 transparency

805 Parent involvement

806 academic performance

807 Belonging

810 Financially Responsible

812 academics

813 Specialty programs

817 High performing athletics

819 CTE programs for students

822 academic achievement

823 quality teachers

824 Caring teachers

825 Career and Technical programs

826 Teaching/administrative staff's commitment to students and families

827 leadership team

829 Conservative values

833 Community

834 diversity of schools

836 Access to high tech engineering firms

837 Student driven

843 Our Students

845 Weather, outdoor spaces can be used often

846 The under-compensated teachers who care deeply about the students.

ResponseID Response
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849 size

850 Our students and families

854 discipline

855 There is none

856 High performing

857 Willingness to work to better ALL students

862 High Performing Schools

864 desire for excellence

865 technology-driven

866 Collaborative Team

868 Leadership

869 6

870 Quality of Teachers

872 teachers

873 effective leadership

877 Great Teachers

878 training opportunities for teachers district level

880 Decisiveness

881 Faculty/teachers

885 High Quality Educators

886 Diversity

888 good community support

890 students first

893 staff

ResponseID Response
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894 Not many as of yet

895 adherence to state & federal policy/procedure

899 committed teaching staff at schools

901 vast communication abilities

902 Great Teachers

904 Certainly not any of the clowns on the school board that fired a perfectly
good superintendent.

905 teachers

906 CTE

908 Passionate teachers

910 Trust

911 A few schools are highly rated.

917 Good Teachers

920 Support Staff in our Schools

922 Listener

923 Listens to parents and students

926 Solid support by parents/families/community

927 Community

928 Vocational studies

930 Current teachers and staff, for now

932 Response of security

934 Efficiency

936 Choice schools

937 Progressive and not stagnant

ResponseID Response
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938 Diversity

939 Use of technology

940 Dedicated teachers at many schools

942 High accedmeic standard

943 Sharing between schools

944 Size

946 Diversity

948 Collaboration with local community colleges

953 Work life balance

954 safety

957 Testing

959 Teacher qualifications

960 Communication

962 choice of schools

964 Teachers

966 choice schools

967 Compassion

968 Visionary

969 Education performance

972 Caring teachers

978 Trade Programs

979 conservative values

983 Selection of advanced academic programs such as IB, AP, Cambridge, etc.

984 High performing students

ResponseID Response
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992 Active parents

993 financial responsibility by not paying teachers

996 compassion

997 Music programs

999 Work well others

1000 Above average reading and math

1001 N/A

1002 Integrity

1004 Listening to students

1007 School safety and security

1008 Talented Staff

1011 diversity

1012 Transparency

1014 Communication

1015 money

1017 Experienced staff

1019 Students achievement

1021 Support from the community

1023 i

1026 Strong community involvement

1027 Parents are engaged with the district and value education.

1029 Community

1030 Value teachers, encourages and trains them well

1031 Dedication

ResponseID Response
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1032 Teachers

1033 experienced teachers

1034 Leadership

1038 Teachers

1040 Not bending to the governor's irrational and indoctrinating demands.

1043 Partnerships in STEM

1045 teachers

1046 Choice schools

1048 n/a

1049 Flexibility

1053 Community

1054 Teachers

1057 Our teachers

1059 diverse

1061 Students

1062 Socio economic level

1065 INTEGRITY

1068 Leadership

1069 specialized programing

1071 ?

1074 Teachers

1076 State Policy

1078 Quality teaching staff

1079 Lots of money

ResponseID Response
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1081 Great teachers

1082 nothing

1088 Dr. Mullins

1091 STRONG LEADERSHIP

1096 Currently none

1098 idk

1102 Parents

1106 our teachers and staff

1107 achievement

1110 payroll

1111 smart

1113 Communication

1114 The focus of technology with the space program

1115 salary increase

1116 Offer technical programs

1117 Lots of school choice options/programs

1120 No fiscal accountability

1122 Sense of Community

1123 inclusive behaviors that used to be instilled

1124 Strong teachers

1125 Teachers

1130 Not following the woke agenda

1131 Ethical

1132 Strong community resources

ResponseID Response
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1134 local engineering presence

1136 Unable to list strengths; lacking in recent years.

1139 high achieving

1140 Wholistic approve to children

1141 Teachers!

1142 Great teachers

1143 The teachers

1144 Diversity

1147 Putting the children first as far as helping them overcome any struggles they
are having in school.

1148 I don't know

1149 work

1153 Student Achievement

1154 Community

1155 Teachers

1157 There are several exceptional schools available

1158 Morality

1159 Dual Enrollment/Early College Program

1161 None

1164 teachers

1167 experienced staff

1170 Diversity

1171 staff

1172 Community pride

ResponseID Response
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1173 Teachers who care about the students

1175 High median income

1177 Strong schools of choice

1178 Parent involvement

1179 accelerated programs for all

1181 School based admin

1183 Communication

1193 Is not associated with moms for liberty

1194 Offering of so many charter and school of choice schools

1197 Dedicated Teachers

1199 Diverse and dedicated faculty

1202 Leadership

1203 Technology

1204 Doing what is best for every student

1211 Diversity

1212 Dual Enrollment

1213 Sense of community

1214 accepting

1215 Good teachers

1217 Leadership

1218 Music programs

1219 Teachers

1221 Community engagement

1224 Many years of building infrastructure and facilities

ResponseID Response
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1226 small

1227 Opportunities for Students

1228 Collaboration

1229 high achievement with small district elementary leading and learning staff

1230 Diversity

1231 wonderful, caring teachers at our local schools (majority of them of course)

1233 Music Education Programs

1238 Teachers

1239 overall strength in numbers

1241 Quality teachers

1242 Diversity

1243 none

1244 Caring and compassionate teachers and staff

1245 Salary

1248 Serves a large Student Population

1250 inclusion

1251 We have some very good teachers

1254 TEACHERS WHO CARE

1255 none

1256 Listening

1257 School choice

1258 Encourages collaboration with community based organizations.

1262 Employs high quality teachers

1263 Technology

ResponseID Response
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1264 Talent

1265 Community involvement

1266 Don't know

1267 Accelerated programs offered

1268 Letting kids act wild and assault teachers

1269 performance focused

1271 Good teachers

1275 X

1278 passion of teachers

1279 Quality education

1280 Veteran Teachers and Staff experience

1281 Community involvement

1282 Academic Achievement

1285 Enforces the law

1286 Students

1287 High performance student

1288 Involved parents

1289 Professional development

1291 Teacher involvement

1292 High performing students

1294 community involvement

1296 Diversity

1298 School safety

1302 Longstanding achievement

ResponseID Response
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1303 excellent Teachers

1304 Good teachers

1305 Choice schools, AP, gifted programs and other programs to facilitate high
academic achievement

1306 Don't know

1308 Accessible career and mentorship opportunities in the STEM field

1309 Nothing

1311 safety protocols

1312 School Leadership

1319 diversity

1320 communication

1323 Academics

1324 Opportunities for higher education and training - vo-tech programs,
caimbridge classes and scholarships, college courses, etc.

1326 Large and diverse range of programs and opportunities.

1328 Choice schools

1329 Teachers

1333 Program options at secondary schools

1334 Not a Mom's for Liberty supporter

1340 nearby technological industry

1341 I've seen nothing at this time that I could classify as a significant strength.

ResponseID Response
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1342 To be able to say no, to be able to say this isn't what's best for the students
and staff. To know what's best for the children not the parents. To not listen
to the church over a fat check and stick it to the political parties. This isn't a
church or a political field, this is school. We are growing up knowing our
state government is cutting our education and over religious moms are
censoring it. If your not willing to stop this then as a student I don't want you
leading. I want no more education slashes, no more book bands, and no more
letting moms and dads tell us what we should be learning.

1344 High Performing

1345 CTE programs

1347 Good teachers

1348 Strong communication

1350 Excellence in Academics.

1353 High academic achievement; I trust that my student is getting a good
education

1354 Collaborative

1355 moms of liberty

1358 Outstanding faculty at schools

1360 reliable

1361 Communication

1362 Leadership

1366 Education excellence

1367 overall test scores

1368 Teachers

1370 Ability to develop leaders

1372 Committed teachers

1373 Diversity

1376 Community

ResponseID Response
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1380 Trash

1382 parent inclusion to curriculum

1383 STEM opportunities

1385 Strong Teachers

1388 dont know

1390 Being apolitical...............except for elements of the School Board.

1395 Passion/dedication of teachers and staff

1397 outgoing

1399 strong academics at choice/magnet schools

1400 Diverse student population

1402 Strong public schools; i.e., Westshore Jr/Sr High School

1403 None

1406 Strong Leadership

1408 Keeping freedoms not destroying kids with woke censorship of opinion and
upholding students rights per constitution

1409 USED to be open minded

1411 school administrators

1412 Communication

1415 programs

1422 Schedulng

1423 Athletics

1427 Community-oriented

1432 staff works at meeting needs of all students

1433 support staff

ResponseID Response
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1436 hard working teachers

1437 Community resources

1438 Academic

1439 standards

1440 The district has compassionate and caring professionals at all levels.

1442 Good schools

1443 Knowledgeable

1445 the teachers

1446 Acedemic Exellence

1447 CTE Offerings

1448 reate a culture of collaboration and shared responsibility among staff and
students and with families and communities

1449 Safety

1451 Sound finances

1452 Parents have a choice where to send their child

1453 teachers

1454 Multiple tech / government/military jobs

1455 ELO/ELP options

1457 Good communication to parents

1460 Fiscal and social conservativism

1462 programs

1463 socioeconomic status

1468 Students and their families

1471 Principals I have encountered exhibit integrity.

ResponseID Response
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1473 none

1474 The district is a hotbed of right wing whack jobs

1480 Diverse population

1481 Understanding Diversity

1484 Diversity

1485 Diversity

1486 Good teachers

1488 Listener

1489 choice schools

1490 Course Options

1493 The teachers

1494 SOME of the teachers

1495 IB Program

1497 Pre 2022 upper managment

1498 Not afraid to Weed out the bad eggs...staff

1500 Community Support

1501 Many caring teachers and staff

1503 CTE program

1505 Community

1506 Strong leadership

1507 School choice options

1509 educated community.

1510 Diversity

1513 Family orientated
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1517 Academic Achievement

1520 Willingness to listen

1521 Community

1523 Dedicated staff

1524 Quality teachers

1525 Excellent teachers

1527 scholarly advancement

1529 Choice Schools

1532 Inclusive

1533 academic achievement

1538 Recognizing student's strengths and weaknesses and willing to put those
with both through a rufous program to help them succeed

1542 Location

1543 Bright future for students being near space program.

1545 Parental Rights

1546 teachers

1547 Variety of program offerings

1551 teacher dedication

1553 Inclusive

1554 Principal

1556 teachers

1559 Dedicated Teachers and Administrators

1561 Variety of programs for college readiness and/or careers

1562 Our children
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1563 Security

1564 Family- still has and understands teens

1565 BSCO SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS

1566 Leadership

1567 Led by an amazing Governor

1568 great place to go to school

1571 Leadership

1572 Racial and economic diversity

1573 focus on what classes students need

1574 high school programs

1575 Sports programs

1576 Significant collaboration potential (eg, proximity to industry leaders,
universities)

1578 Large local tech sector

1581 idk

1584 Community

1587 Brevard Teachers

1591 Teachers

1593 Yall r gay

1596 Engagement with local businesses

1602 Having great community support

1604 Having motivational speakers go to schools

1609 Children

1611 CTE partnerships
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1614 Strong Teachers

1617 Located in a Science Corridor.

1620 Teachers

1621 Teachers and staff

1622 HIgh performance standards

1624 Diversity

1626 none

1627 Dedication of staff

1629 teachers that care

1630 Former educator

1637 Corporate partnerships

1638 TRUST

1643 Keep

1648 Leadership

1649 They need to focus on the kids with disabilities and give them more options

1651 Listening to staff

1652 Teachera that care

1655 Communication has improved

1656 Nothing!

1657 High achievers

1659 Alternative career paths for students

1660 Teachers and administrators

1662 Diversity

1666 Quality Teachers
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1670 STEM

1675 Leadership

1676 the ability to retain non-performing employees

1680 Security

1681 recruitment for staff

1682 Community

1683 School Accountability

1691 me

1693 connection

1695 engineering/STEM resources

1697 Community involvement

1698 Technology department

1699 employees who want to be here

1700 Making Students feel comfortable in their enviornment

1701 Student success in academics

1702 To stand for what's right

1704 The population is generally well educated, which is reflected in the
performance of many, but not all, schools in the district

1705 technical training

1706 Jennifer Jenkins

1707 Academic Performance even at "lowest performing schools"

1708 We have great teachers and administrators

1709 fine arts

1710 Honestly unsure. I see wasted money lack of keeping schools grounds/crass
cut kept up.
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1711 most staff/ teachers

1713 Choice school programs

1715 xxx

1719 Physical

1720 Leadership

1721 Communication

1722 dedication

1724 Teachers

1725 Teacher knowledge

1730 veteran teachers

1731 concerned educators

1732 High Quality School Educators

1736 Teachers

1738 Music & Arts Programs

1739 High Quality Staff

1740 experienced teachers who are experts in their craft

1741 teachers

1742 Teachers

1744 diversity

1745 Incredibly qualified teaching staff

1746 Communication

1750 Good number of high performing schools/students

1751 Has some high ranked students

1754 Students
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1755 High standards

1757 No sure how ti answer for the district

1758 Location

1760 staff teachers

1763 Organized

1764 Strong Community push against CRT

1768 sciences

1773 money

1775 Graduation rate

1776 Student Performance

1777 academic performance

1778 Diverse community

1779 Don't go woke

1783 Most of the teachers

1785 Talent

1786 Dedicated Staff (District & School levels)

1791 Diversity

1792 Curriculum

1793 High property tax revenue

1794 Competent personnel

1796 Attention to students in poverty

1797 Education Diversity Like PBMHS

1799 There is a Director of Diversity

1800 Ejeid
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1805 ESE BLAST program

1808 Testing

1810 safety

1814 Integrity

1816 academics

1818 highly educated workforce

1821 Diverse

1822 helpful

1823 Moral Values

1824 Test results

1825 Strategic Partnerships

1826 Safety

1827 Ability to grow leaders

1828 Teachers

1830 Engaged Parents

1831 Integrity

1835 Research and Focus on matching schedule and educational needs to
students and parents.

1839 High work ethic

1840 School choice program

1842 Diversity

1843 Academic performance

1845 9p8

1848 Dedicated Teachers, Administrators, and Staff
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1850 Quality curriculum

1852 None

1853 None

1856 passion for students

1859 This county and state are awful. I wish my family could move, but we can't.
I'm embarrassed to say I'm from Brevard County.

1864 Nutrition

1868 Diverse Education Programs

1873 Teachers and staff

1880 The skill set of experienced teachers

1881 High performing students

1882 Diversity

1885 Transparency

1886 Diversity

1888 Cohesive work environment in some of the smaller schools

1890 Teachers

1891 Accountability

1892 diversity

1893 Focusing on kids

1894 New School Board Members

1895 community

1896 He is willing to listen communicate to both side of the Table

1897 Enthusiastic Teachers

1898 Teachers
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1899 Choice schools

1900 Collaboration skills

1903 teachers/staff

1904 Organization

1905 Diversity

1906 Dedicated teachers

1910 Great students

1912 Many high achieving schools.

1914 heritage high

1915 Students first

1916 BPS teachers/admin/staff

1917 Communication with community partners.

1922 School of choice

1924 fg

1925 Quality of Teachers

1928 Looks for areas to improve

1934 not discriminating

1942 Teachers

1944 Commitment to science and STEM education

1945 Increasing student achievement

1954 Professional Teachers

1959 Strong leaders

1962 Dedicated professionals

1966 Teachers
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1969 Leadership in Education

1971 Inclusive

1973 Academic achievement

1978 Diversity in the community

1980 unknown

1982 Academics

1983 Leadership skills

1985 Choice Schools

1986 Not sure

1988 leadership

1991 Knowledge

1993 Responsiveness (district and admin)

1996 Student safety

1999 the teachers

2007 Computer structure for student learning

2009 Achievement

2013 Diversity

2015 Empathy

2016 PBIS

2017 Curriculum Staff

2018 Personnel

2019 The teachers

2021 Caring for the students

2022 dedicated staff
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2023 Educational outlook

2025 Great teachers and resource people in ex ed

2026 Leadership

2027 Value student achievement in all areas

2028 CTE Programs

2029 Diversity

2031 perserverance

2034 parent involvement

2035 Listening

2036 Financial, tax base

2039 Successfully removing a highly effective superintendent for political gain

2040 Security

2041 Strong CTE programs

2042 Teachers

2043 Expansion of career and tech programs

2047 Above average test scores

2048 Technical careers

2050 Trust

2051 Our Teachers

2052 Stand up to the GOP stupidity

2053 Flexibility

2055 Trade Technical Programs

2057 Dual enrollment

2058 Teachers & Staff support
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2059 Dedicated Teachers and Staff

2060 Employees

2061 Finances of communities

2062 Trade programs

2064 Diversity

2065 Facilities department

2066 Dedicated teachers

2067 Take care of your faculty and staff

2069 Dr. Mullins

2070 Accountability

2074 Highly educated workforce

2075 CTE programs

2076 The teachers that haven't given up

2077 The teachers

2085 Engagement of corporate partners

2087 Jennifer Jenkins

2095 Amazing personnel principals and leadership

2096 involved families

2097 focus on the arts

2100 Jennifer Jenkins

2101 Educated populace

2102 Dedicated teachers

2104 Teachers

2106 specialized programs and schools of choice
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2107 Diversity

2109 Diversity

2110 Teachers

2113 Dedicated teachers

2117 Involved community

2121 Commitment to LGBTQ+ students

2122 Teachers standing up for students

2123 Diversity

2124 Student Achievement

2125 Great staff

2126 Your Students

2127 Great teachers

2128 Quality of elementary schools

2129 Staff workforce

2130 Leadership

2131 Overall performance

2138 integrity

2141 Competent teachers

2143 hh

2147 help

2148 Unsure

2149 Overworked teachers try so hard with so little

2150 Strong reputation for caring about employees

2151 Location
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2152 Hiring and retaining qualified teachers

2153 Dual Enrollment connection to college

2156 Teachers

2157 Diverse populations

2158 Teacher

2160 Teaching Staff & Administrators

2161 Strong ties with the business community.

2162 commitment to bring 1-1 technology to all students

2163 Nothing.

2164 People willing to stand up to MFL and Gov. DeSantis.

2165 Advanced/specialized programs

2166 Diversity

2167 Teachers with heart- we are so fortunate. They are our best strength.

2168 Diversity

2171 Teachers with experience

2172 Excellent teachers

2173 Schools are making progress

2176 teachers

2177 Diversity

2179 Shdbwosn

2180 There are none

2182 Our district is failing due to extremist groups taking over and removing
books.

2184 Career & Technical program offerings
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2187 Choice schools

2190 Our diversity

2191 Equality and Acceptance

2193 High performance on state assessments

2194 The faculty and staff

2195 Diversity

2197 good teachers

2198 Teacher quality

2199 School staff

2201 Courage

2204 Currently-none

2205 In the past, willing to fight for equality for all students

2207 variety of programs

2208 Opportunity to attend for Choice Schools

2212 Several high ranking schools

2213 Police presence at schools

2214 Hardworking employees in such tough times!

2218 Teachers

2222 Diversity

2223 Transparency

2226 Size

2227 Accountability

2232 Bipartisan
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2235 The educators who with great fortitude and commitment, have stayed on
during this fiasco.

2236 none

2240 Several small neighborhood schools with traditions

2242 Books (Knowledge)

2243 Community

2244 nothing too political

2246 Your music program

2247 Academics

2250 Charter schools

2252 Staff

2253 committed personnel

2254 large population of intelligent involved parents

2255 Mark Mullins WAS the most significant strength of the district.

2256 the teachers

2257 Stood up against politicians to protect children during covid

2258 Leadership

2259 Large community of scientists/engineers

2261 high performing schools

2264 NASA

2266 There are nationally highly-ranked elementary & jr/sr high schools.

2267 Future success of students

2269 Quality of education

2277 Programs to support new teachers
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2278 Early childhood intervention

2279 the teachers

2280 Respected district with favorable scores

2282 Teachers

2284 Inclusion

2285 Dedicated Teachers

2288 management skill

2289 Teachers

2293 Several A rated schools

2294 Diversity of population and cultures

2295 Diversity

2298 None. With Moms for Liberty around, this is going to be a challenge.

2299 n/a

2302 saving money by not giving raises

2303 staff

2305 Dynamic space industry

2306 Trust and listen to trained educators not politics

2308 High use of technology in the classroom.

2310 None

2311 Access to technology

2312 Vocal

2314 Efforts of communication are well articulated in emails.

2318 building level comraderie

2319 Organization
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2322 Willingness to support local decisions for punishment as it relates to
behavioral issues.

2323 High Performing

2324 Use of funding

2329 Continued growth of area, both in size and economic opportunity

2333 The teachers

2336 Caring teachers and staff

2338 Strong cabinet members

2339 Number of schools to choose from

2340 small classrooms

2342 Access to STEM type people and programs

2343 Teacher Quality

2344 Teaching staff

2346 Good teachers and staff

2347 Hands on learning opportunities

2350 SECURITY

2351 Inclusivity for all students

2352 Organization

2353 Small class sizes

2354 Core values

2356 Desire for Academic Excellence

2357 Quality Teachers

2358 able to adapt to environment

2359 Training and PD
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2360 male

2366 Communication

2367 Teachers

2369 Choice schools

2370 Teaching staff competence

2371 Academic performance

2373 Great Choice School opportunities

2374 High performing schools

2376 The community

2377 educattion`

2381 Personality

2383 Location

2384 Parental involvement

2385 Telling kids they can change genders

2388 top rated schools

2390 Teachers

2391 Ability to listen

2394 To be a better person

2395 Listening to the community.

2398 Not to large

2409 High performing schools

2410 help

2411 Exceptional Teachers willing to work for low pay.
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2414 Currently I believe a strength has been trying to maintain a district that does
not feed into the political climate and agendas that society has been trying
to manipulate our children with. We need to stay on target and get back to
texting subjects. All the distractions is what has led to the decline in this
district.

2415 Best teachers/staff

2416 caring staff

2417 Has maintained a number of high-performing schools up to now

2421 School choice opportunities

2422 parent involvement

2423 They have good teachers that care about their students.

2424 Diversity

2428 Size

2431 Student Achievement

2432 Finances

2439 Proximity to NASA and Space Program

2448 Strong educator

2450 Student Focused

2454 Dedicated Teachers

2463 accountability

2465 Competent instructors

2472 Making attempts to help the mental health of students

2478 Years of experience in Brevard

2486 Good Principals

2488 Perseverance of Teachers

2489 lisining
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2490 Teachers

2493 academics

2495 Loyalty

2497 fiscal responsibilty

2498 Great teachers

2500 Respect

2501 Dedicated Personnel

2503 Not challenging studnets

2505 size

2508 achievement

2509 Amazing Teachers

2510 Choice School Opportunities

2512 we have voting likes this

2514 Commitment to student success

2515 Inclusivity

2518 None

2523 The breadth of programs available

2524 Teachers

2529 effective & highly qualified teachers

2537 Quality teachers

2538 Former superintendent's policies

2541 ?

2542 Access to Dual Enrollment

2543 Kind
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2544 Allowing of both big and small schools

2546 Size

2549 Community Support

2550 I do not see significant strengths in this system.

2552 early college program

2553 Listening

2555 Funding for teachers

2556 Role model

2557 consistency

2559 Quality Administrators and Educators

2560 Teachers

2561 teacher assistants

2565 Fairness

2567 Growing population

2569 Support to A schools

2570 Can't think of any

2573 Togetherness of a community

2574 Teachers who care deeply for their students

2575 Diversity

2577 Seems to have good music programs

2578 Collaboration

2579 Community involvement

2580 CTE opportunities

2582 Dedicated teachers
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2583 organization

2584 programs of choice for college bound (IB, AP, ACE)

2586 personable

2587 DIVERISTY

2588 Number of schools

2589 No opinion

2591 teach not test

2592 Nothing right now

2596 Good parental involvement

2599 Parental involvement

2600 Technical and vocational programs

2601 Integrity

2603 Parent volunteers

2607 Strong economy

2609 communication

2610 Faculty & Staff Benefits

2615 They're great at letting a small vocal group of parents make changes that
are detrimental to the student population at large.

2616 Teachers

2617 ?

2618 Graduation rates

2619 Highly rated schools

2620 Most teachers are doing their job

2622 Listening to the community's concerns
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2623 One

2624 One

2626 Outstanding music education

2629 None

2630 Work Ethic and Enthusiasm of teachers and staff

2633 Great teachers

2634 Not catering to Moms for Liberty, because this is clearly the only reason we
fired our perfectly capable superintendent

2635 Excellent teachers

2636 Integrity

2638 Teachers who are great at teaching!

2642 Dedication to ALL students

2643 Some good leaders

2648 Resources in community

2651 Choice schools

2652 I haven't seen any strengths yet in 3 years. It's a sad, underperforming
system.

2653 High Academics

2654 Consistency

2659 Location and business partner potential

2660 collaboration with our UNION

2662 Security

2663 Helping each student achieve his/her highest potential

2664 Communication

2666 District support staff
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2667 The staff

2672 Teachers

2673 Access to Space Industry

2675 We have talented teachers

2676 Getting rid of misty belford

2677 Parental involvement willingness

2683 Trades & career prep

2684 Not sure there are any strengths.

2687 The communities

2688 The Brevard School District has several Choice Schools that are high
performing, but is also making an effort to bring our zoned schools amongst
the best as well.

2691 Location

2692 None

2693 Proximity to STEM related jobs

2695 Listening and RESPONDING to parents and public

2697 dedicated teachers

2700 Integrity

2703 Resistance to "Wokeness"

2705 IB and AP offerings

2706 communication with others

2707 Community of small businesses

2708 The teachers

2709 Parental involvement

2710 Diversity
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2713 high performing

2714 Teachers

2715 UNKNOWN

2719 they

2720 Communication

2722 teachers

2723 Highly motivated teachers

2724 I haven't seen any here.

2726 Maintaining a Excellent Workforce

2727 Jennifer Jenkins speaking out!

2728 New school board coming in

2736 Parent involvement

2739 Supporting Admin

2743 TEACHERS

2746 funny

2747 Jennifer Jenkins

2750 Communication

2751 Education

2753 CTE programs

2754 Sport Programs

2757 Students

2761 Providing for students in need

2762 Diversity

2763 diversity
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2764 Acsdemics

2766 community (people) care/support

2771 Teachers

2774 motovation

2775 Fine art programs

2777 Safety

2778 interaction with staff

2780 People care

2781 high academic priorities

2783 Listening and acting on diverse needs

2786 technology/science

2788 Technological implementation

2791 committed workforce

2793 Willingness to listen

2794 Knowledgeable employees

2795 not political

2797 opportunities for space learning & growing

2800 Staff

2801 caring staff

2802 Parent & community involvement

2804 high performing schools

2807 The educational system, it varies with teachers, and different typesnof
learning.

2808 community
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2811 choice schools/programs

2813 Diversity

2816 diversity

2817 x

2818 Community

2820 founding

2821 access to technology

2822 Dedicated teachers

2823 Dedicated teachers

2827 positivity

2828 Better than the school board we got

2830 Caring communities

2833 The TEACHERS

2837 Serves diverse communities

2838 support from Sherrif Ivey

2841 Lacking fun in learning

2842 Involvement of the students education

2843 Teachers

2846 conservative

2847 Amount of students in the district.

2848 Educational Program Opportunities & Choice Schools

2850 Sheer Volume

2851 Technical and career education

2860 communication with parents
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2861 Quality, caring teachers

2863 academic achievement

2867 Our teaching staff, our workers at the school from the building service
worker to the principal. All dedicated to the education of serve to all in
Brevard County

2870 Diversity

2873 large district

2874 Being able to mirror what examples are Governor sets for us.

2875 Awesome Teachers

2876 Proximity to space industry

2877 None, the district is doing everything wrong because outsize influence of
Tallahassee and their completely misguided culture war.

2878 Teachers

2880 Space programs

2881 Teachers

2882 Teamwork

2883 You have none. This is partially due to our bigoted governor and gun toting,
closed reminded citizens.

2885 Diverse student population with lots of strengths

2888 good sports

2890 Music

2891 many high performing schools

2894 High caliber of teachers and administrative staff

2895 Opportunities for early college admissions through EFSC

2896 black

2897 high school career academies
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2898 Diversity amongst students

2904 local resources

2905 academic performance

2907 Space Program

2908 Teachers who fortunately have spouses with high paying jobs so they can
afford to keep teaching

2909 Size of

2910 Educated community

2914 Continuity

2915 History of high achievement

2916 Diversity

2917 High quality teachers

2920 Diversity

2921 The space center relates jobs tend to bring educated families

2922 Our people - the worker bees: teachers and staff are dedicated beyond
measure to help students exceed.

2923 Hopefully, an ability to withstand a tyrannical governor trying to destroy our
public school system.

2927 Quality leadership

2928 Magnet schools

2929 Having Dr. McKinnon working on DEI

2930 Small class sizes

2931 Being Inclusive

2933 Safety is a priority.

2935 Trust
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2936 Performance

2937 Teachers willingness to give

2940 Inclusive

2942 Community Collaboration

2943 Great Teachers!

2947 teacher integrity

2950 Space Coast school district

2953 Safety

2956 History of High Achuevement

2964 Innovative

2967 Good underpaid teachers

2968 Leadership

2969 Our teachers

2971 Family

2978 Community

2984 High preforming teachers and students

2990 Fiscal resource

2993 Not listening to parents

2996 The schools has been constructed safety

2997 Space Program Proximity

3002 Teachers who love their jobs

3003 Invested teachers despite low pay

3005 Honesty and integrity

3009 Diversity
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3013 High performing schools

3015 Providing training and growth opportunities for teachers and staff

3016 Connection to aerospace community

3018 Staff being available to help when needed.

3020 Teachers

3024 Good leader

3026 Knowing how to make teachers flee the profession

3028 New school board

3030 Community Involvement

3031 past reputation from pre-yr 2000

3032 Parents

3033 Strong Tax Base / Fundings

3034 Able to admit wrongdoing, albeit many years and much money too late

3035 Highly educated, invested, and skilled residents which leads to strong
employee pool and involved stakeholders

3040 3 disabled children Brevard county failed miserably. Difficult to see the
strengths

3041 Realize moms for liberty is a cult

3043 Family oriented community

3044 communication

3045 inclusion of minorities

3047 NA

3049 Does not bow down to a one sided school board

3050 Good leader

3051 Strong commitment to music and arts at all levels
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3052 Employees

3056 Teachers

3057 teachers

3059 our teachers

3062 Accountability

3063 Located in area that values education and learning.

3064 Valuing staff and students

3065 Staff/teachers

3066 Integrity

3073 High Perfomance

3075 Open Minded Team Member

3076 Resilient teachers (ofthe ones who are left)

3083 Partners in Education

3086 good benefits

3087 The district has a great ability to have multiple departments not on the
same page.

3088 Teachers

3090 highly educated staff

3092 Highly trained teachers/personnel

3099 CTE program

3100 Dedicated teachers

3102 Community

3103 Diversity

3107 school allocation
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3112 Teachers

3115 The teaching staff

3117 Community outreach

3120 Technology

3121 Diversity

3122 Strong community support

3128 Your willingness to garner community feedback on this survey

3129 Faculty

3131 Fiscal responsibility

3134 Great teachers and mentors

3136 The former superintendent was doing a good job. The school board must
listen and accept diversity of opinions.

3138 loyal

3139 Leading and learnings focus on data to close gaps

3140 Population growth

3142 high performing staff willing to work harder for peanuts

3144 transition services offered for ESE and general education students

3145 Students

3146 .

3147 Dedicated Teachers

3148 Diversity

3150 Listen to all teachers not just the ones who agree with you.

3154 Professional Development

3155 Improving student performance
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3156 Empathy

3159 Music Focus

3160 staff members

3162 teachers

3166 Quality Education for students

3167 lisining

3168 Listening

3173 Diversity

3174 Wide ranging CTE programs

3175 Community support

3176 Data driven instructional decisions

3178 Student excellence

3179 We have great youth

3181 partnership with community leaders/businesses

3183 Diversity

3185 So far, not beholden to culture wars

3186 Technology

3187 Willingness to discuss concerns

3191 It is not too large.

3193 Integrity

3194 accountability

3195 student achievement

3196 Faculty

3197 Collaboration within the school building
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3198 Highly educated citizens due to space program

3200 willingness to make tough decisions

3201 High performance among the state's other districts

3202 Our diversity

3206 diverse classes

3207 Leader

3208 Knowledgeable teachers

3209 Highly Effective Teachers

3211 has created and sustained high performing schools

3220 Size

3225 diversity

3227 idk

3228 student achievement

3229 High Quality Teaching Staff

3230 Transparent

3233 Providing PD for teachers and staff

3234 teachers

3239 Committed staff

3240 veteran teachers

3244 Diversity

3245 Teachers

3247 Excellent teachers

3249 Teachers

3250 Academics
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3254 Music

3255 Diversity

3262 Academic Success

3263 diversity

3266 location

3268 Elementary Leading and Learning

3269 Good teachers/staff

3271 Diversity

3272 ?

3273 strong programs for students

3274 Magnet Schools

3277 technology in community

3279 Exceptional Workforce

3280 Community Support

3281 Tenacity

3282 Teachers

3283 Industry, space center, this puts a focus on the need for a well educated,
INCLUSIVE, and well rounded community.

3285 academic acheivement

3286 Our workers, especially the one that will help even when their shift is over

3287 Strong community

3290 Excellent student base

3291 rich community resources

3293 Staff
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3296 outreach

3297 Teachers

3298 Teachers

3299 academic performance

3300 Collaborating w/police dept.

3301 teachers care

3303 Highly engaged citizens

3304 Choice for parents

3305 ENFORCEMENT

3306 Strong Community

3307 Finance

3308 math

3310 Supportive parents

3312 humble

3313 idk

3317 economically strong

3318 Communication

3321 CTE Programs

3322 Teachers

3328 High Expectations

3332 Beginning to offer relevant CTE courses

3333 Bus Technicians/Certified PM Inspectors

3335 Value your teachers.

3336 School Campus Security
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3337 teachers

3338 Diversity

3339 Fair approach

3340 High Educational Expectations

3342 notta

3344 teachers care about students strengths and weaknesses academically

3347 size

3348 Communication

3352 Choice Options

3355 Interacts with Teachers

3359 Academics

3360 Size

3361 Parent involvement

3363 Discover Program

3365 Exceptional Education Department

3366 Capital-building budget

3368 Offering courses on important lessons for adulthood

3369 Curriculum

3370 academic performance

3372 The resilience of the employees of the district

3374 Commitment

3375 Customer service

3377 Diversity

3379 PERSONNEL
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3382 Our teachers

3384 Collaboration

3385 Work force is committed

3387 student achievement

3388 none

3391 teachers who are committed to excellence

3393 teachers

3396 Equality for all areas in facility resources. Tired of seeing new construction
have everything and older schools not upgraded.

3398 Academic performance

3400 nice

3401 excellent support services for students

3402 building level staff

3403 Empathy

3405 community

3406 teachers

3408 dress code ����

3410 Teachers

3411 Business technology

3412 Standard of Excellence

3413 strong music programs

3414 benching

3416 academics

3417 Dedicated teachers
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3418 Amazing teachers

3422 333

3423 high school choice

3424 We have a racially and ethnically diverse population that should enable
children from all backgrounds to learn the truth, free from the cultural and
religious insecurities of some people whose ancestors perpetuated the
adverse conditions fellow American's ancestors had to struggle against.
There are many more Americans who are brave enough to own up to our
American past, warts and all. If children back then had to endure living it,
children today should be able to endure learning and absorbing the lessons
of the past.

3425 Communication

3426 The teachers

3427 Hard working employees

3429 Community Resources

3430 Geographically desirable

3432 Perseverance

3433 Dedicated staff

3434 Being an advocate for all teachers and employees

3435 Fiscal responsibility

3436 Most Teachers

3440 Student achievement

3443 Staff

3444 None

3446 Community

3448 Variety of choices of academic studies

3449 Teachers
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3450 To do what is right not just politically correct.

3451 Teachers w/ experience

3455 choice and magnets

3457 Seasoned teachers

3458 teachers who care about education

3459 Communication

3460 Student centered

3463 confusion

3464 Honor

3466 space/tech

3469 Diversity

3470 Talented Staff

3471 High School Programs

3472 Experience with large school districts.

3474 Diverse communities

3475 Knowledgeable Teachers

3476 High graduation percentages

3479 Doesn't follow political whims

3480 choice and magnets

3482 Taking student safety seriously

3486 STEM

3487 Excellent music/drama programs

3488 focus on stem ed

3489 quality instruction
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3490 Jennifer Jenkins

3491 Community partnerships

3493 Teachers

3494 O

3495 You should be adding about weaknesses for improvement

3499 Teacher communication

3500 Have parents that care about their children's academics

3503 Concern for student achievement

3504 Teachers

3506 In need of a strong leader

3507 Ability to show up for things that matter to the community

3508 Achieve

3510 Not having critical race theory

3513 The communication to parents

3516 Staff / teachers

3520 Teachers

3523 Diversity of student populations

3524 An educated population thanks to space industry

3525 Fiscal responsibility

3526 Quality of education curriculum offered

3527 Dedicated staff

3530 Diverse Educational Offering

3532 Communication

3538 Good programs for high achieving students
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3539 Great dedicated teachers

3540 Diversity

3542 Student services

3543 dual enrollment

3544 BEHAVIOR ENFORCEMENT

3546 To serve all students and get them educated

3549 professional staff

3550 Being smart

3554 Demographics

3555 Different programs, magnets, CTEs

3560 Commitment

3561 Close proximity to space program.

3564 Some Passionate stakeholders

3566 Consistently reviews/demonstrates fire and safety of staff and students

3569 Cleanlinessapperance

3570 Stability

3574 Diversity in thought. Not just one, very loud group pushing changes for all

3576 Teachers

3577 Community connection

3580 Bringing schools together

3584 Staff

3588 Community Involvement

3589 Kids on the spectrum

3590 Teachers in the district love to teach.
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3591 Dedicated teachers

3593 Qualified teachers

3596 VPK program

3598 Community Support

3599 Space Coast attracting other technical industries

3601 Many schools located in neighborhoods

3604 High achieving students

3605 The public community's ability to speak up and be included in this process

3608 school choice options

3609 Small

3610 The teachers

3616 caring staff

3618 The ability to listen

3619 The ability to listen

3620 diversity

3623 Academic Rigor

3624 Hard-working teachers, admin, and support staff.

3625 high calibra of staff

3628 The TEACHERS!!!!

3629 Experienced teaching workforce

3630 Patience

3631 History of excellence

3633 Parents ability to make choices about what school works best for their child:
Block, IB, special programs
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3634 Conservative

3637 Being open to diversity in Special Education

3638 Technology

3642 Choice schools

3643 dedicated teachers

3644 Diversity

3651 caring faculty/staff

3655 The faculty

3657 Our music programs

3661 Diverse population

3664 Charter Schools

3668 Academic Excellence

3669 Involved community

3670 Overall, we serve good kids.

3671 All areas need improvement

3672 Understanding ESE

3673 Diversity

3674 Student achievement

3675 community involvement

3676 Choice school programs

3678 Hiring subs to become teachers

3679 Resources

3681 diverse student population

3683 No strengths at this time
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3686 staff

3689 It's hard working personnel

3690 Safety of the students

3691 I don't know of any

3694 Engaged community

3696 Transparency

3697 Caring teachers and school staff

3704 Good Music Program

3710 Opportunities for students

3712 teachers

3719 Good teacher

3720 Engagement with parents

3721 outside resources

3722 High school tech programs

3723 Good teachers

3724 contribute to the community during crisis

3726 Our high performing Schools

3729 policies

3730 academically strong students

3733 CTE

3734 faculty

3737 Cares about our students

3738 Teachers who care

3739 Integrity
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3741 Nothing

3743 Community involvement

3744 Career and Technical Training Program

3746 None

3747 Improvement

3748 small schools

3752 Community engagement

3753 Student Achievement

3766 It's teachers

3768 That it was turned around from low performance

3769 Strong,committed Teachers

3770 lisening

3771 excellent teachers

3773 Collaborative

3777 unity of teachers/staff

3778 Qualified teachers

3780 Support

3781 Leadership

3782 experienced staff

3789 block website

3794 Compassion for students

3795 Variety of cultures

3796 Integrity

3799 professional teachers
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3800 Academic Excellence

3801 Bus system

3802 Security

3808 listen to parents

3813 works well together

3814 mental health awareness

3815 Caring Staff

3817 Students First

3819 parental support

3820 Capability

3823 Potential for community relations

3824 We have a manageable number of schools.

3825 Leadership skills

3826 Smarts

3828 idk

3831 Walter

3836 Idk

3838 Helping others

3839 good

3840 Helping people

3842 balls

3843 Sholastics

3845 idk bc the teachers think they are everyhting

3846 Volleyball
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3849 transparency

3853 COLLABORATIVE

3854 Collaborative

3855 Administrators listening to faculty.

3856 Teachers who care

3857 The teachers

3861 Leadership

3863 budgeting

3866 Good technically programs established in the high schools

3867 Dedicated teachers

3868 The growth rate

3869 Overall strong teachers

3875 Willingness to make change when necessary

3876 Three

3880 almost nothing

3881 resources for special needs students

3883 empathy

3884 high performance

3885 Communication

3886 Has IB

3887 Dedication of teachers and staff.

3889 supporting all student achievement

3897 The ability to hold a school board meeting without complaining about the
length of time it may take to resolve a problem or make a positive change.
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3898 Great schools of choice

3901 Talent of existing faculty and staff

3902 Our students

3904 Overall top staff and teachers

3906 Collaborative Culture

3907 Knowledge

3910 Growth

3911 instructional staff

3912 Hard-working teachers and staff.

3913 Caring Teachers

3914 Performance

3915 community involvment

3918 high performing

3919 data tracking

3922 Majority of staff

3924 Core group of reliable staff in various depts., including exceptional education

3925 Size

3926 Access to EFSC

3929 Caring teachers

3931 Location

3933 Diversity

3935 Freedom of speech

3936 teachers

3937 Instructional Leadership
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3940 Preparing high achievers for academic readiness

3943 Integrity

3944 Location

3946 Adhere to Federal Laws for Non-Discrimination

3947 IB programs available

3948 Care

3949 The voters that removed Belford

3952 Teacher commitment

3958 Aim of leadership continual improvement

3959 Team work

3961 Use of science to dictate student health best practices.

3963 Ethical standards and behavior

3966 The excellent teachers

3967 Academies offered at high schools

3968 We have great choice of post-graduation transition options (AP, Dual
Enrollment, CTE, ROTC)

3969 Making better efforts to incorporate technology with learning

3970 Safety

3972 New to district not informed enough to list

3973 Excellent Teachers

3975 Conservative school board

3976 Academic success of students

3982 High Tech Area

3983 Y'all smack the hell out of students who are balls
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3984 Fff

3985 Many highly educated families

3986 Has financial resources

3987 expects and produces well qualified graduates

3989 The community cares

3990 Career programs

3994 Unable to answer because of vague question.

3995 nationally ranked schools

3996 Academic excellence

3999 School Personnel

4002 Music program

4003 management

4005 Ethics

4006 Conservative Values

4007 fixing things in schools fast.

4008 Size

4014 Academy Programs

4015 Huj

4016 Good schools programs

4018 Teachers

4020 high academic standards

4022 Stability of tax base

4023 Instructional Staff

4024 Has numerous quality teachers
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4026 Support staff on front lines at school

4027 committed teachers

4029 (mostly) good teachers

4030 Will try new ideas

4031 Data analysis

4034 Understanding

4037 academic excellence

4040 Free breakfast

4041 transportation

4045 Leadership

4047 None

4050 Hard working and dedicated employees

4051 Seasoned, experienced staff/teachers

4057 growing enrollment

4059 ?

4062 teachers that care about their students

4063 Staff

4064 enrollment/growth

4066 academic success

4067 Communication

4069 Integrity

4071 community engagement

4073 Commitment to parents
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4075 Diversity of resources - farm, beach, conservation, space, tech innovation -
unlike anywhere else in FL. We should be the #1 place to send kids

4076 Teachers

4078 Veteran Teachers

4080 lots of schools

4081 Diversity

4087 Trustworthy

4090 N/A

4097 inclusiveness

4100 A

4102 Teachers

4103 Community Involvement

4104 Schools of Choice

4107 Compassion

4109 Size

4110 Committed teachers

4115 local leadership

4117 high tech communities

4119 Good relationships between teachers, students and parents

4121 Connections to Space Coast Community

4122 Teachers

4129 Honest

4130 Programs

4131 None
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4133 community involvement

4134 Student focus

4137 After school programs to help students

4138 Teachers and staff who care about all students.

4140 STEM-oriented

4141 Communication

4142 Care for Staff & Students

4143 Elementary gifted programs

4146 fun

4148 Ability to feed students into local Tech Companies

4150 District has plenty of meetings

4151 District level staff are very supportive

4152 No

4155 Fiscal responsibility

4156 Diverse population

4158 math program

4161 High school ratings

4162 Conservative family values

4164 Student inclusion

4165 Collaborating w/ the Teacher's Union

4170 Diversity

4172 Quality Teachers

4174 Computer Availability

4175 I thought about this for an hour. I have nothing.
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4178 Diversity

4180 We live in a beautiful county.

4181 Helping other

4182 I don't know

4184 None

4185 The communities

4188 Teaching staff

4190 Incredible Employees

4197 academic achievement

4198 Location, space industry, desirable county

4199 Truthful

4200 Student services Brevard County Schools offer

4208 Mostly high achieving students

4213 Dedicated instructional staff

4216 Parental involvement

4218 Widespread schools

4220 Willingness to adapt

4224 Interested parents

4226 use of technology

4228 Education

4229 Caring teachers

4231 Diversity

4232 location

4233 access to nature
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4234 Growing population

4242 communication

4244 Nothing

4246 The Educators that are mentors to students, staff within the community.

4248 Education

4250 listens to parents and able to make a decision

4251 Communication

4253 teachers

4256 fiscal responsibility

4257 Historically traditional

4258 Future SPACE

4260 Diversity

4263 A tradition of academic excellence

4264 Strong community support

4265 communication

4266 Openness to the community

4268 The previous superintendent who was wrongfully fired.

4272 Retention of great teachers

4273 Parent involvement

4274 N/A

4275 inclusion

4276 Innovator

4277 Fair education system as a whole

4280 decision making power
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4282 Leadership

4283 Number of Employees

4284 Sports

4290 Teacher

4291 Idk

4292 Education

4293 Very positive

4295 Children

4298 community

4300 Fortaleza

4301 Some ESF staff are helpful and support teachers/students.

4304 Teacher awareness

4305 Academic achievement

4306 diverse educational programs

4309 Demanding, educated public

4312 Teacher moral

4313 Caring teachers

4315 Not letting kids walk all over teachers

4316 diversity

4321 Unknown

4323 Elective options

4324 Megan Wright

4326 Not a fascist

4330 requesting feedback from its users
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4332 Choice Schools

4333 Community cohesiveness

4334 Diverse communities

4336 Early childhood programs

4338 scholastic ability

4339 Good Listening

4343 Good at reading

4344 Parent involvement

4345 Experienced Teachers

4346 Teachers who care

4349 choices

4351 High tech community envolvement(ex: L3 Harris working with students, field
trips to the Cape)

4352 Football teams

4353 Proximity to NASA

4354 None.

4356 sense of community

4360 great teachers

4361 Good community

4363 Staff that care about the kids and their educational success

4364 Involved Staff

4368 Our teachers with experience

4370 Our students are our number one strength. Without them we would not have
a purpose.

4371 Good Schools
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4375 NASA

4376 Safety for our kids

4378 Great teachers

4380 Education system

4382 safety

4385 High performing schools

4389 Involved teachers

4392 Integrity

4394 committed teachers

4398 Works together

4401 High Quality Schools

4403 Teachers/Parent Involvement

4404 Excellent number of teachers

4405 Diversity

4406 Compassion

4407 Teachers

4408 Leadership

4410 Leadership

4411 Conservative Republican but with a surfer area

4413 Close proximity to STEM organizations and companies

4415 We're large and diverse

4422 cohesiveness

4430 Integrity

4431 Our teachers
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4432 Get school administrators to enforce discipline for students bad behavior

4433 Teachers!!!!

4434 leadership

4435 dedicated teachers & staff

4436 High standards

4437 Teacher dedication to students

4439 No woke agenda

4442 Listens to teachers.

4443 Stands up for what is important.

4444 Media centers allowing free choice reading materials

4446 Good leadership

4447 Diverse culture

4449 Integrity

4454 Not conforming to federal standards

4455 parent buy in

4458 Choice Schools

4466 Top 10 in the state for many years

4469 NA

4474 That teachers remain here even after being vilified, and continue to teach
our children.

4476 Many high performing schools

4477 Diversity

4480 College credi classes while in high school

4482 Student Safety
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4484 Committed, hard working school and district level leadership

4485 School Choice

4486 Lots of Diversity

4488 Blah

4491 Large, diverse population

4492 Listening to all

4494 Early education

4495 Ethics

4496 Discipline with consequences

4497 '

4498 morale of employees

4499 Community Support

4500 teachers and staff

4501 job

4502 Communicate

4503 Safety

4506 Our teachers

4510 Since of Community

4511 Student priority

4518 Listen

4520 Communication

4521 Teacher Quality

4522 Consistency

4523 Determination to have in school instruction
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4525 Motivation

4529 Teachers who remain in the classroom despite current problematic issues.

4531 staff

4532 Caring staff

4536 School with specializations e.g. science, aviation

4538 Disipline

4540 Wonderful teachers and staff

4541 Gum

4542 High performance

4546 Nothing

4548 high integrity and morals

4549 Honesty

4550 Be an honorable person and have the ability to communicate with teachers
and students

4553 Strong support from the community

4554 Teachers

4556 None

4562 We are big

4564 n/a

4567 career training academies (alternate paths that are not college - Fire,
mechanical)

4570 Knowledge

4571 n/a

4572 The teachers

4573 Choice school options
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4574 Planning

4575 Strength of the academic programs

4576 cocoa beach sucks

4578 Unsure

4580 Supportive Network

4581 None, you all suck.

4584 size

4585 range of classes

4586 Excellent academics

4587 compassion

4589 That you do not attempt to force CRT on our children.

4590

4591 There are choices

4595 Listerner

4599 Administrators at most of the schools

4600 Good teachers

4602 Resources

4605 availability of programs

4606 Jf

4607 G

4609 Responsibility

4611 Students education

4612 Diversity

4613 Quality Teachers
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4614 safety

4616 good read

4622 student performance

4624 Diversity among students and teachers

4627 NONE

4630 Science/Tech Diversity

4633 education

4635 Ability to analyze data and trends

4637 Location

4638 n/a

4639 Large population

4640 security

4643 Good Ethics

4644 Opportunities for higher achieving students

4645 Adjacent hight tech industries

4647 Quality of teachers.

4649 teachers

4650 Facilities

4652 supporting advanced curriculum: ie Cambridge, AP, IB

4653 Outstanding Educators

4654 Former reputation as a "destination district

4655 College and Career Readiness Programs in High Schools

4656 CTE programs

4658 Sorry don't know
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4659 Professionalism

4661 Experienced Staff

4667 N/A

4669 G

4670 Communication

4674 The people in the district that promotes inclusiveness.

4676 Rational

4679 team work

4684 Evaluates progress and provides feedback

4694 listen

4695 Technology

4696 All Students

4697 Students that want to succeed

4702 Excellence of teachers

4709 Integrity

4712 Diversity

4718 There's none

4719 Music

4720 Support teachers and staff

4721 planning

4722 Technology

4723 Diverse

4726 Commitment to community

4727 Helping hand
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4728 Wasting money

4729 Cooperative

4730 We have great teachers and staff

4731 good work ethics

4733 Teachers

4735 Community

4739 support teachers

4743 High-tech jobs (space, aviation)

4744 The effectiveness of our teachers in an environment that is openly politically
hostile towards them.

4745 Accademics

4746 Ability to attend non-zoned schools

4747 Inclusion of all students

4749 Quality courses for high achieving students

4753 Communication

4754 Diverse learning opportunities: School Choice

4755 community involvement

4756 they should be EDUCATION in ALL subjects

4758 police department

4762 Diversity

4763 Respect

4764 Educational Staff

4767 diverse families

4768 Motivation
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4772 Dedication of staff (instructional and support)

4774 Listening to needs of the school

4775 choice schools

4781 Parent involvement

4786 cafeteria staff

4787 Local STEM economy

4788 technology

4789 Quality Teachers

4790 Integrity

4792 Quality teachers

4795 educators

4798 The People (Employees)

4807 Amazing Professional Development opportunities for everyone

4809 Strong professional base

4812 Testing

4813 Values all staff members

4814 school choice

4816 Teachers and staff who genuinely care about our students.

4818 Support staff

4819 Assistant Directors

4822 LEADERSHIP

4827 Education

4828 Students

4832 diversity of programs
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4835 People are willing to listen

4837 willingness to try something new (i.e. open alternative school)

4839 Teamwork

4842 nothing

4847 Teachers

4848 Wide Option of choices for paths to instruction throughout the county

4850 Technology

4852 The dedicated long term employees that have stuck with the district through
tough financial times and senior staff turnovers.

4854 Discuss & resolve issues

4855 Teaching ranks

4858 Avoids political cultural turmoil

4859 Facilities

4860 Dedicated faculty

4861 It is very large

4863 dedicated teachers

4867 Its staff

4869 Yes

4875 Nothing

4878 What kind of leadership cans an experienced superintendent?

4880 Buying power of a large group for lower prices

4882 Focus on academics

4883 Teacher retention

4887 nothing
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4889 Parental interest and involvement

4890 Organization

4892 Accountability

4898 support staff effort despite low wages

4905 Student Education

4907 Unknown

4909 None at this time

4910 District needs to stop ignoring the average students and the quite majority

4911 Diversity of communities served

4912 Innovative teachers

4913 Our teachers, therapists, paraprofessionals & support staff at school level

4915 Collaboration

4919 New school board members

4921 PAID same as a principal

4922 Excellent staff (prior to resignations)

4924 Communication

4925 Technology

4926 teachers

4929 a historical leader in Science

4934 High expectations in achievement

4937 ELO and choice options

4943 Academics

4947 Returning to education led schools, not church centered schools as headed
now
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4949 kindness

4950 Good students

4952 Teachers

4953 nothing

4956 Caring, capable teachers, administrators, and staff at the school level.

4960 Strong technological expertise and knowledge due to the presence of NASA,
SpaceX, Boeing and other related fields.

4963 Effective teams, including Diversity & Inclusion, under Mullins.

4965 Proximity to space center

4966 Number of science-based families living here.

4967 schools in affluent communities

4970 Active community

4971 CTE programs

4976 working to help each child to excel

4979 calm

4980 Preparing high achievers

4981 Flexability

4982 The teaching staff, overall very dedicated

4983 Many great, hardworking teachers

4984 Has been a classroom teacher

4985 Size
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5 History

8 high expectations of all students and staff

11 Students first… what's best for kids

15 Enthusiastic team members

17 involved community members

18 not proud of district

19 high expectations

20 Plethora of community resources

22 Strong leadership

23 leadership

24 Business Partners/Community Involvement I

25 Teachers

26 programs CTE

28 College prep

31 Desire to be best in class

32 Getting back to the basics of learning

33 Integrity

35 Willingness to continually improve

36 Dedication

38 Musical arts programs

40 Aerospace Engineering facilities and businesses who support learning

41 Teachers and support staff

44 Great employees
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47 Ability to provide oversight of individual schools and leadership teams

49 Promotes programs to prepare high school students for employment

51 Diverse demographics

52 Fantastic teachers and staff

53 Teachers

61 Program offerings

62 School choice options

64 Protects rights of marginalized subgroups

65 School teachers

67 Our support staff

68 Faculty

69 Technology easily accessible for parent knowledge on district web age

70 Diversity

72 Support Staff

78 Great support staff

82 Student achievement

83 Cultural

85 STEM focus

87 community

93 Dual Enrollment

98 Diversity

101 Students

104 Caring staff from bus drivers to teacher assistants

106 Student performance
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108 Previous supt cared about public health

110 Strong academics

111 Work force

114 Before/After Care programs

115 Supportive Partners

117 Goals

118 Vision and Mission

120 Focus on student development regardless of politics

121 Completely disappointed with current board

123 Proximity to the Space program

124 Community

127 Teachers that continue to come to work when things are falling apart around
them

129 School support staff

131 Many opportunities for students to explore interests (CTE, Fine arts,
Athletics, etc)

134 The caring, hardworking, educated teachers and staff of each school.

139 teachers

144 non political

146 Community partners

149 Safety

151 Extra Curricular Act.

153 Diverse employment opportunities for students post graduation

154 Stubbornness

156 Teachers & staff
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159 Vocational programs

161 Teachers

163 Opportunities for student improvement

164 Good school level leaders.

168 Compassion

169 Relative neutrality in prior leadership. Mullins was incredibly loved by both
sides of the aisle and he always carried out board wishes with grace.
Someone like him is needed to balance a liberally minded workforce with a
more conservative county population.

171 Academic performance

172 Diversity

174 Community resources

176 Diverse student populations

177 newer facilities

180 Schools of choice

183 Highly educated

184 Dr. Beth Thedy

185 honesty

186 Teachers who care

187 CTE programs

188 Students are the priority

194 Data driven

195 Choice programs

196 the option of enrolling in magnet schools

197 Loyal to employees
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198 Parent involved

199 Access to community partners

201 very good schools of choice

203 Multiple options for hybrid learning

204 Fair

206 a motivated new board w/ students', families', teachers' interests at heart

207 Staff. They are some of the most caring and helpful people I have ever
encounter.

208 Hard working faculty and staff

210 Community Partners

212 Teachers working with scarce resources

213 Teachers

214 Performance

215 Teacher dedication

216 Diversity of school programs

218 High performing and data driven programs

220 Staff support

221 Proximity to NASA and related companies to potentially partnership with

223 Voters have passed special taxes to support education.

224 Population has passes special taxes to support education.

226 Diversity

229 diversity of population

231 Collaboration

236 Special academic programs for exceptional learners and high achievers
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237 Caring

243 Right now...

244 Our District leadership that also has decades of experience.

245 Policies are updated quickly to meet state requirements or needs

247 Integrity modeled by Dr. Mullins

251 Community that cares

252 Community partners

253 Many great teachers

254 teachers

257 early childhood programs

259 Technology

260 Diverse hiring practices

262 Quality / caring kids

263 Communication of district events

264 Increasing high tech industry offers opportunity for collaboration to improve
education and technology in our schools

265 Innovation

267 Staff members

269 Serve ALL students with excellence

270 CHOICE programs

272 Devoted workforce

274 Is willing to speak the truth to the School Board and stand up for teachers
and students when they are under attack.

276 School staff

280 The teachers in the district.
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285 Student achievement

286 Community involvement

287 N/A

289 Community support

290 Understanding

293 excellent teachers

295 Support Staff

298 Self delusion

300 Global Attitude

302 Serves a diverse student population

303 Patience

304 compassion

305 Many loyal staff members

307 N/A

308 rigor

310 commitment to students

312 committed

313 ADMINISTRATORS

315 Fine Arts Programs

316 Our arts programs are the best around. i

317 Diversity of Business

319 strong budget

321 hard working staff

322 Resources Available
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325 Safety

327 Resourceful faculty

328 Staff that work together

329 Support Staff

334 Principals

337 Listens to parents not teachers

343 The community

346 Diversity

347 School based staff who work for the children to be successful without
compromising education

348 We have dedicated, passionate people that truly care about students and
staff working at the district level

349 NA

352 Experience as a teacher

353 The best professional teachers

354 Communication

355 Growth

358 There are no other strengths

362 Our former superintendent was a strong leader and a pleasure to work for.

364 Exceptional leadership at some schools

367 Support Staff

374 No respect for African, Hispanic diaspora communities

377 Fight for public education

379 Experienced teachers

381 teachers
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383 Teacher assistants

384 Program offerings

385 Testing-there's too much of it

387 Staff that are willing and able

388 Quality of education

389 Less Micromanaging of Classroom Teachers Trust in Qualified Teachers

390 The staff

393 Security

394 School Choice

395 Stood up to hate groups when they tried to ban good books from our school
libraries (past school board)

396 We have voters who consistently support funding the schools

397 Not listening to Sheriff Ivey in regard to school discipline

398 Excellent teachers

399 I really don't see any strengths

401 String program

402 Diversity

403 Good arts programs, although many will end soon due to funding being
pulled due

406 Processes

412 Our fine arts and music programs

413 CTE programs

414 Working with outside groups to understand strengths and weaknesses.

418 Leadership

423 Dedication of teachers
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427 Sport programs

431 We have committed community partners and voter support to find the
schools our kids deserve

432 Great teachers and administrators

435 Diverse student body

436 Variety of school/educational choices

440 Students

441 The teachers

444 Location to attract staff

445 Marine science programs and conservation

447 Dedicated support staff

448 High performing schools

450 Ability to keep parents informed of what is happening

452 Fiscal responsibility

457 Community backing

460 Veteran teachers

463 Doing much with little-this district has faced a pandemic, staff shortages,
financial shortages and yet we still out perform many others

466 Economic stability

467 Continued public support via millage and sales tax increases

468 Staff

474 The community

476 Community resources for education are

479 Diverse staff

480 Holds charter school to the same standard as regular public schools
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481 Resourceful

483 Quality of arts programs district wide is outstanding

484 Supportive administration

485 Teachers dedicated to schools

487 CTE programs

488 Caring teachers

492 Support of Fine Arts

494 New teachers

496 Relationship with our NASA community

497 Art

498 Security

500 Community support

502 Career technical opportunities

504 Community support

506 Some of excellent students

507 Community Involvement

508 I have confidence in the school board chair

509 Amazing Administration

511 Passion for excellence

514 Academic Programs

515 Committee Faculty

517 None

518 Unique infrastructure for conservation and STEAM given demographics

522 Leaders like Jennifer Jenkins
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524 Community involvement

526 Community partners

528 Access to science and technology partners

532 Wonderful location

533 Small class sizes

535 N/a

538 Collaboration with parents

540 High academic standards

542 Dual enrollment

546 Good principals

547 Teachers

548 The high school options - technical, dual enrollment, AP, etc

551 graduation rate

554 Our school library programs

558 Teachers

561 Highly educated portion of the population is larger than in most places

562 A few good principals with integrity whose actions motivate others to
persevere.

565 Technology

567 Pride

572 Fiscal responsibility

573 Good academic programs (especially international programs like Cambridge
and IB)

574 Vocational education

577 Listening to all steak-holders
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581 Choose

583 Students

590 Stellar teachers (those that are here still).

592 Parents that fight for equality for all students

595 Jennifer Jenkins

596 Compassionate and hardworking teachers and staff

597 Financial resources

599 Growing

600 Proximity to high-economic growth industry

601 Its staff

603 An innovative, inclusive faculty/staff perspective on education techniques,
styles, and implementation.

608 Listens to the parents and concerns about what's going on in school

611 Students

613 respects parental rights

615 willing to listen

618 Technology

620 Variety of AP, IB, and dual enrollment programs

624 Caring schools and teachers

627 Caring teachers

631 Community involvement

633 After school programs

634 Business partnerships

635 Choice School Options ie. West Shore & Edgewood
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636 Most teachers are very dedicated

639 Leadership in school settings

640 Teachers who have continued to be devoted even when made the enemy

641 No accountability for Jennifer Jenkins hostility towards parents

643 Community

645 Its families

650 Diverse population

651 Program availability

652 Communication

655 Understand children belong to parents not the administration

656 Business partnership opportunities

657 Career/Technology programs

660 A variety of excellent choices of programs for students

661 N/A

663 Sense of Community

665 Opportunity to be better

666 Our students

668 none

669 Archaic technology policies to allow disabled children easier lives - which
depend on tech

671 Humility

672 Technology in the classroom

673 The Students

676 Nothing it's a mess
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681 High achieving extracurriculars (drama, sports)

682 Programs that are inclusive

685 Inclusivity

687 Inclusion

690 Some teachers inspire genuine educational curiosity and passion for subject
matter (others focus too much on testing and are teaching writing that lacks
voice and style)

692 Facilities

693 We have a motivated parent population of moms whose time and labor can
be exploited without adding to the budget.

695 STEM programs

696 NA

697 Budget

698 Unfortunately don't know any others

699 Used to be student performance

701 Diversity

703 Teachers at Manatee

705 Brilliant teachers

707 Community support

708 The staff who all work so hard to help our kids

711 IB

712 Dr Schiller is very knowledgeable.

714 Arts program

717 student discipline

718 Students
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720 Communication

722 History of strong performance

723 Ignoring parents

724 Reading interventions

725 Decrease student misconduct and hold accountable based on their actions

728 kind

729 Diverse range of sexualities

731 Safety

734 None

736 high expectations with student test scores

737 recovery labs at high schools

739 Does not allow politics in schools or decision making

745 community involvement

746 Financial Responsibility

750 great nurse

755 Evaluation of data is well done

759 Check in's

760 JROTC

761 Communicative

763 Not sure

764 Listening

768 School choices

769 Timeliness

771 workforce
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776 Consistent with school discipline

778 Encourages Arts Programs

779 facility maintenance

785 Idk im just a student

786 development

790 Unknown

792 Processes

793 Recognizing both teachers and staff should get significant raises

794 Strong Community

798 District Leadership

800 The various program educational, athletic and social programs offer to
student from k-12

803 accountability

805 Ability to make tough decisions

806 team work

807 Diversity

810 Not homophobic/transphobic

812 integrity

813 The caring faculty that is left serving

817 Diversity in programs for students

819 Out of area options for students/parents

822 technical programs

823 faculty who want the best for students

824 Challenging courses offered in high school
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825 Diploma options for students

826 Outstanding music and academic programs

827 teachers

829 Focus on the importance of early childhood.

833 Parent involvement

834 passionate teachers

836 Has Westshore

843 Our Staff

845 Science opportunities

846 Underpaid teachers willing to continue trying.

849 money

850 Proximity to tech/space industry

854 communication

855 There is none

856 Diverse

857 Acceptance that teachers are professionals

862 Involved Parents

864 community involvement

865 open-minded to empirical based SEL programs/support for all stakeholders
(students, families, staff, employees)

866 Ethics

868 Communication

869 6

870 Supports for low performing schools
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872 staff

873 teacher education

877 Business Partnerships

878 appreciation for the diverse student population

880 Willing to tell board "no"

881 Special high school programs, CTE, AICE, IB and Academies

886 Equity

888 good social economic population

890 technology

893 administration

895 community

899 cohesive departments

901 large amount of stakeholders willing to help if given the opportunity

902 Great Principals

904 Seriously. We now have to spend all this taxpayer money for you people to
do surveys?

905 parents

906 embracing technology

908 Diverse population of students

910 Knowledgeable

911 A few scgool have good modern facilities.

917 Commitment to Excellence

920 School Leadership

922 Communication
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923 Willing to make change when hearing from staff, students and parents

926 Safe/low crime rate

927 Support

928 Hands on learning

930 High tech businesses in area

934 School of choice

937 Inclusive of ALL students

938 Kindness

939 Educators that care even when significantly underpaid

940 Outstanding music programs

942 Safety of students

943 Many superb teachers

944 Potential

946 Expertise of teachers

953 Keeping community, employees and parents informed

954 test performance

957 Technology

959 Community support

960 Ability to zone waiver kids

962 student achievement

964 Community partners

967 Leadership

968 Communicator

969 Educational opportunities
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972 Supportive principals

978 Technology

979 high performance

983 Strong extracurricular programs especially non sports programs such as
music and academic/robotics programs.

984 Faculty who are compassionate

992 Strong academic standards

993 working with discipline issues by not holding students accountable

996 good with finances

999 Always the best in the room

1000 High number of A schools

1001 N/A

1002 Commitment to supporting teachers

1004 cooperating with teachers

1007 Willing to listen and help parents and students needs

1008 Great CTE program

1011 leadership

1012 Well rounded education

1014 Opportunities

1015 idk

1017 Large

1019 Employment preparation

1021 growing diverse student populating

1023 d
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1026 Dedicated educational staff

1027 Economic development has brought in dynamic young families who are
invested in education.

1029 Abundance of opportunities

1030 Provide program and opportunities for gifted and children with disabilities
as well (both sides of the learning spectrum)

1031 Fighting divisive policies

1032 Teachers

1033 Diverse courses

1034 Trust

1038 School staff, janitors, lunch staff

1040 Understand the need to meet students' needs: disabilities, culture,
socioeconomic, etc

1043 CTE

1045 facilities

1048 n/a

1049 Compassion

1053 Teacher Performance

1054 Achievement levels

1057 Engaged parents

1059 driven

1061 Parents

1065 DIVERSITY

1068 Accountability

1069 quality teachers
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1071 ?

1074 Students

1076 Teacher communication

1078 supportive families

1079 Lots of diversity

1081 Sense of community

1082 brevard public schools needs a huge overhaul

1088 Non-politicized leaders

1091 FAIR BUT STERN

1096 Currently none

1098 idk

1102 Civics

1106 our curricular offerings

1107 diversity

1110 informative

1111 cute

1113 School choice

1114 The IT department is fantastic

1115 safety increase

1116 assist students achieve their goals

1120 Hiding money

1122 Athletics, arts and academic programs for all students

1123 politics used to be not priority

1124 Good students
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1125 Principles

1130 High standards for staff

1131 Leader

1132 Talented teachers

1139 experienced workforce

1140 Accommodations

1141 Teachers

1142 Great leadership

1143 Faculty at the schools

1147 Maintain a drama free workspace.

1149 school

1153 Public communication

1154 Staff

1155 Parental involvement

1157 Lots of great educators

1158 Ethics

1161 None

1164 student technology programs

1167 career and technical programs

1170 Technology and support from community

1171 community

1173 District follows federal guidelines

1175 Diversity

1177 Music programs
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1178 Teacher commitment

1179 strong leadership

1181 Commitment to diversity

1183 Supportive learning

1193 Has a backbone

1194 Many Special needs program offerings

1199 Dedicated school and district staff

1202 Experience

1203 Staff

1204 Helping students transition into success adults

1211 School Choice

1212 HS electives that create a skill set

1214 firm

1215 Good staff

1217 Integrity

1219 School Leadership

1221 Balanced support of arts and sciences

1224 Variety of types of schools (charters, magenta, ect)

1227 Many Committed Faculty Members

1228 Planning

1229 plans developed for equitable consistent student learning

1230 Collaboration

1231 Communication with the community

1239 technology usage
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1241 Quality administrators that collaborate

1244 Fine Arts Opportunities

1248 Surrounding area is a technology rich community.

1250 community

1254 TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

1255 none

1256 Diverse

1257 Great teachers

1258 Provides opportunities for community based educational programs to
promote their services through Peach Jar but whish the cost per school was
lower.

1262 Use of technology

1263 Community

1264 CTE Program

1265 Communication

1266 Don't know

1268 breaking the governors executive orders

1271 Dedicated teachers

1275 X

1278 home to significant # high tech employeers

1280 Safety of school campuses

1282 Cooperating with commissioners and Sheriff

1285 Cares about school programs

1286 Teachers

1287 Renovations/innovations
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1288 Partnership with Sheriff Ivey

1289 NA

1291 Educational programs

1292 Dedicated teachers

1294 collaborative staff

1296 Growth

1298 Care of the students

1302 Experienced employees

1303 Safety

1304 Conservative values

1305 Excellent teachers and staff who care about students

1306 Don't know

1308 Advancement programs such as Dual enrollment, IB, AP Capstone

1312 Focus on Early Childhood

1319 teachers

1320 problem-solving

1323 Music

1324 Guidance and teachers support kids who want to do well, be academically
successful, and pursue higher education, training, or employment.

1326 Teachers focused on teaching despite the political circus on the Board.

1329 Teachers

1333 Choice Schools

1334 Fuck Mom's for Liberty

1340 untapped creative population
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1342 Connect with students and be understanding. Regardless of your feelings,
you are to be accepting and non judgmental. You can keep our opinions to
yourself but don't push our personal agendas.

1344 Quality Teachers

1345 dual enrollment

1347 Great families

1348 Leveraging technology

1350 Excellence in the Arts.

1353 Educational programs available to students of all academic levels/abilities

1354 Strong in STEAM

1355 understanding

1358 Career programs like Fire, Airplanes, Marine mechanics, etc.

1360 concerned

1361 Training

1362 Decision Making

1366 Teachers student realationships

1368 Administration

1372 Committed parents

1373 Natural environment

1376 Care

1380 bad

1382 Strict discipline

1383 Diversity of population

1385 Diverse Arts Culture

1388 dont know
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1390 Putting students and staff first......................except for elements of the School
Board.

1395 Presence of Headstart and VPK in elementary schools

1397 leader

1399 commitment to the arts (theatre, band, music programs)

1400 Diverse staff

1402 Living in the Space Coast with major employers in the area

1403 Failing our teachers

1406 Ethical

1408 Not ridiculous frittering away resources on woke politics. Teach children so
they can have work integrity and social integrity

1409 USED to care for the health and safety

1411 qualified teachers

1412 School choice

1415 music

1422 Senior Help

1423 Special Academic Programs

1427 High-scoring

1432 parents who are involved make a huge difference when a team approach

1433 safe learning enviroment for Teachers and students

1436 hard working support staff

1437 Technology

1439 class size

1440 Technology-increasing the ratio and access for students and families

1442 Parent Interaction with the school
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1443 Flexible

1445 the tech usage

1446 Exceptional Workforce

1447 Choice Schools

1448 idk

1449 Opportunities for regular ED students

1451 Staff accountability

1452 Community ties

1453 teachers

1454 Ability and space to build technical schools after high school

1455 High School career focus opportunities

1457 Great website and tools

1460 Putting students first

1462 diversity

1463 parent educational level

1468 Diverse political views

1471 Technology

1473 none

1474 until the hateful bigots go away

1480 Schools of choice

1481 Teamwork

1484 Child Focused

1485 Opportunity

1486 Good programs
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1488 Motivated

1489 parent involvement

1490 FLVS

1493 The students

1494 the IB program

1495 CTE

1497 Willingness of workforce to go the extra mile

1498 Exceptional work family ethics

1500 Great teachers

1501 Consistency

1503 Small(ish) neighborhood schools

1505 Budget

1507 AP and career programs

1509 you have staff that has been loyal

1510 Inclusion

1513 Goal Orientated

1517 Inclusion

1520 Open minded

1521 Diversity

1524 Opportunities for students

1525 School board on the right track

1527 learning

1529 ELO

1532 Respect
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1533 attainable resources

1538 Respectfully listen to the changes in our society while staying true to the
fact that children do to school to be educated so that they can become
something great in future society, school is not a place for social
conversations, especially not topics regarding sexual preferences and
genders

1542 Stays open

1543 Growth provides opportunities for implementing new programs.

1545 Accountability of School Board & Superintendent-their adherence to
Governor/State Legislature policies

1546 community

1547 Excellent administrators

1551 robust budget

1553 Graduation rate

1554 Deans

1556 school staff

1559 Student Achievement

1561 Dedicated teachers and staff

1562 Our geography

1563 Allowing parents to have a say for their children

1564 Doesn't turn a blind eye

1566 High expectations

1567 Nationally recognized schools in the county

1568 great magnet schools

1571 Committed to the students

1572 Seasoned well educated teachers who care
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1573 resources available to stakeholders

1574 music options

1575 Faculty

1578 Large local space and aviation sectors

1581 idk

1584 Teachers

1587 High performing choice schools

1591 Students

1593 Harry styles

1596 High level of tech companies that can be leveraged

1604 Environmental care at schools

1609 Staff

1611 Adult Ed

1614 Community is committed financially to school system

1620 Teachers

1621 Diversity

1622 Accountability

1626 none

1627 Diversity and Equity

1629 support staff that care

1630 Set boundaries on gender bathrooms

1637 Revenue

1638 LEADERSHIP/COMMUNICATIVE

1643 Mark
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1648 Does things not for political gain

1649 They need to have more programs with kids with special needs

1651 Working with the community

1652 Dedicated teachers

1656 Absolutely Nothing!

1657 Good teachers

1659 Academies in High School

1660 Programs offered

1662 Student to teacher ratio

1666 The pursuit of excellence as the standard

1675 Continued Personal Education

1680 Connection

1681 communication

1682 No Political Crap

1683 Data Reporting

1691 reading

1693 leadership

1698 Experienced staff

1699 availability of programs

1700 has a good athletic program

1701 Student self discipline based on following school rules

1702 Listen to the board and make the right decisions

1704 School locations and campuses are convenient to residents

1705 diverse workforce
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1707 Diversity of student population

1708 A variety of resources available

1709 science programs

1711 facilities

1713 Local employers (KSC, Disney)

1715 xxx

1719 budgetary

1720 Financial management

1721 Leadership

1722 genuine compassion for others

1724 Academic Opportunities

1725 Administration

1730 district support teachers

1732 High Quality School Administrators

1736 Tech

1738 STEM Programs

1739 Supportive Community

1740 variety of extracurricular programs offered

1742 Educations opportunities in the area

1744 wellness opportunities

1746 Safety

1750 Dual enrollment programs with the local college

1751 Has space coast for employer

1754 Teachers
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1755 Willingness to change when necessary

1758 Business growth

1760 ia's

1763 Works in the interest of Fairness

1764 Strong community push against Gender Craze

1768 help of the community, volunteering

1770 attention to detail

1773 final say

1775 Accelerated programming

1776 Staff retention

1777 safety

1778 Teachers/admin

1779 Teachers

1783 Sports

1785 Opportunities

1786 Quality teachers

1792 diverse course options

1793 Large, educated workforce

1796 School choice

1797 School Spirit Like Mel High

1800 Sksksks

1805 Friendliness of staff

1808 Safety

1810 accountability
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1814 Delegation skills

1816 diversity

1818 diverse population

1821 Involved

1822 listening

1823 Discipline

1824 Dedicated teachers

1825 Growth goals

1826 Integrity

1827 Support Principals at the school level

1828 Most Admin/Principals

1830 Engaged Students

1831 Honor

1835 NA

1839 Growing in size and resources

1840 Montessori program

1842 Caring

1843 Caring teachers and staff

1845 98

1848 High Performing Students

1850 Options for students in the arena of academics, degrees, training, schools of
academic excellence

1852 None

1853 None
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1856 great assets and infrastructure

1864 Student to teacher ratio

1868 AP/Dual Enrollment

1873 Community involvement

1880 Some of the administrators

1881 Availability of diverse educational opportunities for our students

1882 Enthusiasm

1885 Offering college and technical courses for HS students

1886 Women Led

1888 Free and reduce lunches

1890 Security

1891 Willingness to make changes

1893 Employees

1894 Teaming with Sheriff Ivey

1895 team work

1897 Incorporating Technology

1898 Students

1899 Free and reduce lunch

1900 Community service at any time

1903 communication

1904 Parent outreach

1905 Academic Achievements

1906 Reasonable pay for teachers

1910 great teachers
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1912 Extra curricular activities offered

1914 mel high

1915 Staff

1916 The accomplishments of our previous school board & Superintendent Dr.
Mullins during Covid

1917 Student safety and Learning.

1922 Strong economy

1925 Availability of Charter Schools

1928 Education opportunities

1934 educational opportunities

1942 Students

1944 Parental choice

1945 Our diverse student body

1954 Adminstrators

1959 Lots of support

1962 CTE programs within secondary schools

1966 Teachers

1969 Hiring Excellent Teachers

1971 Understanding

1973 Industry support for schools

1978 Broad tax base

1980 unknown

1982 Clubs and Activities for students

1983 Discipline
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1986 Not sure

1988 knowledgable

1991 achievement

1993 Documentation

1996 Small class sizes

1999 the students

2009 Equity

2013 Early Childhood Education

2015 Kindness

2016 Professional development opportunities

2017 Technology specialists

2018 Passion

2021 Trying to keep up with the ever-changing political whims dictating our school
systems

2022 history of high performance

2023 Inadequate pay

2025 Great teachers and resource people in head start

2026 Follow through

2027 Desire for strong qualified staff

2028 Choice Schools

2029 Respects opposing view points

2031 dedication

2034 location

2035 Discipline
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2036 Space/Tech

2039 Ability to dismiss ethics in favor of extremist special interest groups (i.e.
Moms For Liberty)

2040 Collaboration

2042 Community

2043 School leaders are mostly genuine and caring individuals.

2047 qualified teachers (for the most part)

2048 Cambridge Program

2050 Accountability

2051 Local SROs, not BCSO SROS

2052 Tell DeathSantis to mind his business

2053 Willingness to implement changes to better our students well-being and
peer to peer conflict resolution

2055 High Performing Teachers

2057 Conservative school board majority

2058 DEI

2059 Programs for high achievers

2062 High performing but undervalued teachers

2064 Technological opportunities in the county

2065 Many committed school principals

2066 High school CTE programs

2067 Better Discipline Plan

2069 Had it all

2070 Academic Excellence

2074 Veteran teachers who care
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2075 Use of technology in some schools

2076 Rock solid kids that deserve more

2077 Some good administrators

2085 Diversity of opportunities (educational and career) for students

2087 Our Teachers

2095 High quality teachers

2096 businesses that can be involved

2097 CTE programs

2100 That's about it

2101 Growing district

2102 Collaborative teachers

2104 Teachers

2106 some exceptional career educators - please work to retain and attract more

2107 Variety of options

2109 Teachers

2110 Teachers

2113 Involved parents

2117 Great teachers

2121 Commitment to nondiscrimination policies

2122 The cafeteria staff is learning feed the children healthy

2123 Technology training

2124 Work Ethic

2126 The Community

2127 Inclusivity
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2129 Services

2130 Empathy

2131 Many wonderful teachers

2138 diversity

2141 Availability of technical programs

2143 h

2147 i need

2149 How the underpaid teachers care

2150 Strong needs to make sure kids reach their full potential

2151 Diversity

2152 Having teachers with prior teaching experience

2153 Community partnershios

2156 Staff

2157 Dedicated teachers

2158 Teacher support staff

2160 Collection/Use of data

2161 Building a school to meet the need of the community.

2162 Schools have the ability to communicate with parents (on line websites, on
line grading programs, zoom for parent meetings)

2163 Nothing.

2164 Outstanding and dedicated teachers.

2165 Career/technical programs

2166 Inclusivity

2167 The staff that supports them. Not possible without them.
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2168 Community Engagement

2171 Diversity

2172 Resources for safety

2173 Different schools are easily researched

2176 location to technology firms

2177 Incorporation of technology

2179 Jdsjndjdsjb

2182 We required masks to help ensure the safety and health if staff and
students.

2184 Will be strengthening the discipline policy to promote a safe learning
environment

2187 Communications that come from schools

2190 Our commitment to all children

2191 Supports for struggling students

2193 Strong teacher union

2194 Business partnerships

2195 Inclusive

2198 Parent involvement

2199 Class options

2201 Compassion

2205 In the past, ability to focus on students and teachers over politics

2207 caring faculty

2208 Striving to do better

2212 Faculty

2213 Focus on education and not politics
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2214 The increasing effort going into CTE programs, not just college bound focus.

2218 Location

2222 Equity

2223 Efficiency

2226 Location

2227 Union

2232 Education or teaching background

2235 The county residents who voted in support of tax increases to support our
schools and will likely do more.

2236 needs overhaul

2242 Health & Safety

2243 Diversity

2244 school board does not work as a team to help students or staff

2246 Frequent communication

2247 Staff

2250 "Woke" leaders gone

2252 Location

2253 community

2254 high performing teachers and staff

2256 safety

2257 Teachers who are continuing to teach under oppressive conditions

2258 CTE programs

2259 Access to amazing resources/opportunities outside the classroom

2261 high achievement of our students
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2264 commitment to education

2266 Highly qualified teachers who are necessary to the success of students'
performance. We need to keep these teachers!

2267 Excellent principal's with integrity

2269 Caring teachers

2277 District leadership for student achievement

2278 Teachers commitment

2279 the first five

2282 teachers

2284 Humility as a leader.

2285 Motivated Staff

2288 good curriculumn

2289 Facilities

2293 Teachers who haven't quit are saints.

2294 Professional and caring teachers

2295 Opportunities

2299 n/a

2302 working with students who have discipline issues by not holding students
accountable

2303 recruitment efforts

2305 Strong economic growth

2306 Inclusion and equality- No censorship and No book bans

2308 Dedicated teachers who stay in BPS despite being denigrated/put down.

2311 Qualified instructional staff

2312 Diverse
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2314 The teachers demonstrate that they care about the students as individuals.

2318 teachers that care

2319 Collaboration

2322 Support the TEAM as a whole with a direct approach at all levels (not micro
manage)

2323 Lots of choices

2324 Handling of security threats

2329 Support from the local business community to focus on technical
opportunities locally

2333 The support staff

2336 Prioritizes student safety

2338 Supportive Directors

2339 Good teachers

2340 community involvement

2342 Industry and opportunity

2343 Administrator Quality

2346 Perform well

2347 Vocal

2350 FINANCIAL

2351 Commitment to progress

2352 thoughtful

2353 Arts curriculum

2354 Grit

2356 Community Cooperation

2357 Leadership
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2358 able to support district

2359 Resources Teachers

2360 i have rights

2366 Commitment

2367 Instructional Assistants

2369 Teachers

2370 Collaboration with local higher education

2371 Safety

2374 Good teachers

2376 Some great teachers/employees

2377 money

2381 Enthusiasm

2383 Multicultural

2384 Community and school working together for careers upon graduation

2385 Alienating parents from their children

2388 community involvement

2390 Staff

2391 Focus on kids education in ALL subjects

2394 To talk to people

2395 Education in Diversity

2398 teachers

2409 School choice

2410 help

2411 Highly educated teacher willing to work for low pay
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2415 Keep schools safe

2416 strong leaders (admins)

2421 Transportation

2422 teachers and staff

2423 A good district for kids that fit the academic prototypical mold.

2424 Teachers

2428 Diversity

2431 Financial Accountability

2432 Resources

2439 Diverse population

2448 Drive to ensure teachers are being treated well by all involved, including the
state & federal governments

2450 Equitable

2454 Dedicated Administrators

2463 extended education

2465 College ready students

2478 Participation and visibility

2488 Perseverance of School Administration

2489 TOKINING

2490 Instructional Assistants

2493 response from admins

2495 Ethical

2497 facility manitenance

2498 Great students
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2500 Encouragment

2501 Curriculum, instruction and assessments aligned with state standards

2503 Assigning busywork

2505 parental involvement

2508 performance

2509 Hard working staff

2514 Transparent

2515 Teachers

2518 None

2523 Established CTE programs

2524 ESF Staff

2529 student performance

2537 High performance standards

2538 Brevard County teachers

2541 ?

2542 Variety of Career-oriented programs

2543 Organized

2544 Allows students to choose whichever school they want to go to

2546 Wealth

2550 People in power who have political and religious agendas to the detriment of
actual educational goals.

2553 Flexible and Diverse Conversations

2555 Best interest of students

2556 Experienced teacher
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2557 financial gain

2559 Student Opportunities to succeed

2560 Diversity

2561 support staff

2565 Non biased

2567 Excellent natural and technological resources

2569 Absent on low score schools

2570 Can't think of any

2573 Students feel safe at school

2574 The number of teachers who stay positive and give their all, despite the
nasty politics going on now.

2575 Willingness to learn and educate

2577 trying to integrate alternative programs college tech schools etc

2578 Diversity

2579 School diversity

2580 business partners

2583 informative

2584 SSNP programs for career certification

2586 dedidcated caring teams

2587 EQUALITY FOR ALL SCHOOLS

2588 Teachers

2589 No opinion

2591 encourage kids to WANT to be there

2596 Good technical resources
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2599 Ability to use funds, if used effectively

2600 Community involvement

2601 Honesty

2603 4/5 Board members wanting to focus on academics not ideology

2607 Government Agencies ; civilian & military .

2609 improvement

2610 Location

2615 They're great at listening to loud people instead of facts.

2616 athletics

2617 ?

2618 School spirit

2619 Access to technology

2620 Most teachers care about their students

2622 Working together to fix what's not working

2623 Two

2624 Two

2626 Special needs child did well thanks to our schools

2629 None

2630 Diverse population

2633 School choice programs

2635 Workable budget

2636 Personal character

2638 Security

2642 Students welfare before political/career ambition
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2643 Support staff give 110%

2648 Parent involvement

2651 Teachers

2653 The ability to learn a trade/skill at while going to high school

2654 Inclusion

2659 Willingness to reintroduce career classes that will lead to apprenticeships.

2660 Facing the Discipline Issues

2663 Diversity and acceptance for all

2666 Exemplary teachers

2667 Budgeting

2672 Professional development

2673 School Resource Officers (BCSO)

2675 The schools are responsible with the budgets they have been given

2676 Electing Megan Wright

2677 NASA resources

2683 Long term staff who care about students and community

2684 Discipline is very weak.

2687 The leadership

2688 Our district provides multiple pathways to continue to motivate our teachers
to advance their careers within the district therefore fostering a culture of
retaining staff for continuity.

2691 Data-driven

2692 None

2695 Following accurate data and not judging on feelings

2697 community involvement
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2700 Not swayed by loud political extremists

2703 Conservative majority

2705 Technology access and CTE class offerings

2706 helping student and staff

2707 Technology/aerospace sector support

2708 The students

2709 Parents willing to listen

2710 Community & industry Partners

2713 strong teachers

2714 Students

2715 UNKNOWN

2719 people

2720 Leadership

2722 community connections

2724 I haven't seen any here.

2726 Communication to all levels

2728 The ability to get rid of incompetent and feckless Superintendents and staff.

2736 Not "woke"

2739 Appeasing parents

2743 Teachers

2746 understand their employee

2747 Diversity of population

2750 Attention to security

2751 Direction
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2757 Teachers

2761 Supporting students and parents

2762 Teachers, admin and staff

2763 Teachers, Admin, and Staff

2766 space program - new industries

2774 kindness

2775 High test scores

2777 Disciplining unruly or disruptive students

2778 positive attitude

2781 offering many options for students

2783 Not kowtowing to political winds or culture wars

2786 environment/nature

2788 Engineering programs

2791 increased tax base

2793 Concern and safety of the kids

2794 Educated professional teachers

2795 not sexist

2797 parent involvement

2800 Students

2802 Excellent school leadership

2804 quality teachers

2807 The educational system also helps those who may have trouble learning.

2808 strong history of great education in brevard county

2811 teaching to the middle :(
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2813 Size

2816 Community and school are one

2817 x

2818 Pride

2820 learning environment

2822 Open to Change

2823 a community willing to support the district

2827 understanding where students are coing from

2828 Hold school board to higher ethical standards

2830 Strong influence of sheriffs dept

2833 Support Staff

2837 Searches for ways to improve

2838 clean schools

2841 Lack of communication

2842 Help the students to accomplish their goals

2843 Classroom Teachers

2846 ethical

2847 Flexible lunch prices.

2848 Free breakfast for ALL students & affordable aftercare

2850 Backing of sherriffs

2851 Willingness to work toward goals

2861 Quality, caring school administration

2863 CTE programs
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2867 We have high tech businesses that would bring more businesses to the area,
and we need a school system that will increase the potential of all students.

2870 Leadership

2873 caring, supportive teachers

2874 Listening to the majority and implementing standards based on what they
want.

2875 Awesome Administrative Personnel

2876 High growth area

2877 None.

2878 Teachers

2880 Socio-economics

2881 School Administrators

2882 Hardworking

2883 Amazing high tech programs and companies in the county.

2885 Incredible, dedicated teachers

2888 good grades

2891 increasing percentage of high school graduates

2894 strong working relationship between school board and teachers' union

2895 Strong leadership

2896 woman

2897 Choice school options from elementary through to high school

2898 STEM programs

2904 support base

2907 Aviation Programs

2908 Experienced staff
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2909 Range of

2910 Diverse communities engaged in district issues

2914 Teachers

2915 Availability of community technology resources

2916 Equality

2917 Teaching with impact goals

2920 Teachers that care for their students individually

2921 The schools of choice

2927 Commitment to district

2928 Professional staff

2929 The ability to collect data, now to use it

2930 Large budget

2931 Listening to others' expiriences

2933 Overall academics

2935 Faith

2936 Opportunity

2937 Students willing to learn

2940 Caring

2942 Openness for community help

2943 Many opportunities for students to graduate with AA.

2947 high student performance

2950 Offering strings programs in elementary schools, and full orchestra
programs in HS

2956 Dedicated Teachers
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2964 Strives for excellence

2967 Staff efforts despite constantly changing rules

2968 Community involvement

2969 Our communities

2971 Culture

2978 Support our teachers!!!

2984 Positive Community serves

2990 Community

2993 Not focusing on the needs of the children

2996 The district impact all races of people teaching a foreign language.

2997 Involved Parents

3002 Some diversity

3005 Trustworthiness

3009 Proximity to KSC

3013 Manageable classroom sizes

3015 Student progress monitoring

3016 Involved caring teachers

3018 Trying to correct discipline issues in schools.

3020 School staff

3024 Positive role model

3026 Can bend to the will that's allow the banning of a lot of books

3028 Don't know

3031 ability of local personnel/not outsiders

3032 Students
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3033 Career opportunities for recent graduates

3034 Ability to see growth and need for new schools

3035 academic student achievement

3040 Positive behavior encouragement

3041 Understand desantis is destroying the school system

3043 Parent involvement

3044 recruitment

3045 Partnerships

3047 NA

3049 Is not politically connected to either party

3050 Problem solver

3051 Dedicated teachers striving to do their best for students

3052 Facilities

3056 Teachers

3057 teachers

3059 choice schools

3062 Keep to the mission of Education only

3063 Outreach to leverage technology and inspiration of the Space Coast

3064 Holding students accountable or their academic achievement

3065 Diversity

3066 Honesty

3073 Nice Facilities

3075 Strong Communication Skills

3076 Stong business community support
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3083 Committed Principals

3086 competitive wages

3087 District offices have a strength in giving their accountability to schools.

3088 Administration at school level

3090 committed community partners

3092 Teacher professional development opportunities

3099 Community wants to be involved and support

3102 Rigor

3103 School Choices

3107 rigor in curriculum

3112 Teachers

3115 Technology

3117 Plans for action

3120 Curriculum

3121 Educational Opportunities

3122 NASA support

3129 Staff

3131 Ethical curriculum

3136 Unfortunately, I can't think of any.

3138 team player

3139 CTE programs

3140 teachers

3142 community and local businesses willing to pitch in for the districts shortfalls

3144 High expectations for student growth
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3145 Location-Space Coast

3146 .

3147 Trust to do our job

3148 Innovation

3150 Hopefully it will become nonpartisan again.

3154 Safety Protocols

3156 Care

3159 Support for Teir 3 Schools

3160 goal setting

3162 vocational programs

3166 Experienced teachers and admin

3167 TOKINING

3168 Visionary

3173 Inclusion

3174 Dual enrollment opportunity with EFSC

3176 Feels small when we are a large district

3178 Dedicated teachers

3183 Dedicated teachers

3185 Community financial support via millage committments

3186 Community programs

3187 Communicating decisions made through media

3191 Good teachers

3193 Doing what is best for kids

3194 dedicated workforce
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3195 diversity

3196 Students

3197 Students come first

3198 Diverse population

3200 solid fiscal knowledge

3201 Highly qualified teachers

3202 Our history of being innovative and excellent

3206 extracurricular activities

3207 Supporter

3208 Hardworking support staff

3209 Excellence in Academic Scores

3211 diverse programs that fill needs of diverse students

3220 Dedicated Community

3227 idk

3228 fiscal responsibility

3229 Community Support

3230 The ability to motivate

3233 School site support

3234 community connections

3240 value on STEM

3244 Academics

3250 Extracurricular

3254 Flexibility

3255 Equity
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3262 Planning for the Future

3263 access to science

3266 diversity

3269 Teacher Union

3271 Teachers

3272 ?

3273 high graduation rate

3274 CTE Programs

3277 diverse

3279 Talented Students

3280 Values Family

3281 Collabaration

3282 Teacher support

3283 Due to industry, space center a well educated segment already within the
community which sees the necessity of a strong, WELL ROUNDED public
school system.

3285 strong leadership

3290 Caring and involved parents

3291 talented teachers

3293 Vocational program

3296 flexible

3297 Teachers

3298 Classroom assistants

3299 motivated teachers

3300 Collaborating w/NASA
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3301 teachers give

3303 High number of STEM organizations and businesses

3304 Special needs programs

3305 ORGANIZATION

3306 Talent from diverse backgrounds

3307 Public outreach

3308 reading

3310 Access to high tech industries

3312 knowledgeble

3313 idl

3317 generally well-educated

3318 Different programs for students

3321 STEAM

3322 Staff - all at school level

3328 Secure and Organized

3333 Bus Drivers

3335 Support your teachers.

3336 School Campus Security

3337 compassion

3338 Inclusiveness

3339 Nationally competitive

3342 notta

3344 teachers want parent participation back in school

3347 community
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3348 vocation programs

3352 Some very high performing schools

3355 Interacts with Students

3359 Staff the continue to serve students everyday

3360 Demographics

3361 Students' responsibility

3363 Security

3365 Gifted/AP/Honors Programs

3366 District Vision

3368 Offering technology as a learning source

3369 Scheduling

3370 diversity

3372 The support from community partners

3374 Achievement

3375 Care of Students

3377 Educational opportunities

3379 RESPECT

3382 Our curriculum

3384 Resilience

3385 Strong academic students and community

3387 school level administration

3391 administrators who care about their community

3396 We had awesome teachers and staff but discipline issues are causing
massive resignations.
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3398 Fiscal responsibility

3401 secure and organized

3402 loyalty of building level stafff

3403 Intelligence

3405 connection

3406 staff

3408 food

3410 Educational quality

3411 Aerospace impact

3412 Community Involement

3413 diverse student body

3414 more than

3416 diversity

3417 Dedicated classroom aides

3418 High academic standards

3422 333

3423 teacher mentor program

3424 We have some of the greatest opportunities outside of Silicon Valley for
children to learn, practice and see the end results of a STEM education in
technology and environmental sciences.

3426 The teachers

3427 Teachers who really care

3429 Leadership Commitment

3430 Educated workforce

3432 Flexibility
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3433 Support for the Arts

3435 Academic progress

3436 Strong Curriculum

3440 use of technology

3443 Parent involvement

3444 None

3446 teachers

3448 Athletic and performing arts

3449 Advanced level programs

3450 Be opened mind not just have the ear of any one group in the community or
political.

3451 Parents involved

3455 proximity to NASA

3457 New school board members

3459 Community (family involvement)

3460 Data driven

3463 treating staff like dirt

3464 Integrity

3466 conservative

3470 Almost 60% of Schools performance grade B or Higher

3471 School environment

3472 Values employees.

3474 Strong work ethic among faculties and students

3475 Strong leadership
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3476 Parent involvement

3479 Fights for the intergrity of teachers and their profession.

3480 proximity to NASA

3482 Listening to parents' concerns

3486 Choice Schools

3487 High achievements in science

3488 fical constraint

3489 dedication of staff

3490 Good teachers (who haven't already left under DeSatan)

3491 Business partnerships

3493 facilities

3494 O

3495 Teachers

3499 Focus

3500 The district ensures that parents are kept abreast of important topics

3503 Concern for employability of students

3504 Resources

3506 In need of someone with vision for the schools

3507 Stands up for district employees when the board hasn't protected them or
given them safe environments

3508 Cooperation

3510 Listening to parents

3513 Choice schools

3516 Active community
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3520 Students

3523 Caring teachers

3524 Diversity of People and Eco system

3525 Technology

3526 A desire to see students succeed…..not just college track

3527 Community partnerships

3530 Career & Technical Opportunities

3532 Safety

3538 Great music programs

3539 Great dedicated staff

3540 Academic programs

3544 QUALITY TEACHERS

3546 Discipline needs to be firm and proper

3549 student performance

3554 The Space Center

3555 Dual enrollment

3560 Multi skilled

3561 Natural resources/environment such as ocean, wetlands, IRL

3564 Children with potential

3566 Strong communication between parents and school operations

3569 staff

3570 Curriculum

3574 Diversity and acceptance of students, they are open and willing to accept
diversity when their parents might not be
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3576 Students

3577 Academic excellence

3580 Attempting to bring student together

3584 Career & Tech training

3588 Parents

3589 Kids on the spectrum

3590 Teachers and Faculty want students to succeed.

3591 Improving technology

3593 Diversity of Student population

3596 onsite health clinics

3598 Support for Arts/sports/extracurricular activities

3599 dedicated district staff

3601 The weather is nice

3605 The response to cancelled funding through generous donation

3608 involves outside stakeholders

3609 Friendly

3610 AP classes

3616 participation in extracurricular

3618 Responsible for the safety off all students, staff,and community

3619 Responsible for the safety off all students, staff,and community

3620 teaching staff

3623 Dedicated Teachers

3625 strong union working relationship

3628 The teaching assistants
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3629 Board members who are former teachers

3630 Empathy

3631 Depth of knowledge

3633 Record of academic success

3634 Current board leadership

3637 Offering career education

3638 New school board members

3643 staff

3644 Fall of Republican Party

3655 Academics remain priority

3657 Our teachers and staff

3661 Accountability

3664 Freedom 7

3668 Inclusion

3669 High expectations

3670 There are lots of excellent teachers in the district.

3672 Review non-productive staff

3673 Diversity

3674 Highter education for students

3676 High school career and technical programs

3678 Champs

3679 good schools

3681 dedicated teachers

3686 programs
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3689 Large potential tax base for raises

3690 Safety of the Staff

3691 I don't know of any

3696 Has consistently demonstrated a high degree of personal integrity

3697 Technology programs

3704 Good Teachers

3710 Strong community engagement

3712 Size

3720 Student cohesiveness

3721 opportunity

3722 caring elementary teachers

3723 Positive Leadership

3724 Care about low income families

3726 Our focus on STEAM education

3729 safety

3730 experienced and capable staff

3733 Dual Enrollment

3734 security

3737 good technology base

3738 Parental involvement

3739 Communication

3741 Nothing

3743 Student success

3744 Having a EDI Director
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3746 None

3747 Committed

3748 good teachers

3752 Partners in Education

3766 It's staff

3769 Strong ESE leadership

3770 helping

3771 reducing testing

3773 Independent Thinker

3777 success of children

3778 Community awareness of School Board Members dirty little secrets,
unethical behavior and politically motivated decisions and willingness to
vote their sorry asses out.

3780 Integrity

3781 Community

3782 highly educated staff

3789 google playstore

3794 Student Security

3795 Variety of potential employers to collaborate with

3796 Inclusive practices

3799 community schools

3800 Variety of Cetifications and Programs

3801 School availability

3808 be inclusive of all students

3813 puts the students and staff first
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3814 includes anyone of all diversities and ethnicities

3817 Teachers second

3819 high performing children

3820 Ethics

3823 Potential for philanthropic partnership

3824 We have many teachers with numerous years of experience.

3825 Social skills

3826 Leadership

3828 idk

3831 Hartwell

3836 Idk

3838 Listening to others

3839 work

3840 Good community

3842 balls

3843 Sports

3846 Schoool

3849 integrity

3853 INNOVATIVE

3854 Self-awareness

3855 Teachers dedication to students.

3856 New board

3857 The district members that directly support the teachers

3861 Team Work
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3866 Directors who are supportive and working toward improving schools

3867 Caring staff

3868 The graduation rate

3869 School level collaboration amongst staff members

3875 Desire to improve learning opportunities

3876 Three

3880 nothing

3881 involved parents and community

3883 risk-taker

3884 teachers

3885 Inclusiveness

3889 teacher training

3897 The board is FINALLY holding the superintendent accountable for his
performance and the achievement or lack thereof, publicly disclosed goals
and metrics.

3898 Dual enrollment programs

3901 Potential talent in families' involvement

3902 Science Research Programs

3904 Holds students first

3906 Academic Achievement - Commitment to Excellence

3907 Integrity

3910 Prosperity

3911 Schools of choice

3912 The fact that teachers and staff are hanging in there for the kids despite the
daily disrespect and frustration we deal with from the adults in the district.
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3913 Forefront of an innovating technological field (KSC)

3914 Strong admin staff

3918 committed personnel

3919 orientation documentation

3922 ESE Programs

3924 Transparency when responding to adverse events Responsive to

3925 Budget size

3926 idk

3931 Size

3933 Inclusivity

3935 Drug Alcohol free

3937 Support of district leaders

3940 Lead schools to analyze a variety of data — beyond test scores

3943 Discipline

3944 Open enrollment options

3946 Protect all students and staff from political groups taking over curriculum

3947 Great Atheltic programs

3948 Education

3949 Our sheriff that will not tolerate poor behavior by students

3952 Strong STEM industry

3958 The greatest waste in America is failure to use the abilities of people- some
learn by pictures, some learn by imitation; some by combination of methods

3959 Looking out for what's best for students

3961 The technological environment of the district
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3963 Safety and security of our children

3966 The previous superintendent

3967 Career and technical high school programs

3968 We have dedicated Instructional and support staff

3969 Setting higher standards for staff & students

3970 Technology

3973 Desire to Improve

3975 Teachers

3976 Building leadership from within

3982 Pay is competitive

3983 The district is good at suckin that D

3984 Fff

3985 Access to tech corridor/employers

3986 Newer structure

3987 High ethics in our leadership

3989 At least half of the teachers and staff are excellent

3990 School choice options

3994 Are you speaking of school system or the entire district community?

3995 variety of educational opportunities (collegiate and vocational)

3996 Community engagement

3999 Student Performance

4003 leadership

4005 Integrity

4006 Space Program Nearby
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4007 dont know

4008 Diversity

4014 Honors/Advanced system

4015 Hhj

4018 Leaders

4020 sports

4022 community support

4023 Community Involvement

4024 Technology is improved

4026 Teachers under pressure from top continue their work despite impossible
demands and no weak policy on discipline

4027 parent involvement

4029 Good counselors

4030 Teachers

4031 Following policies and procedures

4034 moral

4037 exceptional workforce

4040 Jennifer Jenkins

4041 acidemics

4045 Intergrity

4047 None

4050 Public communications and social media output

4051 Individual School Pride

4057 fading history of excellence
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4062 strong sports interest

4063 Technology

4064 teachers

4066 community involvement

4067 Diversity

4069 Loyalty

4071 quality of teachers

4073 Helping child feel successful

4075 Parents who care, Community willing to get involved

4076 Leadership

4078 Student Achievement

4080 willing to hear feedback

4081 Commitment of staff

4087 Integrity

4090 N/A

4097 diversity

4100 B

4102 Not a big district.

4103 Core Values

4104 CTE programs

4107 Honesty

4109 Knowledge base of staff members

4115 accessibility to mentors in aerospace

4117 diverse staff and students
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4119 Trust

4121 Ability to partner w/colleges/businesses

4122 Staff

4129 Respect

4130 Communication

4131 None

4133 listening to feedback

4134 Mentors ensure student success

4137 Newer computers for students that can help learn and understand work and
projects

4138 Administrators who respect the abilities of their teachers and staff.

4140 Variety of HS specilized programs (DaVinci, IB)

4141 Successful students

4142 Using the money correctly.

4143 Technology

4146 butt

4150 School don't turn students away

4151 Care and concern for students

4152 No

4155 Educational quality

4156 Community

4158 reading program

4161 Staff working well & communicating with parents

4162 Values high standards of education
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4170 Team Sports

4172 Quality Administrators

4174 Helpful Office Staff

4175 After 24 years, this district is worse than it's ever been.

4178 Inclusivity

4180 We are blessed with a Conservative Democraphic

4181 Having part in the community

4184 Parental rights

4185 Excellent teachers

4188 Business partners

4190 CTE Programs

4197 student opportunities

4198 No cross county busing, neighborhood schools

4199 Respected

4200 Parental Involement

4208 Dedicated faculty and staff

4213 Diversity of student population

4216 School Board

4218 Great PD

4220 Encouraging students to perform

4224 Course variety

4226 commitment to student safety

4228 Security

4231 Putting students education as top priority
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4232 diversity

4233 access to space

4234 Diversity of sexual orientations, religion, and background(including racial,
and economic)

4242 open-minded

4244 Nothing

4246 The professionals that are willing to collaborate with others

4248 Staff

4250 Has spent time in classroom

4251 Integrity

4253 aids

4256 leadership in student services compliance area

4257 Tech focused

4258 Businesses &Resorts

4260 Staff willingness to work as a team

4263 Hardworking, experienced personnel

4264 High performance from students

4265 dedication

4266 Dedication to students

4272 Visible leadership

4273 Teachers

4274 N/A

4275 high expectations

4276 Diversity
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4277 Good use of resources to provide students with equipped schools

4280 role modeling

4282 Organization

4283 Employee commitment

4284 Low academics rates

4291 Idk

4292 Teachers

4293 Care about their students

4295 Children

4300 Union

4305 Technology rich

4309 Well funded by taxpayers and State

4312 Ethical standards for staff, teachers, admisistrators

4313 School schedules that accomodate working moms

4315 No fighting in school

4316 community

4321 Unknown

4323 Technology

4324 Not sure

4326 Not a transphobe

4332 Diversity

4333 Diversity of people

4334 Economic strength

4336 Student achievement
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4338 strong futures

4339 Cares for students of different backgrounds

4343 Reading is on point

4344 Community support

4346 Community support of schools

4349 top performing schools

4351 Diversity in students

4352 Close to Nasa

4353 Parents value education

4354 Zero

4356 willingness to work to find resolution to tough issues

4360 great union

4363 Variety of job/career programs available to students

4364 Community Interaction

4368 Our staff (IAs, custodians, etc) with experience

4370 Our second most significant strength is our teachers. Without them we could
not function.

4376 Despite lack of pay, teachers still want to teach

4378 decent facilities

4380 Teachers

4385 Strong teachers

4389 Diverse technical programs

4392 Accountability

4394 facility department
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4398 Works with the schools personally

4401 Dedicated teachers

4403 Community Involvement

4405 Economic strength/opportunity

4406 Humility

4407 Location

4408 Good decisions

4410 Experience

4411 To very kind caring and open minded community

4413 Some passionate, inclusive, and caring teachers

4422 community spirited

4430 Job Market Knowledge

4431 Our teachers

4432 Strengthen relationships with parents in their childrens education.

4433 Support Staff!!

4435 collaborative union

4436 Focus on performance

4437 Safety procedures and officers on-site

4439 Prepares youth for workforce

4442 Doesn't involve politics or religion in schools.

4443 Believes students and parents should be held accountable when it comes to
behavior

4444 Whole school gifted screening with the CoGat

4446 Value collaboration from the teachers. Listen to them.
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4447 Educational options

4449 Good role model

4454 Broad range of opportunities for students

4455 kind, hard-working populace

4458 Special Programs - Aeronautics, marine science, construction, etc..

4466 Experienced, dedicated staff

4469 NA

4474 That even though board members have become radicalized, the vast
majority of parents still love their teachers and schools.

4476 School choice opportunities

4477 Growth Management

4480 Listen to parents who speak at board meetings

4482 Teaching and Learning

4484 Commitment to vo/tech opportunities at the school level

4485 Conservative Focus

4486 Technology access

4488 Blah

4491 Ample community resources in technology and hospitality

4492 Leadership

4494 Achievements of schools of choice

4495 Excellence

4496 Less parental control

4498 collaboration of district management

4499 School Security
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4500 leadership

4502 Address issues with parents

4506 Our teachers

4510 Feedback

4511 Diversity

4518 Act decisively

4520 Discipline

4521 Technology

4522 Technology

4525 Leader ship

4529 The district's current efforts in rectifying current problematic issues.

4531 support staff

4532 Teachers/principals

4536 IB programs

4538 Communication

4540 Technical, especially technology oriented, and career programs

4541 Guns

4542 all students are successful

4548 provides a safe school environment

4549 Integrity

4553 Dedicated faculty/staff

4554 Collaboration

4562 We are diverse

4564 n/a
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4567 impact that teachers have on students and willingness to do whatever it
takes for them to succeed

4570 Experience

4571 n/a

4572 CTE programs

4574 Organizing

4575 Involved parents

4578 Unsure

4580 Focused on achievement of all students

4581 like, suck really badly.

4584 disversity

4585 extracurricular activities

4586 Caring teachers

4587 equality

4589 That you do not politicize the curriculum.

4591 There are worse districts in FL

4595 Problem solver

4599 High performing and ability to pivot and help struggling students

4600 Strong support for students

4602 Potential Growth

4606 Hf

4607 G

4609 Wise

4611 Teacher
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4612 Love for the students

4613 Quality School Administrators

4614 integrity

4616 big brain

4622 effective teachers

4624 # of advanced students/courses

4630 High Technological Base

4633 leadership

4635 Utilize funds given by the state for teacher pay in other avenues and finds
loop holes to defend such allocations

4637 Diversity

4638 n/a

4639 Diverse population

4643 Good Attitude

4644 Ability to receive information quickly with teachers

4645 Expanding tax base

4647 ED Programs.

4650 Underwhelming

4652 Offering CTE programs

4653 Strong Schools

4656 Dedicated teachers

4658 Sorry district is very impersonable

4659 Experience

4661 Staff willingness to go beyond scope of responsibility
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4667 N/A

4670 Listening

4674 The people in the district that fight against the Florida state government
when they pass laws to discriminate, ban books, ban learning, ie in our
schools

4676 Transparent

4679 understanding

4684 Gathers and assigns resources

4694 friendly

4695 Enrollment

4696 Educators

4697 Staff that wants to be highly rated and attract good students

4702 Strong school administrators

4709 Maintains belief that ALL students can learn

4712 Resources

4718 There's none

4719 Art

4720 Keeps children first

4721 organize

4722 Magnet Programs

4727 Kindness

4728 Not removing low performing employees due to not having replacements

4729 Caring

4730 We have a LOT of chiefs (but not nearly enough indians)

4731 humble and hard working
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4733 Community based

4735 Respect

4743 "Conservative" values (lots of active & retired military)

4744 How much the teachers and staff care for every student.

4745 Diversity

4746 CTE programs

4747 Music programs

4749 Schools of choice

4753 Dependability

4754 Space Force that collaborates with us

4755 location

4756 Keeping kids safe

4758 schools

4762 Inclusivity

4763 Collaboration

4764 Technology

4767 dedicated staff

4768 Knowledge of the committees needs

4772 Good partnerships with community businesses

4774 Gives support to teachers

4775 latin programs

4781 Experienced staff

4786 teachers

4787 Local university expertise
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4788 diversity

4789 Quality Support Staff

4790 Humanity

4792 PDD opportunities

4795 students

4798 The Parents

4799 We are like families no k

4807 Collaboration

4809 Strong sense of community

4812 Training opportunities for teachers

4813 Treating every member with respect

4816 Teachers and students who want to teach our students more than facts...
but rather a process of inquiry that will sustain our students throughout life
(eg identify the problem; collect data; determine solutions; test solutions;
evaluate and make changes; implement and evaluate.)

4819 General Staff

4822 LISTENING

4827 Community

4828 Community

4832 location (both from educational and partnership standpoints)

4835 Great educators

4839 high school career academies

4842 absolute total

4847 school board

4848 Strong business community
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4850 Educational achievement

4852 The dedication of ALL employees that help the district run.

4854 Involve in school activities

4855 Teacher Asst Ranks

4858 Providing skilled trade opportunities

4859 Teaching staff

4860 Pieces of the curriculum

4861 Many advanced education programs

4867 Attempt to keep technology current

4869 Yes

4875 Nope

4878 Did you really react to the will of Brevard County in this matter

4880 Availability of so many extremely educated people

4882 Equality of opportunity over equity

4883 Technology

4889 Industry and technology in area to support education

4890 Infrastructure

4892 Willingness to listen to others

4898 support staff effort despite recognition from administration

4905 Teachers

4907 Unknown

4911 Variety of Academic offerings

4912 Program offerings for ALL students

4915 Ingenuity
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4919 Willingness to make much needed changes

4921 Not a quarter million salary

4922 Academics

4924 Action

4925 Resources

4926 support staff

4929 It's educated Citizens

4934 Dedicated educators

4937 Stem

4943 Extra curriculars

4947 Safety for students and staff

4949 trust

4952 Community

4956 Strong curriculum, especially at the secondary level with programs like
Cambridge/AICE, IB, and AP

4960 High level of parental involvement in the care and instruction of children.

4963 Eye always on District's academic performance under Mullins

4965 Diversity

4966 Lots of smart kids!

4967 the teachers

4970 School leaders

4971 shortened day a week

4976 working with parents

4979 helping
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4980 Extracurricular activities

4981 supportive

4982 Support for teaching science

4983 Many programs available

4984 Cares about ALL students regardless of race, orientation, or SES

ResponseID Response

Strength 3
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3

8 open enrollment for all

11 Culture of teamwork and collaboration

19 admin at Mims elementary

20 Location/many parents employed by space programs

22 career and technical programs

25 our students

26 Adult Eduaction programs

28 Choice programs

31 Encourage innovation

33 Empathy

38 School choice programs

40 Church communities who love all and serve famischools in need

41 Parents

44 Cares about the kids
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47 Ability to recognize where the school administration is targeting and
treating students with disabilities beneath State and Federal
standards/requirements

52 Communication

53 Fiscal responsibility

62 Teachers union

64 Hard working caring employees

65 Technology support staff

67 Our students

68 Ability to stand up to school board

69 None

70 Set and use goals for direction

78 funding to support all programs

82 People used to care about ALL students. Not anymore.

83 Opportunities

85 Committed and qualified teachers and staff

93 Performing Arts programs

101 Leaders

104 Extracurricular offerings

106 Stakeholder involvement

108 Good resources for ESE students

110 Excellent public choice schools

111 Value for education

115 Focused on achievement

117 Organized
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118 School Safety

120 Focus on supporting students who want to achieve

123 Dedicated support staff, bus drivers.

127 Teachers

129 Administrators

131 Devoted work force

144 motivation

153 Nothing

154 Consistency

156 Inclusivity

159 Local community buy-in

161 The number of schools. No super large schools

163 Great and caring teachers

168 Innovation

169 Balanced school board members. Since moving here 25 years ago the board
had remained a relatively even split. However it is now leaning conservative
with a pretty inexperienced chair. I myself am a conservative but I see the
issues with the frequent rhetoric on display at the board meetings now. I
urge new members and the chair to rise above the small stuff and keep their
personal politics out of what is said during the meetings to maintain
neutrality and dignity in the eyes of your constituents.

171 Parental evolvement

172 Technical career opportunities

183 Conservative

184 Christine Moore

185 openness

186 Strong leaders
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196 the teachers and support staff who work their hearts out every single day

197 Supportive to teachers

203 Protection and encouragement of all students

204 Caring

206 importance of salaries of teachers to keep them in Brevard

207 Parents and student. The overwhelming majority of them love this
community, including the teachers, staff, and other students. They are
loving, accepting, flexible, and respectful.

210 Extra Curriculars

212 Teachers who are not in drop program yet

213 Principals

214 Relationships

218 Strategic planning based on input and data.

220 Academic success

221 Hard working teachers

223 Our location with the beaches, theme parks and tech businesses should help
attract staff.

224 District's location should make attracting talented instructors easy.

226 Technology

229 natural resource educational opportunities

231 Care

236 Community support

237 Academics

243 Nothing else :(

247 Dedicated teachers who go above and beyond
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253 Faculties and staff that go above and beyond their duty for the kids

254 students

257 opportunity to advance

259 Dedicated teachers and staff

260 Pay for new teachers

262 Quality involved parents

264 Strong sense of community and willingness to support fixation and extra
curricular activities

265 Community

269 Safety focused policies

274 Recognizes the teaching in this county has become untenable, and it will
take more than jean days to solve this problem.

276 Parents

285 Fiscally responsible

286 Governor putting the focus back on academics

289 Curriculum

290 Willing to Participate

293 data collection

295 Instructional Staff

300 Sense of Purpose

303 Organized

307 N/A

313 STUDENTS

315 AVID, Cambridge, ESE Programs

317 Diversity of Natural Resources
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321 getting more funding

325 School of choice options

327 Resilient faculty

329 Teachers

334 Families

346 Educational opportunities

349 NA

352 Experience dealing with problematic board members

355 Families

362 Elementary programs is a strong unit.

364 Strong community/business ties

367 Students

377 put needs of students and teachers first

383 Support staff

385 Communication

389 Less testing in BPS curriculum knowledge of appropriateness

390 The administration

393 No Child Left Behind

394 Caring Staff

395 Stood up to discrimination the governor was trying to enforce on our schools
(past school board).

396 We have parents who care deeply and vocally for their children

403 Two board members who are transparent and honest with the public

406 Procedures
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412 The early childhood programs.

427 Not sure

431 Our kids are bright, talented and have potential

432 Safe environment for all students

435 Proximity to space program

436 Viera HS specifically - excellent communication with parents and student
support

441 The teachers

444 Involved parents

445 People who care about all students, like Jennifer Jenkins

447 Jennifer Jenkins being a voice of reason/looking out for the best interest of
ALL kids

452 Discipline

463 People at the top have lead a school

467 History of excellence

481 Grit

483 Programs for assistance to low income families

485 Buildings

487 Pre k programs thrive before five

492 Ex Ed programs for both needy and gifted

494 Community

496 Great teachers

497 Sports

502 Strong teacher work Force

507 Students are priority
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509 Strong parent teacher connections

511 Involved parents

515 Students

517 None

518 More diversity than what may seem present if willing to look deeper than
traditional diversities

526 Parent support

532 Nothing else comes to mind

535 N/a

538 Excellent programs offered

540 Commitment to seeing all kids succeed

542 Cluster sites for Deaf and Hard of Hearing

546 Academics

547 Teachers

551 high standard of academics

554 CTE & Music

558 Teachers

562 A motto of 'serving every student with excellence' that BPS can strive to
achieve.

565 Program offerings

572 Willing to improve

573 Many options for students and families (school and/or program choices)

577 Problem solver

583 Music programs

590 Lots of programming offered although not with out some equity issues .
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595 Jennifer Jenkins

599 Motivated

600 Perseverance

603 STEM and Arts Programs that support and enhance core curriculum
concepts and objectives.

613 works with special needs students

615 interact with students and teachers

639 Innovative

640 Committed teachers and staff.

641 Wasting money on overpriced vendors

645 Its diversity

651 Some good teachers

655 Be able to serve the community without politics for the welfare of the
chuldren

656 Secure facilities

657 Exceptional Education programs

661 N/A

668 none

669 Sweeping things under the rug. No accountability.

671 Integrity

673 The Staff

685 Community

687 Forward thinking

690 Available AP coursework

692 Local community partners
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693 We have schools with a history of academic success.

696 NA

698 Sad but true

699 Options for ALL students

705 Ability to change

707 Football

708 The great neighborhood schools

711 Career paths

712 Teachers taking hit after hit and hanging in there.

714 Small class size

717 Florida resident

718 Community support

720 Awareness

728 happy

729 Supports Spongebob

731 Student integration

734 None

736 trying to improve technology

737 athletic programs

739 Supports teachers and does not intimidate them with book banning or felony
charges

745 effective teachers

746 Heart for children

750 great storts
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760 social workers

763 Not sure

764 Compassion

768 Scholarship options such as FES

771 sports

776 Consistent with school discipline

778 Differentiated education for high and low students

785 Idk im just a student

786 community

790 Unknown

792 Procedures

793 Not blindly following, taking a stand even if it is against the governor

794 Strong leadership in Leading and Learning

798 Community outreach

800 The staff!!!!

803 trust

805 Can't think of anything else

806 time management

810 not racist

813 Our students' natural grit

826 Jennifer Jenkins, D3 Board representative

827 community support

829 Strong support system

833 Socio economic environment
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836 Choice options

843 Our Community

846 Disrespected teachers & staff try to do what is right for the students, even
when told not to.

849 community

854 common sense

855 There is none

856 Student focused

857 Flexibility and compassion

864 heart for children

865 strive for academic improvement

866 Safety & Security

868 Innovative

869 8

870 District planning and pacing

872 resource supporting classrooms

877 Cultural Diversity

878 no micromanaging

880 Knowing laws/statute

881 Financial resources

886 Accountability

888 quality teachers

890 discipline A MUST

893 condition of schools
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899 directors

901 teachers with content knowledge

902 High Standards

905 community businesses

908 A board that needs a lot of help, but is trying its best

911 Some teachers are very good.

923 Cares more about the schools and not about self

926 Decent funding

928 Freedom of choice. To school aligned with passion

934 Communication

937 Separating education and politics

938 Morale

939 Flexibility to deal with the pandemic successfully

940 Overall or average grade of district with many A school

942 Enforce discipline

943 Diversity of student population

944 Community's Willingness to be actively involved

946 n/a

957 Academics

962 new school board

964 Parent support

968 Respectful

969 Sound facility

978 Location
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992 Broad range of programs and activities that help develop well rounded
students

999 Always the best at everything I do

1001 N/A

1002 Improve teacher salary/benefits

1004 open minded

1007 Keeping up with Education

1011 fiscal responsibility

1012 Safety of students and teachers

1015 idk

1019 Academic pathways

1021 no major strikes occurring

1023 k

1026 Effective philanthropy programs

1027 The district has a strong connection to the community.

1030 Provides kids with resources to meet emotional and physical needs and
offers programs to help them be successful outside of the classroom
(budgeting, career planning/development, etc)

1031 Humility

1032 Teachers

1033 multiple special programs

1038 Students

1040 Compassion

1043 Tenured teachers

1048 n/a
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1049 Inclusive

1053 Technology

1054 Teachers

1057 Students

1059 caring

1061 Local economic (business) partners

1065 COLLECTIVE COLLABORATION

1068 Increase in pay

1071 ?

1074 Administration

1076 Music

1081 Safety plans

1082 No strengths

1088 Everyone NOT controlled by Randy Fine

1091 GOOD LISTENER

1096 Currently none

1098 idk

1102 Teachers

1106 fine athletic programs

1111 strong

1113 Music program

1115 teacher need to do jobs

1116 provide technology in the classroom to those that want it

1120 Pretending there are no discipline issues
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1123 separation and respect on religious values in the public school system

1124 Community involvement

1125 Kids

1130 Listening to parents

1131 Motivated

1132 General wealth of the population

1139 love for our students

1140 Security

1141 Teachers

1147 Be able to have attainable cirriculum goals for the students.

1149 people

1154 Students

1158 Wisdom

1164 services for ELL students s

1167 school choice opportunities

1170 Our teachers are awesome and resilient, respect

1171 diversity

1175 Economic strength

1179 hardworking teachers

1194 Strong school board getting discipline issues addressed

1199 Diverse student and parent population

1204 Supporting programs to prepare students for all levels of college even
beyond bachelor degrees

1211 Respect for Teachers
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1212 Some caring teachers

1214 soild

1217 Loyalty

1219 ELA team

1221 Balanced support of innovation and tradition

1224 Involved parents

1228 Teaching/PD

1229 conservative approaches that don't jump on every new wagon

1241 High expectations

1244 Free VPK

1248 Experienced staff

1250 standards

1255 none

1257 Dual enrollment

1262 Building leadership

1263 Diversity

1266 Don't know

1268 spending money on dividing the community via SEL, DEI, CRT etc.

1271 Loyal teachers

1275 X

1287 Good management

1289 NA

1291 Elo option
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1294 business partners that can mentor students and provide support for STEAM
supplies/activities

1296 Fiscal responsibility

1304 No pandering

1305 Partnerships with local aerospace industries

1306 Don't know

1308 Open Choice options for those committed to providing best opportunities for
high performing students to not be limited by their school zone

1312 Community Oriented

1320 flexibility

1323 Sports

1324 Culture of community care - letting students and family know about
community supports and educational opportunities; teachers and guidance
staff who care about kids and their futures; respect for student diversity and
inclusion.

1329 Teachers

1334 Did I mention Mom's for Liberty blows?

1340 cheap real estate

1342 Always side with the teachers and students. Side with the people it will
affect, not who it won't

1347 Strong community

1350 Strong Parent Cooperation.

1354 Works with Community

1358 Support for ESE students that need daily assistance

1360 availability

1361 Pay

1362 Successful Teacher Recruitment
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1366 Parent involvement

1372 Determined students

1376 Volunteering

1380 garbage

1382 jam all phones, unnecessary

1385 Highly rated schools

1388 dont know

1390 Having employees that value what they do, regardless of how they are
treated.

1395 Dual enrollment option for high schoolers

1397 trusthworthy

1399 teachers with legacy of coming up through Brevard Public Schools and
returning as teachers

1400 Centrally located district office

1402 Focus on technology

1403 Failing our students

1406 Delegation of Authority

1408 Fiscal responsibility . Stay in line with governor.

1412 Fiscally responsible

1422 College resources

1423 Good faculty and staff members

1432 Teachers who are terrific teachers, although work to the point of exhaustion,
for the student academic/social/emotional success

1433 budgetting

1437 Academic programs for accelerated students
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1440 Curriculum content professionals-create and share pacing guides, and
resources for classroom teachers

1442 Parents raising Well behaved children

1443 Hands on

1447 EPO

1452 Incorporation of technology

1453 teachers

1454 The need and desire for programs other than college ones

1457 Don't know

1460 Willingness to change for improvement

1463 school buildings and equipment

1468 Commitment to arts

1473 none

1474 and until they are told no, there are no strengths for the district

1480 High educational standards in schools of choice

1481 Ability to Listen

1484 Dynamic

1488 Genuine

1495 Performing Arts

1497 Willingness to increase technology in the district

1498 Available no matter what and where

1500 variety of programs

1503 Excellent teachers

1505 Great teachers
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1507 Parent involvement

1517 Economic pratices

1521 Passionate

1524 Relatively safe

1525 Career and Technical Education Program

1527 inclusivity

1532 Integrity

1533 community connections

1538 School safety needs to be implemented in a way that protects the students
and the staff, teachers are becoming the invaluable in both the parents and
students eyes. If the district puts teachers in charge then they need to be
able to correct student behavior without backlash of the parents.

1542 Local companies

1545 Aspiring to excellence in education- raising the bar for our kids, not lowering
it to appease underachievers

1547 Emphasis on student growth and achievement

1551 involved parents

1553 Hunility

1554 Diversity

1559 f

1561 Technology integration

1562 Our businesses, community and leaders.

1563 Response of no masks during the pandemic

1564 Supports and improved- rather than dictating

1566 Safety/Security

1567 Open enrollment opportunities
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1568 principal cares

1571 Oral skills

1575 School spirit

1581 idk

1587 Overall performance compared to state

1593 Your mom's gay

1609 Ability to endure abuse from board members with a political agenda.

1614 Charter School options are good.

1620 Teachers

1621 Inclusiveness

1622 Aware of the community and thier expectations

1626 none

1627 Serving ALL students

1629 leadership that cares

1638 TRUST/STRENGTH

1643 Mullins

1648 Humility

1649 All

1651 Looking at the budget

1652 Qualified Teachers

1656 Nothing!

1662 Great teachers

1666 Leading & Learning

1675 Psychological Knowledge to manage special needs students
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1680 Engagement

1682 Community

1683 Communication with staff and community

1691 game

1693 workforce

1699 high standards for employmentprocedures

1701 Teachers empowered to make sure their class atmosphere is one of learning

1702 No political problem

1704 The STEM programs are supported

1707 (Used to) attract the highest quality educators in the state

1709 partnerships w/community

1711 community involvement

1715 xxx

1721 Fiscal responsibility

1722 generous (with time, resources, help)

1724 Extracurricular Opportunities

1725 Cleanliness of the schools

1730 school administration

1732 Standards' Based Curriculum

1736 Librarians

1738 Dual Enrollment Programs

1739 Integrity

1746 Availability

1750 Students allowed to have independent thoughts/ perspectives
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1754 Safe fun learning environment

1758 Population growth

1760 janitorial help

1764 Groups of committed parents

1770 programs for special needs students

1773 control over everyone's children

1775 School choice

1776 Communication

1785 Collaboration

1786 High achieving students & families that can lend support to fellow
students/families that may be struggling

1793 Opportunity for enriching field trips

1797 Arts Like Eau Gallie and Sat High

1800 Sososo

1814 Does not micromanage

1818 overall good schools compared to other FL counties

1821 Active

1822 trust worthy

1823 Hard working

1825 Strong leaders

1826 Strong leadership

1827 Offer a variety of professional development opportunities

1830 Excellent School Administrators

1831 Love
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1835 NA

1839 Orderly

1840 Traditional school values and culture

1842 Organization

1843 Leader in new trends

1845 98

1848 Passionate and Supportive Community

1850 Focus on safety

1852 None

1853 None

1856 parental involvement

1864 Communication

1868 Vocational Training

1890 Choice schools

1891 Political neutrality

1893 Nice

1894 Trustworthy Leadership

1897 Valuing Individualism

1898 Staff

1899 Parent involvement

1900 Has great schools opportunity

1910 Great schools

1914 bayside high

1915 County
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1916 Our students who show up to learn every day.

1928 Community

1934 i dont know

1942 Secular

1966 Teachers

1969 Setting High Standards in Curriculum

1973 Teacher investment in the success of the students

1978 Under utilized arts community

1982 College Preparation programs

1983 Educational oriented

1988 concerend

1991 Consistency

1993 Launchpad apps

2009 Responsive

2013 Teachers knowledge and enthusiasm

2015 Commitment to all students regardless of situation

2018 Diversity

2021 Maximizing the minimal dollars provided them

2023 Teacher shortage

2025 Flexibility in schools children can attend

2026 Listening

2028 Athletics

2029 Encourages collaboration

2035 Teacher Support
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2036 Ecology/location

2039 Some schools are very high performing

2040 Technology

2042 Motivated people

2047 Vetted curriculum

2048 Dual enrollment program

2050 Empathy

2051 Strong parental/community involvement

2052 Separation of church and state

2053 Unbiased but aware of community issues for process improvement

2058 Business Partnerships

2067 Monitor morale) school leadership

2069 You messed up

2070 Attention to student life balance

2074 STEM partners

2075 Teachers who care about students not government -led standards

2087 Loyal ancillary school employees

2095 Decent facilities

2096 teachers

2100 -

2102 Knowledgeable teachers

2104 Teachers

2107 Flexibility

2109 Parents
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2110 Some Principal

2117 Wonderful location

2121 Willingness to protect health of all students/faculty

2123 Teachers

2127 Don't know

2129 Community connections

2130 Progressive

2138 inclusion

2143 dd

2147 please

2150 Strong will to be active in the community by Painting in local Events and
visiting schools and talking to the children on a regular basis as much as
possible and asking for the children's opinion on subjects

2151 Support from community

2152 An unbiased school environment (race, ethnicity, colour, etc)

2153 STEM growth opportunities

2157 Parent involvement

2158 Geographical distribution

2160 High ranking of our district

2162 Variety of courses offered throughout the district (and the dual enrollment
push)

2163 Nothing.

2165 Caring teachers

2166 Equity

2171 Educated demographic
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2173 Problem have access

2179 Djsowndbdn

2184 Protecting the innocence of students (abstinence-only education, gender
specific restrooms and locker rooms, removing inappropriate books

2187 Curriculum

2190 Our teachers

2193 Dedicated teachers

2195 Willing to change and grow

2201 Creativity

2208 Programs offered outside of school

2212 Students

2214 The promotional/informational push for the importance of "preschool"
education.

2218 Staff

2222 Inclusion

2223 Organization

2232 Growth mindset

2235 The amazing students and their resilience to weather the shenanigans of
adults behaving like children. They will outlive us, they will out perform us
and they will have learned how NOT to do it.

2236 sinking ship

2242 Tolerance

2244 stop making the news with political antics

2246 Willingness to make improvements

2250 Biological sex using their own bathroom and no other

2252 Location
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2253 knowledgeable personnel

2254 high performing students

2259 Some really fantastic faculty and staff

2264 quality of teachers

2266 Students who continue to perform well.

2267 Passion for supporting students

2277 Connections with the community and businesses

2282 staff

2284 Ability to intérprete data and trends.

2285 Inspiring Students

2288 great people skills

2295 Good leadership

2303 -

2305 Nick Ruch

2306 The district should oppose the "don't say gay" bill

2311 Vocational technical education programs

2312 High Expectations

2314 The district supports all students -public schooled and home schooled.

2319 easily accessible

2322 Willing to cut the fat from a budget perspective.

2323 Caring

2329 Focusing on campus safety

2336 Helps and supports children with IEPs

2338 Good principals
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2339 Active involvement on school and parent side

2340 extracurriculars for elementary

2347 Growing

2352 caring

2354 Overall success for the team

2356 Supportive Business Community

2357 Accountability

2358 able to support community involvement within district

2359 Substitute coverage improved this year

2360 I live in America

2367 Location

2369 Diverse programs in academic, technical and trade

2374 Conservative values

2376 educated community members

2377 smarts

2381 Know how

2383 New school board members

2385 Jennifer Jenkins destroying any trust the public had in BPS

2388 great place to live

2391 Not be homophobic

2394 Try to help people

2395 Backs up their words with actions.

2411 Teachers using their own personal time to plan and grade without being
paid.
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2423 A variety of extra-curricular options

2428 Local Partners (NASA etc.)

2431 Strong Board Members

2439 Plenty of room for improvement

2448 Willing to make changes and remedy behavior issues in the district

2449 cftygy

2450 Safety for Students and Staff

2463 peopl;e skills

2465 Accountability

2478 Dr Rendell

2488 Ability of individual schools to do a lot with very little

2490 Community

2493 communication

2495 Caring

2497 sports

2498 Great parents

2500 Caringness

2503 Wasting time

2505 communication

2509 Location (Access to jobs/economy)

2515 Class size

2518 None

2523 Dual enrollment ptogram

2524 Experience of current ESF leadership
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2529 variety of extra-curricular activities at all school levels

2537 Strong support staff

2541 ?

2542 Previously LGBTQ+ supportive (hope for it to return to this)

2543 Listens

2546 Good teachers

2553 Organization and managing budgets

2555 Community awareness

2556 Communicative

2557 bad money magenment

2559 Great relationships with families

2565 Caring/compassionate/genuine

2570 Can't think of any

2575 Open-mindedness

2577 Trying to get stem but needs more.

2578 Transparency

2579 Magnet programs

2586 open to tech

2587 MOTIVATION

2588 Students

2589 No opinion

2591 make students feel safe

2601 Law abiding

2603 School choices with CTE, Academies, and dual enrollment.
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2607 Good weather

2609 efficient

2610 Opportunity

2615 They're great at not putting the needs of students first. Gotta cater to the
angry parents!

2623 Three

2624 Three

2626 All kids were prepared for and successful in college

2629 Nobe

2635 Scientific & Aerospace influenced

2636 Role model

2638 Tech programs

2642 Providing a safe, secure and welcoming learning environment for all
students

2648 Desirable location for recruiting best teachers

2653 A Safe environment

2660 Starting to listen to their teachers

2663 Building community and inclusivity

2667 Lunch programs

2672 High expectations

2675 Parents are willing to be more involved te district level but not invitted.

2683 Supportive community members/businesses

2684 Promises are made and not kept.

2692 None

2695 Upholding parents rights
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2697 commitment to students futures

2700 Competence

2703 Economic base

2705 Dual Enrollment

2707 Proximity to coastal and natural habitat learning environments

2708 The community

2710 Creative teachers

2714 Diversity

2715 UNKNOWN

2719 pecae

2720 Commitment

2724 I haven't seen any here.

2726 Strives to reach high academic achievement

2743 Teachers

2746 help anywhere that needs help

2751 Team Work

2762 a growing CTE program and collegiate programs

2763 Growing CTE program

2774 help other

2777 Ensuring high trust between faculty and parents

2778 recognizing solutions

2783 Servant Leadership on behalf of teachers, staff and students

2786 healthcare

2791 better technology
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2795 respects LGBT

2797 mostly safe neighborboods, good schools

2800 integrity

2802 School building improvements

2807 Its very consistent specially with funds.

2811 sports

2813 Veteran teachers

2816 Lots of high-tech businesses with resources to support education

2817 x

2818 Alignment with State

2820 infraestructure

2822 Positive Outlook

2827 maintain high standards for student future success

2828 Able to put gene Trent and Susin in their place

2830 Size

2837 Showcases success

2838 stable

2841 Hiring teachers that don't know what there doing

2842 Treat everyone fairly

2843 Students

2846 children first

2847 Overall balanced school.

2848 Great athletic programs

2851 Instructional practices
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2861 Use of technology to supplement classroom learning

2863 honors traditional family values as much as possible

2870 Community

2874 Making it about children and making parents want to stay involved

2875 Awesome Support Staff

2876 Parent and adult community interest

2878 Teachers

2880 population

2882 Passionate

2883 A good record of winning athletes

2885 Choice schools

2888 nice teachers

2891 more non-college track courses

2894 high highschool graduation rates

2895 Willingness to listen

2896 lgbtq

2898 Elementary Programs

2907 Marine Programs

2914 Administration

2915 Population diversity

2916 Incusion

2921 District is well funded

2927 Good performance

2928 Relationship with leading employers
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2929 Jennifer Jenkins fighting for every student

2935 Integrity

2936 Facilities

2937 Na

2940 Family centered

2950 Diverse students, faculty, and staff

2956 An Involved Community

2964 Values Community

2968 Academics

2969 Desire to put student needs FIRST

2971 Diversity

2990 Teaching staff

2993 Not communicating effectively

2996 The district has an excellent accountability system.

2997 History of Academic Success

3005 Dedication

3009 Teaching staff

3013 Bus system

3015 Safe schools

3018 Trying to find ways to improve staff and teacher salaries.

3020 Students

3024 Quality demonstrator

3026 Able to restrict students ability to be themselves

3028 Don't know
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3031 curriculum

3033 Teacher in place that care regardless how badly they have been treated by
the district

3034 Ability to change

3040 Pitiful use of technology

3041 Our school.boards newest members are tools

3043 Servant leading with humility and empathy

3045 Communication mostly

3047 NA

3049 Strong leader and not a dictator

3050 Dedicated

3052 Transportation

3056 Teachers

3057 teachers

3062 Leadership

3064 Managing a large organization

3066 Responsible

3073 Technology has imoproved

3075 Logical & Effective Decision maker

3083 Committed Teachers

3087 The district has an ability to look awesome on paper.

3103 Proximity to the Space Center and the Space Force

3107 Systems in place for EVERYTHING

3112 Teachers
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3122 Parental participation

3129 Curriculum and course offerings

3131 Certifications at H.S. level

3139 Strategic plan action

3144 High expectations for teachers and staff

3146 .

3148 Excellence

3154 HR Benefits

3156 Willingness to help improvement

3160 work force

3166 Support staff contributions

3168 Collaboration

3174 Backgound of student success and achievement

3186 Leadership

3191 One good school board member

3198 Eastern Florida State College

3200 build cohesion between staff and community

3201 Active parents

3206 clean schools

3207 Kind

3208 Economically and culturally diverse area

3209 Superior Leadership

3211 support for both arts and sciences

3227 idk
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3230 Empower Others

3234 diversity

3244 Synergy

3250 Safety

3254 Arts

3255 Inclusion

3263 willingness to see problems exist

3266 some staff

3272 ?

3274 Options:Virtual, CTE, etc

3279 Engaged Community

3281 Empathy

3282 Teacher pay

3285 community support

3290 Favorable political enviornment

3293 Asst. Superintendents

3297 Teachers

3298 volunteers

3299 collaborative culture

3301 teachers persevere

3305 LEADERSHIP

3308 sience

3312 fair

3321 Recognition
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3322 Students

3328 Goals and Direction

3333 Working support staff, not office dwellers

3335 Pay your teachers. You can have the best leaders, but you can't do much
with burnt out teachers.

3336 School Campus Security

3337 work more than compensated for

3338 Artistic talent

3339 Keep woke agenda out of schools

3342 notta

3344 district tries to gget students help needed in areas of academic concern like
diabilities

3348 dual enrollment programs

3355 Interacts with Community

3360 Community Involvement

3361 School facilities well-maintained

3363 Matt Susin

3365 ESOL Program

3366 Principal Leadership

3370 community

3372 The suppport athletics and other curricular activities receive

3375 Care for Safety

3379 INTEGRITY

3382 facilities

3387 choice programs
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3396 We have the Kennedy Space Center as a resource for a strong labor force/
families for our schools.

3401 adequate compensation for staff/faculty at the school levels

3403 Leadership

3405 patience

3406 programs

3408 classes

3411 Community

3414 adam owens

3416 leadership

3422 333

3424 The children. Children today are so much more sophisticated. They know
when they're being lied to and conned by the adults.

3426 The teachers

3427 Willing to acknowledge areas that need improvement and take the
necessary steps to improve

3429 Parent Involvement

3430 High tech area

3432 Responsibility

3440 teacher retention

3444 None

3449 college readiness

3450 Take care of all the employees making them a priority to the future of our
schools.

3455 opportunity to dual enroll , opportunity to learn career skills

3460 Professional Learning
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3464 Community

3470 strong CTE program

3472 Willingness to attract new employees and keep current employees wilth pay
incentives through raises.

3474 Adaptable to changing opportunities

3475 Safety

3476 Well trained teachers

3480 opportunity to dual enroll , opportunity to learn career skills

3482 Commitment to every student's education needs

3487 Dedicated teachers and staff

3489 extracurricular activities

3490 Proximity to high tech industry

3494 O

3495 Administrators

3506 In need of someone willing to fight for our kids, the staff and schools

3507 Ability to put our Children and Educators needs ahead of any issues that
have arose to make sure they have what they need when the district hasn't
given them the tools or support they have needed

3508 Knowledge

3513 Willingness to figure out a solution that best benefits the kids

3520 Staff

3523 Lots of options for school choice

3524 A growing population with children

3526 Teachers who desire to positively impact young people's lives

3530 Potential for Industry Partnerships
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3538 Improved safety of schools

3540 Opportunity for parental involvement

3544 SUPPORTIVE BOARD

3546 All children no matter race or preference need love

3549 school administrators

3554 The beach

3555 After school activities

3560 Visonary

3561 Educators who go above and beyond to provide instruction despite too often
changing curriculums and priorities handed to them by the state and district.

3569 electives and classes

3570 Teacher Enthusiasm

3574 Parental involvement

3576 Infrastructure

3580 Adding murals

3588 Diversity in thought

3589 Kids on the spectrum

3593 Family/team atmosphere in schools where I have worked/volunteered

3596 community partnerships

3598 Clear and constant communication/transparency

3601 SES and property values

3609 Room to improve

3616 genuine desire to educate our students

3619 Leads in both community and education
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3623 Diversity

3625 good graduation rate

3630 Integrity

3631 Tenured teachers

3633 Many quality teachers and other staff

3634 Low crime rate

3637 Emphasis on sports

3643 facilities

3657 Our facilities

3664 Charter schools

3668 Meeting student needs

3672 Provide encouragement to staff

3676 IB/Cambridge

3678 Lisa stanley

3681 parents willing to get involved

3686 pre-k

3690 High quality circulum

3691 I don't know of any

3696 Willing to take necessary action to ensuring a safe and successful learning
environment for students and

3704 Comfortable Atmosphere

3712 growth

3720 Small class size

3721 test scores
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3723 Facilities have improved

3724 Provide extracurricular activities

3726 REPUBLICAN views and ideals of most of the parents

3730 proven results

3733 athletics programs

3737 Low disciplinary rate compared to many parts of the state with similar size
districts

3738 High school ratings

3741 Nothing

3743 Encouraging students to apply for colleges

3744 Millage tax

3746 None

3748 Jennifer Julian

3766 It's students

3769 Community support

3770 willingness

3773 Integrity

3780 Attention to detail

3781 Togetherness

3782 community that includes NASA and the space program

3789 lanschool

3794 Employee dedication

3796 Equity

3799 hard working teachers
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3801 Access to classrooms

3814 good teachers withstrong listening skills

3817 School board last

3819 good staff members

3820 Morals

3823 Population growth

3826 The ability to learn

3828 idk

3831 White

3836 Idk

3838 Prepared

3839 lisen

3840 Group Work

3842 soccer

3843 Students

3846 My family

3849 accountability

3853 MOTIVATOR

3854 Motivated

3855 Teacher professionalism.

3856 Staff mentorship

3857 administrators that support teachers

3861 Communication

3867 Strong union
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3868 The wide variety of educational opportunities

3869 All teachers/staff want what is best for students even we don't always
agree on what that is

3875 Willingness to seek input from the community

3876 Two

3880 less than nothing

3881 caring teachers who want to help our students

3883 communicator

3884 support staff

3897 Mr. Suisin and his team are choosing not to just 'settle' or be over-talked. I
believe they are, just a little bit…..noticing the number of teachers leaving the
district and the number of children enrolling in virtual school.

3898 Great sports programs

3902 Our teachers

3904 Involves community

3907 Able to be Objective

3910 Businesses

3911 Bright futures

3912 Getting a new school board and superintendent who are willing to do
something about what is wrong and improve on what is right.

3913 Access to various career and technical education

3918 common goals

3919 standards based instruction

3925 Geographic location

3926 idk

3931 Population base
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3935 Pro 2nd amendment

3937 safety

3940 Meaningful family engagement

3943 Motivator

3946 Allow teachers to teach and students to learn in a safe environment for all

3948 Inclusiveness

3952 n/a

3958 Is it the bell that rings, is it the hammer that rings, or is it the meeting of the
two that rings?

3963 Making decisions without influence from special interest groups

3966 The focus on student safety

3967 Parent feedback

3973 Willigness to make changes

3975 Funding

3976 Community pride in our public education

3982 Have resource officers at the schools

3983 Females got boobies

3984 Fff

3985 Somehow seem to have fended off most trendy nonsense

3990 Higher performing

3995 innovation - power hour

3996 DEI

3999 Community Partners

4003 experience
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4005 Respect

4008 Local Industry

4014 Principal selection

4015 Hnj

4018 Mission

4022 change in board

4024 Large Parental community that is engaged

4034 lead by example

4040 Special needs therapists

4041 lunches

4045 Teachers

4047 None

4050 Amazing students!

4051 Access to industry/technology

4057 charter schools are an option

4063 Maintenance

4066 teachers

4067 Financially stable

4069 Team building

4075 Dedicated teachers and staff who WANT to see their students succeed

4087 Inclusive

4090 N/A

4100 C

4107 Courage
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4109 Location to the Space Center

4117 dedicated teachers and staff

4119 Not school transportation

4121 Diversity of teachers/student population

4122 Strong families

4129 Integrity

4131 None

4134 Encouraging underclass man to get engaged

4137 More different summer programs to g

4140 Economic Partners

4141 Leadership

4146 cock

4151 Dr. Soliven is highly knowledgeable, supportive and can set goals for school-
based administrators.

4152 No

4155 Educational diversity/options

4156 Opportunities for dual enrollment

4158 scince program

4161 I would like to see more inclusive legislation

4162 Teachers and school staff care about the students

4170 Communication

4172 Use of Technology

4174 Veteran Teachers

4175 This new school board and the hate for teachers is why no one wants to work
here. Especially veteran teachers.
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4178 Collaboration

4180 The Democrats haven't yet destroyed us.

4181 Caring for the kids

4184 Service to the people NOT staff

4188 Diversity in population and programs

4190 Partners in Education

4197 specialty skills development

4198 New school board members

4199 Connects

4208 Involved community

4216 Resistance of "woke" ideology

4220 Community

4224 School spirit

4226 communication with other governmental bodies

4231 Willingness to be open minded

4232 some staff

4233 access to the ocean

4234 Diverse of political views within student body and faculty)

4242 helpful

4244 Nothing

4248 Community

4250 Classroom management

4251 Trust

4256 knowledge of content specialists in program support
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4258 FAMILIES & MORAL Living/ Safety

4263 A cultural that promotes integrity

4264 Inclusive

4265 saftey

4266 Advancement of the arts

4272 SRO-safety

4273 Students

4274 N/A

4275 CTE

4276 Collaborator

4277 Grateful for art and music provided to children

4280 protect staff and teachers

4282 Critical thinking

4284 Low test grades

4291 I hate this school

4292 All different type of activities

4293 Very hard working

4295 Children

4300 Compromiso

4312 Uphold accountibility for teachers, staff, students

4315 Letting kids get extra food

4321 Unknown

4324 Challenger 7 needs help

4326 Not a racist
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4333 Willingness to assist others

4338 bright minds

4339 Stands for their beliefs

4343 Reading

4344 New board leadership

4353 Strong ties to the Sheriff's Dept.

4363 school choice and the ability to attend a school based on programs available

4368 GOOD administrators at the school and district levels

4370 Our third most significant strength is our support staff. All of our social
workers, counselors, instructional assistants, behavior techs, school
psychologists, and so many other support staff are critical in our ability to do
what we do and their presence is what supports our teachers and students
so they can all achieve their goals.

4378 good programs

4380 Location

4389 Community involvement

4392 Driven

4394 community support

4403 Academic Readiness

4405 Business/Industry opportunity

4406 Integrity

4407 History

4410 Energy

4411 The space coast loves their freedom

4422 diversity

4430 Technological Understanding
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4431 Our teachers!!

4432 Do not reward bad behavior of students

4437 Wide-ranging opportunities for students like the arts, technology, etc

4442 Sees the importance of discipline.

4443 Can recognize wasteful spending on excess district personnel and will do
something to trim positions down

4444 Parent involvement

4446 Give constructive criticism and help to grow and be better instead of a
destructive criticism towards the teacher. Some administrators behaviors
are unacceptable, and some teachers follow that culture just to protect their
job, but it's not conducive to improve students' performance in all areas.

4449 ability to inspire

4455 Space, PSFB, Satellite Companies

4466 Serving each student with excellence is not just a slogan to BPS employees

4474 That diversity and acceptance of ALL children is still a policy of BPS.

4477 Budget Management

4480 Science and math competitions

4482 Communication

4484 Continued commitment to music, art, drama programs

4488 Blah

4491 The school of choice program

4492 Trust

4495 Innovative

4496 Increase salaries for all staff

4500 curricular offering

4506 Our teachers!!!
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4518 Unite diversity

4520 Involvement

4532 Behind the scenes staff

4536 Dual Enrollment

4538 Fiscal

4541 Paw

4542 Moral is high due to strong supportive administration

4548 improves school standards

4549 Helpfulness

4554 Innovation

4562 We have a guarantee of revenue

4564 n/a

4567 student achievement and success

4570 Intelligence

4571 n/a

4572 Accelerated Programs

4574 execute, ,implement

4578 Unsure

4580 Inclusive of all

4581 Please. Stop being such losers.

4584 health benefits

4585 quality of education

4586 Up to date facilities
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4589 That teachers are not allowed to discuss their private sex life, like being gay
or trans,

4595 Leader, not dictator

4599 Communicating with stakeholders

4600 Extracurricular activities

4602 Established facilities

4606 Jf

4607 G

4609 Firm

4611 Students with disability

4612 Innovation

4613 Curriculum

4614 educational options

4616 not bad

4630 Global Space Tech Leader

4633 knowledge

4635 Appear to care about public and staff input by sending out surveys to get
input, but then do what the district planned regardless of data collected.

4638 n/a

4639 Proximity to Space Program and affiliated businesses/resources

4643 Treating students and staff fairly

4650 Uninspired

4659 Versatility

4667 N/A

4670 Leadership
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4674 The people in the district that fight for all students, even if certain terrorist
groups terrorize them for doing so.

4676 Communication

4679 motivating

4695 focus on students

4696 Parents/Guardians

4697 The diversity of the students and how well they will work together when
given the right environment

4702 Jennifer Jenkins

4709 Understands that not all schools require the same staffing plan. Some
schools in lower socioeconomic schools require additional staff to support
all students and help all students teach their potential.

4718 There's none

4719 Vocational technology

4720 Supports early childhood initiatives

4721 equal treatment

4722 Amazing teachers

4727 Disaplin

4728 District personnel not having any concept of day to day
operations/expectations in a school

4730 Technology

4735 Teamwork

4743 Higher-level educational opportunities (FIT, EFSC, etc.))

4745 Teaching Staff

4746 Afterschool programs

4749 Quality teachers
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4753 Integrity

4754 Highly trained staff

4756 should be All people are treated as equals

4762 Kindness and Acceptance

4767 industry & other partners

4774 Thankful for there devotion

4775 Good Teachers

4781 High standards

4787 Generally higher quality education than elsewhere in state

4788 teachers

4790 Self worth

4795 parent involvement

4798 The Students

4809 Good condition of most school buildings

4812 Strong administrations

4813 Compensating staff

4816 Some of tghe specilized programs like Classes at the Zoo; career related
prep classes; etc

4827 Diversity

4828 Budgeting

4832 caring staff

4835 A lot of promise

4842 nothing

4847 diversity
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4848 High academic achievement

4852 The knowledge and experience of some directors at district level.

4859 Foresight of growth in distr size

4860 Volunteers

4861 Very good technical programs

4867 Staff dedication to students

4869 Yes

4875 Nope

4878 It is shameful, after all he gave in his years of service to our county.

4883 Doing what's right even if it's against the governor

4889 Resources and tax base to support an excellent educational system

4892 Stand up to the board when needed

4898 stamina in the face of continued adversity

4905 Medical Help

4907 Unknown

4911 Our Teachers

4912 "

4919 Weed out employees at main office they have had it their way for too long.

4921 Not paid equally to 5 teachers

4929 Availablity of oceanographic studies

4934 Excellent academic achievement

4947 Honest communication and integriy. As of now, it's lacking in the school
board. Need a strong leader to lead not be dictated to.

4949 knowledge
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4952 Diversity

4960 Willingness to embrace the arts, providing opportunities for creative
expression and development.

4963 Strong resources available for closing gaps in reading & math.

4965 Girls sports :)

4967 the support staff

4971 AA degree for High Schoolers

4979 successful

4981 careing

4982 Diversity

4984 Will defend public education; Is not afraid to stand up to powerful political
interest groups.
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Challenge 1

ResponseID Response

2 A

3 12345

4 Student Behavior - Bullying

5 Gloabalization

7 Teacher turnover

8 retaining teachers

11 Funding

12 Lack of Trust and Transparency

13 Updating websites

15 Elementary libraries need assistants in order to meet the demands of new
legislation while still operating an effective media program.

17 new teacher retention

18 Diversity in accepting ALL student regardless of race or sexual orientation

19 discipline

20 Incessant fighting between Jennifer Jenkins and Matt Susin

21 Climate of divisiveness/everything is political

22 School Baord that is determined to find fault

23 low performace

24 Social Emotional needs of students

25 present chairman of school board who has his own agenda

7. What do you consider to be the two or three most significant
challenges or issues facing the district?  
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26 discrepancies in funding as new schools vs the oldest schools or A schools vs
F schools. If a new school is built it should not get new upgrades when older
schools need roofs.

28 Disparity among high performing and low performing schools

29 District has no idea what it is like in classroom

30 staffing

31 Inability to put teacher pay first

32 Teachers leaving due to behavior issues

33 Fairness

34 New state level regulations

35 difficult school board members that keeps their personal interests top of
mind before the school system

36 The School Board

38 Transient families with no roots or future plans to remain in area

40 Teacher shortage

41 Reactive School Board

42 Student discipline

44 Student behavior

46 Focusing on culture wars vs education

47 Lack of true oversight with what is failing and/or going on in the schools

49 Leaning way too far into politics and political groups like Moms For Liberty.
This is totally unacceptable. This school district is too political and not
working together to provide the best education for students.

51 Least restrictive environment for ESE population/ lack placement options for
varying levels (middle and high limited to no support)

52 Learning gaps

53 Student conduct
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55 Lack of transparency of budget

59 access to technology

61 Retaining teachers

62 Discipline

64 Greater support of classrooms with children with disabilities

65 Fiscal responsibility

67 Lack of teacher support

68 School board

69 Keeping up growth or lack there of

70 Teacher retention

71 Staff shortages

72 Communication between district and schools

76 Students transferring at a high rate

78 Top heavy with too many administrators at the district level

80 Moms for liberty

81 STEAM curriculum

82 unifying instead of dividing

83 lack of Diversity in planning

85 Inequalities/performance between minorities groups and white students

87 student discipline

89 district leadership does not always support school leadership personnel

91 unethical leadership

93 Low Pay for Staff

94 Toxic environment among school board
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95 Leadership/Infighting

97 The political issues that have plagued the school board and district for the
last several years and the unwillingness to work together with ALL parents
and students to determine a peaceful path forward.

98 Politics/Partisanship

99 Brevard County covers a very large geographic area

101 Political grandstanding

102 Teacher Shortage

103 Inclusivity

104 The new right wing school board, which never should've dismissed the
previous superintendent

106 Political agenda interference

108 Continuing providing quality ESE

109 communication/cooperation of the school board

110 Low morale especially amongst teachers

111 Trying to keep politics out of running our schools

112 Making changes at District level without knowing how it impacts the school
and staff at the school level.

113 School board not cohesive

114 School Board elected are not qualified

115 Partisan Board Members

116 Letting political interference effect decisions for the district

117 Management

118 Lack of support from families

120 Balancing encouraging poor performing students with also supporting more
highly motivated students
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123 Moms for Liberty

124 Motivation

125 CRT

126 The school board

127 Discipline

128 Paying teachers what they deserve.

129 Politicized and polarizing school board members

130 Giving in to groups who refuse to acknowledge racial disparity.

131 A school board that does not always follow their own policies or laws

134 Not teaching accurate history will give our kids sun-par education.

136 Identifying and providing timely assistance to kids with learning disabilities

137 Not having enough qualified teachers.

138 Student achievement

139 politics

140 The politics that are enmeshed in the school board members

141 Student Behavior

144 bullying

146 Teacher pay

147 Teacher pay

148 Student behaviors

149 Make sure teachers and staff are financially taken care of. Happy people will
be better for the children.

150 Poor pay for veteran teachers

151 Discipline
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153 Poor pay keeps good teachers traveling to other districts for work

154 Assault of teachers

155 Motivating unmotivated teachers and students

156 The School Board

157 Discipline

159 Discrimination of minority students

160 shortage of staff

161 Facilities (especially athletic) terrible

163 Lack of continuum of services students with Autism

164 Teacher pay.

167 Infrastructure

168 Updated facilities/infrastructures

169 Mullins/Superintendent change. This was a truly unfortunate decision. I
heard the new board members & Susin say the people were demanding this
but they're very wrong. Locals voted to approve a ad valorem tax under
Mullins. They were not unhappy with his leadership. Hillsborough county has
a population unhappy with their superintendent & they recently were the
only Florida district who actually lost their ad valorem vote. Please keep this
in mind & use Mullins as a template for who to find when you hire

171 Disproportional performance of ESE students

172 Adults that can't get along

173 Governor DeSantis

174 Discipline county wide

175 Lack of qualified teachers with educational degrees

176 Poor pay

177 confused children using the wrong restrooms

178 Shortage of teachers, staff, bus drivers etc
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179 Salary

180 Overbearing parents

181 Teacher pay is not high enough to retain teachers in the current challenging
environment.

183 Trimming a budget with many excesses; especially in Viera senior positions,
computer architecture & maintenance programs.

184 Randy Fine

185 new state laws

186 Student apathy

187 Morale

188 Disrespectful Union Leadership

189 Teacher morale, esp veteran teachers

190 Discipline

193 Far right interests having too significant an influence

194 A board that is not diverse and is backed my extremist political groups

195 Behavior in schools

196 STUDENT BEHAVIOR

197 Retention / moral

198 Diversity

199 School choice

200 Behavior/ discipline

201 Loss of excellent teachers/difficulty in retaining quality teachers

202 Student behavior

203 Prioritizing of some students at the detriment of others (dress code, for
example)
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204 Discipline

205 Discipline

206 Behavior of students

207 District leadership. There seems to be a disconnect between those at the
top of the pay scale that make the decisions and those that actually do all
the work with students and parents. For many years district leadership
appears to value quantity over quality of instruction. It feels like they push
and push, more and more, with no understanding of what it is like to actually
be the one that has to do all of these things with a classroom full of living
breathing humans in front of them.

208 Morale is low with faculty and staff- too many demands, pay is always and
issue

210 Staff retention at all levels

211 Behavior

212 Teachers not paid for experience, tier system dissolved in 2010

213 Lack of authentic family engagement,

214 Diversity and Inclusion

215 Teacher burn out

216 Discipline is not used enough or consistently

218 Politically motivated board

219 Integrity

220 Staff morale

221 Uneven spending trends- ex: Titusville/North area vs Viera area

223 Current atmosphere of focusing on politics rather than actual needs of
students and staff.

224 Refocusing the school board and community on real education topics rather
than pushing political dogma.

225 Budget PAY our teachers so they stay!
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226 Community resources

227 STATE CURRICULUM

229 teacher burnout or lack of enthusiasm or desire to teach

232 Board allowing small special interest groups to bully them into making
inappropriate choices.

234 Student behaviors

235 Teacher and sub shortage

236 Teacher pay

237 Supporting exceptional and poor perf students

238 Diversity - we are not taking care of all the students in our district

240 Lack of technical programs

243 Discipline

244 The dysfunction of our school board and internal bickering.

245 Transportation is a mess

247 Board members Susin, Trent and Wright. An embarrassment to Brevard the
way they colluded to oust Dr Mullins.

248 A loud group of moms that wrongly accuse teachers of being "groomers"

249 Not reporting bullying because of fear of negative ratings

251 Moms for Liberty- they're idiots who need no say in our district.

252 Susin as Board Chair w/ Wright & Trent as fellow decision-makers

253 Lack of pay for more experienced staff

254 parents not held to Consequences

256 Staffing shortage in teachers and bus drivers

257 divide between upper socioeconomic schools an others

258 Student discipline
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260 Poor pay for experienced teachers

261 Student behavior

262 Misinformed community

263 Lack of equity between schools, especially Title I and affluent.

264 AP Courses offered at HS level have reduced and are not competitive with
other public and private d hills in other parts of the district

265 Lack of communication between curriculum leaders

267 Politicians Meddling in Education for their own gain

269 Students of color are punished more severely

270 Elected Leadership

272 Quality workforce

273 School board vision not aligning with goals of community

274 The increasing loss of teachers and staff.

275 Lack of true care of troubled youth

276 Underpaid and undervalued teachers

280 The willingness to bow to the will of a few at the cost of education to the
masses.

285 Personnel shortages - resignations and little to no applicants

286 Building improvement and maintenance

287 Discipline

289 Discipline

290 Budget downfall

291 staff shortage

293 teacher shortage

295 Increasing Support Staff Wages
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296 LGBTQ discrimination

298 Moms for Liberty

300 student behavior

301 Lack of staff

302 Staffing- We are desperate for teachers and support staff

303 Employee Financial Survival

304 moms of liberty

305 Improving and maintaining the ability for all students to thrive and succeed
by enforcing consistent, equal and fair practices, priviledges and procedures
for students, teachers and staff at all schools.

306 Raises

307 Get rid of Departments that are useless

308 teacher pay

310 implementing policies to meet the needs of special interest groupssspecial
interest groups

311 Parents not holding students accountable for behavior and grades.

312 discipline

313 TEACHER PAY

315 School Board Members

316 Moral.. Moral... Moral with employees at district and schools.

317 Extreme diversity of Income

319 discipline

321 Pay of Staff is horrible

322 Student behavior beginning in Kindergarten

324 Discipline
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325 Too much importance on political agendas

326 Influencing kids on the mid range- they seem to be left out. The district
focuses on the low and super achivers- we need to have someone support
and push the middle ( mid level student) that could fall quickly or succeed
with a puch

327 Poor teacher retention due to low pay that cannot compete with local
businesses

328 People in high level positions that do not have the knowledge to lead

329 Staff Shortages

331 SALARIES

332 good health care

333 Appropriate grade level resources and expectations for early childhood.

334 closing achievement gap

335 reputation

337 Implementing and enforcing student discipline

342 better budgeting

343 Idiot parents/politicians banning reality

344 Discipline

345 Lack of Inclusivity

346 School board leadership

347 to treat staff with respect

348 School board majority is politically motivated

349 Too many titled directors using up money that could be used elsewhere to
support more IAs, teachers, ESE staff.

350 Teacher morale

352 Moms for liberty
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353 Moms for liberty trying to take over.

354 The politics of the school board

355 Lack of diversity

356 School Bus Stops need to be redistributed to non busy roads

357 Parents - From the ones who don't care about their child's education to the
Moms for liberty who want to control (negatively) the schools

358 Inclusivity of ALL types of families

360 CRT

361 Moms for Liberty

362 Staff morale.

363 Getting rid of Mom's 4 liberty

364 Teacher retention; no regular teacher = no real learning

367 Teacher retention

370 Direct pipeline to the governor with M4L and Randy Fine which do not have
the best interest of all students in mind.

371 discipline

372 Discipline

373 Staffing shortages

374 The present political leadership in the State

377 Fight against the current state and advocate for more options in curriculum

379 Low pay for experienced teachers

381 book bans

383 Lack of teacher autonomy

384 Discipline/behavior
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385 Too much testing at the elementary level: I-Ready Reading and Math,
Writing Assessments, Benchmark Tests, in addition to PM1 and PM2

387 Discrimination against certain class based off race and disabilities

388 Facility upkeep (read: student restrooms!)

389 Too many IEPs given

390 Paying teachers

391 Student behavior

392 3 stupid fucking dumbasses on the school board

393 Budget

394 Teacher retention

395 The current school board (the new members plus susin and kayte seem to be
part of the local hate groups trying to dismantle public education).

396 A school board that prioritizes whiteness, eradicating history and driving
further, deeper wedges in our community

397 Book banning

398 Lack of tolerance; racism

399 Fair and necessary discipline

401 Moms of "Liberty"

402 State Government too involved in decisions

403 Holding the interests of one specially group above others

405 Low pay of instructional staff

406 Divisions working in silos

408 School board not doing what's in the best interest of the children. Some
members are doing it for political gain.

412 Moms for Liberty

413 New board politicalization
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414 Mothers for Liberty

415 Teacher pay

417 Low achievement

418 Non bargaining pay vs brand new teacher pay

419 Discipline issues

421 Prioritizing funds

422 Inclusivity

423 Consistency

424 Equity

425 Diversity of thought

427 Lack of integrity

428 People in Director/leadership Positions that have no education or experience
in the areas they are overseeing (id. social work services, psychological
services, mental health)

429 Teacher Retention

431 Division - we are leaving the pandemic as a deeply divided community. We
need leaders to bring our community together and heal the damage our
leaders have caused

432 Large class sizes in Kindergarten

434 Moms for Liberty

435 Board members that are politically aligned. These board positions should
NOT be political!

436 Extreme groups influence on schools/board decisions (book bans, etc)

437 Student behavior

438 Not protecting all students

439 Teacher morale
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440 Retaining teachers while not trusting them to teach

441 Agenda driven school board members

442 Mom for Liberty

443 To politically driven

444 Leadership namely new board

445 Banning books

446 Lack of effective disciplinary policies

447 Lack of Diversity

448 Encroaching authoritarianism from state and district leadership outside of
schools

450 Behavior of students

452 Discipline

453 Budget

454 Legislation blocking books

457 Diversity

458 Discipline

459 Lack of support for teachers

460 Keeping teachers

461 Bigotry

463 Discrepancies in pay. People with fewer years making more money. What
happened to the study that was done on employee pay years ago?

465 Teaching a curriculum that is not based on fear

466 Lack of respect for various viewpoints

467 Lack of diverse viewpoints on school board

468 Too many school board members who do not value public education
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469 removing book access from students

470 DeSantis

473 Teacher shortage due to compensation

474 Outside influence of people not involved in education

476 Political partisanship in school board

478 Learning gaps are not closing for marginalized students

479 Bullying top down in Elementary Leadership

480 A school board hijacked by an unprofessional chairperson

481 Poor leadership at the top level

483 Attempts to ban books in our school libraries

484 Not enough focus on gifted/not at risk students

485 School board members who are politically motivated

486 School board

487 Budgeting funds to pay employees

488 Pressure from vocal minority groups

492 Teacher morale

493 Money

494 Funding

495 Division

496 Loss of trust in school board to make good decisions

497 Gender identity- a boy is a boy and should not play girls sports

498 Censorship

502 Discipline

504 Matt Susin is a horrible chairperson
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505 Teacher retention

506 Desantis rules make it hard to teach critical thinking

507 Left ideology attacking the foundation of family

508 Keeping CRT and DEI out of our schools

509 New Florida laws

511 Diversity!!! It should be seen as an asset

512 Desantis

513 Lack of support for school leadership _

514 Uniting opposing political forces through professional discourse

515 Book banning sideshow

517 Inconsistency

518 Politicalization of school board and lack of power to combat 'loud' though
polarizing voices

521 Behavior issues with students

522 Discriminatory and devisive practices

523 Effectively teaching children with learning differences based on programs
proven effective to work.

524 Racists, fascists, transphobes, and misogynists on the school board

525 Hostility toward LGBTQ students and parents

526 Poor academic standards

527 Discipline

528 Aging structures and equipment

529 Matt Susin - get rid of him

530 Respect from HR to faculty and staff

532 immoral Chairperson
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533 Battling Moms for Liberty and a school board majority that is aligned with
m4l

534 Divisive school board that disrespects teachers

535 The removal of cultural histories

536 Lack of respect for teachers and staff

537 Eliminating all of the -isms

538 The influence from small vocal groups

539 Retaining qualified staff

540 Politics being at the forefront instead of student success.

541 The Governor.

542 Teachers not being treated as professionals.

543 Lack of support for teachers from administration

545 Embracing diversity

546 It's quite obvious that the school board puts personal political viewpoints
above the welfare of students, faculty, and staff

547 Moms 4 Liberty and their buddies destroying our schools and libraries.

548 District leadership not understanding the laws regarding education

550 Curriculum choice

551 the fighting on the school board

553 Moms for liberty taking a strong hold of our leaders

554 Our new board destroyed the trust of our schools, staff, and community.
That's not easily repaired.

555 Communication between departments and the sharing of information.

557 Need books

558 Moms 4 Liberty and their friends and followers
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561 Too much interference from special interest groups

562 A few top District leaders who lack integrity and do not put students'
interests first, Dr Soliven and Ms Bowman.

563 Hungry kids

564 LGBTQ students

565 Lack of diversity

567 Trim the fat at the district

570 Lack of non partisan leadership w school board members

571 Budgeting

572 Staff shortage

573 Board members allowing outside influence from Sheriff and Moms for
Liberty

574 Special needs students need more resources

577 Teacher shortage

578 Discipline, not covering up what is happening. Do the tough work and expel
or remove students who bully and/or become violent with teachers and other
students

579 Academic curriculum is sub par

580 Loss of teachers

581 Reckless school board actions

583 Recent legislation

584 Teacher pay and respect

585 Diversity education

586 Students not given additional help to catch up after covid disruption. Some
students are still experiencing learning challenges and there is no help.

587 Politics
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588 Slow to act. Trailing in effective technology. Stop paying for low budget
systems. Allow for credit and electronic payments..

590 An extremist majority on our school board

592 Book bans

593 Politics being put before the best interests of students

595 Extremism & censorship through groups like Moms for Liberty

596 Assessments so frequent teachers have little time to teach

597 Accommodations for disabilities

598 Hiring a quality superintendent preferably one that is not a past teacher or
school admin, but a business background

599 Poverty

600 Shortsightedness in dealing with book banning. Taking away books is not
parental freedom. Education is freedom.

601 Negativity towards teachers

603 Discipline has been inconsistent at best, non-existent at worst.

605 Book bans

607 Staff shortages: behavior techs, psychologists, ESE support

608 School violence. Physical assault with teachers and students

610 Learning gap for African American children

611 Lack of teachers

613 Funding

615 woke being pushed down our throats our throats

616 Teacher pay

617 Lack of good teaching environment for teachers to be successful

618 Moms for liberty
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620 Teacher retention

623 Manufactured Culture Wars

624 Underfunded schools

625 Political reaching

631 Teacher & staff pay and it's effect on retention

632 Moms for Liberty

633 Lack of Suppot for Employees

634 Book banners

635 Refusal to establish an Equity Audit

636 Book banning

639 Politically motivated individuals

640 Moms 4 Liberty

641 Discipline

642 Huge population growth

643 Retaining/attracting valuable teachers

645 Moms 4 Liberty, book banning, and policies and attitudes that do not value
and support ALL students.

646 Busing

647 Moms for liberty

648 Discipline

650 Large number of economically challenged residents/families

651 Moms for Liberty

652 LGBTQ/ Transgender ideology taught in classroom

655 Poverty
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656 The far-right takeover of the school board

657 Accepting ethnic diversity

658 The influence of political motivations over student welfare.

660 The board is too extreme and the sheriff should not be involved in our
decision making

661 Moms for Liberty

662 corruption

663 Discipline

664 Offering competitive wages for support staff

665 Safety

666 Political school board members

667 Wokeism

668 Moms of Liberty

669 Inclusion of everyone and everything. (Especially disabled children's tech
needs)

671 Teacher pay/retention

672 Moms For Liberty

673 The Governor

676 Hiring and maintaining good qualified teachers

677 Equity

679 Curriculum

681 Moms for Liberty

682 Book banning

685 Division

687 Hate speech
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690 Too much focus on dual enrollment (instead of AP courses)

691 Reading curriculum

692 Economic disparity

693 Florida Governor DeSantis' Stalin like interference with established
curriculums

695 Improving Math score

696 Allowing boys and girls to share bathrooms/locker rooms

697 Discipline

698 Discipline in classroom

699 Student performance

701 Safety

702 M4L infiltration

703 Lack of funding from the state

705 The school board!

707 Book banning by nazis

708 The loss of Dr. Mullins for no real reason and other recent poor choices from
the school board that hurt BPS students and funding.

710 Retention of employees. Specifically pay issues. No incentive for current
employees to stay long term or move to other positions as they are limited in
what they can make. Someone with experience in the district can move to a
higher paying position, but will automatically make less that an outside hire.

711 Book ban

712 A strong bond with the board.

714 Moms for Liberty

715 Staff shortage

716 good quality teachers
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717 student discipline

718 district leadership...Solivan

720 staffing

721 Accountability

722 Unreasonable book challenges

723 Discipline in schools

724 Moms of Liberty

725 Paying teachers more

728 technolgy

729 Food is disgusting

731 Discipline

732 Bigotry

734 Disproportionate spending in north & south end of county

736 teacher pay

737 getting more teachers to embrace the benefits of restorative practices with
students.

738 Lack of effective communication

739 Political interference with schools

740 Student violence against teachers

742 Bigotry

743 Finding way to keep staff

745 school discipline

746 Existing district leadership that is not empowering or supportive of growth

748 reducing testing in all areas
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750 ethnic values

752 motivation for students to learn

755 Teachers leaving the profession (any district currently)

759 Not caring about Parent input

760 not equality for all

761 Retrained in policy liability

763 Discrimination

764 Retention of experienced staff

768 District Directors

769 Not enough workers

770 Behavior

771 state oversight

772 integrity

773 Quality Teachers

775 Student Behavior

776 Weak leadership at all levels

777 Distrust in science and experts

778 Conservative policies that limit education for students

779 communication

781 discipline

785 Math

786 low economics

788 Student Achievement

789 Strong opinions that skew policy
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790 Stay away from anything CRT! Does NOT belong in our schools!

792 Student enrollment

793 Incompetence of state officials

794 Political influences

796 politics

798 Communication

800 Student behavior

803 discipline

805 Only listening to small vocal groups

806 teacher shortages

807 disrespectful behavior of students

810 Racism

812 teacher pay

813 A chronic underfunding that shows in dilapidated and failing infrastructure

817 School board more interested in pushing their personal agendas than caring
for students

818 Keeping veteran teachers (not always focusing on new teachers)

819 Teachers not understanding what students need or having enough time to
diagnose a problem within the classroom.

822 Title I schools teaching staff

823 Still have extremely low salaries, even with recent tax (not competitive with
other similar markets)) across the board - teachers, school admin,
maintenance workers, etc.

824 Motivating kids to enjoy learning

825 Discipline

826 Ron DeSantis's discriminatory educational policies
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827 Policitcs

829 Discipline

830 Behavior of students. Bullying.

832 discipline/behaviors

833 Teachers that don't care or perform

834 low pay for teachers

836 Low expectations from students and parents

839 Book banning

841 Staffing/ teachers

843 Retaining high quality staff by offering higher pay

845 Motivation of teachers and staff

846 Disrespected & under-compensated teachers leaving the profession in
droves.

848 Mental Health

850 high expectations for all students

851 The anti-woke agenda of the current leadership

853 the new school board members

854 discipline

856 Balancing parent choice with best practice

857 Moral

858 security to prevent school shootings

859 Support ALL support staff to increase pride in work

862 Required partisanship does not represent everyone

864 disconnected departments
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865 lack of consistency across county (academics, SEL programs, discipline,
employee expectations per role, program organization, etc.)

866 Staff Retention

868 Moms for liberty

869 1

870 Behavior

872 MORALE

873 discipline

875 Staff retention

877 Lack of Support for Staff

878 top down decisions made without teacher input

880 Administrative board vs. governing

881 School Board members activity comfortable discriminating

883 Divisive Community

886 Economic Disparities

888 declining enrollment

893 behavior of parents and students

894 Discipline in schools

895 BFT

899 no communication or cross coordination among district departments, no
cohesiveness to work toward district issues coor

900 Desantis views

901 varying opinions of leaders and stakeholders unwilling to compromise

902 Divisive Board

904 The domestic terrorists on the school board.
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905 Discipline

906 budget

907 Pay

908 Teacher pay/retention of good staff

909 School Board involvement in classroom things they do not understand

910 Not listening

911 School facilities are overcrowded.

913 Political pressures

914 Discipline

916 Managing money/resources and providing quality pay

917 Teachers have no meaningful consequences for for dealing with student
behavior

920 Racist, Divisive School Board Members

923 Finances

924 Culture wars

926 Absurd politicization of education by state leaders

927 Discipline

928 In fighting amongst school board

930 Too much politics in education

931 The politics

932 Lack of resources for special needs students…sensory rooms

934 Mon 4 liberty

935 Jennifer Jenkins

936 Poor budget mgmt and implementation of new technology
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937 Political agendas effecting school policy

938 Discipline

939 DeSantis

940 Board conflict is concerning

942 Lack of qualified teachers

943 Too much one-size-fits all discipline

944 Staff Accountability and appropriate recourse

946 Negative parental involvement (Moms for Liberty, negative activism that
attacks teachers)

948 The rogue group of parents who are extremely clicky

952 Morale of employees

953 Teacher pay

954 finances

955 Student Behavior

957 No crosswalk at Viera Charter School across from courthouse

959 School Board

960 These manufactured culture wars meant to be divisive

962 discipline

964 The anti-intellectual agenda

965 Teacher moral

966 salaries

967 Staff

968 Political obstacles

972 Lack of parental involvement
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973 Teacher pay- without them you have nothing

977 Discipline

978 Staff Retention

979 liberal views trying to change the district

982 Moms of liberty

983 Differing opportunities by schools

984 Discipline of students and lack of consequences

985 Challenging DeSantis and evil legislation that is harming our children

987 unsure

988 Need more technical and career options

992 Lack of trust between parents, the school board, administrators and
teachers. Faith has been broken and the only thing that will fix it is sustained
open, honest and hard conversations over a long time.

993 lack of pay

994 school board too involved

996 budget

997 The school board is horrendous and embarrassing

999 Nothing challenges me

1000 Keeping talented teachers

1001 N/A

1002 Curriculum access

1004 staff shortages

1005 Discipline

1007 Budgeting

1008 High Education Gaps in reading and math
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1009 Too much influence from special interest groups

1011 Diversity

1012 Focused too much on online testing scores

1014 Student Behavior

1015 incompetent school board

1016 Behavior

1017 Parent take over

1019 Diversity

1021 Too many conservative politics impacting judgment

1022 Limiting what books kids can read

1023 i

1025 Successfully getting rid of "equity" culture

1026 School discipline

1027 Politics have hijacked the education system and distracted from students.

1029 Difficult/stressful job for teachers

1030 Politics (kids are no longer the focus), this is not a popularity contest and
hidden political agendas and adult clicks are compromising our standards of
education

1031 Independent thought from radical NEA initiatives

1032 School Board

1033 discipline

1034 Safety

1038 The Governor

1040 The governor's attempt to destroy education in the state of Florida.

1043 School board destroyed district credibility
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1045 discipline policies

1046 Too much influence from right-wing political groups

1048 financial

1049 Budget

1053 Discipline (follow through)

1054 Pay for teachers

1057 Legislation that threatens teachers

1058 Discipline

1059 safety

1061 Cell phone addiction

1063 Dropped from A to B

1065 INTEGRITY

1067 Students being awful

1068 Discipline

1069 embracing diversity

1071 Moms for Liberty

1074 Moms for Liberty

1075 Strictness in the wrong areas

1076 Classroom behavior

1077 FUNDS: RAISES, SCHOOL FACILITIES ETC.

1078 highly politicized school board

1079 MAGA idiots influencing policy

1080 equity for all learners

1081 Outspoken moms for liberty group - ugh
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1082 Discipline issues at school

1084 Political aspirations and agendas are more important to some school board
members than representing their constituents.

1085 Teacher pay

1088 Our school board chairman is controlled by Randy Fine

1089 Lack of support for traditional views

1090 Chaotic teacher workforce

1091 CURRICULUM

1096 Effective leadership without ego

1098 idk

1102 Students that should be in adult ed

1105 We need better prepared teachers.

1106 Teacher and staff shortages

1107 trust

1110 DIVERSITY

1112 Trying to find another superintendent that was as great as Mullins

1113 Staff shortages

1114 student behavior!!!!

1115 salary

1116 student behavior: non-compliance with instructions, disrespect, homework

1117 Staffing turnover and shortages

1119 Discipline

1120 Discipline

1122 Resourses for ESE students both physical and mentally handicaped
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1123 moms for liberty

1124 low teacher pay

1125 Board members not listening to parents

1126 Drug Use

1128 Bring back regional busses!!!!!!!

1130 Woke agenda

1131 Safety

1132 Reactionary politics leading to poor decisions

1133 Lack of activities for kids

1134 teacher retention

1136 Teacher retention/ qualified, engaged educators

1137 Ron Desantis

1138 Hostile new schoolboar members

1139 money

1140 Underfunding and low salaries

1141 Discipline

1142 Underpaid teachers/staff

1143 School board

1145 Huge population growth

1147 Pushing curriculum that the students cannot apprehend,thus causing more
failure and struggles.

1148 I don't know

1149 homework

1151 RAISES THE CURRICULUM
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1152 Student behaviors

1153 Teacher pay/retention

1154 Students

1155 Mom's of Liberty

1157 Vocal minority trying to dismantle the system

1158 Incompetent Workers/Laziness due to contentness

1161 Staff safety

1162 teacher pay

1164 low school-based employee salaries from bottom to top

1167 school board politics overshadowing student/teacher needs

1170 The book banning has to stop

1171 staff retention

1173 Partisan School Board members

1174 Not enough support for students with disabilities

1175 Political machinations

1177 More support other choice schools other than just West Shore

1178 Behavioral intervention

1179 discipline

1180 Relationships &Trust with building administrators

1181 District leadership

1182 Behavior

1183 Low standards for education and behavior

1188 trust

1193 Moms for liberty
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1194 Discipline - we need a separate facility we are not afraid to use for all grade
levels and mental diagnosis and support services

1197 Low pay

1199 Matt Susin

1202 Discipline

1203 Lack of student discipline

1204 Keeping talented staff - staff shortages especially teachers, clinic nurses
and clerks

1208 Teacher retention

1209 discipline

1211 Moms for Liberty

1212 Fails to embrace diversity

1213 Matt Susin

1214 conservative

1215 Special interest groups trying to get their way

1216 discipline

1217 Discipline

1218 Over crowding at schools

1219 Collaboration- The right hand doesn't talk to the left at the District office

1220 Incorporating diversity without violating the rights of all students, staff, and
community.

1221 Workforce capacity and morale

1222 Inability to listen to teachers

1224 Polarization in the community makes it hard to unify

1226 OUT OF TOUCH
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1228 Discipline

1229 student discipline

1230 Open-Mindedness

1231 student behavior -lack of accountability and consequences

1232 Inability to maintain effective staff (teachers and support)

1233 Employee Training

1238 Politics have replaced instructional autonomy

1239 behavior/safety

1241 Large district with variety of needs

1242 Funding

1243 kids under control

1244 Security!!! Kids should not be afraid to go to school. We need metal detectors
at every school.

1245 Listening

1247 Discipline

1248 Teacher pay is far too low.

1249 morale

1250 discipline

1251 Children with disabilities don't get the education they deserve

1254 TEACHERS

1256 Growing population

1257 lack of inclusion/book banning

1258 Lack of equity in the curriculum showing the contributions of all in the areas
of science, math, English, and in the social sciences.

1262 Politics are focus instead of students
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1263 Low teacher pay

1264 Diversity

1265 Hate groups like Moms for Liberty

1266 Teacher retention

1267 Micromanagement/censorship

1268 Jennifer Jenkins hostility towards parents and students

1269 Lack of effective/consistent discipline policies

1271 Student behavior

1275 X

1278 funding

1279 Inclusive environment

1280 Students' Disrepectful and Poor Behavior

1281 Diversity

1282 Budget

1285 Need for mental healthcare

1286 Leadership

1287 Vaping among teen

1288 Discipline issues

1291 School administrators discipline of students

1292 Underpaid teachers

1293 funding

1294 School Board politics over student achievement

1295 politics

1296 Banning books
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1298 Elementary school curriculum

1299 Matt Susin

1301 Embracing differences

1302 Discipline

1303 Poor teachers

1304 Behavior issues

1305 Managing student behavior

1306 Low performing teachers/curriculum

1307 no discipline

1308 Appropriate advising and college preparation information for students
desiring out of state or competitive and Ivy league institutions

1309 Moms for Liberty

1310 Lobbyists pushing to ban books

1311 pressure from our culture to make exceptions from all walks of lifel of li

1312 Low Pay

1316 No understanding in students with challenges like (moves slower than
others)

1318 Biased schoolboard. Tends to lean heavily toward one side politically.

1319 discipline/behavior

1320 low staff moral

1323 Private schools getting district funds

1324 Handling the explosive growth and development of residential areas,
resulting in a lot more students - hiring, redistricting and other options to
alleviate strain on educational and transportation resources

1326 New reactionary school board members who immediately fire a qualified
superintendent without cause.
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1328 Size of the district

1329 Teacher retention

1330 Federal overreach

1333 Lack of diversity on the school board including the influence of Moms For
Liberty

1334 Mom's for Liberty

1335 Not being able to utilize classroom libraries

1338 Funding

1339 Student Discipline

1340 poverty

1341 Integration of Moms 4 Liberty into the school board

1342 Saying no. Doing what's best for your kids and teachers.

1344 District disconnect from teachers - uncaring, cut-throat attitude by some

1345 teacher shortage

1346 Special interest groups

1347 Outdated technology & processes

1348 Large divisiveness narrative across staff, community, and the board,
especially with folks of different points of view

1350 Unmotivated Teachers.

1353 Atmosphere within the schools; bullying by students

1354 Contentious School Board Chairman

1355 transgender catering

1358 Shortage of teachers and support people

1360 transportation

1361 Discipline
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1362 Keeping proficient teachers

1363 Moms for Liberty

1365 not letting students discuss lesser known religons

1366 Political issues

1367 lack of diversity

1368 politics

1369 Political climate affecting staff & their ability to teach students

1370 Lack of ability to keep up with similar districts of its size

1372 Abysmal teacher pay

1373 Social, educational and economic gap / equality

1376 Budget allocation

1377 Transportation

1378 Extreme Partisanship

1380 phone ban

1381 Not enough after school tutoring

1382 keeping federal put

1383 decreasing parental support at the middle and high school level

1384 poor management

1385 Political landscapes

1387 communication

1388 teachers

1390 The politicizing of policies by the School Board.

1391 sheriff ivey being a bully

1393 teacher retention
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1395 Decreasing teacher autonomy

1397 pay

1399 Censorship by groups such as Moms of Liberty calling for reduced access to
books that represent a diverse and vibrant student population

1400 Size of the district

1402 Too much emphasis on charter & private schools who get our public money
with key reporting of the success or failure of the school. That must change.
They need accountability.

1403 Teacher retention and morale

1404 Teacher Pay

1406 School discipline

1408 Woke ideology taking precedence over solid educational goals .

1409 The drastic change of leadership

1410 Special Education services

1411 growth of community

1412 Retaining qualified and effective teachers.

1418 Too political

1422 Staff and Student Organizational Development

1423 Lack of discipline.

1427 Student morale

1428 hiring of employees

1429 A school board chair focused on politics instead of actual data

1430 they care about low grade students

1431 desantis

1432 behavior of students
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1433 discipline

1434 low teacher pay based on overall experience not just with Brevard County

1436 teacher shortage

1437 Tutoring programs

1438 Book ban

1439 no support

1440 DISCIPLINE: There is too much red tape to get violent students out of
classrooms and into facilities designed to help them with the necessary
tools and man power.

1442 Wokeness

1443 Disciplinarian policy

1445 money for teacher pay/retention

1446 Uninventive learning

1447 Programs for students with disabilities

1448 Financial. Most students can't write a personal check or dip into a savings
account to pay for tuition, books, and other educational expenses. ...

1449 Lack of special education options

1450 Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

1451 Poor state leadership and how it affects schools at the classroom level

1452 employee retention

1454 Not enough discipline to bad behaving kids / failed parenting

1455 Making school exciting

1456 Retention of high quality teachers

1457 Woke ideology

1459 Budget
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1460 Poor staff retention and recruiting

1462 discrimination

1463 Discipline

1465 current school board chair

1469 Politics

1471 Too many kids with "special needs" which makes it seem like all the kids have
special needs. How can anyone tend to the specific needs of each child?

1472 Politics on the school board

1473 listen to staff

1474 Right Wing Whack jobs

1475 Maga cultists

1480 Our governor's current policies

1481 Discipline

1484 Low teacher pay... teaching job vacancies

1485 Tools needed for all learning styles

1486 Books ban

1488 Lack of technology

1489 parent uninvolvement

1490 Funding/Budget

1493 Our school board has gone rogue

1494 lack of spirit

1495 Support for Charter Schools

1496 Corrupt school board

1497 Upper management decisions
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1498 Wokeness

1500 SEL

1501 School censorship bills

1503 Politicized school board

1507 Politics interrupting education

1509 Discipline

1510 Outside Influences

1513 Teachers wanting to teach

1516 Lower Income Tax Base

1517 Financial Development

1520 Take over of narrow minded politicians

1521 Inclusion for special needs

1523 Lack of pay

1524 Narrow minded ideas about education

1525 Student discipline

1526 The school board are an embarrassing joke

1527 lack of safety

1528 Parental Involvement

1529 Lack of discipline at the school level

1531 Teacher shortages

1532 The Governor

1533 wide gap in achievement based on socioeconomic factors and race

1538 Teacher and staff safety

1542 Teacher shortfall
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1543 Not enough healthy entertainment/attractions for students

1546 pay

1547 Behavior issues

1550 Some Faculty in the district are not acting appropriately to students.

1551 political involvement

1553 Transparency/ taking accountability

1554 Anti LGBTQ

1555 Divisiveness

1556 mental/emotional wellbeing of students

1558 discipline

1559 Teacher and staff shortages

1561 Making decisions before a solid policy is in place.

1562 Teachers

1563 Security

1564 Money misappropriated

1565 Need better discipline models for poor student behavior

1566 Quality staff

1567 Poor academic achievement schools

1568 teacher burn out

1571 Strong division between the board members

1572 Teacher retention

1573 retaining teachers-through payroll and requirements

1574 student behavior

1575 Low performing schools
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1576 Extremely polarized politics

1578 Woke teachers putting politics of division (but calling in inclusion)before
educating

1579 Academic Performance

1580 Not enough money for the schools

1581 idk

1582 Censorship (book banning needs to stop)

1584 Discipline

1585 Finding a leader that is not bias to just a group of people

1586 Antiquated and over-complicated application system that exacerabates the
teacher and sub shortage.

1587 Teaching retainment, morale, pay

1591 School Board

1592 lack of parent advocates for IEP

1593 Lick my booty

1596 Admin bloat - too many administrators

1598 Discipline

1602 Holding students accountable with discipline

1604 Poor time management/responses

1605 staff shortages at all schools

1607 Lack of diversity

1609 A board President and newly elected members who are not fact based and
promote a political and religious viewpoint not shared by many.

1611 lack of parental involvement

1614 Teacher Retention
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1616 Low math/reading levels for urban communities

1617 6th grade still in elementary instead of Middle

1620 Moms for Liberty

1621 Inclusion

1622 Discipline

1624 Security

1626 behaviors

1627 Moms for Liberty

1628 Lack of teachers

1629 behaviors of students

1630 Gender boundaries

1631 The discipline policy

1637 Discipline

1638 THE CHAIRMAN NOW

1639 Discipline

1640 Not caving in to political pressures to ban books and limit support to LGBTQ
students.

1643 Keep

1644 limiting education to only white education

1648 Inequality in the ability for higher education in low income areas

1649 The do not help the kids that is struggling in school

1651 Making decisions based on self

1652 Technology in classrooms

1655 Poor performing teachers
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1656 Teacher Morale

1657 Teacher support for misbehaving students

1659 Too much influence from groups like M4L

1660 Aging schools- specifically AC systems

1662 Poor board decisions

1665 MOMS for liberty

1666 Societal and cultural issues

1670 Teacher Funding

1671 school-wide discipline

1674 Inclusivity for all genders and races

1675 Management of bully situations

1676 support staff needs to have pay increases so that we have quality personnel
that take pride in their work.

1678 Policy's not updated

1680 Budget

1681 equal access to opportunities regardless of the surrounding community's
economic status

1682 Political Crap

1683 Teacher shortage

1684 Discord among members

1691 gf

1693 sustainability

1695 political involvement in education

1697 Book banning

1698 Removing under performing staff
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1699 behavior conditions and not enough consequences

1700 Not good budgeting and dividing equally

1701 Excellent curriculum

1702 Raises so our teachers will stay

1704 Poverty of families, and insecurity about housing, affects learning

1705 political factions using the district to make political points

1706 Moms for Liberty

1707 Teacher recruitment and retention

1708 Staffing shortages. Especially buses

1709 trust with staff

1710 Childhood identity

1711 implementing technology and all different at different schools

1712 Parental Engagement

1713 Political parent groups

1714 Leadership

1715 topics such as trans gender taking precedence over education

1719 discipline policy

1721 Transgender children in bathrooms

1722 hiring for open positions

1724 Current decisions being made by School Board

1725 Discipline of the students

1729 Teacher retention

1730 state leadership

1731 School board that does not have the best interests of our children at heart
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1732 Student Misconduct/Discipline

1733 Scant resources for North Brevard

1736 Outdated pay

1738 Government overreach

1739 Freedom of our Teachers to teach and select appropriate materials without
fear

1740 raising teacher and staff pay to retain and attract excellent
teachers/workers

1741 leadership

1742 Political involvement

1744 meeting needs of ESOL students

1745 Demotivated overextended employees

1746 Safety within the students

1747 Unmanagable and disruptive students

1748 too many demands from State & parental levels, not allowing the education
professionals to design execute a sound policy

1750 Outside political influence not constructive to learning

1751 Get student behavior under control

1754 Money

1755 staff retention

1757 Lack of after-school programs for special needs students. Such as sports

1758 Moms for Liberty

1760 safety

1763 Cultural changes

1764 Governmental overreach concerning vaccines, CRT, Gender politics
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1768 no respect for teachers

1769 Student behavior

1770 compassion towards students

1771 Behavior issues in Title 1 schools

1772 Infrastructure

1773 schizophrenia

1774 Staff who have only worked at BPS

1775 Teacher/counselor/staff shortages

1776 Morale

1777 budgetary concerns

1778 Financial transparency

1779 Need progressive curriculum

1783 Retaining good teachers

1785 Current politics and people imposing their views onto others

1786 Budget monitoring and spending within it, especially at the school level

1791 Finances

1792 Discipline

1793 Politicization of school superintendent position

1794 Closing educational gaps

1795 Implementing silly things like marked absent if your child is checked out at
11am

1796 Low rapport in the community

1797 Population growth

1799 Influence of Moms for Liberty
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1800 Huhhhuuu

1801 Segregation

1805 Short staffed

1808 Poor, unmotivated staff

1810 discipline

1812 Bullying

1814 Behavior

1815 School security to ensure students and staff are safe.

1816 Discrimination

1818 culture wars over improving the quality of education

1819 Inappropriate reading materials in school libraries

1821 State intervention

1823 Teaching students instead of disciplining them all day.

1824 Inequality of schools with equal materials, staff, and planning

1825 Proactive Risk programs

1826 Lack of teachers

1827 Way too much paperwork for office personnel to manage for the salary they
receive

1828 Discipline

1830 Lack of Diversity

1831 Divided country, divided people, divided students

1835 Social Dissonance- schools and other institutions are mismatched to today's
society, they were designed to train factory workers.

1836 Declining enrollment

1839 Negotiating rapid growth successfully
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1840 Teacher's security

1842 Programs for those who struggle

1843 Discipline

1844 Moms for Liberty

1845 9 op

1847 Communication

1848 Discipline

1850 There are many who are members of the "good old boy" and "good old girl"
club, very partial to "friends or friends of friends"

1851 Fear of progress

1852 Governor DeSantis

1853 Censorship with books

1854 dealing with the state government discriminatory directives

1856 politics

1857 Discipline/Behavior issues

1859 Willingness to put LGBTQ+ students and faculty in harm's way to gain points
from an out of control, vocal and aggressive minority.

1861 Polarization

1862 student acheivement

1864 Zoning

1865 Preserving a healthy curriculum for the upcoming generations, not impacted
by government adopted biasing

1867 Equity throughout the district

1868 A Governor who is against teaching balanced curricula

1873 Community involvement by MFL
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1880 Leadership at the district is out of touch with tasks they set about

1881 Budget (especially for the Arts)

1882 POLITICS

1885 Retaining quality staff

1886 The Governor

1887 Teacher shortage

1888 Staffing

1890 Getting teachers in classrooms

1891 Budget

1892 lack of technology in the classrooms

1893 Bullying

1894 Phone use by students

1895 communication

1897 School site maitainence

1898 Crazy parents

1899 Bus transportation

1903 influence of political groups on what occurs in district and classrooms

1904 Behavior

1905 Moms for Liberty

1906 Classroom discipline

1907 Division in the community on policies

1910 Teacher mistreatment

1912 Teacher turnover and dissatisfaction/burnout.

1914 8io
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1916 Political grandstanding by the new chair and newly elected school board
members (and shadow members Randy Fine and Wayne Ivey).

1918 Poverty

1919 Student behavior

1921 Planning

1922 Political pressure

1923 Funding/resources

1924 d

1925 Bad behavior not reported to legal authorities (High School)

1928 Discrimination

1931 Serve all not the vocal fewEmpathy

1934 regulating student behavior

1935 Inefficiency

1936 Behavior

1939 Teacher shortage

1940 Inability to retain teachers

1942 Attacks on our public education from censorship, book banning, voucher
systems and more.

1944 Lack of harmony in our school board

1945 Increasing motivation in unmotivated students

1948 Budget

1949 Discipline. Although sadly, I believe this is the new norm. Social media, and
lack of parental support are key factors.

1951 Poor facilities district wide

1954 Moms For Liberty
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1959 Hiring

1960 Discipline

1962 Student discipline

1966 Mom's for Liberty

1969 lack of discipline in schools

1971 Homophobia

1973 Funding for underachieving schools

1974 Discipline

1977 Discipline

1978 Bigotry and racism

1980 Failing Schools

1981 Behavior of students getting away with it

1982 Large class sizes

1983 Teacher shortage

1985 Polarization

1986 More opportunities for gifted students once out of elementary

1987 Parent respect

1988 increase wages

1990 Divisive groups like Moms For Liberty infiltrating the board and boardroom

1991 slack

1992 the educational gap created by COVID

1993 Keeping passionate teachers

1996 School board becoming too politically motivated

1997 Divisive Sheriff involvement outside of purview
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1998 school safety

1999 teacher retention

2000 Top Heavy Administration

2003 budget shortfalls

2004 School safety

2007 Helping non main stream students

2009 Political landscape

2011 Veteran teacher pay

2013 Keeping schools non-political

2014 Teachers leaving

2015 Allowing hateful, overtly religious dogma into the schools

2016 Discipline

2017 Morale

2018 School board/politics l

2019 The school board minus Jennifer Jenkins. Disappointing that they get rid of
the superintendent and then bother asking parents what they want

2021 Political interference

2022 school board members that cater to special interests as opposed to working
for the benefit of the district

2023 Discipline Policy

2025 Should pay assistants for a full 8 hour day to be able to cover all necessary
duties and plan effectively with teachers.

2026 Safety

2027 Attracting & paying highly qualified teachers

2028 Teacher Retention
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2029 Conservative Indoctrination

2031 need to reorganize the top level administration

2034 ESE leadership

2035 Discipline

2036 Retaining great staff

2039 Ron DeSantis

2041 Lack of consistency on discipline from school to school

2042 Keeping teachers

2043 Lack of magnet schools, choice

2046 Teacher pay

2047 teacher salaries do not match cost of living

2048 Discipline

2050 Behavior issues

2051 Lack of respectful debate to find solutions.

2052 Charter Schools

2053 Political pressure

2055 Underserved lower socioeconomic school performance

2057 No individualize learning (needs differentiated learning in elementary)

2058 Paying Teachers well & giving Master Teachers their pay without having so
many roadblocks.

2059 Chaotic and Divided Community and School Board

2060 Lack of respect for teachers (not by students)

2061 Board not protecting students health

2062 Stopping political attacks on education/ vilification of educators
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2063 The lack of effective techniques in handling students with behavior
problems.

2064 Lack of funding for teachers, curriculum and school facilities

2065 Declining student achievement

2066 Student behavior

2067 Lack of competitive pay for veteran teachers

2069 educating voters

2070 Buses are I'll equipped without seat belts for kindergarteners and small
sized students

2074 Divisiveness

2075 Teachers judged by test scores so don't have time to focus on student's
needs

2076 School board meetings are out of control. A superintendent with a solid track
record should not be blindsided and forced to resigned. He did his job that
was following what the previous board wanted. He deserved more.

2077 Our school board

2078 Teacher morale/retention

2081 The School Board

2084 Lack of support from parents.

2085 Outside pressure to tailor education to the goals of small outspoken groups

2087 Avoiding pressure from Mothers for Liberty

2089 Staffing

2091 Students falling behind grade level/s

2093 Discipline

2095 Not enough teachers

2096 Unprofessional leadership on the school board
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2100 Restricting students learning because of DeSantis

2101 Political interference

2102 Understaffed schools

2103 Gerrymandering of school district map

2104 Political garbage vs science

2106 A highly conservative school board focused on division, rather than inclusion

2107 Bigotry

2110 Lack Of Teachers

2112 Diversity inclusion

2113 Lack of focus on inclusion and diversity

2117 Attacking teachers and books

2118 Discipline

2121 Discrimination

2122 LBGTQ

2123 Politics

2124 Employee Pay

2125 Administration needs to have ability to do what works for their building

2126 Involving Parents/Community

2127 People wanting to ban books

2128 School board making decisions based on politics

2129 ESE services

2130 Poor governance

2131 Political Games and Unprofessionalism by some School Board Members

2138 argumentative
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2139 Student behavior

2141 Political division

2143 dd

2144 Citizens with narrow viewpoints attempting to sway education paths.

2146 lack diversity

2147 e

2148 Providing support to LGBTQ+ students & students with disabilities

2149 The drugs and abuse in the school system.

2150 Short staffing and pay increases that are fair

2151 Security of teachers and students

2152 Talented teachers resigning due to low salary

2153 Sheriff's Department Encroachment

2155 Moms of liberty

2156 Racism

2157 Radical groups aimed at undermining teachers

2158 Keeping talented teachers

2160 Inequity

2161 Tenure for teachers.

2162 lack of district leadership supporting discipline recommendations by the
school based leaders

2163 Bigotry

2164 Mom's For Liberty agenda.

2165 Too much influence of the vocal minority (ultra-conservative)

2166 Bigotry
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2167 Moms for Liberty

2168 Education Equity

2171 Governor Desantis and his laws to interfere with the schools

2172 Lack of staff for transportation

2173 Ron dessntis

2176 this board

2177 Acceptance of LGBTQ identities

2179 Dhehwkdb

2180 Poor rankings aka Principal needs replaced

2182 Moms for Liberty

2183 Politicized board members

2184 Not fixing AC, mold and other problems in the school buildings

2187 Low performing schools in under privileged areas

2188 Security

2190 Those on the board making this political

2191 Collaborative approach to leadership

2193 Teacher compensation is so low we are losing great teachers.

2194 Discipline

2195 Accepting new diversities

2196 Diversity

2197 Not becoming woke

2198 Lowest teacher salary in the state

2199 School board

2200 Too few teachers
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2201 Discrimination toward LGBTQ students, teachers and students of color

2204 Fascist school board-Susin

2205 Politics

2206 Student safety

2207 school board

2208 Balance budget

2210 Removing politics from schools

2212 State and local govt curriculum interference

2213 Resources for exceptional students

2214 The division within the community groups and the school board, which takes
away from the efforts to teach our students.

2215 Restricted Books

2216 discipline

2218 Safety

2221 Politicization of education

2222 Rasicm

2223 Shortage of teachers, equipment and resources

2226 School board

2227 Behaviors

2228 Lack of teachers

2230 student behavior!

2232 Teacher shortages

2233 Teachers out of jobs after failing state test
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2235 The board member's capitulation to a small, misguided, vocal group of
individuals with zero interest in the actual effective education of a large,
diverse body of students. Selfishness and closed minds do not breed
innovation for all. Board members need to do what's best for all children, not
what's perceived as best by a short-sighted vocal minority.

2236 removing personnel

2237 student behavior

2238 Restore discipline in schools

2239 Banning of books

2240 adequately staffing ESE departments at the school level

2241 Costs

2242 Book Ban

2243 Low attendance

2244 diversity in accepting all people regardless or race or sexuality

2246 Too much testing

2247 Staff shortage

2248 Morale

2249 Discipline

2250 Woke practices & policiess

2252 Board not knowing its role

2253 salaries

2254 low pay

2255 The Board

2256 conseritives

2257 Moms for liberty

2259 Personal agendas on the school board
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2261 teacher retention due to lack of administrator support

2264 creating equity

2265 Board Members who dont know what they are doing

2266 Keeping state & local government out of curriculum decisions.

2267 Parent involvement

2269 Valuing diversity in current political climate

2270 Short staffed

2276 Holding students accountable for their behavior.

2277 The politicization of the school board

2278 Student accountability

2279 lack of discipline

2280 The school board and their lack of collaboration with one another

2282 treating all staff with respect

2284 Outside sources trying to influence classrooms

2285 Teachers resigning/ non-qualified people taking their place

2287 Inclusion of minorities

2288 not diverse

2289 Administration lacks leadership abilities

2293 Sexual issues by teachers like Liscum.

2294 Discipline in the classroom

2295 Exclusion of marginalized groups

2298 Moms for Liberty

2299 Don't fully think through the changes they make with systems that they
make a requirement to use.
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2300 Huge gap in qualities of schools throughout the district. Major discrepancy in
schools resources, opportunities, and support from lower income areas vs
higher income areas.

2302 lack of pay

2303 More positions at district office than needed

2305 Drug abuse

2306 Trust and empower trained educators over unexperienced political opinions
and political parents

2307 Student behavior

2308 School board that is determined to undermine complete education in the
county. Banning books and courses is inappropriate.

2310 Keeping teachers and bus drivers

2311 Student behavior

2312 lack of transparency

2314 The racist idea that teaching real American history (not white-washed) is
somehow harming kids.

2315 Moms for liberty

2316 Bus driver shortage

2318 wasted money on too many district level resource teachers

2319 listening

2322 Lack of strong leadership at local levels caused by not picking leaders that
are not involved or live in the local communities so they don't have the
understanding or respect. (Live where you work)

2323 Technology Teacher/Students

2324 Staffing shortages

2329 Maintaining service and support to all students and staff in the face of
current policies targeting minority groups.

2330 Finances
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2332 divisive culture from school board down

2333 Board is too conservative

2336 Hiring and retaining talented teaching staff

2338 Equity

2339 Teacher retention

2340 overload of extra tasks for teachers

2341 Headstart

2342 Disparity of income and access to best opportunities

2343 Uncompromising, right leaning school board

2344 LGBTQ issues

2346 Radical ideas from a small group in community

2347 Diversity acceptance

2349 Elementary school involvement/activities available for the students

2350 PERSONNEL

2351 Censorship of reading materials

2352 FSA testing

2353 Political trends swaying policy

2354 Diversity

2356 Support for Educators

2357 Student Attitude/Behavior/Bullying/Consequences

2358 Money for all schools to pay staff, technology, and maintain buildings

2359 Teacher retention

2360 none

2361 underpaid teachers
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2362 culture wars being inserted into education

2363 Not enough resources for all schools

2364 Lack of Resources

2366 Discipline

2367 Top heavy at district office

2369 Increase in charter schools

2370 Helping students recover from educational disruption caused by COVID
shutdowns

2371 Diversity

2373 Support for low income area schools

2374 Woke agenda creeping in

2376 the length of the county

2377 h8few9`

2379 Not enforcing policies

2381 Politics

2383 Violence

2384 CRT

2385 Jennifer Jenkins attitude

2388 overcrowded classrooms

2390 Open mindedness

2391 Growth

2393 Keeping good teachers from leaving to go to higher paying positions in other
districts or private schools

2394 Hard time trust people

2395 Social media
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2397 Lack of diversity

2398 Moms for Liberty

2403 Discipline

2409 Division

2410 fncdfhjfhf

2411 Skewed school board not representing the community as a whole.

2412 Safety

2413 Teacher salaries

2414 Funding and allocating funds evenly and fairly. All to often parents watch as
Viera is given more than other areas and other schools are 50 plus years old
and in run down horrible buildings with water damage, no water fountains,
and mold. We need a superintendent that and board that will go through
this budget and start seeking grants to get Brevard up to par. The
homeowners in merritt for instance pay more in taxes than most places in
Orange County , since they are on water. Yet go look at Orange County and
even schools in the most crime ridden areas are nice and new for the kids.
Why don't our kids get the same? This needs to be addressed and schools
need to be brought up to code and to this century.

2415 Lowest pay

2416 parent org w/ agendas

2417 BPS has allowed politics to take priority over education; the impact will be
felt for years to come.

2421 Bathroom agenda

2422 discipline

2423 The resources for children that have learning differences are sub-par at
best.

2424 Culture wars and anti-LGBTQ laws

2425 Closed minded board

2426 Listening to the hate group moms for liberty

2428 Politically we're a nightmare.
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2431 Employee Onboarding

2432 School security

2437 Diversity and Inclusion

2438 Trust that leaders are doing what's best for the students instead of
bolstering their own agendas

2439 Parental interference

2440 Racism

2441 Lack of athletic funding

2442 Lack of value for interdisciplinary directors for specialized departs

2444 wasting money

2448 undervalued teachers

2450 Equity

2454 Lack of diversity and support of diverse students

2458 curriculum (what is appropriate an inappropriate)

2459 Student behavior

2461 teacher retention

2463 money

2465 Low wages

2466 resources not equally distributed

2472 Teachers are not respected by other staff

2478 Physical safety

2483 Resilience

2484 Government overreach
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2486 getting trust back

2488 Oversight of equitable ESE units given to each school

2489 money

2490 Staffing and retainment of teachers and school staff

2493 out of date organizations within

2495 Discipline

2496 work foce

2497 special education continum of services

2498 Too many people and too much money designated toward the county office
and not enough at the school level.

2500 Rules

2501 Poor Performing Schools

2503 Strength 1

2505 not enough high level coursework for middle and high school

2506 Properly staffing students with disabilities

2508 budget

2509 Teacher retention/recruitment

2510 Bussing issues

2511 Better scores

2512 covid

2514 Providing sufficient school health programs

2515 Inclusivity

2516 teacher/staff lack of pay

2518 Safety
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2523 Forcing social issues on students

2524 Politics

2529 playing into politics (both sides)

2531 Disciplinary actions

2532 Developing Trade skills and certifications so students can begin working
immediately out of HS if college is not an option

2535 Disparities through out the county

2536 Socioeconomic inequality

2537 Disruptive student behavior

2538 The corruption ushered in by Trent and Susin

2540 Lack of full time gifted programming

2541 Belief in/Respect for science

2542 Undue influence by special interest political groups

2543 Behavior

2544 Buses; getting students to school on time

2546 Poor discipline

2548 Current state govt influence

2549 Wokeism

2550 The ridiculous book banning.

2552 quality of curriculum in the classroom

2553 Diversity

2554 Book banning

2555 Funding the most important issues

2556 Lack of leadership
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2557 different opinons

2559 Staffing shortages due to unreasonable expectations

2560 Student behavior

2561 enforcing policies & procedures

2564 Protections for LGBTQ students and allow them to be themselves without
embarrassment or shame

2565 Book banning

2567 Too many board members are politically motivated rather than primarily
caring about education

2569 Student disipline

2570 The money gap that is divided amongst schools/ ex. Viera HS building and
facilities compared to several schools that are outdated and falling apart

2573 Need more teachers for smaller classes

2574 The lack of civility/disrespect of our School Board's example, translates to a
uncivil acceptance at the school level. Parents going in to a school's front
office, screaming obscenities, should not be tolerated.

2575 Close mindedness

2576 rapid growth

2577 Some schools have poor auditoriums like Melbourne high school

2578 Student behavior and school safety

2579 Teacher shortage

2580 Behavior

2581 staffing shortages

2582 Highly vocal groups of parents

2583 leadership

2584 not enough high school planning time (used to have two plannings)
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2585 Morale of staff

2586 issues with delegation

2587 Mom's for Liberty

2588 Lack of parental involvemrnt with childrens education

2589 Church for All Nations

2591 low teacher pay

2592 The school board majority

2596 Financial responsibility

2599 Superintendent and board following state statutes

2600 Discipline

2603 1/5 of the board who is a drama Queen and looking for attention from the
national news.

2607 Political pressures

2609 teacher shortage

2610 Liberalization of public school system

2611 Discipline

2613 Teachers not helping out a child with a 504 and IEP

2614 Discipline

2615 Keeping kids safe from gun violence in a state that loves guns more than
kids.

2616 Too many leaders

2617 Teacher shortage

2618 Transportation

2619 Poverty areas

2620 Lack of discipline
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2622 Getting age inappropriate books out of kids libraries

2623 One

2624 One

2625 Student behaviors

2626 Rezoning had been a continuing pain/concern

2630 Addressing needs of all stakeholders and not just a vocal minority group

2632 Teacher shortage

2633 Behavioral issues

2634 Moms for liberty

2635 Negative attitude towards teaching diversity

2636 Woke indoctrination

2638 Children who do not honor authority.

2639 Increase in population

2640 Discipline

2642 Political interference in education

2643 Poor leadership

2648 Lack of resources delegated to learning disabilities

2651 Supporting students with disabilities

2652 The school board has been its most significant challenge over the 3 years
we've been here.

2653 Possible lack of family involvement

2654 Respect

2656 Right wing extremists banning full discourse in education

2658 Restricting Government Policies
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2659 Discipline

2660 School Administrators that are mean and uncaring towards their teachers

2662 Discipline

2663 Letting a vocal minority dictate how and what our children learn

2664 Right wing agendas

2666 Politics

2667 Budget

2671 Willingness to select appropriate people and step aside.

2672 Retaining highly effective teachers and leaders

2673 Uneven school populations

2674 Teacher pay

2675 Discipline problems in the classroom and school. Hands are tied.

2676 Disrespectful students

2677 Not enough money to pay teachers a proper wage

2678 Teachers not satisfied

2680 behaviour

2683 Top heavy administration/unnecessary positions

2684 Get politics out of educational decisions

2685 Student attitudes

2687 Staffing shortages

2688 Our district needs to seek out a more diverse pool of teachers (minorities
males and females) as the landscape of our district changes to a melting pot
with the influx of families following the pandemic. Representation matters
for our children.

2690 Lack of diversity and inclusion
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2691 Effective Leadership at District and School Levels

2692 Improve salaries of teachers/counselors

2693 Biases based on politics. Current board is too right and views there position
to influence politics.

2695 Discipline

2696 Discipline

2697 staff pay

2700 Politicians forcing extreme positions on educators, rather than relying on
sound educational principles and expertise

2703 Communism's influence on Federal Government

2705 Moms 4 Liberty is the worst

2707 Teacher pay, training, and retention

2708 Teacher shortage

2709 Curriculum needs to be changed back to the 3 R's.

2710 Polarized school board

2713 Too many people at the district doing the same job.

2714 Moms for Liberty

2715 Students with special needs in a setting in a regular classroom setting
displaying unsafe conditions

2716 Size; needs of one area may be vastly different from another

2718 low performing schools

2719 we

2720 Violence

2722 too many people at the top

2723 Our school board narrow minded views
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2726 Community Involvement

2727 Matt Susin

2728 Discipline

2734 Discipline

2736 LGBT agenda poisoning the mind of the youth

2739 Underpaid support staff

2742 Retaining Teachers

2743 Costs

2744 Discipline of students

2745 Poor discipline in the classroom

2746 money

2747 Moms for Liberty

2750 equitable facilities

2751 None

2753 Teacher retention

2754 Diversity & Inclusion

2756 Inclusion

2757 Finances

2762 Discipline!!!!

2763 Discipline!!!!!!!!!

2764 Current politicsñ

2766 poverty

2771 Needs to be equitable

2774 understanding most lessons
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2775 Salary

2778 behavior

2780 Partisanship

2781 inclusivity

2783 Culture Wars

2786 politics

2788 Protecting minorities from discrimination and hate

2791 retention

2793 Discipline

2794 Unqualified, politically biased school board members

2795 racism

2797 teacher / sub shortage due to all the issues & pay

2798 increasing "woke" climate

2800 divisive

2801 admin disconnected with schools

2802 Technological advancements

2803 Current Board

2804 ability to accept diversity in students

2806 Listening to faculty, support, staff, and workers in our organization.

2807 Limiting fund use, that would benefit, like schools trips, and coverage
lunches.

2808 POLITICS

2811 Need to hire from within our district!

2813 Encroachment of extremist ideas
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2816 Change - there is dynamic socio-economic change taking place

2817 x

2818 Horrible Reading Curriculum

2820 ethics

2822 No uniform discipline policy

2823 Closing the performance gap between various groups of students without
limiting the progress of any individual student

2824 Teaching factual history

2826 CRT

2827 mis-behavior of students

2828 The division of politics in our school board

2830 Poor attitudes of uninspired teachers

2832 Not hearing students' voices

2833 DeSantis

2834 retain teachers

2836 Mom's fir liberty having too much control

2837 Is veering away from diversity and equity progress made

2838 underpaid teachers

2840 censorship

2841 Making learning fun

2842 Maybe prevent drop out of the student's in schools

2843 Attracting teachers

2845 student discipline where appropriate

2846 school zones
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2847 Students moving districts or dropping school.

2848 Over working & under paying teachers

2850 Budget for teacher pay

2851 Personnel shortages

2852 Not caring about students and families

2856 teacher turnover rate is extremely high

2857 Funding

2859 conservative activism

2860 possible book banning

2861 Teacher shortages and retention

2863 retaining teachers

2867 Moronic parents that want to ban books, lack the education and ability to
understand that CRT is NOT taught in school. We have a large amount of
uneducated morons that are on the board and see it for their political gain.

2869 underpaid faculty and staff

2870 Educational learning gap

2873 Superintendent Search

2874 Allowing anything having to do with social media infiltrate the school
systems.

2875 School board one sided. Not representing all families.

2876 Academic achievement

2877 Tallahassee

2878 Teacher salary increases

2880 common sense

2881 Discipline
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2882 Labor Issues

2883 Ou bigot governor

2884 Leaders removing books from schools

2885 Charter schools using funding but not having to follow district rules

2886 staff pay too low

2888 bad grades

2890 Polarization/culture wars

2891 low-performing schools

2892 Parent Involvement

2894 Anti-educational interference from the state and some school board
members resulting in book banning, censorship of aspects of history
curricula, and considering diversity, equity and inclusion to be negative ideas
instead of positive.

2895 Discipline

2897 underperforming schools in low socioeconomic areas not due to funding but
to the economics of the area

2898 Loss of Teaching Staff due to Political climate

2901 Recruitment of motivated personel

2903 DeSantis dumbing down our childern!

2904 terrible censorship

2905 teacher pay

2907 Schools with bad reputations that live up to it

2908 Poor parenting

2909 Discipline everywhere

2910 Quality teachers are leaving

2914 extracurricular activities
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2915 Need for more equity of achievement levels across the fistrict

2916 Qualified Teachers

2917 Today's generation of kids

2920 Politics have become too involved, the sheriff's office needs to be removed
from decision making.

2921 Toxic school board creates chaos in the district

2922 Being the Space Coast we are not keeping up with the salary levels of the
area which is losing us valuable teachers and staff that are needed to be an
amazing school district to support the space industry companies and their
families. We need to encourage these companies to move their headquarters
here and that will not happen without a good school district and the good
district will not happen when staff and teachers are undervalued and under
paid.

2923 Our present governor

2927 Staffing shortages

2928 Incoherent policies

2929 Diversity in leader ship, teachers of colorEquity, not meaning equal but giving
what is necessary if there's a deficit from those who have more

2930 Behind in Technology

2931 Discriminatory acts against LGBTQ communtiy

2933 Behavior/discipline

2935 Cultural Shift

2936 Diversity

2937 Taking care of teachers

2939 Fighting transgender, CRT, and other modern ideas that wreak havoc with
authentic personhood.

2940 middle schools

2941 Budget
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2942 Attracting/Keeping Quality Teacher

2943 Poor facilities

2947 special interest groups interfering

2949 Parents forcing their will on the classroom to satisfy their personal beliefs
which leads to a lack of inclusivity for all students and staff

2950 Taking the stress and pressure of high-stakes testing off teachers and
students, and replacing it with ample time for creativity and discovery.

2951 School board politics

2953 Woke policies/hidden agendas

2954 Student discipline

2956 Moms4Liberty

2958 Discipline of students

2961 Continuous bowing down to special interests and fringe, anti-science, anti-
history lunatics.

2964 Student Engagement

2965 Teacher empowerment

2968 Disproportionate discipline

2969 Getting politics the hell out of education.

2971 Extremist Political Groups

2974 Better pay for maintenance staff and support. Many got bumped to 15 and
hour. I made just over that and now someone that has no experience or
certifications can make close to what I make. They should have raised all
others a certain percentage. This is a huge moral problem at maintenance
shop

2979 aquiring teachers

2980 Disipline

2984 All of the Govenor's ideologies.
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2988 socio-economic school zoning

2990 Teacher retention

2991 staff salary, retaining staff

2992 Aging school sites in disrepair

2993 Right wing zealots

2996 To facility to new teachers from another country work in Brevard:

2997 Moms For Liberty

3003 Moms for liberty

3005 poverty

3006 Book bans

3009 Board members who are overly political

3010 Banning of books

3013 Overbearing parents pushing their agendas

3015 Infrastructure repair and or replacement of declining school buildings

3016 Putting students' needs before parent politics

3018 Discipline and disrespect is a big issue.

3020 Diversity in race and sexuality needs to stop.

3021 racism

3023 Eliminating logical thinking

3024 Teaching materials

3026 Bad teachers and bad pay for all teachers

3028 Unruly children

3029 Rezoning. Don't do it.

3030 Understaffed Schools
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3031 extremism of 3 Board members

3032 The push for pediatrics pronoun recognition

3033 The administrative staff within that was and is part of the problem

3034 In reality to incorporate necessary, coursework and future for low
performing students

3035 Conservative bias of school board leader and some members

3036 student behavior

3038 Discipline

3039 under performing schools

3040 Zero skill to teach disabled children.

3041 Political agendas of extreme right wing groups

3043 Teacher morale

3044 student discipline

3045 behavior

3047 Governor and Legislature's awful "anti-woke" posturing and lawmaking

3049 State leadership that has very little experience in education

3050 Discipline

3051 Political agendas and willingness to put scoring political points over best
interests of students

3052 keeping employees

3053 Politicization of public education to the detriment of teachers and students

3055 I don't know

3056 Policies that aren't respectful to all students

3057 school board

3059 poor budgeting
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3062 Removing CRT & SEL from schools and school tools

3063 Directives from the State of Florida that discriminate against the LGBTQ+
community.

3064 Lack of awareness and programming on people from different racial
backgrounds, cultural backgrounds, and sexual orientation and gender
identity

3065 Student behaviors

3066 Fiscal governmental changes

3070 Lack of connection to faculty/staff

3073 Too many good teachers at the district building need to be back in the
classroom to address the teacher shortage and recent poor recruitment of
teachers by the district

3074 Experienced teachers are scripted and unable to move enough to provide
students with what they need.

3075 Lack Team Work from Board

3076 A school board with their own agenda (staff/community input not taken into
consideration)

3078 holding parents responsible

3079 Staffing Shortages- we need to be more creative and competitive to attract
and retain new teachers

3083 A political school board

3084 current programs used like AS400

3086 discipline

3087 Keeping the teachers they have and hiring the ones they need.

3088 Discipline

3090 no or little consequences for significantly disruptive students

3092 Shared Funding

3095 disipline
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3096 Morale

3097 student discipline

3098 behavioral issues in the classroom

3099 Broken trust

3100 Behaviors

3102 Behaviors

3103 Employee Morale

3104 Staff Retention

3105 motivating and boosting morale amongst staff and faculty

3107 class sizes in title 1 settings

3109 Student Discipline

3111 Teacher Retention

3112 Guidance

3114 Discipline

3115 Teach shortage/Too much staff at the District level

3117 Student behavior

3120 Behavior/Consequences

3121 Competitive Pay (e.g.Transportation/Support Staff)

3122 Increase pay for recruitment and retention

3123 Student Discipline

3124 Discipline

3127 Teacher Pay
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3128 Your staff and administrators are exhausted. Expectations are high, kids are
unwell, and your staff do not feel supported at ANY level. My husband is
mulling himself to do his job. I worry about his health all the time. You are
losing people in this field and you will lose him, too.

3129 Dealing with angry faculty and staff

3131 Teacher salaries

3134 Short staffed

3136 Student's discipline.

3138 pay is so low

3139 School Board Chair leadership

3140 The school board

3141 Out of control parents

3142 Low pay for all employees

3143 discipline

3144 LOW PAY for all

3145 Understanding Diversity

3146 teacher /ESE /Personnel shortage

3147 Teacher Pay

3148 Staff shortages

3150 Lack of transparency

3152 student discipline

3153 Discipline

3154 Communication

3155 Gaining trust within the community

3156 Retaining employees
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3159 Technology not equitably shared.

3160 motivation

3162 disciple

3163 Discipline

3164 Staff retention due to low pay

3166 Enrollment

3168 Enrollment

3173 Politics

3174 Fiscal Cliff - End of COVID programs

3175 Employee pay

3176 Support for ESE Students

3178 undervalued teachers

3179 Listening to those that disagree

3180 more pay

3181 Staff turnover

3183 Amplify course material

3185 Culture wars

3186 Special education

3187 Low moral of teachers

3190 Discipline / Student behavior and appropriate consequences from admin

3191 Not retaining teachers

3193 Discipline

3194 teacher shortage

3195 retaining veteran teachers and staff
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3196 state government

3197 Pay - teachers are very underpaid and that is why so many teachers are
leaving the district and career

3198 Lack of good manners

3199 School board Inability to compromise on issues

3200 teacher/staff shortage

3201 Lack of integrity on the school board

3202 Keeping salaries commensurate so we attract and keep the best

3203 Banning Books

3204 Governor is trying to destroy public education.

3206 disruptive students

3207 Diversity training

3208 Weak pay and benefits for teachers and support staff

3209 Teacher Shortages

3210 Discipline issues

3211 security of students without impact to learning

3212 autonomy

3214 Using our children to push a political agenda

3216 mom for liberty

3217 New board members

3218 retaining staff, especially in the Student Services sector

3220 Pay for Support staff

3221 security

3225 lack of support and training
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3227 idk

3228 FDOE opposition to diversity,equity,inclusion

3229 Staff shortage

3230 Matt Susin

3233 Lack of support for discipline issues, admin and teachers feel helpless

3234 too many people at the top

3238 Politics

3239 salaries too low

3240 remain independent of whims of Governor

3242 Behavioral Problems in Schools

3244 Teacher retention

3245 Fiscal Policy

3247 Teacher pay/morale

3248 Competitive salaries- all areas

3249 Micro-managing

3250 Political agendas making policy

3254 N/A

3255 Diversity

3256 The School Board Members

3259 Teacher Retention

3260 discipline

3262 Retaining Quality Teachers

3263 the gap between those with and those without

3264 Discipline
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3265 Student behavior

3266 finances

3268 Student discipline

3269 student behavior

3270 underpaid employees (support staff)

3271 Politics

3272 lack of discipline policy

3273 not willing to take risks or be innovative

3274 employee retention

3277 Politics shouldn't be involved in education

3279 Political Agendas

3280 Budgeting

3281 Lack of teacher support

3282 Teacher shortage

3283 "Back in the day" at the start of the space program Brevard's school district
was a shining example written up in national magazines and newspapers.
Unfortunately the state has become a laughing stock and until there is a
change in administration and in the district's mission everything will
continue to go downhill.

3284 Student behavior

3285 discipline

3286 Transportation needs

3287 Lack of technology in classroom

3289 Budget

3290 Return to a system based upon merit

3291 teacher morale
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3293 Boards decision against federal laws

3296 underachievement

3297 Retaining good teachers

3298 Book banning for political reasons

3299 Dealing with government regulations

3300 Pay-scale for teachers

3301 poor curriculum choices

3303 Political divisiveness

3304 Failure to effectively implement Code of Student Conduct

3305 BEHAVIOR

3306 Seems more money spent on leadership and less for individual school
supports

3307 Diversity and inclusion

3308 work

3309 Very polarizing school board members

3310 A school board that influenced by political agenda rather than educational
best practices and policies

3312 behaviors

3313 DSAVFA

3316 low pay scale

3317 fractured constituency

3318 Lack of teachers

3321 Truancy

3322 Discipline

3325 Environmental courses
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3328 Student Attitudes and Behaviors

3330 Behavior

3331 moral of employees

3332 CTE still difficult for many students to get to if they want to go straight to
the workforce

3333 Ignorant district leadership

3335 Loosing good teachers for lack of pay at an alarming rate.

3336 School Campus Security

3337 moms of liberty

3338 School board

3339 The woke agenda

3340 Lack Discipline

3342 Pay veteran teachers what we deserve $80,000 plus

3344 pushing unethical racial divide with critical race theory classes and content
in student books and by teachers usually now called by another name to
hide agenda

3345 Staffing

3346 Behavior

3347 growth

3348 Banning books

3350 Behaviors

3351 discrepancy in school-bases administrator pay

3352 BEHAVIOR - have to make teacher and classrooms safe from disruptive
students

3353 no motivation

3354 no money
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3355 Teacher Retention

3357 pay grade regarding school staff and faculty

3359 Staff shortage

3360 Federal Mandates

3361 Parent involvement

3362 High District turnover

3363 School board members flaunting an agenda that is one designed to catapult
them to higher offices.

3365 Too political

3366 Students Attitudes & Behavior

3367 discipline

3368 Lack of enforcement on some school policies

3369 ESE programming

3370 fascism

3372 Too many responsibilities and continually being place on faculty and staff
members

3374 Resources

3375 Departments do not work together

3377 Competitive pay down to the support level (including Transportation)

3379 DIVERSITY

3381 discipline of students

3382 apathy of kiddos

3384 Student Behavior

3387 teacher empowerment
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3388 diversity (whatever that means) is more important than educational
performance

3389 Lack of state funds

3390 Student Behavior

3391 teacher burnout

3392 Security threats

3393 the governor

3394 Politics

3396 Teacher shortages

3398 Discrimination against marginalized youth

3401 lack of accountability at the district level

3402 reative rather than proative response to public opinion

3403 Unreasonable classroom restrictions

3405 disconnection

3406 Need for new engaging learning styles (because of cell phone overuse)

3408 dress code

3409 Teachers not feeling respected and valued

3410 Political interference

3411 Inequity in schools within district

3412 Retention of Highly Qualified Staff

3413 equity among all schools

3414 turboing

3416 academics leadership

3417 Teacher and staff burn-out
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3418 Need better leadership at each schools (Principals/Asst Princiapls)

3422 490

3423 negative student behavior

3424 My mother and father-in-law would speak of being forced to join Hitler's
Youth in order to conform to the growing depravity of a people and country
that lost their souls to madmen in exchange for a perceived sense of safety,
security, purpose and identity. It didn't turn out well for them. So, I would say
the greatest threat is a creeping form of Nazism under the guise of book
bans, de-humanizing LGBTQ people, erasing Black and Brown history and
rising White Christian Nationalism.

3425 Discipline

3426 Losing teachers

3427 Security

3429 Leadership Commitment

3430 Political division

3432 Communication between departments

3433 morale

3434 Underpaid teachers and staff

3435 political independence

3436 Teacher's & Personnel Quitting

3440 student behavior

3441 teacher shortage

3443 Politics

3444 Student conduct

3445 Lack of discipline from administrators in the schools

3446 Student engagement

3448 There is a large disconnect between students and faculty
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3449 Teacher Pay

3450 Well trained an enough teachers for our students

3451 Teacher satisfaction

3452 Lack of diversity and inclusion and lack of acknowledging and celebrating
diversity and inclusion

3454 Politics

3456 teacher retension

3457 DISCIPLINE

3458 student behavior

3459 Behavior interventions

3460 School Board

3461 Teachers

3463 Discipline

3464 Discipline

3465 All staff/departments/principals/teachers "on the same page" with discipline
and curriculum

3466 budget/teacher pay

3469 Political pressure

3470 Loosing students and funding to private scholarships

3471 Hiring enough teachers

3472 Under-manned staff.

3473 M4L

3474 Teacher and staff morale

3475 curriculum- one size does not fit all. We need to meet the needs of the
different areas.
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3476 Fighting in schools/bullying and only limited punishments permitted

3479 Improved pay for teachers

3480 School board seems to make decisions to align with the sheriff, governor and
local politicians rather than to improve student performance or experience

3481 Getting and keeping good teachers

3482 Inequality for students in low performing schools

3483 discipline

3486 Behavior

3487 Shortage of effective ESE support/teachers/staff (too much expected from
too few people)

3488 keeping taxes low

3489 higher teacher salaries

3490 Moms for Morons

3491 Lack of trust in current school board

3493 safety

3494 O

3495 Over politicizing issues

3497 Lack of diversity

3499 Providing opportunity for highest achieving students outside of magnet
schools

3500 Being in line with what the Governor expects from the districts in FL

3502 Too many directors to get things approved

3503 too many to list

3504 Moms for liberty
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3505 The ability to get along at the top, so the board can lead better and and do
what is best for all students and staff, not just a few. This can be
accomplished easier by being more honest, taking politics and personal
revenge out of this and instead leading with integrity, facts/data and not
making every issue about different personal agendas and power struggles.
Everything starts at the top!

3506 Staffing

3507 Communication between the Board and the Community.

3508 Diversity

3510 Getting rid of woke policies - get back to teaching Math, reading, science, etc
in a unbiased way- get back to basics!!!

3512 A small minority forcing its ideals on the whole mom's for liberty

3513 Retaining quality Teachers

3515

3516 School board decisions (firing a high-performing superintendent, for
example)

3518 Growth

3520 State interference in curriculum

3523 Poor performing schools in some areas

3524 The chair of the board is egotistical and putting politics over strong
performing schools, truely shameful

3525 School Board interaction

3526 Serving growing populations west of I-95

3527 Losing money to private schools

3530 Funding

3532 Need of a middle school

3536 Moms for Liberty

3538 Not enough technical and work/school options for upperclassmen
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3539 Negative student behavior

3540 Fostering an inclusive environment

3542 Poor administration

3543 ESG found at Indialantic Elementary

3544 BEHAVIOR SUPPORT

3545 To much special interest…lets teach and not have politics in the school

3546 Lbtqg+

3549 MAGA extremist on the school board

3550 Math

3551 Not enough funds

3552 No help

3554 Poor facilities leadership

3555 Enough bus drivers

3556 Incompetent workers

3557 providing teachers with nescessaey information about students

3559 Violence in the schools

3560 Staff shortage

3561 Politics and personal agendas of many board members. I'm referring to Matt
Sidon and the newly elected board.

3564 General academic apathy on parts of students and families

3565 Dealing with the crap laws DeSantis is pushing

3566 Lack of funds

3569 Students not acknowledging school

3570 discipline
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3572 School board not listening to parental concerns

3574 Being overtaken by Moms for Liberty. Many of whom homeschool.

3576 Wayne Ivey

3577 Valuing/motivating teachers

3580 Politically motivated issues

3584 School Board

3587 School Board has become political and is no longer making nonpartisan
decisions.

3588 Poverty

3589 Special needs

3590 Taking away funding for public education and handing it over to non-
regulated for profit charter schools.

3591 State interference in local issues

3593 Student discipline, especially out of control cell phone use

3596 book banning

3598 Lack of Buildings Maintenance

3599 Building Brevard through educational focus

3600 Not enough diversity in teaching staff

3601 Exceptionally poor leadership and lack of integrity thereof in the department
of ESE This runs downhill resulting in undertrained ESE admins and staff
and poorly executed 504 and IEPs in the classroom this cheating ESE
students out of successful learning and future outcomes.

3603 Teacher shortage/turnover

3604 communication between all parties

3605 Underqualified teachers who lack the ability to manage their classrooms,
and the severe lack of training or support they are given to help them build
their skills in that area.
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3607 Matt Susin

3608 student behavior in that we need more resources/teachers do not need
training

3609 Career and technical ed

3610 Negative political climate towards teachers.

3611 policies and top-down mandates that alienate or discriminate against
students and even staffs

3614 Finances/Compensation

3620 divisiveness

3621 The lack of the ability to build high performing teams

3623 School board members that don't listen to their constituents

3624 The rushed decisions on our curriculum.

3625 banning of books

3628 Mothers for Liberty bull$hit

3629 Lack of Student discipline

3630 Patience

3631 Managing fiscal and policy mandates from state and Govenor

3632 Lack of support

3633 Perception that our current school board is divided and self serving (they
don't have to always agree but the lack of professionalism on both sides of
disagreements does not inspire confidence in them as decision makers.)

3634 Wokeism

3636 Income

3637 Pay rates for staff

3638 Discipline issues in school

3640 ethics in leadership/admin/HR
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3642 Qualified employee retention

3643 politics - banning books

3644 Gov. DeSantis

3646 Discipline of students

3648 Healthy food in the cafeterias

3651 helping fix the COVID learning loss

3655 Lack of teachers

3656 Enough quality teachers who are secure in their ability to lead their students

3657 Insufficient pay for teachers

3659 Education equality

3661 Books being removed from libraries

3663 Educating students correctly

3664 Lack of productivity improvements

3668 Financial equity

3669 Top down mandates from governor

3670 Teacher autonomy. We used to be able to teach the standards. Now, the
district has mandated how we do that. Teachers creativity has been severely
limited. It is killing the profession!

3671 Bus drivers

3672 Discipline

3673 Stop book banning

3674 Retaining teachers

3675 political influence

3676 Extreme agendas by those with political aspirations

3678 Phone use in class. Disrespectful children. Manners needs to be taught.
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3679 Student Behaviors

3681 political interference

3683 To get along

3686 LGBTQIA Rights

3689 Trying to retain staff without providing adequate pay and benefits

3690 Safety of the students

3691 Mental Health not addressed due to the school counselor's inability to do
his/her primary role (Too many "other duties")

3693 Early Intervention for struggling students

3695 safety/discipline

3696 Lack of accountability to parents and the community

3697 Teacher/admin pay and retention

3704 Weak leadership/principals at primary schools

3706 Don't let politics into our school's decision making

3709 low pay of teachers and staff

3710 Communications

3712 low teacher salary scales

3715 Book bannings

3719 Increasing students test scores

3720 Moms For Liberty

3721 in-house resources

3722 uncaring middle school teachers

3723 Politisation of our schools & curriculum

3724 Low pay for staff
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3726 Loss of teachers

3729 teacher pay

3730 No Board leaderhip

3733 board that isn't accomplishing anything for students at it's meetings

3734 targeted politics

3735 Staff appreciation for supervisors

3737 the school board should not be partisan, and it looks like that we are going
that way.

3738 Divisiveness in school board

3739 Common core math

3741 Low pay rates

3743 Protecting the innocence of our children

3744 3 of the 5 board members that voted to fire the previous supt

3746 Lack of Diversity

3747 Safety

3748 Matt Susan

3750 Student behavior impedes teaching.

3753 Teacher Retainment

3754 Get politics out of leadership within schools

3755 Over Full classes

3757 Teacher shortage

3758 Staff shortages

3760 Spending frivolously

3763 staffing
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3766 student cell phone use

3768 Communication with parents

3769 Poor school support from district

3771 teacher pay

3773 Discipline

3774 Teacher Retention

3775 divisiveness

3777 unity of teachers/staff

3778 School safety for all. Zero tolerance for any violence, disrespect, or bullying
behavior.

3780 Bullying

3781 Economy

3782 impulsive decisions by school board

3783 teacher shortages

3784 Proper use of funds.

3789 mod for minecrraft

3791 Need better support for students with disabilities and their teachers

3794 Student Discipline

3795 Extreme school board members focusing on things that don't matter

3796 Inclusivity

3799 retaining teachers

3800 Student Behavior and Expectations

3801 Proper compensation for teachers and staff

3802 Jennifer Jenkins
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3807 Inequity between schools from different poverty levels.

3808 Governor Desantis

3809 Allowing small, self interest groups to take control of our district

3812 budget

3814 perverted teachers

3815 Teacher Retention

3817 Lack of teachers because of school board inefficiency

3818 lack of diversity

3819 insufficient budget

3820 under estimation of work

3821 Lack of Leadership knowledge in school level ( administration)

3823 DISCIPLINE

3824 We now have a school board more interested in political theater than true
leadership.

3830 They don't listen to the students enough

3831 Better

3834 drug use

3836 Idk

3838 Severe Social Anxiety

3839 liien

3840 Bad teachers

3842 h

3843 Lacrosse Acceptance

3845 teachers thinking they are everyhting
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3848 Lack of respect for educators

3849 behaviors

3851 Moms for liberty

3854 Wage compression

3855 Moms of Liberty

3856 Teacher and student services retention

3857 children of trauma who are violent

3859 student discipline

3861 Discipline

3863 Listening to classroom staff

3866 Discipline

3867 Lack of discipline

3868 Board members who don't belong in a seat

3869 low morale

3873 bigotry

3874 Politics infecting the school board and its leaders

3875 Inability to effectuate change promptly

3876 Two

3878 Diversity. This district needs to have more knowledge of different cultures
instead of the "American" culture.

3879 Low test scores

3880 student behavior

3881 teacher shortage

3882 Teacher moral
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3883 school board

3884 increased pay

3885 Bus driver shortage

3887 New board has bolstered division in the district.

3889 poor leadership at district level

3894 Classes for students who are not moving on to STEM majors in college. Life
skills math, science, etc. are needed.

3897 There is way too much talk and very little action on almost every topic.

3898 Stopping woke agenda's

3901 Politics impacting quality of education (including unnecessary restrictions,
lack of quality pay for performance of faculty and supporting staff --
especially before/aftercare)

3902 Political agendas getting in the way of student focused decision making

3903 Unnecessary Staff at the higher level

3904 Minimum staff prepared to step in school admin roles

3906 Equity Among Schools - Resources (student materials and programs),
Staffing

3907 student lack of respect for teachers

3910 Growth

3911 ERP software package purchase

3912 This district is wasting money big time. There does not need to be directors f
directors of directors creating more work for teachers to do just to justify
their jobs in the ivory tower...

3913 Heightened political influences; it's about the kids, not your politics

3914 Discipline issues with students

3915 teacher shortage

3918 poor parenting
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3919 the mtss process is too long

3921 student discipline

3922 High turnover/Excessive vacancies at school

3924 Retaining excellent staff with a good work ethic

3925 Dismantling of public education

3926 No support for teachers

3929 Discipline accountability

3931 Distracted Students

3933 Politics

3935 Drugs

3936 teacher morale

3937 teacher and staff shortage

3938 Punishment/rule enforcement

3940 Classroom Size

3943 Discipline

3944 No funding for football program in viera

3946 Moms for Liberty

3947 Safety for the students and staff

3948 Diversity

3949 Lack of teachers most likely due to students that are violent and disruptive

3950 Resource Distribution

3952 Horrific "might makes right" attitude

3954 Lack of collaboration with students

3955 Discipline - lack of
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3956 Low pay

3957 Unwillingness to tackle and enforce drug use among students

3958 Who needs improvement?

3959 Student behavior

3961 Beliefs in conspiracy theories.

3963 Special interest groups

3966 The horrible new school board

3967 Swimming pools are aging and need to be renovated at the high schools

3968 I believe we need more resources for technology to reach equity for students

3969 Stereotyping students that come from low income communities/ families.

3970 Trans gender issues

3971 Religious idiolgies in the schoolboard

3972 Discipline

3973 Quality Leadership

3975 Teachers union

3976 Academic success of schools has declined

3981 In-fighting

3982 Poor parent involvement in certain areas

3983 Dudes with micro penis

3985 The threat of trendy nonsense being foisted upon kids

3986 Student Population/ratio is way too big to be effective

3987 overcoming deficets produced by covid and common core

3989 Argumentative school board members

3990 Teacher's control of class
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3994 Budget

3995 transportation - size of county; choice schools

3996 Political Infighting

3997 teacher and staff pay does not pull in employees

3999 Accountability

4000 bus drivers shortage

4002 College Prep

4003 performance

4004 lack of respect for teachers

4005 Extremists

4006 Unmotivated/Uneducated/Unengaged Parents

4007 behavior problems, there is no real consequence for students behaviors,

4008 Classroom Discipline

4009 lack of communication between different dept heads

4011 Not holding staff/stakeholders accountable.

4012 Operational Expenditures

4014 Lack of substantial music/arts classes

4015 Jjj

4016 Politics interfering with school district

4018 Teacher Moral

4019 minority inclusion in leadership positions

4020 low achieving schools

4021 discipline

4022 inefficient campus model
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4023 Lack of tolerance for others

4024 Politics need to be out of school district. It is too political and it does nothing
good for the district

4025 I don't know I am not an educator

4026 Servant Leadership

4027 salary not commensurate

4029 Ignores some of the reports on teachers/stuudents

4030 Behavior issues

4031 Lack of diversity representation in school and district leadership

4034 politics

4036 Poor discipline standards regarding violent student behavior

4037 exceptional workforce

4040 Moms for "liberty"

4041 cocoa

4045 Teacher salaries

4047 Bullying

4048 student behavior

4050 Internal communications (department to department), everyone is on a
different page, highly disorganized and disseminated information

4051 Divisiveness

4052 student participation

4053 Parents

4055 teacher retension

4057 incompetent leadership in multiple departments at the director level and
higher
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4059 ?

4060 Ron DeSantis

4062 technology use in elementary schools

4063 outside interference

4064 money

4066 equity

4067 Diversity

4068 Teachers willing to stay on the job

4069 Woke ideology

4070 Behavioral issues

4071 current make-up of school board

4073 Keeping parents at forefront

4075 Federal involvement

4076 student Discipline

4077 Teacher/Support staff shortage

4078 Teacher pay

4080 schools aren't safe enough

4081 Low Pay for teachers

4082 teacher retention

4084 budget

4087 Bookbans

4090 Teacher Wages

4091 Low pay for support staff

4093 To make changes with students.. They need to Listen
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4094 Lack of diverse representation

4095 Small groups of officials and/or parents pushing own agenda that is not
considering all students and families regardless of political, financial,
religious or racial background.

4097 disunity

4098 Lack of diversity in district leadership

4100 A

4103 Discipline

4104 Book banning

4107 Financial

4108 They argue during board meetings and do not model appropriate ways to
communicate

4109 Budget

4110 Parental overreach

4115 Handling of Student behavorial issues

4116 Rural areas of district -isolation

4117 hard to find quality/experienced personnel

4119 Students unwilling to participate in their future

4121 Protecting students online and in classroom.

4122 Student Behavior

4129 Discipline

4130 Lack of teachers

4131 Statistics & Data take precedence over children actually learning

4133 student motivation

4136 Diversity, equity, inclusion
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4137 More programs to help students in areas that are hard

4138 Mom's for Liberty.

4140 Left wing liberals influencing curriculum and facilities

4142 Waisting money

4143 School Psychologist and Behavioral Analyst shortages

4145 Discipline

4146 mom

4148 Woke

4150 Lack of color and cultural diversity in Schools, principles, admin. etc

4151 The encroachment of politics, as evidenced by the school board's actions as
of late.

4152 No

4153 Student/ teacher ratios

4155 Political/special interest groups dictating policy.

4156 Safety and Security

4157 Staff's options & ability to discipline students

4159 Low staff

4161 Prejudice again young women

4162 Room for improvement to help 504 Plan/IEP students with tutoring support

4164 teacher salary and work requirements

4165 Lack of assistance and understanding of the Alternative Learning Centers

4168 teacher retention

4170 Compassion

4172 Disinterested Parents
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4174 Fairly allocating funds to schools

4175 Disrespect/Devalued

4176 discipline

4177 Our Bd of Education

4178 Equity

4180 Pedos in the school system

4181 Teachers be to mean

4182 Community

4184 People trying to be all inclusive

4185 Getting students to learn

4186 Lack of respect for staff

4187 accountability

4188 Over-reach of parents trying to determine curriculum

4189 Innovation for students with disabilities

4190 Retention of staff due to policies that don't allow internal employees to earn
more than a 5% pay increase but outsiders who know nothing about the
district get paid more...no incentive to stay!

4194 Need more parental participation

4197 student discipline

4198 Discipline problems in some schools

4199 Discipline

4200 Discipline

4204 lack of discipline with students in schools

4205 District is to big

4207 disengaged teachers
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4208 Vocal opposition to district personnel, policies

4210 Discipline

4213 Divided school board

4216 "Woke" ideology

4218 Organization

4220 Budget

4221 Teacher pay

4224 Teaching American racism

4226 diverse or conflicting values of parents and community

4227 Discipline policies that assure disruptive students can be removed even if
they are special needs.

4228 Staffing

4229 Politics and overstepping of parental rights

4230 Discipline

4231 Student discipline

4232 finances

4233 the governor's restrictive legislation

4234 Changing curriculum

4235 staffing

4236 underpaid middle to lower staff

4242 discipline

4243 behavioral issues with whole classroom instruction

4244 Discipline

4245 Behavior
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4246 Rebuilding the district's integrity and defining Excellence in education.

4248 Salary

4250 Discipline

4251 Discipline

4253 behavior

4256 staff shortage and lack of teacher enthusiasm

4257 Sex education policies that take control away from parents

4258 TEACHING the FUTURE job skills

4259 student behavior

4260 lack of staff moral

4262 Safety of Students

4263 School Board members who interfere with the day to day administration of
the schools and district

4264 Good teachers. We have many but they do not get paid enough. There are
many teachers that are stagnant and there is a lot of turnover

4265 managing commitments

4266 Retaining teacher talent

4267 Teacher Pay

4268 Insane far-right bozos

4270 Behavior

4272 Gifted Programing

4273 Partizan school board

4274 Teaching respect for all

4275 technology

4276 Funding
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4277 Terrible teachers and staff that need to retire

4280 amending rules and procedures

4282 Technology and education

4283 Unmotivated employees

4286 The lack of care and involvement when it comes to special education
students.

4287 Lack of communication with parents

4289 discipline

4290 Staff

4291 Good food

4293 The time to get from class to class

4295 overpopulation

4296 Knee jerk positive reaction to critics of Wok

4298 cultural fairness

4299 all the special schools

4300 Inasistencia

4301 It would be helpful to know (for sure) if ESF staff is as BUSY and stressed out
as district school based staff.

4303 the school board

4304 Removal of all CRT

4305 DISCIPLINE

4306 discipline

4308 Not enough teachers

4309 Poor prior management

4312 School standards on school discipline
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4313 School safety

4314 poor funding of extra curricular activities

4315 Not letting kids use the restroom at 10 min

4317 student behavior

4321 Discipline

4323 unethical/ inappropriate behavior of students and faculty

4324 Not enough enrichment

4325 Violence/bullying

4326 Fascists

4327 Focusing on issues outside the purview of a school district

4328 homophobia

4329 Increasing censorship of reading materials, course options, and topics
covered.

4330 book bans with loss of critical thinking among teachers

4332 Reading and how it is taught. I would love to see an Orton Gillingham
approach to reading for all students ideally but specifically for those
struggling to read.

4333 State mandates and limitations

4334 Diverse beliefs on discipline

4336 Lack of ESE programs

4338 pressure

4339 Too focused on discipline

4343 Making new friends

4344 needed paradigm shift from previous board

4345 Inexperienced or Unqualified Teachers
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4346 Students with little help from parents

4349 discipline

4350 Lack of resources

4351 Uninvolved parents

4352 Ron Desantis

4353 School Board Member - Jennifer Jenkins

4354 Discipline - There's no consistency, and victims are treated like outcast.

4355 Providing an inclusive environment for students

4356 polarization in community

4358 Lack of basic every day life skills: cooking, making things w/ hands, growing
food

4360 discipline

4361 Discipline performance

4363 High turnover in teachers

4364 Discipline

4368 A school board concerned with politically motivated issues that does not
visit/listen to teachers and principals at our most challenged schools

4370 I think our most significant challenge as a district is the inability of many
leadership personal to put their person politics aside and do what is in the
best interest of our students.

4371 Teacher Pay

4375 Discipline

4376 Teaching to take a test

4378 self-interests

4380 Inclusion

4382 communication
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4385 School Board's interference

4389 Security/Safety

4390 low morale for all employees

4392 Political bias

4394 ineffective and inefficient

4398 Too much involvement in politics

4400 Teacher Safety

4401 Student Discipline Policy

4403 Students involvement

4404 Attaining standards

4405 School discipline

4406 Cash

4407 Student discipline

4408 Improved schools

4410 Violence

4411 Take the Liberal politics out of school

4413 The anti-woke agenda that hurts children and parents and drives educators
away from this district

4414 Underpaid teachers and staff

4415 Too much top-down in decision-making

4416 Moms for Liberty

4417 Political Issues

4422 affordable afterschool services

4430 Curriculum Adaptability
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4431 Low teacher pay

4432 Parents lost hope of a good education for their students.

4433 Keeping bullies in the classroom

4434 listening

4435 student behavior

4436 Inclusion and diversity

4437 Lack of teaching personal responsibility for students and holding parents
accountable for ineffective parenting

4439 Strengthen American/patriotic values

4440 politicization of schools

4442 Mixing politics and personal vendetta in choices.

4443 DISCIPLINE! Students do what they want and know we can't do much.

4444 BPS's high rate of suspension of students

4445 Reading ability of students

4446 Not emphasizing by the teachers and staff in the school, the teaching of
morals and the "write discipline" to our students

4447 Classroom intrusions and intimidation of teachers in the name of Liberty.

4448 Fascism

4449 lack of resources

4454 More parental involvement

4455 Managing future growth

4458 Transgender rights

4459 discipline

4461 teacher pay

4462 Student behavior
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4465 Culture Wars

4466 Radical new school board

4468 racism

4469 Leadership

4470 Discipline

4474 The radicalization of ideology and board members.

4476 Prioritizing academic teaching/learning/performance; no social engineering
or social experimentation in the classrooms

4477 Enforcing Discipline

4480 Poor use of lottery as main purpose promised was teacher pay but really
was mostly redirected

4482 Bullying

4484 Hiring and retaining outstanding teachers

4485 Population Growth

4486 Low funding

4488 Discipline

4491 Bigotry at the school board

4492 Pay rate

4494 Too many irons in the fire for any teacher to adequately manage and still
have a personal life

4495 staff retention

4496 Discipline

4498 staffing in ESE classrooms

4499 School Board Majority

4500 offer educationl aspect to a multicultural population here in Brevard County.
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4502 Supporting teachers

4503 homeless

4506 Lack of professional trust for teachers

4510 Student behavior Infractions

4518 Disciplines

4519 Politicization of leaders

4521 Safety for Staff & Students

4522 Staffing

4523 Discipline, teachers 'hands tied'

4525 Discipline

4529 Policy without Practice. Examples: Lack of adequate response to
bullying/threats/harm/insubordination. Lack of compliance with class size
mandate.

4531 short staffed

4532 The people they decided to put into power

4534 Diversity of thought

4536 Discipline, disruptive behavior

4538 Communication

4540 The reading program, especially primary grades, is horrible. It asks students
to work above their developmental level and provides very little support or
supplementary materials of substance.

4541 Isk

4542 High stakes testing

4543 Underpaid staff, teachers, and subs

4545 Staff Pay

4546 Bullying
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4547 The CRT threat to children

4548 student behaviors in the schools

4549 Discipline

4550 Teacher evaluation

4553 BEHAVIORs that disrupt the learning environment

4554 Lack of diversity

4556 Listening

4558 Keep political agendas out of schools

4562 Students struggled to keep up academically, socially, and financially during
the pandemic

4564 Lack of student Discipline

4567 lack of success/resources in the ESE population

4570 Money

4571 dealing with low income kids

4572 Students with Disabilities

4573 Politics - book banning, moms for lib

4574 student atitudes and behaviors

4575 Woke policies

4576 i hate this school

4578 federal interference

4580 Division

4581 You.

4583 student behavior

4584 Low salary
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4585 not setting higher standards for students

4586 Violence especially bullying

4587 politics

4588 Programs for students with disablities

4589 The lack of any curiosity by students, nor the desire to learn.

4591 The focus on constant assessments robs children of a joy of learning

4593 diversity

4595 Behavior

4596 Schools fight parents at every turn to provide resources and support
necessary for falling behind students.

4599 School board going rogue

4600 Growth

4602 Wokeness needs to be rooted out at every turn

4605 staffing

4606 Eo

4607 H

4608 low numbers for bus drivers

4609 Discipline

4611 District listening to parents with children of disabilities

4612 Bigotry and divisive tactics

4613 Student Discipline

4614 budgeting

4615 n/a

4616 Not enough bula
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4621 Poor student performance

4622 teacher retention

4624 Too many children not willing to do anything.

4627 TAKE COMPUTER OUT OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. STUDENTS SHOULD NOT
BE TAKING ANY TEST/EXAM ETC ON A COMPUTER AT ELEMENTARY AGE.

4630 Total Inclusiveness

4633 education

4635 Student discipline

4637 Finance

4638 Too many kids kids in classes

4639 Anti-wokeness which equals hiding parts of history

4640 budget

4642 Hiring

4643 Not enough teachers

4644 Too many kids misbehaving and nothing being done about it. No
accountability for their actions.

4645 Low performing schools

4647 Low teacher pay.

4649 diversity

4650 Motivating teachers

4652 loss of qualified teachers

4653 Teacher Shortages

4654 Current school board majority

4655 Discipline, especially in some of the middle schools

4656 Students' disrespectful behavior towards teachers
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4658 Safety for students

4659 Budget Issues

4661 Student behavior and lack of discipline

4666 student behaviors

4667 Discipline

4668 Understaffed

4669 H

4670 Discipline

4671 low pay for supervisors

4674 Listening to terrorist groups that want to dismantle public education, like
moms for liberty.

4676 social influences

4677 lack of discipline

4682 teacher salaries

4684 Maintaining teachers and staff

4687 Attendance enforcement

4694 childen

4695 discipline of students

4696 Overusing evaluation of Educators wasting finances and time.

4697 Neglect and exclusion of gay and transgender or non-binary students and
teachers

4702 Moms for Liberty

4703 Transparency

4704 trainings

4707 School Board
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4708 Funding shortfalls

4709 Equity between schools.

4710 the governor

4712 Space

4713 Sheriff involvement

4714 Lack of minority leadership

4718 Help staff stop getting assaulted by Students

4719 Budget- quit wasting $ on failed computer programs

4720 Keeping teachers

4721 unfair treatment

4722 Inconsistent expectations

4723 Cell phones in the classroom

4724 Removing bad teachers

4726 student behavior

4727 Bad behavior

4728 Need to look at positions to see if deliverables are acceptable for the
position/cost of the position

4729 Pushing agendas

4730 There are way too many directors/supervisors at the district level while we
have a huge staffing shortage districtwide. The district is too "top heavy"
and only leads to micromanagement.

4731 push for diversity and less qualify candidate

4733 A new board that does not care about the students

4734 quality of teachers

4735 Leadership
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4739 cae in

4741 Discipline

4743 Low priority given to teaching trade/non-college job skills

4744 The hostile political environment is burning out some teachers and making
retention and recruitment a serious problem.

4745 Student Behavior

4746 The school board itself (can't get along)

4747 Good teacher retention

4748 Students doing whatever they want without regard or respect for zteachers,
bus divers, principals etc.

4749 Teacher shortage

4752 Discipline

4753 Student scores

4754 Building schools not keeping pace with new influx of students

4755 behavior

4756 parents

4758 litter

4759 Quality teachers

4762 Moms for Liberty hijacking my child's education

4763 Addressing students behavior on individual campuses

4764 Support of Staff

4767 political division

4768 Discipline policies

4771 Discipline

4772 BUDGET- being better stewards of the funds we have
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4774 Food costs

4775 We pay teachers very poorly

4779 Bullying is a huge one my son's been assaulted twice

4781 Communication among leadership and staff

4786 stop the raical stuff

4787 Highly politicized school board

4788 inclusion

4789 Retaining quality teachers

4790 not humble

4792 Administration adhering to discipline guidelines

4794 morale

4795 technology use and updates

4798 Lack of Discipline (Everyone and especially a minority of students)

4799 Disoplin

4803 Teacher retention

4804 unknown

4807 Discipline

4808 Attracting teachers

4809 Poor ESE support - teachers & students

4812 Low paid veteran teachers

4813 Student Discipline

4814 too much govenor input on education materials

4816 Fully staffing our schools and district positions

4819 Pay
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4821 Student behavior

4822 BEHAVIOR

4827 Diversity in opportunities and leadership roles

4828 Taxes

4829 Overpopulation

4831 lack of Discipline

4832 financial limitations

4835 Greed

4837 lack of adequate resources

4839 Behavior of the School Board

4842 racist

4846 Pay

4847 teacher shortages

4848 Division among parents and political leaders

4850 Decisiveness in government

4852 The most critical issue with BPS is the superintendent's responsibility and
role of day to day operations versus the Board's responsibility and role of
creating and updating policy. In viewing recent board meetings, it appears
the Board's goal is to overtake the role of superintendent and board and
with this current climate, only a superintendent willing to bend to the
Board's ever whim and direction, even if inappropriate or outside of the
boards real role will be hired.

4854 Discipline

4855 Low Teacher Salaries

4858 Teacher retention

4859 Too, too political. Get the job done and forget the bad influencers like the
governor and political positioning.
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4860 Curriculum timelines are ridiculous

4861 idiots on the school board

4863 inequality among schools

4867 Governmental laws and policies

4868 cultural education

4870 Ethics of the school board

4872 Special needs

4874 Teacher morale/pay

4875 Moms for liberty

4880 How fast county is growing in population

4881 Low wages

4882 Stopping progressive indoctrination

4883 Fairness to all teachers

4885 Behavior issues

4887 bad teachers

4889 Accelerated growth in population in district

4890 excessive testing=lack of understanding of student needs

4892 Student accountability

4898 administrative groups protect themselves and their handful of chosen few,
with no regard for support staff

4900 Parent Concerns

4901 Schools are not equal

4904 leadership

4905 Action
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4907 Wokeness

4909 Behavior

4910 Money

4911 Political intrusion by the current governor/legislature/sheriff

4912 Paying teachers and support staff a living wage

4913 Paying our staff to stay competitive

4915 discipline

4920 Too political

4921 Salary increases for Veteran teacher

4922 Instability

4925 Teacher pay for 15 year + teachers!

4926 discipline in the schools

4929 Children not being taught social emotional skills

4934 Parents trying to taking over decision making

4935 Inadequate personnell

4937 Increasing population

4943 Equality for all students in the classroom

4945 Cronies and good ole boys running everything

4947 Leaving education behind because of recent curriculum changes
implemented by the govenor

4949 problem solving

4950 Financial waste

4952 Financial

4953 schools not able upstand make heir performance
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4955 Inequality between schools

4956 How to keep strong, challenging, accurate curriculum standards, despite
political furor.

4960 Providing instruction that does not demonize any race but provides
opportunities for all.

4963 Disabling principals' ability to promote family outreach for low-performing
students.

4965 Ridiculous political fights

4966 Political division and tendency of conservative groups to yell but not listen.

4967 ESE programs

4969 Pay scale

4970 In school support for students

4971 moral

4976 For children with special needs (IEP) more computer options need to be
available for them. Ex: Khan Academy, Epic, Starfall etc

4977 Outside groups challenging books

4978 Freedom of thought

4979 phones

4980 Too many students in the classroom

4981 phones?

4982 Setting discipline guidelines equally enforced

4983 Unnecessary political confrontation from community members and parents

4984 Rampant anti-intellectualism

4985 Being open
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ResponseID Response

2 B

3 abcdefg

4 Staff Morale

5 Need for 21st Century Skills

7 External influences (i.e., Lobbyist such as Mom's for Liberty)

8 transportation

11 Legislation

12 Not Doing What is in the Best Interest of Children (Look at the Reimagining
Middle Schools - How long are we going to think and plan and not act?? Will
action ever take place?

13 Effective money management skills

15 Decorum needs to be returned to our board meetings. The interrupting each
other and dismissive attitudes are off-putting to the public.

17 teacher and support staff pay

18 Staff that is overworked and not treated with respect

19 placing students who need services in a timely manner

20 Teacher retention

21 Teacher Pay/Retention

22 politics taking over what should be child centered

23 under paid

24 Faculty/Staff Morale

25 discipline at all schools, not ALC

26 Discrepancies in Support vs Teachers pay and bonuses, awards. support
staff is not being properly paid, and that is why we can not keep qualified
help. Support now is paid at the same rate as a cart person or McDonald
worker, but needs clear background, able to work with kids, not to mention
as400, and school policy etc.
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28 Lack of accountability and resources for ESE students

29 Expects teachers to do everything

31 Limited encouragement of teachers to excel

32 Getting parents involved (had to disband PTO at Imperial due to lack of
participation)

33 Programs

35 Retaining quality educators for our students

36 Too Conservative

38 Poverty levels in schools rising, risking higher hunger risk of hunger crisis

40 Lack of affordable childcare

41 Loss of experienced teachers and staff

42 Staff/Teacher morale

44 Absent parenting

46 Safety with using

47 Lack of adherence to their own School Board polices, rules, and procedures

49 Discipline is always a school issue, but not necessarily needs to be dictated
by a right-wing sheriff on national tv. So embarrassing for our county.

51 Discipline

52 Influence of our radical governor and FLDOE

53 Teacher and staff morale

55 Enforcing discipline policies

59 student apathy

61 Keeping politics out of it

62 Low morale
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64 Not allowing the school board to make decisions based on few loud groups
like Moms for Liberty

65 Retaining veteran staff

67 Low teacher and staff morale

68 Governor

69 Not enough schools

70 Training effective leadership for schools

71 Salary of educators

72 Student Behavior

76 Low to no budget for after school activities / sports

78 Leaders without expertise in some areas

80 Book bans

81 Keeping the curriculum focus on traditional learning

82 teacher/staff retention

83 Pay

85 Needs of students with disabilities are not always being met

87 teacher retention

89 lack of training and support for diverse learners

91 too many director at district level

93 Low Morale

94 Us vs. them mentality low collaborative attitude

95 Losing staff

97 The lack of trust from the community; funding from public and private
businesses being pulled due to the recent changes in leadership at the
district.
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98 Teacher shortage

99 There are large socioeconomic differences within the county

101 Recruitment and retention of quality educators

102 Teacher Morale

103 Fiscal Responsibility

104 The terrible laws put in place by our governor and Legislature limiting books,
not allowing students to even know of the existence of LGBTQIA+ people or
acknowledge systemic racism

106 Aging workforce

108 Stopping the spread of germs

109 leaders forgetting what it is like to be in a classroom/on a campus

110 Biased political school board

111 Trying to mend fences

112 Not enough staff for District or at schools for all that is required.

113 Governor who controls how educators function

114 School Board elected push politics over best interest of children and
teachers

115 Lack of Equity - Equal access

117 Quality

118 Teacher and staff recruitment

120 Balancing caring for struggling students while not pulling resources from
students who are already seeking to be successful

123 Moms for Liberty

124 Politics

125 Indoctrination of the students

126 The school board
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127 Pay scale for long term teachers

128 Balancing the Budget.

129 Discipline issues and lack of respect for teachers

130 Policies and practices that cater to rich, flashy schools, while not taking into
account the needs of low-income schools.

131 A school board that makes decisions based on politics and headlines, not
want is in the best interest of students

134 Focusing on not being inclusive gives us poor learning environments.

136 Improving math and reading

137 Too much personnel sitting in offices at the district and not enough
personnel in the schools.

138 Lack of student discipline

139 safety

140 The way some school board members feed divisiveness in the community

141 Retaining Good Teachers

144 kids behavior

146 Discipline

147 Caving in to vocal parents

148 Teacher pay

149 Need different board members

150 Politics is now controlling our board and pushing it too hard right

151 Minority imput

153 Teachers can't afford to live in the neighborhoods they yeach

154 Underperforming students

155 Mental health support for students
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156 Moms for Liberty dictating policies

159 Lack of resources for most special needs students

160 failure to pay living wage

161 Technology is pathetic

163 Lack of procedures in ESE (each school operates separately from the district
as a whole)

164 Students behavior.

167 Leadership

168 Student accountability for disrespectful/violent behavior toward underpaid
teachers

169 Rendell is a complete joke. Nice guy but he's utterly unqualified and
incapable of leading our district. He didn't do a good job in the least in Indian
River. Please do not hire this man. The fact that he managed to get to the
position of finalist is frightening & although I voted for Gene Trent this time,
if he doesn't change his behavior quick I'll make it my life's mission to ensure
he's never elected again.

171 Lack of resources for low performing students in high performing schools

172 In-fighting

173 Moms for Liberty

174 Everyone on the same page and understanding of county wide policies

175 Teachers leaving for jobs with higher pay

176 Low morale

177 discipline

178 Student discilpine

179 Overworked staff

180 Little respect for teachers

181 Teacher pay is not high enough to attract enough candidates to fill our
positions.
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183 Identifying the various inadequacies at different schools, such as bus service
& special programs timing re breakfast, over-reliance on social media for
communications, etc..

184 Matt Susin

185 new school board

186 Cell phone use in classroom

187 Student discipline

188 School Board Reality TV Show

189 Forgetting that schools are for society, not parents

190 Mental health

193 Behavior challenges in especially the high schools

194 Management of behavior that doesn't include press conferences from the
sheriff

195 Morale

196 Teacher pay

197 Teacher support - raises for long term teachers

198 Enrollment changes/shifts

199 Belonging & Achievement gap

200 Any student no matter age should be eligible for Behavior unit.

201 Need more schools of choice

202 Student achievement

203 Far too much pressure on student achievement leading to burnout, mental
health disruption, self harm

204 Retain educators

205 Salaries
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206 Low morale of teachers and all supportive employees due to lack of support
and appreciation

207 Lack of pay for administration, teachers, and staff. The millage rate increase
is not enough. Shortages are the biggest of the big problems facing Brevard.
You can say it's because of lack of leadership or lack of respect but the truth
is it is lack of cold, hard cash. Pay these people what they deserve.

208 Student behavior

210 Lack of teacher planning time

211 Teacher pay

212 Brevard Schools seems like a headless monster from the inside view

213 The top down structure where all decisions are made by a very few without
input from experts

214 The achievement gap

215 Poor copiers

216 Pay for support staff is horrendous

218 Governance practices that are suspect

219 Honesty

220 Student behaviors

221 Too much on teacher responsibility without enough district
support/funding/materials/support staff

223 Retaining and hiring effective instructional staff

224 Find innovative ways to increase instructional staff salaries.

225 Support teachers - teacher satisfaction leads to better scores

226 Diversity

227 MOTHERS OF LIBERTY

229 safety in schools

232 Not listening to the teacher's needs.
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234 Student accountability

235 Discipline- disruptive students

236 Teacher retention

237 Inclusivity

238 Too much focus on testing

240 Poor wages for educators and staff

243 Teachers abused by students

244 The departure of district leadership

245 Embarrassing display between board members literally at every meeting.
Beyond unprofessional

247 Matt Dustin. Can't run a Board Meeting properly. Showboating and
grandstanding. The bickering between him and Jenkins needs to be reeled in.

248 A governor that wants to white-wash history and teach inaccurate history

251 Paying teachers a good, livable wage.

252 Transparency of board = loss of trust of staff and BPS families

253 Lack of consequences for poor behavior

254 Teacher Shortage due to poor working conditions

256 Retaining staff

257 lack of basic understanding of what should be expected of children

258 student accountability

260 Senior district leaders and district level directors

261 Admin not supporting trachers

262 Meddling from non-stakeholders

263 6th grade in elementary schools.
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264 Finding a way to tailor curriculum to different interests and capabilities to
increase the quality alert f education and opportunity for job pavement fir
all. For instance increase focus on skilled trades and home economics vs
requiring all students to take college prep classes

265 Behaviors in the classroom

267 Allowing a small but extremely vocal group to have unhealthy power

269 LGBTQ+ students are not being kept safe

270 Funding

272 Student academics

273 Morale

274 Discipline

275 Retribution for anyone that speaks up about concerns including community
partners

276 Extreme conservative attitude of school board

280 The school board being political when it should be unbiased.

285 Morale - keeping politics out and remaining focused on our kids

286 Putting values back in the curriculum

287 Staff Morale

289 Losing good staff

290 Staff injustice at the support level

291 mental health awareness

293 teacher pay

295 FLDOE Anti black history programs

296 Special Education discipline

298 Discriminatory practices

300 morale
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301 Diversity

302 Student achievement for our impoverished students- many, many are being
left behind.

303 Position cut backs

304 rudeness

305 Hiring and retaining quality, loyal employees in order to reduce rampant
turnover--includes all staff, not only teachers. Hiring employees who do not
have a main agenda to "get their foot in the door and/or reach minimum
vested years with the FRS" before quickly moving on. Employees must be
valued, respected, treated with dignity and not continuously burdened with
unfair, unreasonable workload expectations and practices. Employees who
support the district and "do the work" are critical to the operation and
success of the district and must be treated as such. Employee morale will
only be improved with real fixes (reduce stress, workloads and truly value
hard-working employees), not games, parties and giveaways.

306 Nepotism

307 Budget /raises

308 teacher retention

310 Politics interfering with the runnign of the school district, the dstrict is or all
students and communities, not just the one a school board chair

311 Inequities between schools

312 respect

313 POLITICS ARE GETTING IN THE WAY OF GOOD EDUCATIONAL
DECISIONMAKING

315 Political Nonsense that has been brought to the district by current Board
Members

316 Fair wages

317 Extreme diversity of parental involvement

319 keeping a diverse workforce

321 Respect from Administration to all staff

322 Student discipline in higher grades
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324 Politics running our schools

325 Communication and website ease of use

327 Large number of new, inexperienced teachers

328 Not current

329 Staff Shortages

331 BATHROOM HE/SHE

332 competitive wages

333 Social and emotional education

334 collaboration at district level

335 able workforce

337 Listening to teachers concerns

342 retaining good teachers

343 Lack of funding

344 Moral

345 Poor attitude of school board

346 School-based management

347 retention of good workers

348 The school board majority is incompetent

349 Director(s) who do not reside in Brevard County with child(ten) attending
BPS whose taxes do not support BPS schools, teachers salary, custodial
salaries,and utilities.

350 Discipline issues

352 Matt susin

353 Banning books.

354 Book banning
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355 Extremist right-wing rhetoric

356 Keeping good teachers

357 Teachers don't have any effective way to discipline students. Parents don't
help either, they are probably the reason the students act the way they do

358 Inclusivity of ALL races and religions

360 Lack of social studies and history

361 Anti LGBTQ policies

362 Teacher and staff retention.

363 Providing more staff for kids needing ESE assistance for testing.

364 Complete disconnect between the District office and the schools

367 Discipline

370 Mr Susin as School Board Chair

371 Helping the general student population

372 Trade

373 Discipline

374 No one on the board can give a definite of Woke. That is based on either
Webster or Britannia.

377 Retaining teachers from bogus mandates from the state

379 Understaffed in teachers and support staff

381 FDOE

383 Discipline

384 Cell phone policies

385 Lack of raises for veteran teachers

387 Love too see program for are kids that are felling behind-summer programs

388 Bullying at ALL levels
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389 Low parent and student accountability

390 Burn out

391 Staff and Faculty morale

392 A school board "leader" without a single ethic or moral

393 Morale

394 Assessment Practices

395 The hate groups trying to ban good books from our schools (such as moms
for liberty).

396 Underpaid and underappreciated staff and teachers laden with more
responsibility than is reasonable

397 Book banning

398 Funding of arts

399 Budget

401 Lack of funding

402 Banning books - should not be happening

403 All board members being transparent and honest

405 Discipline

406 Understanding the difference between discipline and disability-related
safety comcerns

408 Teachers are leaving because of lack of respect from parents, students, and
leaders. Things are continually put on their plate.

412 A school board that ousted a fine superintendent.

413 Unjust firing of Superintendent

414 Book banning

415 Teacher moral

417 Retention
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418 Discipline

419 Retention of staff

421 Utilizing technology (website, registration, etc)

422 Diversity

423 Communication

425 Polarization

427 Lack of responsibility by leadership

428 The Board Members

429 Moms For Liberty

431 Inequitable distribution of resources- north area schools are aging and
dilapidated - we need a real plan of facility renewal and maintenance across
the county

432 No assistance for kindergarten

434 Hateful conservative rhetoric

435 Diversity and inclusion are not embraced.

436 At or over capacity schools/classrooms

437 Staff moral

438 Allowing some parents to control all situations

439 Student discipline

440 Inclusiveness

441 Ignorant adults misled by propaganda

442 White Supremecy

443 Allowing non education professionals to dictate what we can or can't do

444 Focusing too much on tests

445 Parents thinking they know more than teachers
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446 Teacher shortage, insufficient teacher pay

447 Allowing political views to cloud judgement

448 Political motivations of parents, many without children in the school system,
negatively impacting the education of our students

450 Behavior of parents

452 Wokeness

453 Curriculum-ineffective and lacks rigor and appropriate, effective lessons

454 Conservative leadership

457 Hiring/Keeping staff

458 Teacher pay

459 Low morale in schools

460 Dealing with an unreasonable and narrow-minded school board

461 Book banning

463 Lack of personnel. Many of our problems would be solved if we had the
people.

465 Commitment to inclusivity & compassion and commitment to all races, socio-
economic groups, genders and religious beliefs

466 Low wages for school employees

467 Kowtowing to special interest/political groups

468 Too many school board members who choose politics over students on every
issue

469 underserving special needs

470 Desantis

473 Large class sizes

474 Changing state legal issues

476 Disproportionate access to resources
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478 Education should not be a political arena

480 Priorities of a few who are more interested in culture wars than education
tgan

481 Out of touch district leaders

483 Attempts to remove certain cultural histories from school curriculums

484 Safety. I am terrified everyday that my kids won't come home safe.

485 Teacher retention

487 Discipline on campus

488 Lack of actual parenting skills

492 Consistent discipline with real consequences

493 Motivation of students

494 Bully mentality from admin

495 Mistrust

496 Community is split due to politics that are impacting our schools

497 Age appropriate literature and censorship of porn/graphic literature

498 Dogma/politics in the school board

502 Teacher/staff turnover

504 Political aspirations of new board members

505 Top heavy district

506 Teachers need better pay and recognition

507 Misinformation and disinformation

509 New Florida laws

511 Politics

512 Mothers of Liberty (not sure title)
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513 Lack of strong disciplinary actions against students.

514 Retaining quality teachers

515 Lack of focus on creativity and higher order student pursuits

517 Too many leaders and leaders out of touch with the daily classroom

518 Policing of curriculum and other censorship issues

521 Pay raises for staff

522 Too too heavy. BS jobs at ESF. Cut the fat.

523 Fair discipline for students actions.

524 Banning of books

525 Student disipline

526 Excessive testing

527 Lack of support for teachers

528 Recruiting and keeping excellent teachers

529 Moms for Liberty - sever the alliance with them

530 Allowing principals to lead w/o fear from the district

532 Budget issues (varied)

533 The principal at Longleaf - Jason Sherburne- is a dangerous person who has
no business working with the public, let al9ne children.

534 Low pay and standards to become a teacher

535 The white washing

536 Unrealistic workload expectations

537 Accepting and protecting ALL children

538 Moms for liberty influence l

539 Preparing students for trades
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540 We are in need of fresh professional development.

541 Moms For Liberty

542 Staffing shortages! Altering IEP's to fit staffing is not best practice.

543 Teacher pay

545 Matt Susin

546 Dealing with ever changing state DOE laws

547 Discipline, especially for ESE students. Why do we need to presume
competence when it comes to academics, yet when it chives TY behavior that
goes totally out the window and excuses are made because it

548 The community's lack of understanding of educational standards & reason
for teaching methods

550 Maintaining teaching staff

551 poor respect for teachers

553 Lack of supports

554 Veteran teacher pay

555 Retaining employees, hiring quality staff, turnover, appropriate staffing
levels at schools

557 Wasted money

558 Discipline, especially of ESE students. Why do we need to presume
competence when it comes to academics and yet when it comes to discipline
we say, "Oh they can't help it, they're ESE."

561 Funding with strings attached

562 A few principals who lack integrity and make false statements against
students jeopardizing their well-being and right to an education, Ms, Krista
Miller.

563 too much police presence in schools

564 Book ban

565 Poor morale
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567 Community morale

570 Allowing Wayne Ivey to be involved in any capacity

571 Staff compensation

572 State mandates (unfunded)

573 Lack of district support for school discipline

574 We don't have enough teachers in the classrooms

577 Behavior issues with students

578 CRT, Pornography, and liberal politics have taken over

579 Severe teacher shortage

580 Need for bus drivers

581 Retaining teachers

583 Doing the right thing for all students

584 Teachers are over worked

585 Inclusion

586 Budget.

587 Board members

588 Lack of accountability for student behavior. BPS is too scared of parents and
being sued to act effectively.

590 Loss of teachers

592 Whitewashing history

593 No support for teachers against rude students and parents

595 To not lose sight of gun safety while so much noise & distraction is being
manufactured

596 Not enough staff to properly care for needs

597 Lack of trained qualified teachers
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598 Manage discipline issues that are disruption to classroom instruction

599 Lack of affordable housing

600 Allowing partisanship to invade the school board

601 Unclear expectations re "book bans"

603 Technology access, support, and viability for all schools.

605 Racism and homophobia

607 Unethical, politically motivated, uninterested in others' opinionsboard
members

608 Lack of teacher pay and care

610 Lack of teachers and staff

611 Lack of respect to teachers from staff and parents

613 safety

615 balancing a budget

616 Student accountability with behavior

617 Limited resources - need to figure out how the community can help support
our teachers and schools more

618 Book bans

620 Salaries for teachers and support staff

623 Equity

624 Issues with equity and sound reasoning by leadership

625 Not enough extra curricular's

631 Facility Upkeep

632 Book bans

633 Discipline in classroom/ busses

634 Governor DeSantis
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635 Firing of Dr. Mullins without a plan in place or a clear direction of what the
district wants or needs

636 Cowing to the hate group - Moms for Liberty.

639 Not addressing the real discipline issues in schools

640 Hate

641 Low quality curriculum

642 Drug use

643 Effective discipline

645 The idiocy of firing a perfectly wonderful Superintendent and the wasted
money on a search for a new one.

646 Keeping good teachers

648 Technology

650 Affordable housing and other necessities

651 Book bans

652 Critical Race Theory being taught

655 Disapline

656 Political climate

657 Accommodating exceptionalities

660 Teacher recruitment

661 Book Banning

663 Short staffed

664 Insufficient funding for support departments

665 Moms for Liberty

666 Discrimination of students

667 Ignoring student behaviors in elementary schools
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668 parents

669 Providing transportation when sending a child to another school for better
care

671 Ideological strife

672 Book Banning

673 The Politics

676 Hiring and maintaining good qualified staff

677 Gaps in resources throughout the county

679 Pacing guides

681 Moms for Liberty

682 Decrease of social learning

685 Book challenges

687 Intolerance of others

690 Too much focus on testing

691 Reading intervention

692 Apathy of newest generation

693 Moms For Liberty contaminating our schools with distracting culture wars.

695 Improving Reading score

696 Allowing pornography in school libraries

697 Woke CRT

698 Teachers resigning

699 Student discipline

701 Budgets

702 Serving students with a variety of needs
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703 School board is too political and uses childen as pawns for political agendas

705 The school board!

707 political baloney

708 An unfit chair of the school board, Matt Susin.

710 Discrepancies between schools - priority schools vs schools in "better" areas,
for example

711 Teacher morale low

712 Listening to parents with a nonbiased agenda

714 Book bans

715 School shortage

716 parent resourches

717 staff morale

718 too many people working at the district level

720 funding

721 Communication

722 Extremist politics

723 Teacher empowerment

724 Censorship

725 Supporting teachers and administration based on behavioral students
disrupting classrooms.

728 people

729 Bus transport is inconsistent

731 Teacher safety

732 Moms for liberty

734 School buildings in disreapair
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736 people outside of the classroom are losing touch with what is happening in
the classroom

737 support, don't throw out, ALC's present academic/behavioral modification
plan that is working based on data and approved by the state

738 Special education

739 Trying to make it difficult for teachers, trying to ruin teachers wanting to
stay teaching

742 Moms of Liberty

743 Finding ways to enlist new staff members

745 over reliance on testing

746 Fiscal irresponsibility

748 letting the teacher 's teach to their students abilities

750 dosent help

752 not making learning to be an experience that makes someone want to learn

755 Handling budget

759 Students not being listen to

760 discrimation

761 Allowance of unruly students bullies

763 Not sure

764 Proper discipline

768 Teacher retention

769 Low Morale

770 Staffing Title I Schools

771 politics

772 communication
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773 Support Staff

775 Teachers Leaving

776 listening to lawyers over staff

777 People in leadership positions who have a political agenda.

778 Allowing parent-led decisions without any basis in research or fact

779 morale

781 equity amongst high schools

785 Discipline policy

786 low performance

788 Student Behavior

790 Work to bring everyone students and staff back together! This country is
tearing itself apart! We need to come together!

792 Public disrespect of education

793 Considerable pay increases across the board

794 Deficit based mindsets

796 student safety

798 Academic pacing

800 Staff moral

803 leadership

805 Restricting access to reading materials

806 financial issues

807 cell phone use in classroom

810 Homophobia

812 student behavior
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813 A lack of support and training for new teachers and staff hurting our
turnover rate

817 Consistently requiring staff to do more with less, and not paying them for
extra work

818 School Safety and Security (not just putting on band-aids)

819 Schools that don't always get the tools they need for everyday needs

822 Communication among district departments

823 Schools should have paid supplements for managing the social media
platforms at individual schools...very hard to let families know what's going
on...school websites use a poor layout - does not allow for relevant
information to be disseminated...People are tired of being expected to take
on these types of things for NO PAY.

824 Mental health of students

825 Structure of organization

826 Moms for Liberty's hate-filled, book-banning agenda

827 Discipline

829 Discipline

830 Lack of IEP support

832 teacher safety

833 Facilities gaps

834 the governor

836 Poor accountability for ill disciplined students and their parents

839 Student behavior

841 To much testing.

843 Working with current school board to move in a positive direction

845 The get tough policies of the sheriff
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846 BPS caving to special interest groups, rather than following professional
recommendations based on legitimate research.

848 Teacher salaries

850 teacher/staff morale

851 The lack of honesty and integrity of 4 of our school board members

853 Student attendance

854 doing what's best for average student

856 Teacher retention

857 Disparity in services

858 school shooter drills

859 Knock chip off administration shoulders who dismiss importance of support
staff

862 Teacher retention

864 communication from top down

865 lack of faculty support to fulfill MTSS expectations- need to hire MTSS
specialists per school to assist with interventions (for both reading & math)

866 Salery

868 Racism in our community

869 1

870 Limited teacher autonomy

872 DISCIPLINE IS OUT OF CONTROL

873 teacher morale

875 Accountability

877 Inadequate Compensation for Teachers and Admin

878 too many demands made by uneducated parents
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880 Not following statute

881 Finding a super who can provide checks and balance to radical school board
members

883 Divisive Board

886 Lack of diversity among faculty and staff in highly mainstream school
demographics

888 sunsetting of ESSER funding

893 stressful job conditions

894 Not listening to staff concerns

895 BASA

899 inability to make changes because there is no overall vision for the good of
the stakeholders

900 Weak IEP structure/support

901 no consequences for students that make a difference

902 Student Discipline

904 The ineffective and impotent leadership of the district.

905 Disconnect of decision makers and teachers

906 retaining current workforce

907 Communication

908 Political divisions impacting students (especially on the board)

909 Lack of PD in general for teachers

910 Not asking

911 My son's school taught CRT & entitlements. Our friend's school convinced her
daughter to be a lesbian. This is disgusting!

913 Book banning

914 Discipline
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916 Lack of consistent support for teachers and administrators from district
leadership

917 Teacher retention

920 Groups such as Moms for Liberty that work to divide and exclude

923 Low paying teachers

924 Politics and religion impeding education

926 Can always use more funding

927 Staffing

928 Under funded/paid bus personnel

930 Not enough parental involvement at home

931 The politics

932 Lack of communication with parents about their child

934 Book ban

935 Equity over equality

936 Retaining talented, skilled and innovative teachers

937 Divisiveness

938 Compassion

939 Underfunded salaries for teachers

940 Current board leadership will have difficulty establishing unity.

942 Teachers are to lenient

943 Loss of AP course options and declining course rigor

944 Working AC and building improvements

946 Equity across schools in terms of facilities and resources

948 Extremely high turnover, and very poor retention rate of teachers
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952 Salary of all teachers/staff

953 Curriculum

954 improving facilities

955 Pay

957 No crossgaurd at Viera Charter school across courthouse

959 School Board needs to represent ALL students

960 Teacher shortage because they are tired of dealing with parents, conspiracy
theories and being scapegoats

962 allowing students to excel ahead of their peers

964 Excessive testing

965 Lack of funds for ESE (special Ed and gifted)

966 LGBQT+

967 Mental health

968 Funding

972 Student poverty

973 Teacher shortages

978 Wage Compression

979 equality vs. equity

982 Forcing of political views vs education for all

983 Teacher shortage

984 Fear of backlash of parents for disciplining unruly children

987 unsure

988 provide personnel clerks needed to support kids in foster care
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992 Mission creep. Teachers are experiencing death by a thousand cuts with too
many demands on their time. Priority 1 is and always should be time spent
teaching in the classroom. Administrators should be fighting against
anything that detracts from that core focus not adding to the problem.

993 discipline

994 5 people making decisions for thousands

996 integrity

997 Matt Susin is volatile and needs to step down

999 Nothing Challenges me

1000 Keeping class sizes down

1001 N/A

1002 Staff salary increases

1004 limited class options

1005 Safety

1007 Safety

1008 Low diversity in administration and teachers

1009 Too much influence from the sheriff

1011 Fiscal responsibility

1012 Teacher pay bring too low

1014 Staff Shortage

1015 incompetent school board

1016 Teacher morale

1017 Conservative board

1019 Opportunity

1021 Matt susin and pushing some terrible policies
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1022 Worrying about kids gender roles, and if teachers are "grooming" them

1023 d

1025 Holding faculty/students/parents accountable to their actions

1026 Teacher shortage

1027 Special needs students and those with 504 plans and IEP are tremendously
underserved.

1029 Board that does not represent teacher and student interests

1030 Teachers: low pay, undertraining, low retention

1031 Maintaing a balanced educational system currently in place

1032 Stupid Politics

1033 keeping religion out of classroom

1034 Discipline

1038 Not enough IEP plans

1040 Teacher and assistant shortage

1043 Politics over kids is the message we heard loud and clear

1045 integrity of board members

1046 need more independence from local politicians and law enforcement

1048 student discipline

1049 Teacher Shortage

1053 Parent Overreach

1054 Lack of motivation within students

1057 Close-minded individuals enforcing personal beliefs on our libraries/curricula

1058 Parents being allowed to run schools

1059 accountability
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1061 Social Media addiction

1063 school-choice keeps low performing schools from getting better.

1065 DIVERSITY

1067 Teachers not caring about their jobs

1068 Student accountability

1069 supporting teachers

1071 DeSantis

1074 Disinformation

1075 Overcrowding of certain schools, while emptiness of others

1076 Insufficient punishment for behavior

1077 RETENTION OF STAFF

1078 majority of school board are discriminatory

1079 Idiot governor influencing policy

1080 teaching practices are outdated

1081 Showboat decisions by school board

1082 District and school leaders not supporting teachers

1084 Moms for Liberty agenda is negatively affecting our school district.

1085 School discipline for troublemakers

1088 Our school board chairman makes bad decisions

1089 Lack of consequences for unacceptable behavior

1090 New discipline focus

1091 STUDENT RESPONSILITY

1096 Inability to address real concerns within schools

1098 idk
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1102 Add Civics Courses

1106 Schools Leadership/Principals

1107 value of teachers

1110 COLLABORATIVE

1112 Replacing some school board members

1113 Options for persons with various disabilities

1114 teachers can't teach due to government regulation and control

1115 lack of teachers

1116 parents demand on grade rather than learning

1117 Too much focus on standardized curriculum and testing

1119 Holding all students accountable

1120 Fiscal accountability

1122 Too many "bad" or below level schools

1123 bringing religion and politics into decision making for public schools

1124 staffing shortages

1125 Put kids first while listening to their parents

1126 Student Disengagement

1130 Woke agenda

1131 Cirriculum

1132 Lack of communication

1134 government interference

1136 Budget

1137 Gene Trent

1138 Conservatives politicizing schools
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1139 funding teacher salaries

1140 Student to teacher ratio

1141 accountability

1142 Not slightly progressive

1143 Backward decisions made by the school board

1145 Desperately need more teachers=need better/more incentives for teachers to
come to brevard/stay in brevard

1147 Hiring staff that cannot handle difficult students.

1149 staff

1151 STUDENT DISCIPLINE

1152 Parent behavior

1153 Maintaining diverse, inclusive, and equitable leadership

1154 Staff

1155 Poor teacher pay

1158 Lack/Limited Vision for education

1161 Student discipline and consequences

1162 lack basic resources at many schools

1164 lack of focus on curriculum

1167 lack of funds for programs i.e. women's athletics

1170 The teachers need more support

1171 Pay scale

1173 Low pay and losign qualified teachers to better run districts and state DOEs

1174 Trust

1175 Budget
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1177 Allowing a small but loud minority dictate policy

1178 Teacher retention

1179 teachers feeling valued

1180 Too many at the top and not enough help in the schools

1181 No big picture goals

1182 District not being involved in the modern day classroom

1183 Financial responsibility

1188 understanding

1193 Book bans

1194 Teacher pay is too low

1197 Discriminatory board

1199 Gene Trent

1202 Teacher Retention

1203 Teachers unable to teach due to disruptions

1204 parent demands

1208 teacher pay

1209 competitive salary, keeping up with inflation

1211 Censorship

1212 Leaders who exhibit hate of those who differ from their beliefs

1214 stubborn

1215 Not enough respect for teachers from community

1216 disrespect

1217 Keeping students motivated

1218 Not enough staff
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1219 Teacher Retainment

1220 Focusing on core academic subjects and less on controversial social topics..

1221 Risks to academic integrity through distraction by/focus on culture
war/identity politic topics

1222 Inability to listen to students

1224 Staff retainage and recruiting

1226 NO COMMUNICATION

1228 Parent Accountability

1229 morale

1230 Inclusion of Various Lifestyles

1231 listening to and taking action on parental feedback

1232 Focuses on higher performing schools while neglecting the needs of lesser
performing, poorer schools

1233 Employee Salary

1238 Failure to budget appropriately

1239 finances

1241 Stressed teachers

1242 Assistance for students with disabilities

1243 stronger consequences

1244 Too high priority on testing. This gives the state data but interrupts the year
with 7 weeks prep for arbitrary tests. Disservice to students.

1245 Listening to schools

1248 M4L is a barrier to progress.

1249 distrust from the public

1250 teacher morale
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1251 District & IEP TEAMS don't put enough effort and care disabled students
need

1254 TRAINING

1256 Disrespectful students

1257 underpaid teachers

1258 Lack of access to textbooks by various ethnic groups.

1262 Competitive pay which limits recruitment and retention

1263 Failing schools

1264 Discipline

1265 Partisan politics

1266 Acquisition of great teachers

1267 low staff morale

1268 Jennifer Jenkins hostility towards teachers and bus drivers

1269 Lack of communication between departments

1271 Teacher salary

1275 X

1278 politicized school board

1279 Equality of education across district

1280 Elementary students' frustration because expectations in Kindergarten and
1st are not developmentally appropriate like they used to be

1281 Disability support

1282 Old school facilities

1285 Need for protecting teachers rights

1286 Money

1287 Keeping the curriculum factual
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1288 Insufficient vocational training

1291 School administrators consistency in following policy

1292 Low employee morale

1293 true leadership

1294 low teacher pay/retention

1295 low wages for experienced instructional staff/teachers

1296 Banning diversity

1298 School/parent communication

1299 Gene Trent

1301 Value of teachers

1302 Overweening reliance on ultraconservative values

1303 technology

1304 Drugs

1305 Accommodations students with special needs

1306 Teacher and staff attrition

1307 no structure

1308 Lack of security for entry into campuses given the state of mass shootings
and threats in this country

1309 Intolerance

1310 LGBTQ+ students feeling unsafe due to Don't Say Gay bill

1311 keep the sex you were born bathrooms

1312 Poor Morale

1316 No emotion doesnt connect with the stuents

1318 Incompetent school board
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1319 teachers leaving

1320 disrespectful; students

1323 Extreme political gerrymandering

1324 Creating a culture of diversity and inclusion that respects parents rights
*without* undermining the rights of LGBTQIA students.

1326 Political interference and circuses created by the Governor and local
representatives.

1328 Low paid teachers

1329 Low teacher salaries

1330 New social ideologies

1333 Book bans and lack of obvious disdain for students and staff with non-
heterosexual views

1334 Racist white folks

1338 Tolerance

1339 Faculty/Staff Morale

1340 underemployed parents and community

1341 Book banning

1342 Funding the arts department, but like you totally should.

1344 Teacher Morale

1345 funding

1346 State politics

1347 Poor staffing

1348 Small group controlling what happens in the district

1350 Inept Teachers.

1353 Retention of teachers who have demonstrated lack of interest in their
jobs/responsibilities
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1354 Overdramatizing issues

1358 Parent groups limiting educational choices for students

1361 Parents

1362 Leadership that values all, not some

1363 Moms for Liberty

1365 teacher not being strict enough

1366 Book banning

1367 lack of accountability from students

1369 Lack of parent involvement & communication

1370 Teacher salaries/ benefits

1372 Moms for Liberty's interference

1373 Global warming and environmental issues

1376 Respect for workers

1377 Apossing personalities in leadership roles

1378 Listening to students

1380 shitty wifi

1381 Lack of Special Education programs

1382 Teach civics

1383 increasing financial stress for families

1384 parents running schools

1385 Moms for Liberty

1387 leadership

1388 students

1390 Loss of talent within the district (for various reasons).
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1391 anti-science sentiment

1395 Misuse of staff time/less valuable tasks taking priority

1397 discipline

1399 Reduced funding for improvements at high performing schools with
substandard facilities

1400 Inconsistency within the system

1402 Having a school board with the majority in a Hate Group ... Moms for Liberty.
This group is anything but "for" liberty. Instead, it takes away from our
children's access to classic literature.

1403 teacher psy

1404 Student Performance

1406 Having sufficient staff hired

1408 Censorship of constitutional opinions

1409 Close minded

1410 Therapy services; OT, Speech, PT

1411 low pay for teachers

1412 Inappropriate student behavior in the classroom.

1418 Untrustworthy

1422 Communication of student and staff

1423 Lack of enforcement of the rules.

1427 Teacher morale

1428 discipline

1429 School board members not looking at research/data

1430 tests students who show that they lose focus

1431 mom's of liberty
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1432 some parents who are disrespectful to admin/staff

1433 budget & spending on right things

1434 Behavior issues

1436 teacher pay

1437 Diversity/equal learning opportunities

1438 Government interference

1439 discipline

1440 Teacher retention: high quality professionals often choose to leave Brevard
schools because of the lack of support with disruptive students and the
unsafe environments at many schools.

1442 Race baiting ideologies

1443 Increasing scores/challenging students

1445 standardized testing

1446 Discrimination

1447 Staff shortage

1448 Managing Commitments. Balancing work, school, and family is another major
challenge students face. ...

1449 Students having trouble getting in touch with guidance counselors

1450 Underperforming schools need greater resources but don't get them

1451 Factional disruptions and district catering to them

1452 morale

1454 Not much to help kids see the purpose of academic success

1455 facility maintenance and upkeep

1457 Protecting students

1459 Compensation (budget)
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1460 Lack of parent involvement

1462 listening

1463 Teacher motivation

1471 Parents don't step up and do their jobs at home. Parents need to be made
responsible for their child's negative behaviors.

1472 Jennifer Jenkins

1473 visit all schools

1474 Book Bans

1480 Unwillingness to teach and embrace diversity

1481 Pay

1484 BPS BOD becoming too political. BOD members are more interested in
building thier political BRAND and furthering their political aspirations

1485 Teacher motivation

1486 Changing how History is taught

1488 Lack of support teachers (interventions)

1489 student behavior

1490 Staffing Shortage

1493 The school board has no desire to collaborate with the community

1494 no good listeners

1495 Low Performing, High Poverty Schools

1496 Unbiased school board members

1497 Low pay and incentives to the lower/middle class support staff

1498 Bad eggs that are comfortable

1500 DEI

1501 Little oversight on school administration
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1503 Leadership vacancies

1507 Lack of discipline on misbehavior

1509 Failing students

1510 Moms for Liberty

1513 Student discipline

1516 Uneducated Adult Population

1517 Growing Student Population

1520 Teacher pay

1521 Funding for sports other than football

1523 Discipline

1524 Lack of diversity in leadership

1525 Over spending on executive positions

1526 The

1527 minimal support for those less fortunate

1528 Population Diversity

1529 holding students and parents accountable

1531 Salary

1532 Brevard County Sheriff's Office

1533 school board members controversy is starting to chase off funding for
community partners

1538 Students ability learn being affected by adult issues throughout society

1542 Cultural effects

1543 Distraction/addiction to technology by students

1546 workload
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1547 Low teacher pay/retention

1551 lack foresight

1553 Institutional Racism

1554 Desantis

1555 Behavioral challenges

1556 letting politics interfere with education

1558 censorship

1559 Professional Development

1561 Having a structured system of discipline that makes the safety and respect
of teachers, staff, BPS employees, and BPS students who want to learn a
priority.

1562 Curriculum

1563 On line bullying

1564 Too political

1565 Collaboration of school leadership and district partners

1566 Budget

1567 Poor student choices and behavior in most schools

1568 teacher under paid

1571 Priority on political parties

1572 Teacher pay

1573 more resources in buildings for students with disabilities

1574 cell phone use

1575 School safety

1576 Less financial investment/ buy in for investing in public schools

1578 Inefficient programs for above average IQ students
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1580 Athletic facilities needs

1581 idk

1582 Low teacher pay (teachers need to be paid better)

1584 Accountability for everyone not just staff

1585 building the morale, it seems like the schools are being led by parents input
only

1586 Obsession with all funding going to technology instead of other needed
areas.

1587 Lack of consistency in enforcement of policies

1591 School Board

1592 no help for the ESE students

1593 NIGGA

1596 The need to cut pet programs that do not contribute to actual student
performance

1598 too much digital communication

1602 The District has too many unnecesary steps/ policies in place to get anything
done in a timely manner

1604 Unmotivated school board workers

1605 teachers asked to do more than their fair share

1607 Lack of Qualified teachers

1609 Parents and community disgusted by anti inclusive, scapegoating, back room
meetings, support of Ivey student bullying threats and disregard of others
viewpoints.

1611 communication struggles between admin at all levels and teachers/staff

1614 Discipline in the classroom

1616 No educational programs for those struggling

1617 Bus shortage
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1620 The school board

1621 Equity

1622 Overcoming the Covid Gap

1624 Getting rid of Special Interest Groups

1626 respect for staff

1627 Book Banning

1628 Lack of good teachers

1629 enough pay for all employees. (for instance pay for aftercare supervisors
that's more than employees under them)

1630 Teachers not having power

1631 Hot button issues such as book-banning taking precedence

1637 Wealth gap

1638 THE NEW BOARD MEMEBER

1639 Safety

1640 The enormous amount of county and state mandated testing on our kids.
The classroom instruction time my children receive due to standardized
testing is ridiculous. Do away with standardized tests.

1643 Mark

1644 Not teaching our history

1648 Teacher retention

1649 There's not enough research to help kids when they're having a hard time in
school

1651 To cliquey

1652 Behavior management of disruptive/violent students

1655 Budget isn't enough to do much for these hard working students

1656 Teacher Morale
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1657 Discipline ladder

1659 Attack on students of a diverse population

1660 Keeping good teachers

1662 Low teacher pay

1665 restricting the educational curriculum

1666 Lack of technology and trade skill opportunities

1670 Teacher Rentetion

1671 teacher morale

1674 Not enough mental health support

1675 Lack of funding for improvements and repairs

1676 Increase student performance. So much time spent on recess, KIM, PE and
redundant testing.

1678 board members attitude

1680 Control

1681 community willingness for enrollment and investment in the public schools
rather than private or charter

1682 Nobody Wanting to Work

1683 Behavior issues in schools

1684 Perception that opinions of parent and teachers do not matter

1691 band

1693 security

1695 teacher moral

1697 Don't say gay law

1698 Partisan political influence

1699 poor pay for teachers
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1700 Students with low energy and not engaged

1701 Discipline enforcement

1702 Teacher Assistant in all classes

1704 A vociferous minority that does not put education of all students first, but
rather their cultural values, which are not shared by the majority

1705 ignorance

1706 Book bans

1707 Discipline

1708 Too many tests

1709 trust with parents

1710 Teachers pushing children identities

1711 discipline, ability to discipline

1712 Early childhood educational develop;ment

1713 Low performing schools

1714 Fiscal Responsibility

1715 Having people in important decision making positions that are not making
the best decisions

1719 recruitment and retainment of faculty

1721 "Woke" ideologies in classrooms

1722 student behaviors/ family vs. school parenting responsibilities

1724 Lack of Funding

1725 Teacher Pay

1729 Student Achievement Scores

1730 teacher vacancies
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1731 Educators being overwhelmed by state and local policies such as book
banning, being unsupportive of LGBTQ community, and the like

1732 Teacher Morale/Teacher Burnout

1736 Outdated testing

1738 Teacher pay

1739 Discipline isn't being enforced. Lack of staff in discipline roles to follow-up

1740 streamlining district level personnel

1741 communication

1742 Budgetary concerns

1744 staffing shortages

1745 Insufficient funding of personnel and facilities for ESEand 504 students

1746 Discipline

1748 not enough teacher support- both monetary & professional back up (thus so
many leaving)

1750 Lack of teacher moral due to unresolved student behavior issues in addition
to educator workload

1751 Get better programs so our kids and school are highly sought after

1754 Transportation

1755 exceptional education

1758 Religious interference

1760 behavior

1763 Budgets

1764 Parents rights to all decisions regarding their kids

1768 too many teachers leaving

1769 Quality teachers leaving the classroom
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1770 diversity

1771 Staff turnaround

1772 Poor teachers

1773 Bao Thein Tran

1774 Innovation lacking

1775 Too many responsibilities on staff outside of main job

1776 Teacher Retention

1777 influence of special interest groups, especially book banning

1778 Conflict resolution

1779 Less focus on testing

1783 ESE department

1785 Pay/salary issues

1786 Staff shortages, particularly in bussing, nutrition, teaching & coaching

1791 Republican Authoritarianism

1792 Too soft to the acting upon parents asking for change and not considering
the outcome

1793 Inability to make decisions backed by scientific evidence

1794 Increasing parental involvement in educ

1795 Not holding teachers accountable for informing the principal that their
student was slapped in the face

1796 Inconsistency

1797 Promoting politically neutral campuses

1799 Too easy to challenge books

1800 Uhhhhhh

1801 Not community based
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1805 Schools with awful reputations (Saturn)

1808 Lack of cooperation with parents

1810 teacher salaries

1812 Overcrowding

1814 Building more schools especially in areas like west Melbourne

1815 Implementing policies and procedures that encourages students to excel in
their classes.

1816 Priviledge

1818 representatives too focused on political careers

1819 Safety of girls regarding restroom and locker room use by transsexual
students

1821 Losing quality teachers

1823 School activities that help encourage kids to play outdoors.

1824 Not enough diversity especially at district headquarters

1825 Vetting vendors

1826 Lack of discipline to students

1827 Time it takes to get someone hired - ridiculous

1828 Banning Books

1830 Extremist Ideologies

1831 Youth hate, delinquency, drugs

1835 Everyone should not go to college at 18. There are many good jobs in IT,
trades and military that we aren't preparing kids for.

1836 Declining morality

1839 Increasingly chaotic Federal government

1840 School ground security(infrastructure)
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1842 Teacher pay

1843 Parents who want to control the school board

1844 Retention of quality teachers

1845 6o

1847 Transparency

1848 Achievement Gaps

1850 Lack of diversity in leadership positions

1851 Lack of scientific understanding

1852 Moms for Liberty

1853 Censorship with POC history

1854 dealing with book bans

1856 budget shortfalls

1857 Staff safety against violent students

1859 Thinking that "being woke," aka aware of social challenges of other people, is
the worst possible thing, and would rather everyone just be quiet and suffer
through indignity.

1861 Discrimination

1862 resources for students with disabilities

1864 Teacher presence

1865 Political implication and influence

1868 A school board that is largely motivated by politics and personal gain than
by what is best for teachers and students

1873 Current political climate in the state

1880 Leadership from various departments do not communicate

1881 Influence of individuals outside of the school district
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1882 POLITICS

1885 Too few Counselors in Schools

1886 The Governor

1888 Budget

1890 Managing political groups formed by parents

1891 Competent staff

1892 over worked teachers

1893 Bullying

1894 Lax discipline of ESE students

1895 more program for special needs1

1897 Remodeling aging structures

1898 Attacks on teachers--book banning, censorship, lawsuit threats

1899 Teacher shortages

1903 equality in all schools (ie: technology)

1904 Lack of respect

1905 Political Agendas

1906 Losing money to private schools

1907 Budget reductions due to vouchers

1910 Teacher pay

1912 Policies that are detrimental and non-inclusive of diversity among students
and employees.

1914 ojk;

1916 The Desantis/Moms for Liberty agenda to discriminate against LGBTQ youth,
ban books, and prevent an honest teaching of history/African American
studies
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1918 Gangs

1921 Communication

1922 Too much politics in school board Instead of educational focus

1923 Staffing (ALL)

1925 No consequences for bad behavior (High School)

1928 Politicization of schools

1931 Lifting all children up

1934 proficient teaching

1935 Attendance policy

1939 Funds shortage

1940 Plethora of open teaching positions

1942 Safety- teachers and students in fear of mass shootings

1944 Students and teachers still struggling to make up for missed learning during
the pandemic

1945 Parental support when addressing student behavior

1948 Teacher Retention

1949 Randy Fine

1951 Teacher retention

1954 Matt Susin

1959 People who cant handle student behaviors

1960 Academic

1962 Teacher/Employee Retention

1966 Wayne Ivey

1969 lack of standards/teachers
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1971 Ableism

1973 Distractions of the school board from educational goals

1974 Bus service

1977 Staff/teacher salary

1978 Religious intolerance at the leadership level

1980 Maintenance of Schools

1982 Political agendas

1983 Student discipline issues

1985 Bringing salaries up to par

1987 Student respect

1988 sufficient budget

1990 Opinions versus data being used to make important decisions

1991 drugs

1992 lack of quality teachers

1993 Middle school Resources

1996 Need to better prepare all students for college opportunities

1998 school safety

1999 politics

2000 Fear of Parents

2003 student misbehaviors

2004 Too much divide between Republicans and Democrats

2009 money

2011 Behavior of students

2013 Stopping Discrimination
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2014 Students behavior

2015 Not defending the marginalized and underrepresented students and
teachers

2016 Disparity in differences of beliefs (we lost funding because we don't back our
LGBTQ community)

2017 Ability to retain staff and educators

2018 Underpaid staff

2019 The new laws and policies from people like DeSantis and Sheriff Ivey

2021 Allowance of social media, news, etc to influence school board

2022 working under a state structure that sanitizes curriculum

2023 Inadequate Pay

2025 Should have sterner consequences for children with behavioral issues.

2026 Unruliness of children

2027 Strong safety and counseling resources

2028 Security Issues

2029 Suppression of alternative view points

2031 weed out employees who hate their job

2034 Teacher Shortage

2035 Inclusion of behavior problems

2036 Poor state support

2039 Ron DeSantis

2041 Lack of human capital

2042 Salary

2043 Lack of thinking outside the box

2046 Divisive board members
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2047 low or poor morale at school sites

2048 Integration of technology

2050 curriculum

2051 Moms for Liberty mentality.

2052 Teacher pay

2053 Community pushback

2055 Low Teacher salaries

2057 Technology (why don't classrooms have promethium boards?)

2058 Increasing DEI

2059 Years-long attacks on teachers by parents and governor

2060 Low teacher pay

2061 Board pandering on issues

2062 Addressing the massive disparity in the performance of our students of color
in math and reading even compared to other local districts

2063 Inequality in providing available services for all special needs students.

2064 Listening to and supporting teachers by administrators is lacking

2065 Discipline

2066 Overwhelmed teacher

2067 Discipline

2069 educating voters

2070 Lack of interest in adherence to mission

2074 Input from stakeholders that doesn't benefit all

2075 Too much focus on testing

2076 Our children's safety (fights, lockers getting robbed, bullying with no
consequences, just accepting lockdown drills as normal)
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2077 Losing funds to support our music and arts programs

2078 School administrators that are well-matched to the communities they serve

2081 Ron DeSantis

2084 Lack of support from community.

2085 Improving overall school performance

2087 Protecting our LGBTQ children and staff

2089 Resources for students with disabilities

2091 Student conduct and behavior

2093 Acceptance and affirmation of LGBTQ students

2095 Not enough support personnel

2096 School administrators not held accountable

2100 Lack of transportation to magnet and choice schools- equalizing
opportunities for all students

2101 Interference from politicians

2102 Parents not willing to work with teachers as a team

2103 Recovering from Pandemic.

2106 School board advocating book title challenges and removal.

2107 Ignorance

2110 Lack Of Discipline

2112 Post secondary options for students

2113 Lack of focus on closing education gaps

2117 Moms of Liberty (not good)

2118 Lack of direction

2121 Politicizing student health and wellbeing
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2122 Understanding everyone is equal to an education

2123 Religious intrusion into education

2124 Retaining Teachers

2125 Quicker help for students needing services

2126 Administrator/Teacher Apathy

2127 People not wanting to teach correct history

2128 School board enforcing rules that suit themselves and republicans

2129 Classroom population size

2130 Poor leadership of the governor

2131 Teacher shortages/recruitment

2138 lack of leadership

2139 Discipline policy

2141 Inability to fill positions

2143 dd

2144 District leadership not prioritizing district needs to benefit children, but
instead concerning themselves more with satisfying off-center parent
groups.

2146 teacher support

2147 e

2149 Lack of accountability.

2150 Short staffing and pay increases that are fair

2151 Failure rate

2152 Hiring inexperienced staff

2153 Politics in our classrooms dictating lesson plans

2155 MAGA Republican mindset
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2156 Bigotry

2157 Radical board members who play politics

2158 Keep talented teacher support staff

2160 Lack of Data-based Decision Making

2161 Increase in pay to retain teachers, bus drivers and support staff.

2162 lack of paid mentors to support all the new teachers coming in with no
teaching experience; those teachers need more than another teacher who
teaches full-time; this doesn't give enough quality support/time to grow the
new teachers

2163 Political Influence.

2164 Teacher pay, especially experienced teachers

2165 Focus on political issues instead of educational issues

2166 Racism

2167 Ron Desantis

2168 Performance Gap between Ethnicities

2171 Matt Susin and his role as chair

2172 Lack of resources for middle school sports

2173 Budgets

2176 Desantis political ambitions

2177 Teacher pay

2179 Jisjsndjdjen

2180 Over crowding

2182 Lack of administration backing teachers

2183 An idiot racist governor

2184 Relying on "approved vendors" only and not getting bids from other licensed
vendors who could save the district money
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2187 No busses to choice schools

2188 Discipline

2190 The cost of this search to the district budget

2191 Staffing concerns/vacancies

2193 Too many open positions in and out of the classroom

2194 Rundown schools

2195 Religious extremists

2196 Justice - each student/school gets what they individually need to be
successful not just everyone gets the same resources/whatever resources
that school can afford

2198 Conservative politics in this progressive field

2199 Budget cuts

2200 Techers not trained to handle kids with a traumatic background

2201 Pressure from minority of citizens who are against science and freedom to
learn and think critically

2204 "Moms for liberty"

2205 Teacher retention

2206 Recruitment and retention of quality teachers and staff

2207 finances

2208 Teaching curriculum

2210 Putting children first, not test scores

2212 Teacher salaries

2214 Motivating students to work together, when it isn't being modeled by the
adults.

2215 African American history in schools needs to be taught

2216 teacher shortage
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2218 Teacher pay

2222 Homophobia

2223 Acceptance of diversity

2226 Unhinged parents

2227 Lack of ESE support in class if mainstreaming

2228 Lack of ability to Discipline students

2230 student behavior

2232 Potential safety issues of students & teachers

2233 Despite Highly Effective Evaluation we are going to be fired because of test
results.

2235 The continuing decline of education standards during an unfortunate
political time. The children of our county should not be the victims of adults
with political aspirations that have nothing to do with receiving a quality
education.

2236 holding everyone accountable

2237 budget

2238 Balance our school budget and be financially responsible

2239 Discipline

2240 teacher retention/filling vacant positions

2241 Wokeness

2242 Moms for Liberty

2243 Opportunity

2244 stand behind, and respect teachers and staff

2246 You need to implement stricter vetting procedures when hiring teachers..

2247 Discipline

2248 Pay
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2250 Budget and getting financially responsible

2252 Political landscape

2253 charter schools

2254 low pay

2255 Staffing

2256 book banning

2257 Censorship

2259 Exclusionary state mandates that will harm our students

2261 teacher pay, especially teachers who have been with the district for many
years

2264 hostile to education schoolboard

2265 The very old financial system still being used

2266 Retaining good, prepared, highly-qualified teachers

2267 Having internships available for students with local businesses

2269 Teacher pay for increasing challenge of the work

2270 Need better "welcoming committee" for new employees

2276 Pay for veteran teachers.

2277 Problems with HR processing new employees

2278 Violence in the classrooms

2279 student accountability

2280 The staff and the moral because of the separation of Dr Mullins (whom I do
not believe should have been asked to leave)

2282 raising pay for support staff!!!!!

2284 Teacher and staff morale

2285 Not enough staff/ too many vacancies
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2287 Safety and rights of LQBTQ children and staff

2288 not organized

2289 Administration has no classroom experience

2293 Dealing with DeSantis political moves to get votes

2294 Parent Involvement for Tier 2 & 3 Schools

2295 Divided communities

2298 Moms for liberty

2299 Make decition based on political belief and are not very aceping of people
outside of their belief.

2300 Not enough district behavioral support (ie: behavioral specialists) given to
lower performing schools leaving them to continue to decline in safety and
quality of education.

2302 discipline

2303 disorganization about curriculum planning across subjects

2305 Lack of motivation

2306 Inclusion and equality for all. Separate church and state.

2307 Retaining teachers

2308 State government that holds budgets hostage unless its crazy demands are
met.

2310 Kids bad behavior

2311 Student discipline

2312 lack of knowledge for SWD

2314 The hateful rhetoric of adults towards transgender kids.

2315 Religious interference

2316 Bullying, drug use, violence among students

2318 equity in admin leadership
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2319 too political

2322 Lack of parental involvement at underperforming schools. This is not the
teaches faults.

2323 Discipline

2324 Lack of funding

2329 Maintaining educational fairness and equality in the face of many wanting to
"prettyfy" history

2332 staffing

2333 State unwilling to support diversity

2336 Improving teacher pay—teachers are sorely underpaid

2338 Trauma training

2339 District size is very big- a lot of schools over large area

2340 teaching of life skills - basic financial skills

2341 Staff's pay

2342 Political distractions

2343 State led culture wars that include book bans and omitting history

2344 Book banning

2346 Ridiculous restrictions from the state

2347 Holding a standard of transparency at all levels

2349 Educational and Behavior help for students in need, even without an IEP

2350 DISCIPLINE

2351 The Florida Parental Rights in Education Act

2352 unorganized

2353 Low teacher morale

2354 Acceptance
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2356 Educate the detractors, learn what triggers them

2357 Teacher Pay

2358 Support staff

2359 Providing adequate support staff for ESE population

2360 becuase

2361 teachers are not listened to

2362 quality teacher retention and new hires

2363 Need smaller class sizes

2364 Transportation

2366 Leadership

2367 Unwillingness to hold district personnel accountable

2369 The push to limiting course availability (ex AP African American studies),
restricting access to books

2370 Support for teachers dealing with disruptive students

2371 Inclusiveness

2374 retaining good teachers

2376 pockets of inequality

2377 higfwh

2379 Cell phone use at school

2381 Advancement

2383 Two ineffective school board members: Susin and JJ

2384 Indoctrination of students

2385 Stephanie Soliven's lies

2388 resources for children with learning disabilities
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2390 Choosing sides

2391 Different cultures

2393 Earning and maintaining respect from parents and the community

2394 Hard time talk to people

2395 Our community

2397 Apathy from adults

2398 Staff retention

2403 Attitude

2411 Discrimination for LGBYT+ populations and lower socioeconomic
communities particularly minorities.

2412 Keeping staff

2413 Maintaining qualified, quality teachers

2414 A huge challenge seems to be fighting the political climate. Don't back down.
Do what is morally correct and acceptable for minors. School should be a
safe place from anything they are encountering at home but for some
families the home is much safer than schools climate. The agenda that
should be pushed on our kids is one of decency and the family unit being
seen as something to aspire to, and abstinence.

2415 Rewarding teacher years

2416 censorship by noneducators

2417 BPS ousted a long time highly capable Superintendent, one whose
experience is possibly more significant that all 5 Board members combined.
While he wasn't perfect, the decision to do so wasn't done with the
educational well-being of our kids in mind..

2421 Woke ideology

2422 not doing what's best for average student

2423 Teachers are still teaching to a test versus teaching children to critically
think.

2424 Moms for Liberty
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2425 Lack of kindness from the board

2426 Discrimination against people of color & LGTBQ+community

2428 School board are acting with politics as their motivator, not student safety
or achievement

2431 Employee Moral

2432 Mental health in students

2437 Faculty Retenion

2438 Failure to support inclusivity and diversity among students, creating an
environment of fear, division and ignorance

2439 Political interence

2440 Homophobia

2441 teacher pay

2442 Lack of proactive planning

2444 previous board members power hungry

2448 lack of discipline

2450 Safety for all

2454 Student Discipline

2458 cell phone distractions in classrooms

2459 Teacher morale

2461 facility maintenance

2463 employment

2465 Unfulfilled positions

2466 educational leadership focused on sports.

2472 Minorities are being targeted by leaders and students

2478 Old buildings
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2483 Child Centered

2484 Balance of school board

2486 Salaries

2488 The "district" punishes schools rather than supporting them regarding
parents and student ESE needs/ and student discipline

2489 bill

2490 Community poverty

2493 good ole boy club

2495 Pay

2496 tecthers

2497 each school have seperate culture, leaderships needs to make one culture

2498 Discipline - too many kids getting away with too much

2500 Fights

2501 The Pacing guide is not appropriate for all school...especially low performing
schools.

2503 Strength 2

2505 teachers and staff that are unhappy and just receiving a paycheck

2506 Staff turnover

2508 performance

2509 Filling staff and employee vacancies

2510 Quality Faculty Shortage

2512 technoligy

2514 Offering STEAM programs

2515 Teacher shortage

2516 lack of staff
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2518 Discipline

2523 Focusing on non-academic issues

2524 Failure to follow discipline set forth by board policy in the schools

2529 teacher retention/reruiting

2531 Bullying

2532 Safety

2535 Lower performing schools feeling like they don't matter

2536 Push for Charter or vouchers negating the role and importance of public
education

2537 Lack of parent involvement

2538 Moms for Liberty

2540 Lack of freedom in the classroom - teachers need to be able to teach

2541 A dirty of empathy & compassion

2542 Control by those not in the education field

2543 Parents

2544 Lax discpline

2546 poor organization

2548 Negative impact of social media

2549 Parents rights

2550 The state's stand on equally educating those children who have gender
identity issues.

2552 incredibly strict school policies that suffocate students abilities to learn

2553 Staff not being motivated to help every student

2554 Dealing with moms for liberty

2555 Safety for students and faculty
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2556 Teachers not paid enough

2557 no common ground

2559 Student behavior

2560 Lack of inquiry

2561 students disrespect to staff

2564 Fair treatment for minority students, particularly the black community

2565 Targeting teachers

2567 Educational professionals are giving in to ultra conservative interests and
people who have no educational experience.

2569 Teacher and staff salaries

2570 Lack of facilities/ ex in most schools our sports programs and clubs are left
to fight over one gym space which leaves teams having to find places to
practice that are off campus creating safety hazards

2573 Better pay for teachers

2574 Fighting for inclusive attitudes, despite the horrific pressure from the state.
New teachers, who most need their jobs, are especially vulnerable.

2575 Focusing on non issues

2576 security

2577 Needs more STEM.

2578 Student disrespect and apathy

2579 Divided school board.

2580 Retention of teachers

2581 overzealous parental groups

2583 fairness

2584 textbooks - The district adopts "one size fits all" textbooks that do not meet
the needs of high achieving, college prep students. This is especially true in
English and Social Studies. S
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2585 Morale of students

2586 jack of all trades leading to strain

2587 Budget

2588 Demise of the family unit and ethical moral compas of families

2589 Moms for Liberty

2591 teachers are not paid enough

2592 Moms for Liberty

2596 Teacher retention with higher pay

2599 Lack of effective mental health practices

2600 Staff retention

2603 Administration and educators that hide student issues from the parents

2607 Religion

2609 student behavior

2610 Facility wear and tear

2611 Lack of support for the teachers

2614 Teacher turnover

2615 Keeping teachers who are good at their jobs with insufficient compensation
and overbearing ever changing rules.

2616 Better pay for educators in classrooms

2617 Discipline

2618 Discipline

2619 Rapid growth

2620 Failure to fund all subjects including activity and electives

2622 Trying to push politically motivated crt and equality issues in the curriculum
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2623 Two

2624 Two

2625 Lack of teacher pay

2626 Dual enrollment can really mess kids up. Online classes have been
disastrous. Out of order topics. Locked out of work. No idea what you got
wrong on test. Unresponsive professors.

2630 Providing a bipartisan education and not leading toward one political faction
for students

2632 Parent teacher relationships/communication

2633 Lazy teachers

2634 People who care more about the GOP base than students

2635 Low pay for teachers

2636 Gender ideology- problem solvers not cultural followers

2638 Lack of a moral code.

2639 "Kids rule" attitude

2640 Spending priorities

2642 Teacher shortage

2643 No proper accountability

2648 Recruiting quality young teachers who will stay

2651 Public perception

2653 Drugs

2654 Patience

2658 Funding

2659 Lack of support to meet students IEP's as per IDEA

2660 Administrators Not Listening to Teachers
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2662 Better healthcare

2663 Linking the district with the local sheriff will end badly

2666 Discipline

2667 Paying staff enough

2672 Budget and finances

2673 Uneven distribution of resources

2674 Facilities

2675 Uninvolved parents that fight against the school rather than work with the
school.

2676 Students who need discipline

2677 Close minded parents/citizens

2678 The average school grades are bad

2680 pay

2683 Lost morals & ethics along with common sense among staff, students,
curricula, reading materials and resources.

2684 Find a way to improve school discipline.

2688 Local and state regulations are tightening the grip on the creativity that
teachers have within their classrooms. Last year the district lost one of the
most amazing teachers to a charter school because she was unable to have
the creativity and innovation that our children need especially post
pandemic. Moreover, she lacked support from her administration. The
district will continue to lose exemplary teachers if these practices don't
change. In closing, retention will become an issue and it will have a domino
effect on student performance.

2690 Book banning

2691 Teacher Shortage

2692 Staff retention

2693 Too much inline with Gov Desantis. Too quick to dismiss National Gov
experts on COVID recommendations.
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2695 Mismanagement of funds

2696 Turning classrooms back into rich classical learning environments.

2697 respect of staff from students

2700 Allocating resources to meet the educational needs of all students, across
the range of abilities and economic backgrounds

2703 "Wokeness"

2705 DeSantis is the 3rd worst

2707 Diversity and inclusion

2708 School budges in low economic issues. Teachers not having enough supplies

2709 School staff disloyalties to parents

2710 Failure to engage the strengths and vulnerabilities of an increasing
population of socioeconomically disadvantaged families and students

2713 Weed out the dead weight at district level.

2714 No study of real diversity

2715 behavior problems

2716 Covid education losses especially on younger ages

2718 teacher retention

2719 don't

2720 Drug Abuse

2722 leaders that have been out of the classroom for too long

2723 Rumors

2726 Lower achievement schools

2727 Banning books

2728 Bloated incompetent bureaucracy at Viera

2734 disrespect
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2736 Anti-White racism

2739 underpaid QUALITY teachers

2743 Costs

2744 Accountability of parents

2745 Teachers hands tied to what they can do for discipline

2746 opportunities

2747 Susin

2750 upkeep of older facilities

2751 None

2753 Moms for liberty

2754 Book Banning and impeding our rights to read a diversified content through
school resources.

2756 Diversity

2762 Teacher/ staff moral and pay

2763 Teacher/Staff Morale and Pay

2766 drugs/alcohol

2771 Political agendas in schools

2774 getting stuck on an question

2775 Students behavior

2778 teacher shortage

2780 Book banning

2781 vocational track for those not interested in college

2783 Diversity Equity and Inclusion

2786 population growth
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2788 Utilizing community resources rather than strict enforcement

2791 budget constraints

2793 Not being woke

2794 Disrespect if professional clinicians/teachers

2795 homophobia

2797 The LGBTQ+ Guidance going too far & parents upset, pulling kids

2798 transgender students in school bathrooms

2800 disipline

2801 unrealistic expectations

2802 Staff retention

2803 Banning Books

2804 teachers not feeling respected or supported

2806 Really listening to support staff not just faculty

2808 loss of great veteran teachers

2811 POLITICS! Sheriff Wayne Ivy

2813 Low teacher pay/ teacher flight

2816 Not enough emphasis on college bound education vs. just getting out of
high-school. Need higher standard of our role as educators

2817 x

2818 Lack of parent participation in some areas

2820 principles

2822 Underpaid staff from the teacher level down

2824 School safety

2826 Intersectionality
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2827 staff whose agenda is not positive

2828 Keeping political republican fascist agendas out of school

2830 Safety of buildings

2832 Racism and homophobia

2833 Moms for Liberty

2834 pay

2837 Listens to loudest, most conservative voices, including politicians and sheriff

2838 underpaid support staff

2840 The "Rights" of some and not all.

2841 Hiring Passionate teachers

2842 Help the disability of students

2843 Retaining teachers

2846 security at central Middle

2847 House pricing locally.

2848 Student accountability

2850 Education legality

2851 Loss of revenue to vouchers and charter schools

2856 lack of trust between levels of authority

2857 Teacher retention

2859 conservative activism

2860 student fighting

2861 Inadequate funding

2863 low pay for teachers
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2867 Three people of the school board that are lacking the ability to make
changes for the good for this district.

2869 inexperienced faculty and staff

2873 inclusive community/environment

2874 Taking away parenting from children by trying to exclude parents in
decisions that involve their own children.

2875 Low scoring schools need more help

2876 Engaging more students in after school activities

2877 Mom's for Liberty and other racist groups

2878 Staff benefits should be more affordable

2880 discipline

2881 Cell phones in schools

2882 Low morale

2883 The fact that you can't attract talent in the environment our school system
has. If memory serves me correctly, you started the year with a deficit of
teachers.

2884 Teacher treatment

2885 School board taken over by members with a conservative political agenda

2888 gender

2890 Financial support and appreciation of teachers

2891 teacher resignations

2892 Reduce Meal Program Fraud

2894 Performance gaps in reading and math between socio-economic groups, and
the Covid-related gaps in learning for all groups.

2895 Cell Phones

2897 Behavior policies that are either not followed or overlooked due to statistics
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2898 High School Programs

2901 Adequate pay

2903 Politicized school board,

2904 lack of equity

2905 discipline of students

2907 Bus routes

2908 Poor role models of board members and parents

2909 Maintaining standards

2910 Disparity in academic achievement

2914 Salaries

2915 Need for more technical skill education

2916 Programs after school

2917 School safety

2920 The allocation of funds is clearly unfair. While Viera high school has the best
of everything, Palm Bay High is lacking in funding

2921 Firing of a strong superintendent that will make hiring a good replacement
difficult because we are seen as a district with a dysfunctional school board

2922 Leadership issues from the top down - we are top heavy but no one is held
accountable which is leading to increased discipline issues and increased
staffing shortages.

2923 Our present legislature

2927 Lack of community support

2928 Intractable opinions of board members

2929 Equity, not equal but giving what is necessary to a deficit from those with
extra

2930 Facilities are old and disgusting
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2931 Stigma against neodivergent individuals by students

2933 Teacher shortage/retention

2935 Teamwork

2936 Flexibility

2937 Student behavior

2939 Retaining teachers who love teaching students as first priority.

2940 secondary inclusion

2941 School security

2942 Protecting kids from Woke and CRT agendas

2943 Schools need upgrading

2947 censorship of literature

2950 Tuning out the loud voices with regressive agendas that harm minority and
vulnerable communities.

2951 Teacher play

2953 Budgeting

2954 Staff morale

2956 Inequitable Funding

2958 Moral of the teachers

2961 School board members with clear agendas to weaken schools' ability to
teach and ban books

2964 Discipline

2965 Parent accountability

2968 Student behavior

2969 Discipline of Students

2971 Restricting Teachers
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2974 Better insurance for staff and employees

2979 helping with certification

2980 Holding students accountable for their actions

2984 Bad Student's behaviors

2988 low teacher pay/turnover

2990 Community 8nvolvement

2992 Compliance issues with ESE population

2993 MAGA moms

2996 To facility the teachers certification for foreign teachers

2997 Florida DOE

3003 Removing books

3005 Student attitudes and behaviors

3006 The thwarting of diversity

3009 Staff shortages

3010 Security

3013 Political influence

3015 Equitable pay for teachers and staff

3016 Serving ALL children equally

3018 Teachers and staff who have longevity being paid only a little bit more than
new personnel is a big issue.

3020 Stop making news with political agendas. Discipline issues are coming from
ESE/IEP students not being placed correctly or punished correctly.

3023 Attempting to exclude history

3024 Morale

3026 Allows sex offenders to work in their schools
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3028 Hiring teachers that want to teach not indoctrinate

3030 Lack of Parent Involvement

3031 lack of discipline

3032 Wasting money fighting parents rights to protect their children's freedom

3033 The administrative staff within that was and is an integral part of the past
and present problems.

3034 Lack of EBD classes, and slowness with which problem students are eligible

3035 Florida political leadership

3036 teacher salary

3038 moral

3040 Leave children behind - to civil rights violation

3041 Constant cuts to funding

3043 Student behavior

3044 security in schools

3045 retention of teachers

3047 insufficient funding

3049 School safety as well as teacher safety

3050 Fiscal

3051 Lack of respect for teaches demonstrated by low pay and government and
community disparaging comments

3052 Updating white fleet

3053 Valuing teacher experience and input on core decisions

3056 The current leadership

3057 mothers for liberty

3059 discipline
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3062 Education only ... Stay in your lane

3063 Directives to dumb down education, such as the rejection of the AP African
Studies course--we need to teach real history with all its warts.

3064 Lack of diversity training and overstepping boundaries of personal "politics"
and religion in a secular school system

3065 Lack of engaging curriculum

3066 Covid academic impact

3070 Lack of consideration for families when building school calendar

3073 Shop around for better health insurance plans for employees

3074 Parents are catered to when students are in need of discipline and the
message for students is not properly sent about their behavior.

3075 Discipline in schools

3076 Dead weight - ineffective teachers still getting paid

3079 Zoning- The way some of our schools are zoned creates a situation where
some schools have an overwhelming number of impoverished students,
which makes a no win situation for students and staff

3083 Parental involvement

3086 staff grievances

3087 The challenge of thinking outside the box and thinking of the students who
want to learn instead of focusing on how if the disruptive students are out of
class due to bahavior how they are not learning because they are out of
class.

3088 Attendance

3090 low trust in teachers to do their job

3092 Collaboration with Teachers

3095 transparency

3096 Teacher Retention

3097 lack of support for teachers
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3098 North area lacking resources for high achieving students

3099 Transparency in budget

3100 Unqualified and unsympathetic board

3102 Support

3103 Salary

3104 Student Discipline

3105 providing support for teachers in the classroom through strong discipline
policies.

3107 lack of knowing demographic and community. We have indigenous native
south americans as parents. Their children cannot communicate in spanish in
written form.

3109 Academic Integrity

3111 Student Behavior

3112 Discipline

3114 Finances (teacher pay)

3115 Too much testing being required by the District office

3117 Teacher shortage

3120 ESE Processes/Procedures

3121 Enforcement of Discipline

3122 Support teachers with strong disciplinary policies

3123 Employee Morale

3124 Debt Management

3127 Discipline

3128 This makes me want to homeschool my children.

3129 Dealing with a diverse community
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3131 School Nurse salaries

3134 Lack of pay

3136 Behavior policies.

3138 have more training.

3139 School Board member agenda and connections to local politicians

3140 teachers not being listened to

3141 Politics

3142 Mismanagement/misuse/misallocation of funding

3143 payroll

3144 banning books

3145 Supporting Collaborative Change

3146 out of touch district personnel

3147 Discipline Procedures

3148 discipline

3150 Too much outside noise from non educators.

3152 Support staff inclusion

3153 Staffing shortages

3154 Discipline

3155 Increasing teacher morale, getting teachers excited about their jobs again

3156 Finances

3159 Facilities not equitably maintained

3160 staff retention

3162 morale

3163 Liberal ideology sowers
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3164 Uncontrolled behaviors of students

3166 Safety

3168 Compensation

3173 Hate Speech

3174 Losing students to charter schools and alternative learning programs

3175 Behavior

3176 Uncertainty

3178 student achievement has gone down

3179 Civility with those that disagree

3180 pay increase

3181 Staff morale

3183 Lack of positive relationships

3185 Current state political administration

3186 Discipline policy

3187 Finding a way to deal fairly with discipline issues of students and parents
towards teachers

3190 Retention

3191 Teachers teach 6 classes instead of 5

3193 Campus Safety

3194 discipline

3195 teacher and staff salaries

3196 bending to the will of the minority

3197 Teachers opinions need to be valued more on the district level.

3198 Lack of good public transportation
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3200 teacher/staff morale

3201 Unbalanced power toward the political right

3202 Dealing with behaviors in a thoughtful and successful manner

3204 Moral of employees due to student behaviors

3206 too much testing

3207 Discipline

3208 Poor communication between admin and teachers/staff

3209 More support for Exceptional Student Education

3210 Teacher pay

3211 fighting against limited learning resources by extreme interest groups

3212 differentiation

3217 Disruptive parents

3220 Size

3221 leadership

3225 dishonesty or vague half-truths

3228 school board chair focused on his own political aspirations

3229 School Board dysfunction

3230 The Board cares more about politics than the school system

3233 Low pay compared to many other districts

3234 leaders that have been out of the classroom for too long

3238 Staff shortages

3240 establish safe culture for minority and marginalized groups

3242 Not enough staff/substitutes

3244 Transparency
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3247 Student behavior

3248 Safety - all areas

3249 Discipline

3250 Policies that are noninclusivr

3255 Equity

3256 One-sided Board Members

3259 Pay

3260 teacher morale

3262 Poor Teacher Pay

3263 disconnection between the schools and families

3264 New Teacher support at the school level

3266 Board of Educarion

3268 Student accountability

3269 teacher/admin. morale

3270 unmotivated employees

3271 Narrow thinking

3272 teacher shortage

3273 not talking or taking ownership on big/key issues

3274 shrinking enrollment

3277 Sheriff should not be involved in education

3279 Disengaged Parents

3280 Added requirements beyond state and nation

3281 Lack of school and teacher funding

3282 Teacher burnout
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3283 District has become partisan and does not represent the whole of the
county.

3284 Unmotivated staff

3285 staff morale

3286 New bus shop

3287 Too many students in some schools

3289 Student Behavior

3290 Weeding out Critical Race theorists

3291 circumventing state mandates that do not promote educational achievement

3293 Banning Books

3297 Keeping politics out of the classroom

3298 Respect for teachers

3299 Budget and financial constrain

3300 Collaborating, Communication, Equality

3301 teacher morale/shortage

3303 An outsized emphasis on strict punishment as a solution for behavioral
problems

3304 Failure to hold students accountable for their behavior

3305 RECRUITMENT

3306 departments work independently and not collaboratively

3307 Communication

3308 fsa

3309 Limited teacher resources

3310 A school board that does not support diverse staffs or student bodies

3312 accountability
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3313 elWFDVADSFVA

3316 lack of discipline

3317 too much power by right-wingers

3318 Providing a good education when there are very limited resources teachers
can use.

3321 Responsibility

3322 Communication

3325 Use of new Technology

3328 Funding

3331 Student behavior

3332 Discipline

3333 Disrespectful wages towards skilled employees

3335 Discipline and behavior.

3336 School Campus Security

3337 staff shortages

3338 Sheriff

3339 Dealing w different school & community sizes equally

3340 Poor Moral due to Pay

3342 honesty-stop supporting the good boy group and hindering others from
success

3344 pushing an agenda of hiding information from parents about their child's
concerns when it pertains to identity and conflict

3345 Low salary for all staff

3346 Behavior

3347 discipline
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3348 Teacher shortage

3350 Teacher retention

3351 Motivation

3352 DEI/ESG - Find a way to teach inclusivity in a way that does not weaken or
victimize kids

3353 not caring about the years of service.

3354 keeping good repair staff

3355 Funding Programs not used.

3357 graduation percentages

3359 Staff shortage

3360 Woke Agendas

3361 safety in school

3362 Organizational Structure

3363 Focus on academics over real world development when academic
achievement has little bearing on success as an adult. Kids are not prepared
for the world but are really good at standardized tests.

3365 Not enough common sense

3366 Parent Involvement

3367 finances

3368 Negligence to issues that are happening right in front of them

3369 Salaries

3370 racism

3372 Not enough accountability on students and parents/guardians

3374 Funding

3375 Need to improve technology
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3377 Enforcement of discipline

3379 EQUALITY

3381 lack of parent support

3382 lack of school board backing

3384 Creating a safe environment

3387 administration support

3388 STEM performance

3389 Politics controlling decisions

3390 Parent behavior

3391 lack of organization and communication at district level

3393 the current school board

3396 Discipline

3398 Leaders playing politics instead of doing their best for the students

3401 lack of pay and compensation for non instructional staff memebers

3402 lack of leadership in facing public perception of school issues

3403 Teaching to a test

3405 stress

3406 lottery unfair

3408 dress code

3409 Interference from the State level

3410 Lack of support for diversity

3411 County sheriff

3412 Learning Losses due to COVID-19

3413 unequal distribution of finances and other resources
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3414 my

3416 equality

3417 Administration NOT talking to staff to get input BEFORE making changes

3418 School grounds are awful looking looking

3422 932u

3423 not enough social workers for schools

3424 The low brow, low information, narrow-and small-minded mentality from
outside forces permeating the community and school board making policy.

3425 Racism

3426 Student behavior challenges

3427 Keeping and recruiting great teachers

3429 Employee Turnover

3430 Student discipline

3433 salary

3435 academic freedom

3436 Student Discipline

3440 unfilled staff positions

3441 discipline of bad behavior students

3443 Morale

3444 Educational diversity

3445 Low teacher morale

3446 Parent Support

3448 Student discipline in classrooms some teachers have poor control

3449 Student Discipline
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3450 Be a leader we can be proud of

3451 Low pay

3452 Teacher pay

3456 redundancy in paperwork

3457 TEACHER PAY

3458 academic integrity

3459 Consistency with policies

3460 Recruitment and retention

3461 Wokeness

3463 pay

3464 social emotional

3465 Getting parents involved with their children

3466 avoid woke/crt infiltration

3470 Quality teacher recruitment and retention

3471 Drug use

3472 Fleet vehicle replacement(s)

3473 lack of inclusion

3474 Student engagement

3475 Use of the Reading Coach for all areas accept helping teachers with reading.

3476 Classroom size

3479 Improved discipline at schools without a nonsense announcement from a
prison.

3480 Schools are not racially diverse in a way that aligns with the racial make-up
of the community. Doing so would assist in interpersonal understanding and
respect.
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3482 Willingness to leave low income students behind in affluent schools

3483 salary

3486 Staff Retention

3487 Lack of follow through in student disciplinary matters

3488 poor test scores

3489 ESE students disrupting learning environment

3490 MoRon DeSatan

3491 Loss of teachers and staff

3493 retaining excellent teachers

3494 O

3495 Not prioritizing keeping great teachers

3497 Failure to protect minorities

3499 Equity between schools

3500 having enough teachers and support staff for each school

3502 Hidden agendas of school boards members

3504 Teacher shortages

3505 The ability to be honest at the top/on the board, and to learn how to work
together better to find consensus and compromise to serve all

3506 Unruly kids

3507 The inability to back up and give our teachers and staff the tools the need to
remove children who are behavioral and physically abusive to staff and
children after years or reporting

3508 Participation

3510 Stop brainwashing children with political opinions of the woke agenda.

3512 Matt Susin
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3513 Supporting school needs (supplies, extra volunteers, etc)

3515

3516 Efforts to ban books

3518 Maintaining

3520 Unqualified community members imposing their beliefs on curriculum and
teachers

3523 Not learning from the best performing schools

3524 Lack of true choice to help parents escape poorly preforming schools

3525 Respect shown to parents

3526 Putting the money where the students are served directly

3527 Outside meddling in our process

3530 Oversight

3536 Overpoliticized board

3538 Very disappointed in loss of power hour and study times for students

3539 Very little discipline enforced

3540 Shielding students and faculty from hyperpartisan politics

3542 Lack of accountability with job performance

3543 secretive LGBT groomer clubs

3545 Children are children teach them basics to succeed in the future

3546 Discipline

3549 Political Interference with teaching, curriculum, local building administration

3551 Technology

3552 No encouragement

3554 Poor maintenance
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3555 Keeping good teachers

3556 Lack of communication regarding facility problems

3557 Administration listening to teachers

3559 Unruly classrooms

3560 Funding

3561 Lack of priorities for schools to be consistent in offering instruction and/or
extracurricular opportunities to learn more about STEM. For example, some
schools offer Lego Robotics and some don't.

3564 Divisiveness during board decision making

3565 Wayne Ivey's outsized influence

3566 Hiring & Retaining staff due to low salaries and the inability to go outside of
State rules and regulations to financially reward exceptional staff

3569 staff not caring

3570 inclusion -out of control

3572 Banning of federally approved books

3574 Illegal state oversight into what is taught in the classroom.

3576 Politics

3577 Handling disrespectful students

3580 Politically motivated school board members

3584 School Board Chair

3587 School Board is being pressured and controlled by "Moms for Liberty".

3588 Previous leadership

3589 Special needs

3590 Legislators and many members of the school board buying into fanatical
narrative to dismantle public education.

3591 Not recognizing minority viewpoints in the community
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3593 Lack of of enough Vocational technical programs

3596 lack of inclusivity

3598 Lunch meals (too much food waste)

3599 Wage compression

3600 Too much technology in the classroom

3601 Overall lack of development opportunities for Voc. Ed for kids not on college /
academic

3603 Evolving skill sets required for the workforce: need to adapt curriculum

3604 all schools using the same rules for both faculty, staff and students

3605 Lack of teacher pay, resources, support staff for underfunded students, lack
of modernly educated special needs teachers and support staff.

3607 Staffing shortages

3608 finding a way to treat assistant principals in a more respectful manner and
realize they have much to offer

3609 Adult ed for technical careers

3610 Book banning

3611 allowing outside influences such as moms for liberty or political persons /
orgs impacting education that does not take into account ALL students and
serving ALL students

3614 Clarity and consistency ofcommunication

3620 School Beard Chair

3621 The lack of understanding the importance of childhood programs

3623 School board members who want to be politicians instead of focused on
teacher and student needs

3624 Not considering what is best for kids, only budget.

3625 restrictions from State

3628 Ron DeathSantis' discriminatory attitude against minority groups
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3629 Weak to little consequence for student disruption

3630 Integrity

3631 Ridiculous views of Board Chair and new School Board memebers

3632 Supervisors don't care

3633 Recognition (and pay) for our high quality veteran teachers that are the
backbones of so many schools

3634 LGBTQ agenda

3636 Racial Bias

3637 Cut medical and dental insurance costs

3638 School board members that don't get along and show it at meetings

3640 student discipline/plan of action

3642 Timely process for hiring

3643 violence in schools

3644 Bigots

3646 Parent involvement

3651 supporting the diverse needs of the different communities

3655 Lack of respect for veteran teachers

3656 Inclusivity in its purest sense

3657 Achievement gaps for students

3659 Discipline of students

3661 Get desantis out and you would have a much better chance of retaining good
teachers

3663 Having more electives that can help students in the real world

3664 Uninvolved parents

3668 Diversity
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3669 Wide variety of student needs

3670 Discipline! There is none. Oh, it's on paper, but nothing is changing. Teachers
have nothing they can use as a consequence. If you reward bad behavior, you
get more of it.

3671 Balancing financial resources among schools

3672 Principals understanding of ESE compliance

3673 Stop discriminating against LGBTQ students

3674 Discipline of students

3675 not listening to the majority

3676 Educator attrition

3678 Minimum $60,000++ pay needed. This needs to be the new floor.

3679 Moral

3681 inadequate budgets

3683 So much drama

3686 Staff Retention

3689 Trying to educate students in the current environment of racism and
censorship

3690 Safety of the staff

3691 Mental Health (Long wait list at counseling agencies for students to see
someone)

3693 Willingness to set aside political affiliation in order to better serve the
students

3695 to many upper management

3696 Having zero tolerance for students who put other students safety, wellbeing
and academic success at risk

3697 New state laws impacting teachers
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3704 Communication about educational resources at primary schools needs to
improve

3706 Stand up to harmful political policies like book banning

3709 not enough teachers and staff

3710 Student performance

3712 low stating pay across all support staff positions school and district
locations

3715 Moms of liberty

3719 Dealing with discipline issues

3720 Matt Susin

3721 food quality

3722 lack of student disciplining based on each student's issue

3723 Environment that lends toward teacher burnout

3724 Lack of high quality administrators and faculty

3726 Pay

3729 IA pay

3730 board decisions with no plans in place

3733 board needs to model better behavior.

3734 community connections

3735 Discipline od students

3737 at school board, it appears that everyone does not have an equal voice

3738 Divisiveness at state level

3739 Teacher shortage

3741 Diverse staff

3743 Keeping them safe
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3744 Need more support for EDI program

3746 Racism

3747 Safety

3748 Gene Trent

3750 Teacher and staff morale in the toilet.

3753 Staff Development

3754 Change culture for teachers to want to facilitate an enjoyable learning
experience for students

3755 Safety

3757 Student discipline

3758 Low salaries for all positions

3760 Not enough pay to teachers and staff

3763 pay

3766 increasing all teacher salaries

3768 Teacher qualifications

3769 Too much testing

3771 teacher shortages

3773 Funding

3774 Teacher Retention

3775 Teacher loss

3777 spending/taking money from areas that are not necessary

3778 Teacher/student inappropriate or sexual relationships.

3780 Racial identity

3781 Education
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3782 staff shortages not necessarily due to student behavior but to treatment by
admins and extremely larges caseloads among ese staff

3783 teacher pay

3784 Behavior issues not related to cell phone use.

3789 roblox

3791 Hasty and unnecessary removal of books from classrooms

3794 Lack of Morals

3795 Losing teachers

3796 Diversity

3799 recognizing the hard work that teachers do (behind the scenes)

3800 Student and Parent accountability

3801 Discrimination of minorities including people of color and LGBTQ+ students

3802 Politics

3807 Loss of arts (music, painting, modeling, etc) at schools that cannot afford it
or have the parent financial backing to support it.

3808 School board

3809 Listening to ALL opinions, not just small self interest groups who make the
most noise

3812 policies and procedures

3814 staff that fin themselves to be better than anyone

3815 Student Discipline

3817 Students suffer as a result of administrative decisions which have nothing to
do with learning

3818 lack of care from the teachers

3819 split resources in high schools

3820 incompetence in leadership
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3821 Lack of support from leadership (school level)

3823 Truancy

3824 We are not meeting the needs of a growingly diverse population (i.e. ELL's
and minority groups)

3831 Call

3834 homework

3836 Idk

3838 Depression

3839 work

3840 Poor Students

3842 d

3843 Accountability

3848 Low pay for teachers and support staff

3849 diversity

3851 Lack of diversity in staff

3854 Accountability

3855 Conservative ideology dictating decisions.

3856 Low pay

3857 teachers who are burnt out and can't handle verbal and physical abuse from
students

3859 student discipline

3861 Diversity

3863 Giving parents too much power ver things they know nothing about

3866 Teacher autonomy

3867 Lack of focus on academic rigor
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3868 Manipulation of policies to fit a principals own agenda or opinion and
parents being ignored, avoided, reassigned to speak to someone else or
gaslighted

3869 low pay

3873 ignorance

3874 Low teacher and employee moral

3875 Ineffective use of technology

3876 Two

3878 Too much work given all at once. Projects, book reports, and homework
weekly.

3879 Uneven support for lower income schools

3880 low performing students holding back high performing students

3881 communication about changes at school

3882 Lack of teacher, especially ESE

3884 student behaviors

3885 Enforcement of student dress code

3887 Low support staff pay.

3889 more fair and equitable distribution of funds to all schools in the district in
relation to facilities, materials, etc; old schools need to be brought up to
date

3894 Special needs students are overlooked.

3897 Charter schools (especially VCS) are not reporting incident reports to the
district, students are on computers 2/3 of the day for data collection and that
coveted A+ status. VCS and other charter schools need to be thoroughly
audited and held accountable.

3898 Budget

3901 Lack of trust in teachers to be subject matter experts and make decisions for
students
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3902 Budget for programs like science, arts, music

3903 Administrators who don't understand what today's classroom is like.

3904 Minimum admin ready to step into top district leadership roles

3906 ESE Programs - Not enough to adequately address the varied needs of our
ESE students

3907 high turnover

3910 Prosperity

3911 Leadership staff

3912 Lack of autonomy for teachers - the district is trying to control every aspect
of our instruction - we fell like robots and the kids hate it too.

3913 Consistent funding; new schools get new stuff while the older schools get no
assistance unless they fundraise themselves

3914 Teacher shortage

3915 wages

3918 political division

3919 student discipline

3921 low teacher pay for teachers that have stayed with Brevard co public schools

3922 Excessive amount of assements

3924 Managing a balanced budget , keeping excellent healthcare, with costs down
.

3925 False flag agendas assaulting the district

3926 Focus only on graduation, not creating students who will perform with
excellence post graduation

3929 Adhering to security protocols

3931 MAGA Parents

3933 Dishonest school board members
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3935 Drug influenced Homelessness

3936 student discipline

3937 equitability between Districts (North ares versus South or Central areas

3938 Desantos ridiculous plans for education

3940 Parent Involvement

3943 Staff shortages

3944 Some schools are outdated like Viera. Doesn't even have a proper auditorium
and no swimming pool for swimmers.

3946 Church of all nations

3947 Student behavior

3948 Resources

3949 Lack of bus drivers due to unruly students

3950 Ethics

3952 Using DATA, not rhetoric to I.D. problems

3954 Lack of understanding for students' health

3955 Woke ideology

3956 Low morale

3957 Open campuses and lax truancy/attendance rules

3958 Who is the customer?

3959 Safety of teachers/ respect teachers

3961 Politics running the school board.

3963 Inequality of funding throughout the district

3966 The politicization of education

3967 Viera High School needs a swimming pool
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3968 I believe we need more funding for our arts programs district wide

3969 Teacher to student relations.

3970 Keeping schools clean especially in kids restrooms

3971 Banning books

3972 Society divides/ social stigma of schools

3973 Positive District and School Cultures

3975 Teachers union

3976 lack of trust throughout the district

3981 Extremism

3982 Bring back discipline like the 1970s

3983 Students that run shit

3985 Like everywhere, administrative bloat and divisive forced initiatives

3986 Build a second high school

3987 declining test scores

3989 Not following state regulations

3990 Morality of students at school

3994 Under performing schools

3995 classroom disruptions - loss of power hour

3997 Parents running the show

3999 Staffing

4000 lack of teacher

4002 high-level academics

4003 growth

4004 equitability across schools
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4005 Empathy

4006 Broken Families impacting child development

4007 students get away with everything!

4008 lack of trade schools

4009 lack of follow through and research before implementation of

4011 Inconsistency

4012 Operations overall- equipment, staffing, upkeep and unwillingness to change

4014 Parent communication (with the exception of Viera High, they're great)

4015 Hhh

4016 School board politicizing issues

4018 Teacher and Admin Pay is low

4019 teacher pay/morale

4020 lack of diversity staff training

4021 diversity in leadership

4022 logistics of county

4023 Negative about teachers and students

4024 Pay needs to improve

4025 I don't know I am not an educator

4026 Discipline policies and help for students sitting in offices at schools all day

4027 retention of experienced staff

4029 Spends money on unnecessary things (the cafe or gym) rather then the
bathrooms or classrooms which could use it more

4030 Not enough growth in low performing schools

4031 Closing the academic achievement gaps between subgroups
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4034 parents controlling too much

4036 Admin not backing teachers who are dealing with poor discipline

4037 academic excellence

4040 Moms for "liberty" stacked school board

4041 titusville

4045 Curriculum

4047 Safety

4048 bad curriculum

4050 Lack of respect for leadership, teachers, and co-workers in general (leaders
mocking teachers, speaking down to administrators, leaders gossiping about
others)

4051 Irresponsible Board

4052 school budgeting

4053 Discipline

4055 salary increases

4057 fiscal irresponsibility

4060 Ron DeSantis

4062 advance level challenge classes for lower elementary student above grade
level

4063 Maintenance

4064 curriculum

4066 honesty

4067 Responsibility to teachers

4068 Curriculum - Take away books or history to serve a particular agenda is just
WRONG

4069 Fight against censorship
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4070 No discipline

4071 Moms for Liberty

4073 Teaching real history

4075 Insidious teachings that devolve a child's dignity, sense of worth, belief in
their capability, independence and innovation

4076 employee retention

4077 Pay for Support staff who has been with BPS VS someone just starting.

4078 Building conditions

4080 not enough teachers and staff

4081 Lack of parent volunteers

4082 student behavior

4084 getting kids and teachers intersted in going to school

4087 Unite together to serve the students

4090 Security

4091 High cost of benefits

4093 Getting Great Teachers

4097 caustic

4098 Diversity in books and thought

4100 B

4103 Teacher Shortage

4104 LGBTQ+ student protections

4107 Curriculum

4108 They are very political and let politics dictate decisions

4109 Conservative views of new board
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4110 Consistent Fair Discipline

4115 Bullying

4116 Implement neighboring/we are in this together

4117 student discipline issues

4119 Those students affecting good students

4121 Keeping parental involvement a priority

4122 Student Attitude

4129 Teacher staffing

4130 Discipline

4131 Underpaid & unappreciated staff which leads to poor learning environment

4133 leadership issues

4136 Staffing levels

4137 New technology to help students and parents with homework or school
activities New computer with the technology to help students with Learning
disabilities

4140 Must stand our ground on what parents will allow teachers to teach

4142 not listening to the teachers.

4143 Employee moral

4146 dad

4148 Too much focus of resources and facilities to just 2 schools such as
Westshore and Viera

4150 Disregard for community leaders, lack of collaboration, lack of transparency

4151 Training and development, particularly for those who are new to their roles.

4152 No

4153 Student accountability
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4155 Workforce salaries/quality staff retention

4156 Safety and Security

4157 Student's lack of respect for school property & staff

4159 Low staff

4161 Prejudice against minorities

4162 Better school break and summer camp options

4164 expecting all students to perform the same

4168 testing

4170 Foresight

4172 Disinterested/Disruptive Students

4174 Teacher Retention

4175 Lack of resources and supports for students. The district is continually
saying do more with less people.

4177 Lack of qualified teachers

4178 Inclusion

4180 People who protect pedos and look the other way

4181 Fighting

4182 Safety in schools

4184 Seeing decisions as "either or" vs let's all fins something we can live with

4185 Teachers' pay scale

4186 improper use of technology/phones

4187 fairness

4188 Politically charged School Board

4189 Efficient use of resources
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4190 2 weeks maternity leave is an embarrassment (dogs get 8 weeks like just
wow)

4194 Too much control by teachers union

4197 teacher support

4198 County so many miles in length, so not all areas have the same issues.

4199 Morale

4200 Hiring highly effective Teachers

4204 Lack of support from district to staff

4205 Disipline

4207 not enough outside support

4208 Recruiting and retaining high quality staff

4210 Behavior

4213 Lack of support of educators input

4216 Teachers functioning in parental roles

4218 Micromanagement

4220 Discipline

4221 Student Discipline

4224 Changing the RE tax cap to produce needed revenue

4226 staff retention

4227 Safe environment for staff in special needs classes

4228 Tutoring programs

4229 Book banning - absolutely ridiculous!

4230 Discipline

4231 Lack of new staff in all areas
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4232 Board of Educarion

4233 the anti-woke movement

4234 The issue of staff not punishing or investigating discrimination against
LGBT.

4235 budget

4236 keeping personnel due to stress of overworked & underpaid

4242 changes of curriculum

4243 bus behaviors and lack of staff

4244 Accountability

4246 To provide vocational classes to students that may not be college bound

4248 Healthcare

4250 Woke ideology

4251 Stepping up when necessary

4253 micromanaging

4256 transportation services

4257 Too much emphasis on testing instead of pursuit of learning

4258 High tech skills

4259 not enough staff certified in ESE

4260 Ineffective management

4262 Low adademic scores

4263 Hiring qualified personnel for all vacancies

4264 The condition of the facilities at many schools. Specifically beachside. Just
because the community has a higher income does not mean it should get
less funding for facilities and programs

4265 education budgets
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4266 Resisting state-enforced change

4267 Too many parent decisions made

4270 Curriculum lining up with the standards

4272 Parental Opportunities for engagement at levels beyond school site

4273 Parental over involvement

4274 Not teaching crt stuff, just the 3 R's

4275 retain teachers and staff

4276 Recruiting high quality teachers

4277 Lack of instrument education at the younger ages, 3rd and 4th grade and up

4280 appeasing parents and other stakeholders

4282 Teacher salaries

4283 unfairness

4286 There needs to be more accountability and integrity standards for staff of
bps.

4287 Lack of organized elementary activities/sports

4289 budget

4290 Student

4291 Equal punishment

4293 Some teachers

4295 lack of funds assigned for schools

4296 Diversity

4298 condition of schools

4300 Conflictos

4301 I think some ESF staff need to return to the classroom.
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4305 Lack of parent support

4306 following curriculum even when students have not mastered previous
lessons

4309 Embedded woke doctrine

4312 Future growth

4313 High school graduation scores

4314 unmotivated teachers

4315 No nurse at the school sometimes

4317 parent accountability in student behavior

4321 Lack of student involvement interest

4323 mental health education/therapy for children

4324 Not enough clubs

4325 Lack of integrity amongst staff.

4326 Transphobes

4328 christian agenda

4329 Increasing conservative practices and philsophies mandating and driving
teaching, course options, reading materials, and learning opportunities.
Education should be bi-partisan allowing the student to form their own
thoughts based on a wide, and varied exposure to knowledge.

4330 teachers teaching to the test rather than encouragement of critical thinking
due to fear of reprisal

4332 Overreaching desire to align with the Republican base in Florida.

4333 Lack of compensation for teachers

4334 Budget constraints

4336 Need alternative schools/programs for kids with behaviors

4338 political viewpoints
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4339 Not inclusive

4343 M

4344 Safety improvements

4345 Lack of fairness in sports transfers

4346 Support to get each student on level

4349 closing the gap

4350 Unenthusiastic teachers

4351 teacher burnout

4352 Moms for liberty

4353 Lack of consistent discipline

4354 Low pay for teachers.

4355 A biased and on-side, conservative enforced agenda

4356 division of resources

4358 Potential for over population growth in community

4360 teacher pay

4361 Academic performance

4363 Outside influence in classrooms teaching that may try to teach inappropriate
things to children

4364 Personal electronics in school

4368 The lack of funding for school districts from the state. We need a
superintendent willing to address this issue.

4370 I think our second most significant challenge is about ability to be
competitive with pay which causes many good faculty and staff to leave.

4371 Political Agendas

4375 Academic performance
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4376 Trying to implement new programs yet kids not having time to learn all new
tasks

4378 new board members

4380 Communication

4382 understanding of community hardships

4385 Fringe groups

4389 Teacher shortage

4390 equitable pay

4392 Working together for the benefit of the kids

4394 too few resources

4398 Not lively enough

4400 Organization/ Management

4401 Retention of newer teachers

4403 Community support

4404 Fair/Equal Discipline Guidelines not based on race

4405 cell phone use

4406 After school programs

4407 Political interference

4408 improved discipline

4410 Student Moral

4411 The current school system is for training factory workers

4413 Teachers with no passion or empathy

4414 Case load of ESE teachers is too big to allow for real progress and over
crowded GenEd classrooms

4415 Reactive instead of proactive
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4416 Book Banning

4417 Conservative Extremists

4422 afterschool classes for kids

4430 Fiscal Management

4431 Lack of respect & trust of teachers

4432 Aging technology

4433 Rewarding aggressive behavior with "lollipops" and "do better next time"

4434 empowering

4435 student accountability

4436 Low performing students

4437 Coddling psychology and wokeism that undermines student preparedness
for their future life

4440 gun violence

4442 Not allowing teachers to have a voice.

4443 Leadership at school level is weak.

4444 Sick/infectious students being left at school under "parents rights" - pinkeye
is highly contagious

4445 Implementation of reading programs that do not address lowest 20%

4446 More guidance to the students and give constructive correction and guidance
when it's necessary

4447 Lack of respect for the professionals in the district by students and parents/
discipline

4448 Fascism

4449 lack of personnel

4454 Better communication with parents

4455 Combatting mindless wokeism
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4458 No book bans

4459 parent involvement and responsibility

4461 teacher pay

4462 Poor curriculum choices

4465 Book Banning

4466 Student discipline

4468 unconstitutional censorship

4469 Accountability

4470 Safety

4474 Book bans

4476 Ensuring student and parental rights are protected within the BPS; parents
have right to know and be informed of EVERYTHING going on with their own
children in BPS till age 18

4477 Educating Parents

4480 Bus routes are bad most busses are half for such big busses. Poor planning

4482 Teacher turnover rates

4484 Politicization of the school board - politics at it's worst

4485 Lack of Technology

4486 Neglected schools

4488 Discipline

4491 Hostile political leadership at the state level

4494 Teacher shortage

4495 Student behavior

4496 Wages

4498 motivation of staff
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4499 Politics vs. Education

4500 Educational offering to the population with special needs

4502 Budget

4503 mental health

4506 Limiting teachers creative abilities

4510 Instructors Leaving

4518 Motivation

4519 Police-state security plans

4521 Safety & Security

4522 Overcrowded

4523 Budget priorities

4525 Discipline

4529 Lack of adequate procedures and materials that follow the science in
acknowledging the harm done to the student brain by access to social media
via cell phone (while school personnel is in loco parentis).

4531 higher salary for support staff

4532 Finding equality for all students

4534 Obsession with homogeny

4536 Bullying, harassment,

4538 Discipline

4540 There is not enough time built into the day for Science and Social Studies.
What little is provided could be extended and increase student engagement
if there was more time and if teachers could have more autonomy to teach
through novels and articles and projects within the standards.

4541 Isl

4542 Lacking parent support
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4543 Short teachers and subs

4545 Proper Academic Learning

4546 Teacher shortage

4547 The preaching of intersectionality and that a kid is disadvantaged because of
a simple chemical in their skin

4548 low morality and integrity being taught

4549 Discipline

4550 Communication

4553 Lack of consistency regarding behavior management

4554 Lack of real change

4558 Safety, safety, safety

4562 We have a toxic culture in many schools making it difficult to keep good staff

4564 lack of student accountability

4567 ability to enforce discipline

4570 Personnel

4571 transportation for students

4572 Teacher Retention

4573 Resources and ability to attract qualified teachers

4574 Parent involvement.

4575 Woke policies

4578 extreme ideologies

4580 Public perception

4581 Your egos

4583 student behavior
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4584 discipline

4585 student apathy

4586 Transportation and lack thereof

4587 politics

4588 Not being able to speak with admin quickly

4589 Activist teachers.

4591 Public school teaches kids to take a test not how to learn and be curious

4593 discipline

4595 Payment/ Salaries

4596 Low teacher pay and morale - bad teachers are allowed to stay for too long -
that is toxic for absolutely everyone and de motivates top performers and
highly engaged students and teachers

4599 Lack of transparency and communication from the school hoard

4600 Attracting and maintaining good teachers

4602 Children and parents need to be held accountable for their actions and
outcomes

4605 teacher morale

4606 He

4607 H

4608 low numbers with staff

4609 Education

4611 Children with disabilities getting a good education

4612 Partisan political influence

4613 Too many expectations on teachers and administrators

4614 support (office) staff performance evaluations
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4615 n/a

4616 not enough conspiracy

4621 Student safety

4622 pandemic gaps

4624 Staff expect CHILDREN to be perfect robots

4627 GO BACK TO THE BASICS. ELEMENTARY STUDENTS ARE STILL LEARNING
AND NOT ENOUGH TIME IS BEING GIVEN TO LEARN,SLOW THE PACE
DOWN

4630 Moderate Extremism

4633 saftey

4635 Teacher turn over/burn out

4637 Security

4638 not enough teachers

4639 Too much political motivations in education decisions

4640 staffing

4642 Budget

4643 Not enough respect

4644 Lack of teachers

4645 Discipline

4647 Discipline issues.

4649 drugs

4650 Motivating students

4653 Bus Driver Shortages

4654 Ineffective board chairperson

4655 Parent engagement
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4656 Discipline policies controlled at the district level instead of the school level

4658 Unruly children in class rooms

4659 Fiscal Responsibility

4661 Lack of parental support/ accountability

4666 student motivation

4667 Fair pay

4668 Underpaid

4670 Resources

4671 discipline

4674 Promoting ignorant propaganda like the states governor does.

4676 Government agendas

4677 disciplinary actions

4682 sufficient support staff

4684 Teacher and Staff pay

4687 Cell phone discipline due to distractions

4694 staff

4695 work ethics

4696 Not having multi-level alternative schools for struggling students.

4697 Letting teachers that under perform for months, semesters, and years due to
disability stay at their job (at the cost of students present and futures)

4702 School Board members who aren't willing to listen to ALL community
members

4703 Accountability

4704 communication

4707 Leadership
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4708 Overloaded class sizes

4709 Student behavior

4710 low morale

4713 transportation

4714 Lack of support for ALL lower performing schools, some schools get more
then others

4718 None

4719 Discipline

4720 Student discipline

4721 racist

4722 Poor discipline or response to challenges

4723 Student discipline

4724 Financial rewards for good teachers

4726 cell phone use

4727 Bad attitude

4728 Need to balance ESE special programs throughout schools, create a balance-
especially in Viera schools

4729 Assuming the worst

4730 Principals are not permitted to run their schools appropriately without first
checking with the director or department head. All authority has been taken
away by individual school administration. If you are paying them
administrative salaries, then let them make administrative decisions.

4733 I had a gooCurrently no superintendent, nor leadership after the election

4734 politicization of our schools. Reading, writing, and arithmetics only please.

4735 Communication

4741 Admin support for discipline
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4743 Post-COVID learning deficits in students

4745 Not engaging to students

4746 Banning of books is horrible

4747 Backing of the teachers

4749 Support staff shortage

4752 Discipline

4753 Caring for special need

4754 Staff shortages due to years of insufficient pay/respect

4755 support from admin

4756 gender confusion

4758 traffic jam

4759 Skill programs

4762 See 1

4763 Conflict Resolution/ Restorative Justice programs for High needs schools

4764 Practical Educational design

4767 disconnect between school board (& political aspirations) & school/district
needs

4768 Budget balance

4771 Gifted student

4772 ESE services- allotting the needed staff to successfully take care of ESE
student needs.

4774 Buying the right books to teach

4775 We don't fund the arts

4781 Process and procedure changes from year to year

4786 get back to the reading writing and math skills
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4787 Increasing focus on punitive discipline rather than supports

4789 Retaining quality support staff

4790 Unlloyal

4792 Safety for teachers against irrational parents.

4794 safety

4795 unreasonable pacing guide

4798 A lack of defined direction to solve issues. The district seems "off-mission"

4799 Phones

4803 Student behaviors

4804 unknown

4807 Teacher Shortage

4808 Teacher pay

4809 Poor maintenance of school grounds & athletic fields

4812 Lack of discipline support in classroom

4813 Wage increases

4814 lack of diversity in the school curriculum

4816 Supporting staff ... everything from addressing discipline issues to
competitive pay to coaching new staff in their duties and performance, In
addition, teachers need to be given back their freedom and autonomy in the
classroom to teach and organize their classes as they see fit. Finally we need
to free the teachers from the stranglehold of politics entering their
classrooms (eg classrooms libraries issue; fear of saying something "wrong"
and being sued....or losing their teaching license; having to use math texts
containing ridiculous and confusing ways of teaching math concepts; etc)

4819 Board Memebers

4821 Academics

4822 PARENT INVOLVMENT
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4827 Pay

4828 Leadership

4829 Divisive diversity disunity

4831 lack of respect/consequences for bad behavior

4832 hiring and retaining the best staff

4835 Selfishness

4837 teacher salary recruiting/retaining HQ professionals

4839 Losing students to charter schools

4842 classist

4846 Respect for all Brevard staff and having kids responsibility for their actions

4847 lack of moral values

4848 Disrespect amongst stakeholders and for education professionals from
parents, political leaders and students

4850 Student safety

4852 Salary compression issues for dedicated staff that stayed loyal to the
district starting in 2007 raise freezing. Staff promoted from within to a non
bargaining position make the minimum base salary and unable to County
prior experience and all district experience toward salary slotting.
Individuals hired for same positions from outside are slotted at a higher
salary many times having less experience than the qualified employee
promoted from within.

4854 Teacher motivation

4855 Low Teacher Asst Salaries

4858 School discipline

4859 Support the teachers and school staffs. Teachers are not valued
appropriately.

4860 No leeway for teachers to implement creative teaching strategies

4861 poor distribution of funds
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4863 Too much emphasis on sports

4867 Shortage in diversified staff including administrators and teachers

4870 Rapid growth of county population

4875 Book banning

4880 It's inability in the past to make all schools have the same and equal
buildings, supplies in technology

4881 No help in controlling the students

4883 Not recognizing administrative bullying

4885 Teachers not being able to teach.

4887 bad students

4889 Building an education system that can support and enhance industry in
county

4890 Schools are focus on maintaining A rating and forgeting to focus on kids
development

4892 Too much concern over non academic issues

4898 lack of desire to increase hourly wages for support staff

4900 Helping schools deal with big behaviors

4901 Lack of diverse staff

4904 discipline

4905 Bullying

4907 Discipline

4909 Proper curriculum for ESE

4910 Salary pay

4911 Funding being given to voucher programs

4912 Following mandates from the state even when you disagree with them.
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4913 More funding and staff support for our ESE/self contained classroom
teachers (more paras and paying then competitively as well)

4915 standards

4920 Hypocrisy on policies to enforce

4921 Keeping the workforce

4922 Ineffective Board

4925 Teacher pay for 15 year + teachers!

4926 cell phones in the class

4929 Children not being taught ethics and civics, citizenship

4934 Educators not being supported overall

4935 Staff and Faculty Pay

4937 Not enough choice schools

4943 Student behavior

4947 Funding

4949 non-difficulties

4950 Poor curriculum

4952 Teachers

4953 Books

4955 Students not treated equally based on race

4956 How to keep teachers happy and engaged.

4960 Communication with parents

4963 Refocusing to include extra support for the strugglers in Math & Reading.

4965 Ridiculous political fights

4966 Desire of many to sacrifice high academic standards for "moral" reasons.
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4967 district employee leadership

4970 After school support

4971 staff

4976 Each child needs to excel and I believe most teachers teach it to learn . We
need parents to actually care and be more pro active in their child

4977 Over testing kids

4978 Critical thinking vs Group Think

4979 tough teachers

4980 Student behavior

4981 dress code

4982 Dealing with controling parents ignorant of education

4983 Unnecessary banning of books from community members and parents

4984 The banning of books

4985 Accommodate diverse cultures

ResponseID Response
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4 Teacher Pay

8 some schools over 50+ years old

11 Red tape/paperwork… keeps us from serving students

12 The embarrassment that is our school board. I am mortified to be an
employee and parent in this district. The board chair is an ass that talks over
others and struggles to have a power play at every meeting. Our board
sounds ignorant and unintelligent every meeting. They bicker, they fight, but
collaboration and true problem solving isn't taking place.
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13 Zoning laws that effect low income schools

15 More oversight to ensure sunshine laws are being followed.

17 inconsistent board decisions

18 APs that do not back teachers up when a student is sent to them with a
referral

19 discipline

20 Fair salaries/Get rid of SSNP/go back to 24 credits like the rest of the state,
use those funds to better schools. SSNP exists nowhere else in the nation.

21 Budget

22 the views of some are the new rules for all

23 Safety

24 Planning/Communication at the District level

25 having QUALIFIED TEACHERS

26 All the outside influences in education. we do need to get back to the basics,
and then allow kids to sign up for electives that address culture, diversity,
art, music. These should be based on Parental consent. You can offer them,
but only if I want my kids to patriciate. If you offer black history , then offer
white/ Asian, Spanish history . Teach history but not a subjective version,
teach math without fluff, Read books that apply to basic education. They
have access to free info online to any subject, gender studies, LGBQT, right,
left. That is not limited or controlled we do not need to support that at
school. Just teach skills they need to succeed or function in society not what
enlightenment is new and trending. If they can't read how are they going to
change the world if they cant even make change for a Dollar. And do not take
away programs for kids that are thriving, advanced classes are not the
problem in anyway.

28 Underperforming teachers with no repercussions/lack of teacher prep for
new teachers

29 No backbone. Does not support teachers

31 Abismal teacher retention

32 Parents taking kids out of Public schools for private schools

33 Honest
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36 Close-minded

38 Drug infiltration from trafficking sites (Port Canaveral, Orlando, Jacksonville,
Miami)

40 Teacher burnout

41 Overreaching Florida Governor and Legislature

44 Lack of parental support

47 Lack of recognition of the bullying in Schools by the Administrative Team

49 Banning books and AP programs etc. being decided by our current governor.
Too political and not necessarily student education-centered.

51 Ethics

52 Early literacy

53 Lack of community support

55 Our school board is majority crazy people

62 Teacher pay

64 Paying employees better

65 Students' atrocious behavior and poor parenting

67 Discipline issues in school

68 Matt Susin

69 New students entering district below grade level

70 Technology on an equal level at school site's

72 Backing principals decisions on student discipline

76 Poor planning for school maintenence

78 Political hiring practices

80 Low teacher pay

82 Making students #1, not ideals.
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83 Lack of staff in student services, esp. school psychologists annd

85 Political focus of the newer board, lack of inclusivity and catering to interest
groups

89 teachers leaving the profession

91 out of touch leaders and administration

93 Public Perception

95 Low staff morale

98 Not enough ESE staff and supports

99 Students are getting more challenging in the classroom and teachers are not
being paid sufficiently for their efforts

101 Compensation

102 Student Achievement Gap

104 Moms for Liberty, which is a fascist organization

106 Recruiting and Retaining staff at schools

108 Not enough diversity in leadership of district

110 Mental health challenges

112 Support staff in the schools are way underpaid for the amount of work
especially at the High School Level, because nobody seems to care. People's
health is being affected due to all the stress and deeadlines that need to be
met.

114 Teacher resignations due to lack of empowerment

115 Disconnected Central Office - too large to know and understand the needs of
specific communities

117 Technology

118 inequitable support between schools in the central and south compared to
the North area
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120 Figuring out how to care for students' safety and parents' right to choose
while feeling the pressure of more pronounced political opinions esp in the
area of sexual orientation and how it affects choices in sports or bathroom
options or sleeping arrangements on field trips.

123 Ron DeSantis

125 Must focus on the basics - reading, writing, arithmetic

126 The school board

127 Inadequate technology to test

128 Discipline policy that doesn't have any teeth.

129 Discrimination against diverse student and faculty populations and mental
health

130 Cowering to anything Sheriff Ivey says. He should work for the district. Not
the other way around.

131 State voucher/scholarship programs and expansion of charter options that
result in kids leaving district schools.

134 Stop the book banning nonsense.

137 Lack of discipline in the schools.

140 The failure to fully recognize the complex systems and trauma at play in the
community leading to blaming and shaming mentalities and outside
alignments.

141 Inexperienced Admin/Leadership

144 too much testing

146 Class size

148 Teacher resources

153 Poor practices that open the district up to litigation

154 Lagging with technology

156 Teacher retention

159 Lack of mental health services in schools
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161 Glut in the central office.

163 One size fits all model for students with disabilities

164 The long process of getting a child into VE or other programs.

167 inclusivity

168 Accountability for superintendent, as well as teachers/staff he leads if
implementation of plans derail or fail.

171 Disproportionate support staff in size of school. School with 2000 students
gets same number of attendance or data clerks as school with 400 students.

172 Letting Mullins go

174 School Board has become too political

175 Getting stakeholders to understand the importance of early childhood focus

176 Poor leadership, school board, and unions

178 Support for ESE students

180 Low teacher salaries for veteran teachers

181 Student behavior needs more mental health workers at the school level.

183 Wrongly placed emphasis on 'federal' vs. local programs needed for
successful and accurate education; thereby enabling marketable skills for
graduating high-schoolers.

184 Politics over best interest of students and teachers

185 political hi jinks

186 Lowered academic expectations

187 Lack of focus on STEM- we are the Space Coast but not educating students
to excel in STEM

189 Making drastic changes without research

190 Teacher/administration support and respect

194 Listening to teachers when they ask for help with behavior, specials needs,
work load, etc
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195 Professional development opportunities that are quality

196 constantly revolving curriculum that does not inspire and lacks
teacher/student buy-in

197 Top heavy at the district level and no support at the school levet

198 Too much politics at board

199 Lack of inclusive Hiring & Retention practices

200 Policies regarding classroom libraries and accountability under new state
house bills

201 Current climate of the school board regarding challenging and banning of
books.

202 Teacher resignation

203 Focus on testing and measurable benchmarks removes enjoyment and vigor
in both teachers and students

204 Alternate education placement

205 Technology

206 Parent and home responsibility

207 Discipline. Let's be honest. This is a difficult problem to fix. Multifaceted to
the point of frustration. However, when parents have all the power that
leave teachers, staff, and administrators with no power. For years the "right
type" of parents have had too much power in regards to getting their kids
out of punishments such as suspension and expulsion. Parents need to be
held accountable for their actions as much as their kids are held
accountable.

210 Culture wars

211 Politics influencing decisions

212 District needs to divide into smaller districts like in NY.

213 Ineffective, incompetent leadership at the district level

215 Lack of parent support

216 Too much emphasis is being placed on politics and being politically correct
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218 Disregard for public trust

221 Policy changes especially in paperwork for ESE in the middle of a school year
without adequate training- need for more planning and training time urging
preplanning

223 Making sure we have adequate support staff to meet the needs of students
and to support teachers.

224 Ensure that schools are adequately staffed with skilled personnel and stem
the exodus of mature effective staff.

225 Establish and enforce programs to support ESE students instead of
throwing them in with teachers who barely understand IEPs

226 Technology

227 LACK OF RESPECT FOR TEACHERS

229 lack of student discipline and accountability

232 Bussing shortage canceling corridor bussing, thus limiting choice program &
magnet school availability.

235 Teacher pay

236 Administration support and follow through

237 Supporting teachers/staff

238 Completely failing on teacher compensation.

240 Retention of high performing teachers

243 Teachers drowning

244 Vocal parent groups that are unnecessarily limiting student's access to
resources (book bans)

245 Discipline

247 Teacher pay

248 Enacting policies that discriminate against LGBTQ students

251 Disciplining students who are out of control.
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252 Loss of community support due to board's ignorant & reckless decisions

253 Woke policies and ideology

254 students not held to Consequences

256 Giving funds to all schools - not just the favorites

257 Teacher retention and recruitment

258 parental accountability

260 Exclusion of students with intellectual disabilities in general education
classrooms. Student are isolated in separate settings from their peers.

261 Book banning

262 Turnover of leadership

264 Finding the right balance of school/on line education in the aftermath and f
covid

265 Too much district testing, not enough time to teach

267 Not listening to teachers and students and families who've always known
they had "rights"

269 Teachers are not trusted to choose books

272 Standards based instruction

273 Personnel/salary

274 Teacher/Staff workload

275 Upward mobility for some district staff that are cruel and hostile to others
while putting caring staff in the "corner" to be quiet and not speak up

276 discipline

280 Not letting our amazing teachers just teach without restricting them based
on arbitrary political views.

286 Class size - reduce so teachers can build relationships

289 Demands on teachers
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290 Assertive for support staff at all levels

291 serving the needs of ALL students

293 meeting the needs of ese students

295 Health and Safety of all employees and students.

296 Availability of Behavioral support

298 No follow through on discipline

300 moral decay/accountability

301 Esol staff members

302 Several districts need rezoning, and the board needs to stand up to bullying
members of the community who threaten lawsuits

303 Employee Mental Health

304 arrogance

305 Discontinue hiring "managers and directors" and reduce the unnecessary
top-heavy management/admin-level positions. Hire employees who can
support the daily, cumbersome, hands-on tasks that keep the entire district
operating.

306 Budgeting

307 Nepotism

310 District departments do nto work together. they push out conflicting
directives to the schools

311 Teacher morale

312 ethics

313 STAFF RETENTION

315 Hiring an Interim Sup that has no "skin in the game" being allowed to
reorganize

316 Favoritism among leaders.

317 Extreme diversity of work ethic for students and staff
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321 More training for specific support jobs

322 Lack of respect for teachers and authority figures

324 No accountabiliaty

325 Lack of quality in many of the teachers due to terribly insufficient pay

327 Discipline and accountability are lacking

329 Matching Pay with Private Sector

332 getting rid of the deadbeats that are able to keep their jobs when there are
numerous people out there willing to work and need jobs

333 Time to play

334 fiscal transparency

337 Teacher pay is below state and national average

342 recruiting good teachers

343 Need better compensation for teachers

345 School board president immature

346 Outside forces trying to divert school resources

347 not changing programs constantly because someone sold a load of rubbish

348 Political figures are hellbent on destroying public education in Florida

349 District office is over staffed.

350 Staffing shortages

352 Sheriff Wayne Ivey

354 Fear of some to teach our kids the actual history of the US

355 Not enough special education staff/services

356 Violence and Bullying against teachers and other students
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357 Lack of support for teachers - from their pay scales to support in the
classroom - and an ever-changing "method" of teaching, especially math that
keeps changing standards every year.

358 Lack of access to a variety of perspectives

361 Racist policies

362 Teacher and staff shortage.

363 Finding more places that are quiet for kids pulled out for testing to take
exams. Small group in Quiet areas.

364 Loss of focus on the primary purpose of a school…educating students

367 Teacher pay

371 Archaic ways of educating

373 Financial

377 Protecting the independence of teachers

379 Leadership too focused on divisive issues

383 Politics

384 Transportation

385 Insurance costs are too high for employees

387 Having a blueprint to help ours student with the understanding not all falls
under one umbrella

388 Overcrowding/Overpopulation

389 Curriculum given out by BPS TOO MUCH TESTING IN ELA

390 No one to teach

392 A school board that takes advice from a sociopath of a sheriff who can't
manage his own deputies

393 Time Management in classrooms

394 Student engagement
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395 Giving into parents who are making noise about teachers doing their jobs.

397 Moms For Liberty

398 Whitewashed curriculum and lack of sel

399 Treating all schools equally

401 Lack of support for teachers

402 LBQT rights- needs to be established

403 Building teacher moral because teachers are leaving and positions remain
vacant

406 Disrespect for public education

412 Morale

413 Experienced staff leaving because of laws and board

414 To positively support the LGBTQ community.

415 Principals

417 Safety and Security

419 Morale of staff

421 Sex education is non-existent

422 Empathy

423 Division

427 Egos of leadership is too big to work with others

428 We don't prioritize operational safety or adhere to ratio guidelines including
Class sizes are too big, not enough school-based support staff (social
workers, school counselors, IAs, etc).

429 Matt Susin's failure as a SB chair

431 Teacher moral and retention- teachers need to know they are valued with
both with actual dollars, parent involvement, and community support

432 The few students who will not behave so other students can learn.
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434 Self-serving new board members and Susin

435 Politicians getting involved in policy to serve their political ambitions vs
serving all students.

436 Teacher pay rates

438 Exclusiveness in our schools

439 Alt. Agendas

440 Trying to ban books

441 Intolerance to diversity and learning about the real world

442 Homophobia

444 Brevard has a bad PR problem.

445 Rising numbers of homeless students

450 Keeping teachers/bus drivers/staff

453 Confidence and trust in teachers

454 Conservative school board

458 Teacher shortage

459 Unrealistic expectations

461 Discipline

463 Having a clear direction/goals that we all are working to accomplish. What
has been our true focus for the past few years?

467 Declining teacher morale/ lack of trust between teachers and board

468 Lack of integrity among many school board members

469 keeping quality teachers

470 DeSantis

473 Not enough teacher planning time.

476 Lack of special needs resources
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478 District data systems do not easily lend themselves to problem solving

480 A new school board that see

481 Student discipline

483 Statewide decisions that are based on racism and homophobia

484 Too much testing.

485 Technology

487 Not enough hands on deck

488 Political pressure from Tallahassee

492 Attracting and keeping strong staff

493 Teacher burnout

494 Top heavy jobs and teacher shortages

495 Bullying

496 Not enough staff to service our ESE students

497 Why is the active shooter plans - need better security

498 Not addressing crisis with teacher pay

502 Competition from private/charter/home school

504 Partisan motivations not holding the best interests of children in mind

505 Support staff shortage

507 More schools needed to accommodate the population influx

509 Low teacher pay/ moral

511 Banning books

512 Overfunding private school

514 Communicating an Inspirational Vision

515 Teaching down instead of teaching up
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517 Out of touch with what goes on the classroom

518 Disciplining without using of excessive force

521 Help recruit people

522 Leadership like Matt Susin. Disgraceful.

524 School Board elected by dark money

526 Inability to follow federal laws related to diversity and inclusion

527 Lack of technology in classrooms

528 Re-educating parents as to their roll in education.

530 Keeping veteran teachers - I've seen two kinder teachers leave my child's
classroom since August- one veteran who found a better paying job/ less
intense work life and one straight out of college.

532 Lack of faith in leadership as shown by a lack of talent in Admin pipeline

533 Stop Matt Susin

534 Book banning, anti woke policy toward teaching history

535 Whitewashing

536 Our current board

538 Book bannint

539 Serving students with disabilities with consistency across schools and grade
levels

540 Teachers need autonomy in how they teach standards and benchmarks.

542 Teachers in ESE don't have access to Curriculum.

545 Racism

546 Student, faculty, staff and parent safety and health

548 Discipline needs to be restructured; students who clearly need a special
placement need to be appropriately identified and placed more quickly.

550 Meeting needs of students
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551 Matt Susan as board chair

553 Minimal understanding of the impacts of the changes being sought out or
implemented have on students and staff

554 Support for our school libraries

555 Discipline in the schools and supporting teachers

557 Need higher teacher pay

558 Unwillingness to label and place students appropriately, instead leaving
them to fail and disrupt the classroom.

561 Underpaid teachers

562 Building a leadership who truly believes in the motto of serving EVERY
student with excellence by modeling same.

565 Insufficient pay

567 Staff morale

570 Book banning, censorship, white washing of curriculum, and Ron DeSantis

571 Discipline

572 Federal mandates(unfunded)

573 Book banning is shameful.

574 Some schools have a ton of money while others are struggling

577 Pay

578 Attract and retain quality educators

579 School board that listens to politicians and specialist interest groups versus
focusing on education

581 Board Establishing credibility with teachers and families

583 Too much technology at primary level

584 Student behavior

585 Removing politics from our schools
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586 Committed teachers.

587 Budget, security/ safety

588 Too focused on data, grad rate and the bottom line, send the big wigs into
actual classrooms. They would serve a better purpose in an empty classroom
rather creating new data sets and outrageous expectations of schools.

590 Mandates and lack of support from the state

592 Bullying

593 Mom's for liberty

595 Ensure ESE funding reaches & meets the needs of the target ESE Student
audience & frontline teachers & paras. Limit use of funds to fight parents.

596 Liberal ideals corrupting impressionable mind

597 Administration accountability

598 Hiring, evaluating, and improving the teaching staff to provide high quality
education for students

599 Politicization of schools

600 Effective instruction of ESOL and ESE students

601 Employee retention

603 Eliminating the corruption, cronyism, and outside socio-political special
interests attempting to force their narrowed views of education and society
on every aspect of public education in Brevard County.

605 Drugs

607 Overworked, underpaid staff and administration that does nothing about
discipline

608 Protecting students

610 Lack of funding for more teachers and staff

611 Too much paperwork not enough time

613 lack of flexbility of mindset
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615 teachers' hands being tied as far as discipline goes

616 Lack of staff for students with disabilities

617 Political environment constraining teachers

618 Disinformation

620 Political influence on board policy and teacher retention

623 Adequate number of teachers

631 LGBTQ agenda being pushed

632 Disinformation

633 Pay especially for support personnel.

635 Lack of trust in the School Board Leadership

636 Supporting students of color and who are LGBTQ+

639 Putting politics ahead of student achievement

640 DeSantis

641 Ideology

642 Entitled parents and students

645 Teacher retention.

646 Parent involvement

648 Retention

650 Prevailing redneck attitude of too many financially stable residents

651 Too much fear mongering

652 Lack of hands on experience/ field trip/ parent involvement

655 Drug use and mental health needs

656 Teacher pay is too low

657 Behavior accountability of students
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660 Book /curriculum banning

661 The Governor

663 Teacher burnout

664 Lack of funding and planning to replace AGING support staff vehicle fleet.

665 Banning Books

667 Lack of attention to Title 1 schools

668 displine

669 Holding Public Charter Schools accountable as part of the district.

671 School board tension

672 LGBTQ rights

673 The Administration

676 Stop book banning

677 Teacher pay & appreciation

679 Discipline

681 Moms for Liberty

682 Decrease teaching of all of subjects

685 Financial

687 White supremacy

690 High achievers (gifted) students are not getting a quality education, but they
are bearing the brunt of the load so that BPS can keep talking about what a
powerhouse school district they are.

691 Teacher prep and PD

692 Lack of support from district admin
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693 A grandstanding school board which spent hundreds of thousands of dollars,
earmarked for education, to fire a popular and competent superintendent,
prompting a cascade of resignations by other academic leadership, leaving
open positions like the Edgewood principal, for example.

695 Academics first

698 Jennifer Jenkins attitude to fight & not be a team player

699 Rebuilding a strong workforce

702 Teacher support and morale

703 The achievement gap of minority students

707 lack of focus on supporting high learning standards

708 Allowing Wayne Ivey to threaten and disrespect the BPS students during a
live broadcast

710 Recruitment challenges - we have nothing unique we can offer new
employees to incentivize them to begin a career here (sign on bonus, housing
or relocation/stipend)

711 Micromanagement

712 Coming up with a discipline plan that does not include a jail and getting more
help in ALL schools to work on mental health. Use your guidance counselors
for students only and not paperwork and meetings (they need to be
accessible).

714 Bullying

715 Money for employees

716 leadership

717 security

718 not enough support staff at school level...too much at district offices

720 Parent Involvent

721 Responsibility

722 Creating a threatening atmosphere for teachers
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728 nothing

729 Most teachers could be folded by the football team

731 Academic challenges

732 Desantis

734 Disorganized board

736 discipline

737 more programs at all k to 12 schools that allow students to get help dealing
with emotional tramas

738 Discipline

739 Support the teachers and stop trying to make everything about parents
rights (which is a political stunt)

743 Instill a system more consistent in general

745 over reliance on school resource officers for discipline

746 Lack of focus to unite all stakeholders/community groups/minorities

750 bad facualty

752 the fights in schools

760 not enough counselors

763 Not sure

764 Enforcing standards and conduct of students and employees

768 Teacher salary

770 Holding teachers to high standards and not caving to the BFT

771 students out of control

772 fairness

776 bureaucracy

778 Discriminative policies against minority groups both students and teachers
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781 recruitment of teachers

785 Politics?

786 very low pay

790 Boy bathrooms are for BIOLOGICAL boys and girl bathrooms are for
BIOLOGICAL girls. You attempt to appease the woke agenda is putting our
students at risk for rape etc!!

792 School board behavior

793 Working with the new board memebers

796 low performing schools

798 Teacher morale

800 Stay Pay

803 trust

805 Excluding certain cultures and minorities

810 lack of student support at a comfortable level (i.e. those mental health
vidoes you can"t talk about your problems with and those guidance
counselor sessions you have to schedule and can't talk without drawing
attention to yourself)

813 A beholdence to political groups that prevents us from addressing large
inequities in our academic and behavioral systems.

817 There's more of an interest by school board to kiss up to parents than there
is to actually encourage or develop students.

819 Funding

823 Teachers, staff are finding it very hard to find affordable housing or qualify
for mortgages or come up with enough money for deposits/down payments..

824 Focus on curriculum that teaches skills and ideas necessary for life rather
than opinions and social trends.

826 Corrupt board members (current chair and D1 rep) who have no integrity and
one of whom at least has a criminal record

827 The loss of quality people
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829 Staffing shortages

830 Teacher retention

832 effective learning environments due to discipline

834 politics that sould stay out of the classroom

836 Increasingly lower academic standards in order to maintain pass and
graduation rates

839 Discrimination

843 Discipline issues in the classroom with no repercussions

845 Mother's for Liberty & the governor

846 Bussing shortages preventing furthering educational opportunities.

848 Support

850 discipline

851 The whitewashed version of history being taught in our schools

853 Staffing shortages in every department

854 focus on academics not S.E.L.

856 Scholar achievement gap

857 Student achievement

858 bullet proof gear, teachers with concealed to carry license

859 Use appropriate discipline to put education first and reduce classroom
distractions

864 lack of qualified workforce

865 teachers need to teach/counselors need to counsel: too many interruptions,
not enough time or pay for all the work required- supplement pay for
additional time required to fulfill all expectations- i.e. data entry; stop
adding more stuff to do! Hire someone to do these additional tasks.

866 Trust
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868 Inconsistent communication and understanding from schools

869 1

870 Teacher pay

872 NO TRUST OF ITS EDUCATORS

873 raises tenure teachers

875 Competitive pay

877 Positive Environment for learning

880 Personal opinions driving initiatives

881 discipline policy that prevents even handed justice; discipline should be color
and ability BLIND

883 Unfunded mandates

886 Lack of substantial pay for teachers

888 student discipline

893 motivating students to learn

894 Taking control away from administration on campuses

895 1010

899 teachers not having the ability to make professional decisions regarding
curriculum in their classrooms, told what to do even if its not in the best
interest of the students

901 teachers feel like their voices about issues are not beign heard

902 Teacher Pay

904 The increasing brain drain of employees as they all head for higher ground.

905 Too much for teachers to do

906 recruitment of new talent

907 Susin
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908 Lack of support for non English speaking families to help them get involved
in their child's education

909 Teacher shortage due to pay and benefits

911 The Guidance Counselor at my son's school provides virtually no assistance
for college. Very few students there proceed to college.

913 Weak leadership

914 Discipline

917 Instructional time hindered with too many non-curriculum demands on the
student day. (e.g. 150 minutes of teacher-led PE. Teachers need more time
for instruction of core curriculum

920 Lack of concern and focus on students who cannot read.

923 Teachers not being qualified to teach

926 Keeping our great teachers

928 Underpaid teachers

931 The politics

932 Lack of programs for special needs kids

934 Freedom definition

935 Bloated Budget

936 Focusing too much on dealing with political issues

938 Substance abuse

939 State standardized testing

940 Rapid growth in Brevard will require strong leader who could ideally serve
for 5-10 years

943 Not getting students to care about their education in k-8 resulting in
discipline issues later

944 Security both on school property and surrounding area.

946 Over-focus on STEM
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948 Safety of all who are inside educational buildings on a daily basis

952 Not enough supervision when it comes to admin

953 Teacher Pay

954 hiring and retaining staff

955 Class Size

957 No speed enforcement or school zone signs indicating children safety is top
priority in front of viera charter school

959 Teacher/staff salaries

960 Book banning. We need more information NOT less

962 allowing low performance students to advance

964 Focus on political/social issues instead of educational standards by the
majority of our school board

968 Curriculum and testing

972 Student discipline

973 Teacher support

978 Morale

979 district level leaders truly knowing what is going on in the schools

982 Trump

984 Too much dependence on technology in elementary education

987 unsure

988 make people feel valued -less new iinitiatives; follow through with ones we
already have that are good

992 Too much focus on technology or the latest buzzword teaching trends. We
put a man on the moon with pencil, paper and a slide rule. Get back to
teaching fundamentals and focus on getting all our kids back to being
brilliant in the basics.

993 morale
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994 school board pushing conservative agenda

999 Nothing Challenges me

1000 Keeping up with technology

1001 N/A

1002 Support for teacher rights

1004 school resources

1005 Communication

1008 Equity is poor! Poor schools are lacking resources

1009 Too much influence from religious groups

1011 Low income families

1012 School safety

1015 incompetent school board

1016 Teacher recruitment

1017 Lack of leadership

1019 Choice of carrier

1021 pay for teachers and support staff

1023 k

1025 Keeping students safe from "diversity and inclusion" efforts like coed
bathrooms

1026 Funding shortfalls

1027 Access to the best education programs and schools in the district are
significantly limited and demographically closed to the underserved.

1030 Our kids education is unbalanced and their performance is declining
compared to previous years
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1031 Teachers identifying kids not keeping up and showing more attention to
them collaborate with parents to ensure the students success more
effectively

1032 Discipline

1033 Teaching accurate facts

1038 Not enough Schools who use the IEP plans

1040 Staff salaries are unlivable wages.

1043 Lack of care by school board for community involvement

1045 teacher retention

1046 Retaining teachers

1048 teacher support

1049 Teacher Pay

1053 Stuck in Old Ways

1054 pay for teachers

1057 High rate of expulsion

1058 Consistency

1059 passion

1061 Students using their phones to cheat

1065 COMMUNITY

1067 Fights and kids smoking pot in the bathrooms

1068 Increasing Pay

1069 supporting students mental health

1071 Republicans

1074 Book banning

1076 Bussing
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1077 FOLLOWING POLICIES IN PLACE AND BACKING THE SCHOOLS UP WHEN
THEY NEED IT.

1078 tax fund reallocation to private schools

1079 MAGA idiots on school board

1080 political interests playing a role in school board...need to work on doing what
is best for kids regardless of political views

1082 Cell phone usage at schools

1084 The Board essentially got rid of a fine superintendent and will find it
challenging to find someone to match his qualifications.

1088 Our school board chairman needs to be removed

1089 Forcing views on our children

1091 ACCOUNTABILITY

1096 No one is on the same page

1098 idk

1102 Avoid CRT

1106 School security and student discipline

1107 caring for students not agendas

1110 NEEDS YOUNGER VOICES

1113 System for providing outside resources in schools (behavior support)

1114 Schools in the Viera area are doing great but the surrounding schools
struggle. Schools in Titusville down through Merritt Island.

1115 student violence

1116 benefits for teachers that provide a livable standard: dentist, specialist, legal
services that are non-work related

1117 Lack of student engagement

1119 Staff morale
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1120 Support for teachers

1122 Low number of psychologist and psychiatrist available.

1123 not worrying about the mental health of our children including those in the
lgbtqia community

1124 budget

1125 None

1130 Woke agenda

1132 Just checking the boxes instead of ensuring true student achievement

1134 safety

1136 Quality of education. Lack of resources to help children recover learning loss
from covid shutdown/constant quarantines.

1137 Matt Susin

1138 Our governor

1139 funding schools: tech, furniture, updates, upgrades

1140 The horrible math curriculum. Seriously look at the homework

1141 staffing shortages (due to the first two)

1142 Extreme school board members with only political motivations driving
decisions

1145 More vo-tech options for students

1147 Not having the right resources for behavior challenged children.

1149 unmotvTION

1151 TEACHER NOT CARING

1152 Lack of/ inconsistent student discipline by administrators

1153 Unrealistic expectations for students and teachers

1154 Community
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1161 Teacher pay

1162 school buildings need updating

1164 poor health care options for employees

1167 retention of teachers, support staff and bus drivers

1170 Accommodate all students

1171 Pay scale

1173 Lack of respect for teachers

1175 Staffing

1177 Allowing political talking heads to determine educational policy

1178 Special Needs Assistance

1180 Discipline which effects the retention of teachers

1181 Lack of respect for school based admin

1182 District losing teachers due to pay even with increase

1188 collaboration

1194 Wasteful money expenditures

1199 Megan Wright

1204 Online courses not providing the same level of education

1208 student performance

1209 large learning gaps

1211 White Supremacy

1212 All districts need to increase security

1214 melodramatic

1216 discipline
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1219 The board is always fighting, need to work together for the kids and take the
politics out

1221 Sustaining decentralized, empowered, yet networked community schools
with strong local engagement

1222 Inflexibility

1224 Standardize testing success, and what qualifies as success

1226 NO CONCERN FOR TEACHER MORALE

1228 Teacher Shortage

1229 retention of experienced educators

1230 (Quality) Teacher Retention

1231 budgeting-school facilities have air conditioners going out often, unkept
grounds, etc.

1232 Need to update older schools to include kitchens and playgrounds

1238 Low teacher morale and pay

1241 Administrators that dictate instead of collaborate

1242 Politicizing the school board instead of helping students succeed

1244 Cellphones should not be in classrooms.

1245 Listening and following through

1248 3 School Board members lack modern accepted best-practices for leadership
or education.

1250 lower school needs more help

1251 Mental health is not addressed the way it should be

1254 TRANSPARENCY

1257 overstaffed district office

1262 Academic success for ESE students

1263 Crazy board members/ book banning (bad)
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1265 Erroneous Anti-Equity propaganda

1266 Bus driver retention

1267 school administrators not holding staff accountable

1268 Jennifer Jenkins social media and tv presence, embarrassing the county on a
weekly basis.

1269 lack of control for principals to run their schools effectively

1271 IA salary (too low- not even a living wage)

1275 X

1278 teacher salaries and infrastructure

1279 Equality of funding across district schools

1280 Hiring competent assistant principals with more experience and better
discipline control

1282 Maintaining/motivating quality teachers

1285 budget

1286 Discipline policy

1288 Teacher turnover

1291 Viera holding administrators accountable for negligence, incompetence and
myopic decision making

1292 Disregard for overall student well being, instead focusing on political
agendas

1294 student discipline

1295 poor identification, support, and services for ese students

1296 Banning common sense

1298 Monitoring teachers

1299 Megan Wright

1301 Teaching accurate history
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1302 Lack of district leadership or accountablility

1303 athletics

1304 Poor parenting which leads to misbehavior in classrooms

1305 Maximizing and managing the budget appropriately

1306 Student discipline

1307 unfair treatment of students

1308 Lack of diversity, cultural inclusion and cultural sensitivity

1309 Student and Staff Behavior

1310 Uninformed opinions of CRT leading to harmful, racist policies

1311 keep the sex you were born sports

1312 Achievement Gaps for Minority Students

1318 Overreaching and uneducated decisions from school board

1319 student/staff ratio in ESE to high

1320 finances

1323 Building larger schools or adding space to existing ones

1324 Handling behavioral and social issues. Teachers and students need to feel
safe and respected. And kids with behavioral issues need proper
intervention, support, and consequences. Does the district have a special
school for kids with consistent behavioral issues as an option? Or are
troubled kids presented with community support options like mental health
treatment, mentorship, residential treatment, or Job Corp? I have heard the
district will be "cracking down" on behavioral problems, but what exactly
does that mean?

1328 Not enough support personnal

1329 Overpaid executives

1330 Indoctrination from teachers instead of education

1333 Lack of pay for teachers and staff causing massive turnover and biding their
time until offered a job out of education completely
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1334 Morale due to #1 and #2

1338 Discrimination

1339 Support Staff Pay

1340 lack of trust based on diversity

1341 Letting politicians with zero educational background make decisions
regarding what can and cannot be taught

1342 Un-cutting education

1344 Lack of teachers and funding for teachers

1345 family income disparity in some schools

1347 Lack of resources to serve the needs of every student

1350 Teachers and school administrators inability to discipline.effectively.

1353 Increased violence in the community that could manifest within school
grounds as in other states

1354 Moms for liberty backed school board members

1358 Older schools needing facility upgrades

1361 Safety

1362 Mental Health and Special needs support

1363 Moms for Liberty

1366 Teacher / support staff pay

1367 lack of administrative support

1370 Lack of first teacher induction program for support and retention

1372 Book banning at state level

1373 Requiring and maintaining good quality employees

1376 Lack of cordial communication

1377 Lack of willingness to HEAR and understand what is being said
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1380 bad teachers

1381 Employees

1382 Lean up, cut the fat layer out

1383 student cell phone usage

1384 kids running schools

1385 Board members personal agendas

1387 division

1388 parents

1390 The unwillingness of the Brevard community (not all) to trust the education
professionals to make appropriate decisions.

1391 teachers not getting paid enough

1395 Inconsistent response to discipline concerns

1397 having employees best interests

1399 Support for teachers having to deal with parents who see them as glorified
child care workers

1400 Disorganization within

1402 Our governor prohibiting an AP class, African American Studies, that will be
made available to the other 49 states in our country. ALL our children need
an education regardless of race or creed.

1403 discipline that is non-existent or ineffective. There is no consequences for
students bad behavior

1408 Accountability of teachers teaching woke opinions vs teaching skills for adult
success.

1409 Not able to make teachers happy

1410 Teacher shortage

1412 Jenkins

1418 Unloyal
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1422 harsh punishment of students

1423 How school funding is spent.

1427 Overall morale

1428 competitive wages

1429 The sheriff overstepping his boundaries into our schools

1432 overworked/to much paperwork

1433 staff support

1436 lack of discipline

1437 Lack of experienced teachers

1438 Low quality teachers

1440 Academic performance: our scores have been low for years, including
reading proficiency for K-3, the foundation. Once major factor is that a
teacher cannot teach when there are no discipline measures and
consequences coming from the district level for disruptive, violent students

1442 Hatred of America and our values

1443 Safety of students and staff

1445 resources

1447 Diversity

1448 Academic Preparedness.

1449 Bussing

1450 Public pressure on teachers to avoid political issues

1451 regaining focus on what's best for students

1454 No programs to teach kids basic life needs such as budgets/cooking/fixing
cars/wood work etc

1457 Teaching traditional values

1460 Not enough support to families
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1462 punishments

1463 School board and administration backup for teachers

1471 There aren't enough schools and teacher for low class sizes.

1472 Woke culture

1473 most staff never are heard

1474 Racism, Homophobia, and General Conservative hate mongering being given
a home

1480 Not teaching correct and truthful history

1481 Upkeep

1484 Learning to use technology to enhance learning and taking steps to limit the
role inappropriate use of tech plays in terms of performance and behavior.

1486 Not inclusive enough

1488 Lack of resources for classroom

1493 The school board has gone too extreme with pushing a right wing political
agenda

1494 theres no effort in the teaching

1495 ESE

1497 Security within our schools, meaning the behavior of its children

1498 Removing unfit teachers!

1500 (lack) of parental involvement

1503 Poor prescription of the board causing teachers and families to look
elsewhere for employment or education

1507 Low teacher pay

1509 staff shortage

1516 Republican Majority

1517 Facility improvements
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1520 Teacher retention

1521 Communication from the board

1523 Non educators making education decisions

1524 Political tensions

1525 Low teacher salaries

1527 underfunded

1531 extreme differing opinions of the Board

1532 Political force

1533 the district is making headlines in the news for all the wrong reasons

1538 Teachers not being respected by students and parents, also low pay

1542 Money management

1543 Lost academic habits and learning gains due to Covid

1546 lack of collaboration

1547 Lack of fiscal transparency

1551 employee salaries. my teen makes more than veteran employees

1553 Violence

1554 Ese support

1555 Budget

1556 focusing on "hot topics" rather than the real issues within the schools

1561 Retaining and attracting teachers and school employees.

1562 Learning Management Systems

1563 Phone usage in school

1564 Forgetting these are our children- not yours

1566 Bullying/student discipline
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1567 Poor accountability for teachers and students

1568 no one seems to care

1571 No sense in the schools necessities overall

1572 Discipline policy is not consistent or well defined

1574 lack of parental involvement

1575 Attendance issues

1576 Limited support/ resources for ESE population

1580 Drugs/vaping

1581 idk

1582 Lack of enough outdoor time and recess

1584 Parental support

1586 Resources for kids with severe and repeated discipline issues to remove
them from regular classrooms after a certain number of offenses.

1587 Lack of unity and public perception that excellence for all really is the goal
everyone is trying to achieve (we need to not be a circus or a political
stepping stone.)

1591 School Board

1593 Go read Duplicity y'all W book

1596 Deliberate deprecation of excellence in favor of universal mediocrity

1602 Useless positions in the District while teachers are working hard every day
with students who know that they won't be held accountable by the School
Board

1604 Poor budget/pay for school/teachers

1605 parent apathy towards education/no parent accountablility

1607 Too much political and religious involvement

1609 Lack of interest by board leadership to focus on student excellence and
helping our students overcome shortfalls.
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1611 self-centered leadership

1614 Reduce central administration and train and empower people at each school
power

1617 Banned Books cause many issues in media centers, teachers libraries and
classroom materials. Could have just had parents opt out of allowing their
student check out certain books. Problem solved!

1620 Lack of trust in teachers

1621 Prioritizing education above politics

1624 No politics in our Schools.

1626 providing life skills for students

1627 Attacks on LGBTQ community

1628 Lack of support staff

1629 respect for public education

1630 Parents overstepping

1631 Varied socioeconomic status

1637 People abusing school board members

1638 VOICES OR OPINIONS

1640 Listen to the teachers. Let them teach. Your job should be to support them
and care for them.

1643 Mullins

1644 Banning inclusivity

1648 Staff pay

1649 Teacher needs to communicate more with the parents

1652 Allowing teacher autonomy when planning standard aligned lessons based
on individual classroom data.

1656 Teacher Morale
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1659 Terrible school board chair and members backed by M4L

1662 Need programs to prepare students for college or vocational education

1666 lack of encouragement/time for STEM at school

1674 Low pay for teachers

1675 My children complain that there are always ants in their school food from
the cafeteria

1676 Improve employee morale. Look at the antiquated, dirty and moldy schools
they have to teach in.

1680 Support

1681 parent involvement in all schools

1682 Political Crap!

1683 Parents dictating school board actions without input from all stakeholders
(fear of law suits, etc.)

1684 More fighting publicly than caring for children

1691 idk

1693 responsability

1695 high influx of students due to parent relocation during pandemic

1697 School to prison pipeline

1699 budget for supplies low

1701 Raising the excellence in teaching staff

1702 Going against the board recommendations

1704 Too much development of new housing, requiring more schools at a cost to
the currently existing schools and infrastructure

1706 Ignorance from DeSantis

1707 Navigating political battles

1709 morale
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1710 District keeping up with the outside landscaping and grass cutting

1711 age in community - lots of seniors who aren't participating in schools but
may want to

1712 Elementary school emphasis on reading

1714 Faculty, Staff and Students

1715 Having people at the district level delegating THEIR job responsibilities to
employee's at the school level. School employee's have enough to do without
District Employee's constantly and continually adding layer upon layer of
additional work.

1722 VE/ ESE not just a dumping ground for everything

1724 Lack of parental support/engagement

1725 Discipline of the students

1729 Student Behavior Expectations

1730 low-performing schools

1731 Districts concentration on things non-essential issues such as a "crack down"
on dress code and discipline in the schools.

1732 Faculty and Staff Pay

1736 public school funding too low

1738 Lack of funding

1739 Keeping Quality Staff

1740 preparing students for opportunities other than university after high school

1741 retention/pay

1745 Not all schools have adequate facilities for theater, lunch, track, fields, air
conditioning.,

1746 Accountability

1748 fiscal efficiency
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1750 Current attack on student/ family social issues that have little to do with
education

1751 Get highly motivated teachers

1754 Employee retention

1755 inclusion

1758 Teacher shortage

1760 accountability by parents for children with bad behavior

1764 Keep CRT and gender topics out of school

1768 illiteracy increasing. Computer reading to kids mor than them being able to
read. Crossing multiple choices questions more than having to answer FRQ

1769 Lacking curriculum

1771 No IAs to help in Title 1 schools

1772 Forgot basics i.e. math, science, history etc

1773 schizophrenia 2

1774 Mindset of being better than others

1775 Discipline. Parental complaints

1776 Communication

1778 Education of children

1779 Two recesses,

1783 Helping troubled students- behavior and truancy

1785 LGBTQ issues and having to worry about being "politically correct" all the
time

1786 BPS needs to weed out bad attitude or poorly managing school
administrators & allow parents a voice in what their children are exposed to
at every level. School board leaders need to keep politics OUT and listen to
the parent constituents, not the noise

1791 Aging Infrastructures
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1793 Possible revenue shortfalls

1794 Lack of adm and staff diversity

1795 Principal & staff do not use the same form of discipline for all students when
it involves the same issue

1797 Promoting religiously neutral campuses

1799 Ineffective chairperson for School Board

1800 Jujuuuuueuwuewuwususudueueu

1808 I'll concerned Principals

1814 Moving 6th grade to middle school campus

1815 Reevaluating banning specific books and AP classes discussing African
American History.

1816 Lack of human respect

1818 teachers deserve better pay/conditions/respect

1821 Losing ability for teachers to work with their students in a manner that fits
the class.

1823 Better technology programs to develop students potentials.

1825 Partnering with experts

1826 Lack of leadership

1827 Recruitment of quality/ effective teachers

1828 Trickle down systemic racism

1830 Lack of Inclusion

1831 How to keep keeping all members of the school safe.

1835 Ethics, Authoritarianism, and Christo-Fascists. Despite being a aerospace,
tech, and Defense center Floridian vote for book banning and are anti-other
(LGBT, neuro-diversity...) Everyone has gifts, how do we allow those to
blossom.

1836 Lacking teachers
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1839 Possible loss of federal funding due to challenge #2

1840 Keep teaching within traditional values

1842 Budget too low

1844 Sheriff interference

1845 869

1847 Budget skills

1848 Teacher Retention

1850 Systems for acquiring quality employees needs work.

1851 Inclusiveness

1852 Christian right

1854 staffing shortages

1856 focused on the wrong things

1857 Lack of morale

1859 Ignoring history for the benefit of a culture war that thinks white people
might feel bad about being taught certain things, so it should just not be
taught at all.

1861 Discipline

1862 Teacher burnout

1864 Transportation issues

1865 Budget

1868 A small segment of the population trying to dictate what books and topics
should be taught in our schools (Moms 4 Liberty)

1880 Staffing because no one wants to do the jobs of 5 people for the pay of 1

1881 Technology

1882 POLITICS
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1885 Closing learning gaps due to COVID

1886 The Governor

1888 Some areas getting more resources than others

1890 Navigating the current polarized School Board

1891 Firm decision making

1892 lack of focus on low performers

1893 Bullying

1894 Board Member - Jennifer Jenkins

1897 Safety of students and staff

1898 Poverty! Too many children in chaotic home situations

1899 Salaries

1903 retention of teachers

1904 Quality Teacher shortage

1906 Good students leaving public schools

1907 Choice schools are lottery based

1910 Accountability

1914 jk;

1916 Deteriorating social conditions in Brevard County (inadequate
parenting/neglect, crime, poverty, and general lack of emphasis on the value
of education and an educated citizenry).

1918 Disrespectful students

1923 Growth without infrastructure

1925 Bullying

1928 Blocking different cultures and families from children's knowledge

1934 compassion in staff
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1940 Promoting elementary students that are not meeting grade level
expectations

1942 Real history not being taught

1944 Staff morale

1948 Underperforming Schools

1949 Matt Susin

1951 Staff retention

1954 Wayne Ivey

1960 Leadership

1966 Matt Susin

1969 low academic standards

1973 Book banning implementation

1974 Teacher recruitment and job satisfaction

1978 Unwillingness to plan effectively

1980 Poor communication

1982 Supports for students with disabilities

1983 Teacher and Staff pay

1985 Lack of support for teachers

1987 Putting value in veteran teachers, not new ones

1988 restructure of driver hire

1991 bad people in enviorment

1992 over-reach of minority groups that demand book banning, etc.

1993 Behavior Interventions

1998 school safety
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1999 showboating school board

2000 Morale

2003 lack of teachers

2004 Unnecessary book banning

2009 apathy students and parents

2011 Lack of innovative training for educational leaders

2013 Pressure to ban books at all age levels

2015 Not enforcing sufficient discipline so teachers and staff are safe

2016 Keeping staff of high quality.

2017 Moms for Liberty supporters

2018 Toxic culture

2019 Book banners

2021 low budget

2022 very meager support at state level, financially and legislatively

2023 Teacher Shortages

2025 Ex Ed monies earned for high matrix students should be used for the
students earning the funding

2026 Lack of technical college opportunities

2027 Adequate supplies & technology in classroom for students & staff

2028 Teacher Pay

2029 Weak Discipline

2031 make major changes in top level administration

2034 IA shortage for ESE

2035 Teacher Retention
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2039 Ron DeSantis

2041 Lack of parental involvement

2042 Being effective in changing world

2043 Middle school discipline and consistency

2046 Lack of bus drivers

2047 student behaviors

2048 Elective classes options

2050 overcrowding

2051 Parents, SB members, and local politicians supporting School Choice.

2052 Ron DeSantis and the GOP

2053 Lack of emotional support for students resulting in negative and unwanted
behavior

2058 Build Community

2059 Years of neglect of staff including funding issues which has led to an
increased workload in a very difficult job to start with

2060 Politicization of school board

2062 District needs an external audit of achievement data and to create a plan to
meet the needs of ALL students

2064 More personnel is needed in all schools

2065 Lack of respect throughout the organization

2066 Lack of parent support

2067 Morale

2069 acheivement gap

2074 Paid school board members

2075 Teachers shouldn't have to teach to standardized tests
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2076 Don't make public schools what Christian private schools are designed to be.
Let public schools be open, inclusive, inviting, and a place to learn
everything.

2078 Giving more autonomy to school administrators

2081 Matt Susin

2089 Teacher student ratio

2091 Loss of professional staff

2093 Teaching accurate curriculum; not white washed

2095 Not enough funding

2096 Too much time on testing and less time teaching

2100 Ideology and infiltration by moms for liberty

2101 Politics which interfere

2102 Low teacher salaries

2106 Tremendous growth/expansionforecast for this county

2107 Budget

2110 Lack Of Respect

2113 Teaching of Technology is not a a priority

2117 Politics in schools

2118 Lack of support for faculty and staff

2121 Ignorance

2122 Understanding everyone is entitled to an education

2123 Anti- LGBTQ policies

2124 Staff Appreciation

2125 Students not being held accountable for their actions

2126 Not putting students first
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2127 Mom's for liberty are a problem

2128 Sheriffs office being involved in school decisions

2129 Lack of acceptance in diversity

2130 Restraints of teaching from the top

2131 Inequities between school, lack of budget

2138 lack of diversity

2139 Allowing disrupting student to continue disrupting the learning environment

2143 dd

2144 Apathetic school leaders and staff forgetting that kids succeed when they
are motivated.

2146 student support

2147 e

2149 The seclusion or removal of certain groups and their histories.

2150 Employees being accounted for for their actions but I don't do their job

2151 Funds / upkeep for Sports

2152 Failure to retain talented staff

2153 The Governor and his over reach

2155 Not letting teachers teach..leading to lack of good teachers and staff

2156 Communistic thinking

2157 A lack of support for teachers

2158 Teacher resources

2160 Chairman of the Board/Current Board Direction

2161 Constant personal visits to school and evaluate how teachers are supported.

2162 teacher and staff shortages
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2163 Mismanagement of money.

2164 Teacher retention

2165 School safety

2166 Homophobia

2168 Political Agendas

2171 Government control

2173 Teacher motivation

2176 racism and anti gay sentiments

2177 The ban on progressive reading materials

2179 Djajkdbfjend

2180 Lack of new schools with growth

2182 Desantis stripping books

2183 Moms for Liberty being involved

2184 Not enough healthy food options for students at lunch

2188 Pushing back on "woke"

2190 Children losing out on quality education

2193 Micromanaging what teachers do on a day to day basis.

2194 Inequality of technology

2195 Political extremist

2198 Good ol boy mentality

2200 Forcing kids to grow up too fast

2201 Imbalance in limited resources

2204 Book banning

2205 Discipline
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2206 Managing the budget

2207 partisan fighting

2208 Higher test scores

2210 Equal access to quality education across the county

2212 School security and safety

2214 Increase in learning gains for all - it's sad that the first two challenges
seems to overshadow the schools real purpose.

2216 underpaid staff

2218 Standards

2222 Transphobia

2223 Reasonable accommodation and adapatation

2226 Moms for Liberty

2227 Pay

2228 Lack of sheriff's in the community

2230 incompetent teachers just to have a "warm body" in the classroom

2232 Politically driven agendas ( both sides)

2233 I took 14 times the Professional Test while other teacher dont have to take
the test to be certified

2235 The rising tide of school board legitimized discrimination of a significant
portion of our student population. Minority students of every race should be
able to read and learn of their cultures in our school libraries. LGTBQ+
students should feel safe and included. Our schools should teach effective,
worldly skills that recognize a need to function within the diverse society
they will go on to inhabit. If educator leaders do not model love and
acceptance behaviors for them in our schools, than they are teaching the
opposite skills. Or worse, apathy.

2236 discipline enforcement

2237 cell phones
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2238 Eliminate Tenure so teachers will be more responsible

2240 valuing current teachers/morale

2242 Don't Say Gay

2244 The disruptive students are kids with IEPs/ESE, stop wasting time blowing
smoke and handle real issues like classroom sizes.

2246 Lack of basic morales in the public schools.

2250 Need to raise teacher salaries

2252 Budget

2253 lack of personnel

2254 low pay

2257 Downgrading education

2259 An environment that is losing talented faculty rather than gaining

2261 transparency, discipline and accountability

2264 State government that is hostile to public education

2265 Everyone leaving

2266 School & student safety.

2267 Teachers treating students equally

2269 Student behavior accountability

2277 Lower pay than other districts affecting retention of effective teachers

2278 Parent accountability

2279 lack of school board leadership

2282 retaining good people, stop treating your people like garbage

2284 Teacher and staff shortage

2285 Overworked and underpaid staff
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2287 A board that needs to work together and communicate

2288 need more budget

2289 Administration has no direction

2293 Losing teachers

2295 Politics getting in the way of teaching

2298 Other hate groups

2299 Don't make diciontions to make student and staffs time at schools better.

2300 Culture of inappropriate, profane, vulgar, and violent behavior from students
starting in kindergarten being tolerated/ unaddressed by the district leaving
students in lower income area schools to fail and develop apathy towards
learning.

2302 morale

2303 Lack of vision and direction with curriculum, behavior, and management

2305 Disconnect between students and teachers

2306 Money for educational resources, materials, and books

2307 Politics

2308 Pandering to parents...BPS needs to stand up to parents who threaten a
lawsuit for every little thing.

2310 Helping kids with disabilities

2311 Under performing schools in low income communities

2312 biased reflections of student achievement

2314 The gun violence in schools; kids and staff should not have to hide from
gunmen. Security must be improved on campuses.

2315 Teacher shortage

2318 the old "good old boys" club now being the "good old girls" club, if youre not
in the club, you will not advance

2319 unrealistic demands
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2323 Teacher/Pay

2324 Parental involvement

2329 Paying competitive salaries to draw teachers to the area.

2332 student behaviors

2336 Behavior issues among students

2338 ESE behavior training

2339 Can't please everyone with policy

2340 teaching opportunities outside of college after high school

2343 Safety in a guns-above-everything-else culture

2346 Politics that don't belong in schools

2347 Serving all students and their family's with good communication

2349 Emphasis needed on social skills

2350 MONEY

2351 Not enough arts in school

2352 money

2354 Change

2356 Address the need to improve low performing schools

2358 Violence against teachers by students and violence between teacher against
students

2359 Discipline - Referrals don't work. ALC doesn't work. We need to design
something that supports education.

2360 ima savage

2361 to much control over teachers

2362 school board pandering to ignorant people

2364 Discipline
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2367 Administration inconsistency

2369 Teacher staffing due to lack of freedom to teach instead of following strict
lesson plans, worries about being fired or sued for teaching facts that are
suddenly seen as woke

2370 Acquiring up to date technology

2371 Educational integrity

2374 No consistency among school policies

2376 wide range of really good vs struggling schools

2377 ngiwregbh2p

2379 No enforcement of dress codes

2381 Growth

2383 Weak school board chair

2384 LGBT issues

2385 Katye Campbell attacking the chair

2390 Vindictiveness

2391 Forced values by government

2393 Implementing effective disciplinary actions for disruptive students

2394 Hard to be around people

2397 Lack of resources/support

2398 Budget to update schools

2411 Low teacher pay & morale

2412 Finances

2413 teacher moral
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2414 School safety - there are many schools not ready to encounter a school
shooter situation. The resource officers carrying an MP5 won't change that.
Schools are so old they are bot logistically set up to protect kids. I'll give two
schools as an example. Lewis Carroll Elementary-the front staff buzzes the
parent in and let's them in and gives them access to the entire school. They
are then supposed to walk to the front desk to check in but they don't have
to, they could easily go on campus and harm someone if that's their goal.
Stevenson Elementary- this school is decades past needing to be replaced.
At this school anyone can make access by walking into the front office and
jumping over the counter. There is a door that requires a person to be
buzzed in but what does this matter if a person can easily climb over the
counter? It's a false sense of security. They also have a courtyard that is
seen from the road connecting building one to building two. Kids walking in
that area could be ha

2415 lack of support staff

2417 A good functioning board should comprise of 5 qualified people of varying
viewpoints sharing experiences to determine the paths to best helping our
kids. Politics has resulted in a definite sway to a near singular viewpoint.
While that can be excused by stating it is the will of the people, what cannot
be justified (and is inexcusable) is a lack of qualification. District 1 selected a
board member with zero educational background. By all accounts, this
person just received a college degree. BPS should have a bar that must be
met, preferably a high one that must be met to be a board member.election
of a

2421 Lack of arts program/trade school options

2422 discrimination against whites and asians

2423 Teachers are burnt out, underpaid, morale is down. Due to this, they are in
the classroom but have silently quit.

2424 Teacher retention

2425 Radical groups causing issues for all

2426 Boards open disrespect of professional/certified/trained teachers

2431 Too much Upper Management, not enough in the classrooms

2432 Teachers quitting

2437 Large Class Sizes

2438 Failure to support curriculums that are honest unbiased
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2439 Intolerance to diversity

2440 Polarized politics

2444 understanding community does not want crt and other "woke" programs

2448 low morale

2450 limited staff

2454 Lack of Experienced teachers

2458 student safety

2459 Counseling needs

2463 incentives

2465 Distractions in the classroom

2466 school board not diverse to represent all students and families

2472 Not enough focus on The Arts

2478 Community envolvement

2484 Security

2486 teacher retention

2488 The need for an ARC school for elementary school students, Gen. Ed. and
ESE discipline are a "joke" to students. They know nothing will happen to
them, no matter what they do.

2490 Standing up to groups against public school (such as Moms for Liberty)

2493 history of left leaning political mindset

2495 Accountability

2496 pay

2497 Transportation needs ot be expanded. shorten 2 mile limit

2498 Teachers are leaving.

2501 Retaining school personnel in all areas.
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2503 Strength 3

2505 faculty and staff turnover

2506 Transportation

2509 Student discipline

2510 Unresponsive Staff and Faculty communication with parents

2512 stuff

2515 Funding

2516 behaviors of students

2523 Using school to cure social ills in families

2524 Bickering board members

2529 micromanagement/"too many chefs in the kitchen"

2531 Funding

2532 Addressing Mental Health issues in high school students

2535 addressing the mental health of our students

2536 substance abuse and lack of mental health support

2537 Too much ESF overview

2538 Sheriff Wayne Ivey's involvement with the schoolboard

2540 Lack of sufficient funding/community support

2541 Equity for all commodities

2542 Proper supports for identifying and supporting 504 students

2543 Listening

2544 Not trying to make every school over performing

2546 poor communication

2550 The poor quality of teaching staff and their care for children in their classes.
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2552 lack of reward for well preforming students and lack of help or discipline for
poorly preforming students

2553 Respect towards everyone regarding their IQ

2554 Keep politics out of schools and let kids learn

2556 Troubled students in class and how to manage it

2557 bad pay rate for current and resigned workers

2559 Unclear expectations compounded with lack of training or resources to
perform

2560 Curriculum

2564 Better pay for teachers to keep them from leaving our school district

2565 Targeting our LGBTQ kids

2567 The educational system is becoming politicized and moving in directions that
are anti-intellectual, e.g. banning books, anti-LGBT, etc.

2569 support to low income schools

2570 A disrespect and lack of appreciation for the arts within our county

2574 Teachers need to act, dress, and speak with very high professionalism. High
expectations should be articulated. Not responding to email, and poor
communication/ collaboration with parents doesn't cut it.

2575 Letting politics rule actions

2577 Needs more alternative programs , tech schools etc for all high schools.

2578 Teacher and staffing shortage (result of the above deficiencies)

2579 Seasoned employee retention

2580 unrealistic state mandates

2581 student behaviors

2583 too much republicanism

2584 district too top heavy
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2585 Diversity inclusion

2586 collaboration across departments

2587 Technology

2588 Rediculous Computerized Curricu;um being shoved dow students ththroat
with only the intent to pass a test. Students do not have an opoertunity to
learn and experience their education as information is being fed to them so
quickly from pre-school on. Also the lack of classes in buiness and practical
life skills

2589 Lightening

2591 current teacher pay does not reflect all that is expected in their role

2592 Michelle Beaver

2599 Pushing agenda items of political parties, not affiliated with those of the
parents in the district

2600 Fiscal irresponsibility

2603 DISCIPLINE!! Discipline needs to be colorblind. Same consequences
regardless of race, religion, or socioeconomic status.

2607 Poor funding

2609 lack of effective consequences for misbehaved students

2610 Staffing

2611 Education dumbed down

2614 Learning gap brought on by COVID

2615 Keeping LGBTQ kids alive and safe from harm in a political climate that
makes them a target.

2616 Need for consistent discipline in schools

2618 Teacher retainment

2622 Forcing kids to wear masks during the early stages of pandemic

2623 Three
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2624 Three

2625 Short staffed

2626 Too many fund raisers. District/taxes should go further than they seem to
go.

2633 Bad administrators

2634 educating all students, even ones who have two gay dads. Even ones who
are black or brown. Even ones who have disabilities. Even ones who are from
another country. All students

2636 Teach true history, citizenship, civics to help children to think foe themselves.

2638 Need more focus on the Golden Rule

2639 Low income County

2640 Honest education without indoctrination

2642 Bullying & discrimination

2643 Fixing the wage gap of existing staff and new staff

2648 Delays in learning caused by COVID shutdowns

2651 Division within the community

2653 The economy with with the inflation that we are experiencing

2654 Understanding

2658 Lack of talents

2659 Proper placement of students with significant cognitive disabilities

2660 DISCIPLINE ISSUES within the schools

2662 Discipline

2663 Board members who grandstand with the sheriff

2672 Discipline

2673 Lack of student preparedness for real world
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2674 Local politics

2675 Finding talented teachers and paying them well to stay and deal with these
unruly and difficult kids

2676 Underpaid teachers and support staff

2678 Not many options for special help on subjects

2680 teacher support

2683 So much wasted time for students and teachers: students falling through
the cracks, rather than focusing on mastering basics and excelling in STEAM

2684 Ignore the noise from cancel-culture right wing nuts.

2690 Student discipline

2692 Filling staff shortage areas in the classroom

2695 Lack of good teachers

2696 Teachers as vessels of indoctrination rather than leading students to love of
learning.

2697 financial stability

2700 Recruiting and retaining good teachers

2703 Federal Government threat to education

2705 Paying teachers enough

2707 Parent outreach and involvement

2708 Safety if our teachers and school

2709 Discipline of bad behaviors

2710 Institutional racism

2713 Clean up the budget

2714 Cowardice

2715 teachers having to collect data for months before students receive the help
that is needed
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2716 Over politicalization in the classroom

2718 underpaid teachers

2719 disrespet

2720 Attendance

2722 lack of student accountability both academically and behaviorally

2726 Keep Staff Enthusiasm

2728 Weak leadership at the school levels.

2736 Loss of meritocracy

2739 Student safety/wellbeing

2743 Costs

2746 communication

2750 retention and recruitment

2751 None

2753 Student behavior

2754 Teacher's hands being tied as to the co tent they can't teach and fear of
being reprimanded due to the restrictions.

2756 Honesty

2762 Maintain / Enhancing Facilities and Resources

2763 Maintaining and Enhancing Facilities Resources

2771 Lack of diversity

2774 how to log in to meet a teacher

2775 Low moral

2778 low income

2780 Keeping religion out of school
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2781 Include diversity in curriculum to meet needs of the future.

2783 Collaborative leadership

2786 demographics/economics

2788 Adequate funding for arts and humanities

2791 bureaucrats

2793 Encourage academic excellence

2794 Student Services dept does more harm than good

2795 sexism

2797 students coming from the tough neighborhoods or lower income

2798 shortage/retirement of quality teachers

2800 lack of motivation

2801 money allocations not towards students

2802 Parent responsibility for children's' behavior

2803 Lack of Support

2804 student discipline

2806 Improving morale

2808 current teachers not staying up to date with educational workshops

2811 Matt Susin/School Board

2813 Low morale

2816 The youth are evolving so rapidly it is difficult to get a baseline

2817 x

2818 Too many directors at district with no deliverables

2822 Dysfunctional school board

2824 Inclusivity
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2826 Teachers being ideologues instead of educators.

2827 rigour necessary for student success

2828 Follow recommendations based on science not opinion

2830 Lack of parent involvement

2832 Lack of student motivation

2837 Ensuring history, her story, their story and our story are included in all areas
of curriculum

2838 waste in unnecessary programs

2840 Ability to find common values rules and regulations.

2841 Helping kids In need, get help

2842 Get involved

2843 Respecting academic freedom

2846 tutoring resources

2847 Annual and hourly wage of employees at certain Jobs.

2848 Achievement gaps

2851 Interpreting vague laws under threats

2856 educational trends follow an unnecessary pendulum effect

2857 Student achievement

2859 conservative activism

2860 removal of diversity issues, education and staff

2861 Divided community

2863 parents not being accountable

2867 You have a member of the school board that threatened people at a early
polling site in Merritt Island and has an arrest record that he lied about.

2869 low accountability at higher levels/ administrative support needed from ESF
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2873 wasteful spending

2874 Allowing teachers to go off of what is standard teaching and not holding
them accountable

2875 Charter schools taking away public school funds

2876 Inspire teaching staff

2877 The privatization of education through charter schools and vouchers.

2878 A lot of targeted tax money is available to Brevard public schools. That
money needs to be used to retain teachers by giving them the money. They
deserve an earn daily.

2880 economic diversity

2881 Discipline

2882 Overworked

2883 There is no public awareness that you have a serious plan to stop bullying. If
you have students spitting or hitting adults, I KNOW you have a bully
problem. Having parents that threaten the safety of a school board member
shows me there is no attempt to stem bullying at home.

2884 Allowing politics in schools (i.e removing books)

2885 Punitive district policies hurting minority students and book bans hurting
everyone

2888 student

2891 budget

2892 Overcrowded classrooms

2894 Need for broader parental involvement in both the school and in their child's
education at home.

2895 Safety

2898 Lack of consistent Funding for the Arts and Literacy Program restrictions

2901 Programs that will benefit all students

2903 Mixing government with religion.
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2905 unexperienced teachers

2907 Transportation

2908 Political culture being pushed on this district

2909 Retraining trainers

2910 Political ideology influences

2914 Support

2915 Need for expanded special needs programs

2916 Parents involvement

2917 Student accountability

2920 Taking the teacher's ability to teach away is causing many good teachers to
leave

2921 District values the culture wars over actual education

2922 Our state does not properly fund education.

2923 Our uneducated, uncaring parental base who voted for these idiots.

2927 Salary shortfalls

2928 Lack of diversity in leadership roles

2929 Including black contribution into history. GPS/ First man on the moon

2930 Expecting young kids to sit to long and focus on worksheets then go home
and sit to do homework

2935 Leading with integrity

2937 Admin and district that do not listen

2940 lack of respect for teachers

2941 Teacher wages

2942 Keeping teachers with poor ratings

2943 More new schools
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2950 Ensuring everyone - students, parents, teachers and staff - are safe from
gun violence in our schools.

2951 Student accountability

2953 Some Incompetent people in positions from janitors up to district level staff
not held accountable and coasting by

2954 Staff retention

2956 State Directed Indoctrination

2958 Need more bus drivers. Some buses a tree full!

2961 The state government slowly killing real education

2964 Teacher retention

2969 Enforcement of Rules and Regulations

2971 Teacher shortage

2974 Having a leader at the superintendent level. Someone knowledgeable and
does what is right.

2979 curriculum

2980 Focus on education first, not social engineering

2984 Students and staff's safety

2988 proliferation of charter schools

2990 State/fed requirement

2992 Teacher morale

2993 Stop teaching to test.

2997 Randy Fine's Bloated Ego

3003 Qualified teachers leaving because of working conditions

3005 Parent involement

3006 Endangering the LBGTQIA+ students & staff
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3009 Curriculum being set by the Florida government

3010 Bullying

3013 Rapid population growth

3015 Qualified staffing at all levels

3016 Don't let theatre politics interrupt serving all children

3018 Low morale and frustration due to the two items listed above is a big issue.

3020 The school board only listens to 1 group of parents. There are never any
different ethnic or middle to lower income parents at meetings because we
work. And we are not as loud as MFL

3023 Attempting to marginalize minorities

3026 Massive high beam abuse on the road at night

3028 Holding back students that are not performing

3031 egotism of Susin

3032 Lack of outside learning and fieldtrips

3033 Lack of focus on the actuall purpose of education.

3034 Top- heavy

3035 security

3036 micromanagement at all levels

3038 retaining staff

3040 Food is disgusting

3041 Book banning and other fascist activities

3043 Disrespectful communication on social media

3044 employee retainment

3045 Budget/Transportation Athletes

3049 Retaining qualified teachers
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3050 Staff shortages

3051 Lack of resources to remove troubled and disruptive children in early
elements classes to give them dedicated support they need and improve
class environments for the other students

3052 Return steps to pay scale

3053 Mental health issues regarding bullying and social media policies

3056 A sheriff that feels the need to punish students

3057 school board

3059 human/political divisions

3062 Involved parents ... Create a new PTA

3063 Take over of school board by dark money supported candidates who want to
destroy public education for all.

3064 Lack of integrity to value the differences of marginalized populations,
specifically members of the new school board

3065 Technology

3066 Discipline

3070 Delegating funds properly

3073 Better pay to attract better future candidates in the ever evolving younger
generation labor environment.

3074 Our students in need of exceptional education services are waiting far too
long to obtain those services due to data collection requirements and too
much time with paperwork.

3075 Required unnecessary Processes that effect priority processes for student
achievement. es

3076 Fluff positions at the district level-chasing program after progam, always

3079 Discipline- There is lots of talk about sweeping changes, but we have seen
nothing come to fruition yet. There needs to be significant additional staff at
my school if we hope to make real changes.

3083 Diversity development
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3087 Holding all parents accountable for their own child's learning and placing
their accountability back in their lap and not allowing them and their child to
have the power that ultimately belongs to the District entities

3088 Leadership

3090 significant disruptions in classrooms with no consequences

3092 Low graduation percentages

3096 Disrespectful Students/Parents

3097 staff shortages

3098 North area facilities old, need remodels

3099 Culture of hiding problems in the district.

3100 not enough staff

3103 Safety

3105 providing additional supports to low performing schools to promote success

3107 adult education outreach in elementary schools

3109 Cell Phone Addiction

3111 Building an inclusive environment

3112 Student accountability and expectations

3115 Too many mandates form the district when we are large, very diverse district

3117 Lack of communication about issues in the classroom

3121 Resources for Special Needs

3122 Less FLVS requirements

3123 Succession Planning

3124 Teacher & Staff compensation

3127 Teacher Pay

3128 Your school board is a political mess.
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3129 Supporting public education over private schools

3131 Physical improvements

3134 Student behavior

3136 Listening to specific groups instead of a diverse community as a whole.

3139 School Board Chair interference in district leadership ability to do the
workbility

3140 discipline within the schools because due to administration issues

3142 Unsteady behavior policies/ not enforced

3143 honesty

3144 student behaviors

3145 Inclusion for all students

3146 lack of parent involvement

3147 Lack of Communication

3148 Book banning (Moms for Liberty)

3150 Listen to the silent majority instead of just the vocal minority.

3153 Salary

3154 Academic growth

3156 Giving employees reasons to stay

3159 Many regulations seem to be in place simply to make things more difficult
and do not add to effficiency.

3160 support for all

3162 pay

3164 The amount of ESE paperwork required on top of high caseloads.

3166 Budget

3168 Employee shortage
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3174 Managing infrastructure

3175 Staff shortages

3179 Stop banning books

3181 diversity in leadership and the classroom

3183 Low teacher morale

3185 Aging workforce

3186 Bcba at each school to assist with behaviors

3187 Raising the level of qualifications of a teacher - not just accepting any one
because there is a shortage

3191 A small group of parents who want to censor schools is driving decisions

3194 morale

3195 discipline

3196 faculty attrition

3198 Unwillingness to compromise

3200 student disengagement

3201 The fact that DeSantis is ultimately calling the shots

3202 Getting community on board with changes

3206 mismatched tech

3207 Safety

3208 Political meddling from both sides

3209 Closing Student Gaps (more since COVID)

3211 balanced education to offer wide range of subjects for all students

3212 discrimination

3217 Retaining good teachers
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3220 Not staying current with technology/programs to simplify workloads

3225 mismanagement of budget

3228 majority of school board is opposed to diversity,equity, inclusion

3229 Wage compression

3230 Losing good people because the pay here is so low

3233 Lack of parent accountability, schools are not daycares.

3234 lack of student accountability both academically and behaviorally

3238 Low morale among employees

3240 attract & retain teachers

3242 More schools/Bigger schools to accommodate increase in population

3247 Inequity between older schools and newer schools

3248 Too political !

3249 Not allowing principals to make decisions that are best for their schools.

3250 Not focusing on all children

3255 Inclusion

3259 School Calendar

3260 teacher retention

3262 Budget issues and wasting money

3263 we are behind in technology

3266 facilities

3268 Teacher pay and retention

3269 effective communication in schools

3270 school grades

3271 Follow the loudest group
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3272 substitutes

3273 allowing poor leadership to continue or allowing promotion to district level
of those who are not quality

3277 focus on teachers and students, losing good teachers due to politics

3279 Lack of alternative educational options

3281 Lack of teacher benefits

3282 Student apathy

3283 Book bans, Covid safety protocols, safety from guns on campus, WOKE, let's
be honest, the list goes on and on.

3284 No accountability

3285 poor student/parent engagement

3286 Filling bus driver positions

3287 Not enough support for teachers (small pay, security issues, resources, lack
of student discipline)

3290 Improving math scores

3293 Educational Gaps in Students of Color and with Disabilities

3297 Book Burner mentality

3298 Politics ruling decision making

3299 Different opinions from parents

3300 Not my experience at my current sch. Principals harassing teachers

3301 discipline

3303 Teacher and bus driver shortages

3305 FAIR RENUMERATION

3306 little community resources for schools

3307 Decision making
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3309 Low teacher morale and under staffing

3310 A school board that does not value their teachers and undermines teacher
effectiveness

3312 job retentions

3313 savc

3316 Teachers need less accountability.

3318 Lack of discipline in the schools. Kids are crude and disrespectful and
teachers do not feel supported.

3321 Enjoyment

3322 Respect

3325 Artificial Intelligence courses

3328 Poverty

3331 Safety

3333 No plans to increase new personnel

3335 Suspend the kids who need to be suspended so the rest can learn.

3336 School Campus Security

3337 lack of pay

3338 Moms for liberty.

3339 Listening to all parents

3340 Poor parent involvement & accountablitliy

3342 transparency

3344 lack of testing for children to identify gifted and special learning needs

3346 Behavior

3348 Matt Susin

3350 Overall morale
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3351 Overkill with compliance paperwork

3352 Costs - Need to use the money we have to create better outcomes

3354 staff not staying not enough pay

3355 Salaries

3359 Discipline

3361 new technology for learning

3362 Outdated accounting programs

3363 Jennifer Jenkins

3365 Respect/accountability for all

3366 Bullying

3368 Lack of informing students on how to face certain issues.

3369 Teacher shortage

3370 Moms of Liberty

3372 Low salaries and low paying stipends additional duties and activities

3374 Teacher Development

3375 IT needs to be more available to help improve processes

3377 Parental/Community engagement/involvement

3379 ETHICS

3381 discipline discipline discipline!!!!

3382 county politics

3387 safety

3388 life skills education

3389 Lack of trust in board

3390 employee moral
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3391 parents and politics playing too large a role in education

3396 Book and history challenges

3403 Overcrowding

3405 trauma

3406 student After Care tutoring

3408 DRESS CODE!!!!!!

3411 Uninvolved parents

3412 Political Interference

3414 truck

3416 leadership in community

3417 Therapists/non-classroom staff have NO way to give input on supervisors

3418 Same sex bathroom

3422 ej

3423 outdated classroom furniture

3426 Lack of enough substitutes

3427 Employee morale is at a all time low

3429 Parent Involvement

3430 Charter school challenges

3433 discipline

3435 vocational training

3436 Lack of Leadership at the District

3440 not enough resources to improve student behaviors

3441 wasteful spending like step up surveys

3444 Collaboration
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3448 Set up alternative schools for students who are intolerant

3449 students not held accountable

3452 Student behavior and lack of consequences

3457 ADEQUATE STAFFING

3458 parental involvement in the home

3460 Fiscal resources

3461 Children held accountable

3463 morale

3464 Entitled students

3465 Fixing teacher burn out

3470 Aging facilities

3472 Raising current staff wages.

3473 political policies

3474 Broken families

3475 Not enough staff- 1 Guidance counselor for about 700 students is not a good
model. ESE teachers need help with organizing their schedule as they
struggle to see all their students. We also need more ESE teachers.

3476 Parents not being accountable/responsible for their children's behavior

3480 personnel morale is low due to increased demands, a falloff that occured
during covid and teachers not feeling they have a voice in administrative
decisions.

3482 Working equipment in every school

3483 morale

3486 Substitute shortage

3488 changing shcool boundries

3489 filling teacher vacancies
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3490 Randy Not So Fine

3494 O

3495 Not employing enough support personnelle, ie: counselors and ESE
specialists

3497 Failure to represent all students and staff

3502 Consistency and support in student services department

3505 The above should help you attract and keep teachers and staff which is a
huge challenge at this time with huge consequences for the children needing
education and to make this district something the community can be proud
of and not so sad and even scared about in some cases. Get it together so
you can find/hire/keep a good super!

3506 Budget

3507 The board following up with community after several attempts to bring a
issue to their attention

3508 Food

3510 Getting a cohesive school board that cares about the children, NOT the
money to implement CRT and other wile agendas.

3512 New board members

3513 Safe guarding diversity of thought and tolerance for all types of families and
kids

3515

3516 Discrimination toward minorities, students with disabilities, and the LGBTQ+
community

3520 Low teacher pay

3523 A board chair who believes he is a dictator

3524 It learning from the better performing schools. More schools should act like
choice schools

3525 Following State of Florida guidance

3526 Providing quality curriculum opportunities
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3527 Condition of facilities

3536 Our governor

3538 Not enough accountability for teachers

3539 NO consequences for neg behavior

3540 Maintaining academic excellence especially among students who have had
academic regression during pandemic

3543 pervert books

3546 Budget and newbies to the board

3549 decent salary for all

3551 lack of teachers

3552 Lack of good teachers

3554 Poor plumbing

3556 Disregarding contracts and agreements on facility usage by not performing
work orders in a timely manner

3559 A shortage of enthusiastic teachers

3561 Lack of involvement in local Merritt Island schools from Spacex, NASA and
Boeing. We are closest in proximity to them but no involvement in our
schools her on MI.

3569 not making things fun in a way where students can still learn

3570 teacher responsibilities

3574 Lack of funding for fundamental programs to keep our kids safe, like Drivers
Education

3576 Food insecurity

3577 Closing learning gaps

3580 Agendas to decrease diversity and critical thinking

3584 Politics
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3587 School Board Chair Matt Susin is more concerned with his personal political
goals and aspirations than with serving our community and making ethical
and just decisions that support ALL students and staff.

3588 Previously focused too much on junk instead of educating kids

3589 Special needs

3590 Letting the voice of a few extreemists dictate and remove books and
educational materials/classes that would benefit all students.

3591 Closed minded individuals given power to ban books

3593 Better teacher/staff cost of living and/or incentive raises

3596 lack of backbone in letting a minority hijack the district resulting in decrease
in staff morale

3599 Inability ti give merit raises

3600 Huge turnover of teachers

3601 One size fits all programs for struggling readers at the secondary level.
Ineffective. Many fall through the cracks.

3603 Parent/community engagement across al socio-economic levels

3605 The gross division of what schools look like in wealthy communities vs. what
they look like in low income communities, the blatant lack of care given is
shocking, extremely obvious, and very concerning.

3607 Inclusion

3608 seeing the difference between schools and helping to provide support to
higher needs school beyond Endeavour and the few in the South part of the
county

3609 Teacher pay

3610 No critical thinking allowed any more.

3611 lack of personnel and resources

3621 Commitment to all children

3623 School board members who are focused on what a minority wants instead of
what the majority of the parents and teachers want
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3624 Student behaviors

3625 retention of staff

3628 The School Board, especially Matt Susin

3629 Retaing teachers due to low pay/ student behavior

3630 Empathy

3631 Retaining teachers beyond a couple of years

3632 Taking troubled kids out of school /after care program more easily

3634 Lack of student discipline

3636 Student Safety

3637 Be willing to listen to needs of classroom teachers

3638 Not enough pay for teachers

3640 fidelity and integrity in special educational plans

3642 Improvement in student behavior and accountability

3643 always promoting students

3646 Parent accountability

3651 paying support staff and regular faculty/staff to keep up with growing
inflation/cost of living issues

3655 Lack of trust in teachers to make decisions

3657 Security in our schools

3659 Teacher pay

3663 Implement procedures that make everyone welcome

3664 Innovation

3668 Money management

3669 Staff support
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3670 Servicing the special needs population. We do not have the resources to
serve all of the different special needs we have in elementary school. Special
needs children need to be able to behave appropriately in class, or they need
to be placed in a different setting. Too much time is being spent managing
the behavior of one child which infringes on the right to learn for the rest of
the children. It's a serious problem!!

3671 Financing student athletic programs

3672 Suspensions

3673 Limit out of school suspensions

3674 Supporting administration

3675 motivated by need for personal gain

3678 More support needed in classroom. Co-teacher or less demands of teachers.
I find myself taking work home. I want a healthy work/life balance.

3681 special interests

3683 To encourage students

3686 Staff Recruitment

3689 Dire lack of state support for students' overall mental and physical health
and wellbeing

3690 Keep our children safe

3691 Discipline Issues (Students hitting teachers, student behavior affecting the
learning of other students))

3693 Communication

3695 lack of teachers

3696 Corruption

3697 Removal of books without review

3704 Communication about academic excellence at all school levels (not just high
school) should be highlighted more

3706 Making diversity acceptable
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3709 poor morale

3719 Lack of safe and thriving learning environment

3720 Wayne Ivey

3721 behavior

3722 middle school hours

3723 Funds for extracurricular activities

3724 Low performing student body and apathetic educators

3726 Lack of support and accountability to lazy parents

3729 Transportation (busses)

3730 lack of professionalism from Board Chair

3733 board leadership needs to learn how to lead or let someone else lead

3738 Governing bodies not thinking about the kids as the bigger picture

3739 Budget

3741 Lack of up to date technology

3743 Finding common ground amount parents

3744 School board meetings being held when a large number of parents, teachers
are actively engaged at work

3746 Poverty gaps

3748 Megan Wright

3750 The county ignores the damage/trauma of COVID and expects the kids to
test on grade level when they experienced 1+ years of disrupted learning.
Student achievement will not get better until this is acknowledged and
addressed.

3754 Integrate technology into students' lives as opposed to legislating it out

3755 Aloof staff

3757 Student achievement scores
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3758 Many students struggling with mental health issues needing support but we
do not have enough help.

3760 Not enough vocational schooling or training

3766 increasing benefits for staff to retain staff

3768 Testing methods

3769 Too much mandatory computer time for students

3771 student behavior

3773 Staffing Shortages

3774 Teacher Retention

3775 Lack of inclusive leadership

3780 After care

3781 Health

3782 student mental health

3784 Lack of ability to use discipline in the classroom.

3789 ect

3791 Supporting teachers better so we don't continue to lose them

3794 Low Employee Morale

3796 Understanding

3799 positive public relations

3801 Lack of supplies

3802 Communication Skills

3807 Push to get children to chose career paths before graduation and lack of
involvement in success of students beyond grade school.

3808 teacher salaries

3809 Keeping a great superintendent, rather than letting one like Dr. Mullins go
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3812 student discipline

3814 lack of admin contribution to the community

3817 Perhaps use superintendent and board members salary to supplement lack
of teacher pay which thus reflects on level of learning kids do not receive

3818 not embracing technology

3819 lack of facility updates

3820 zero accountability with poor school administrations (Viera HS!!!)

3821 Not aligning with northern states progression in education

3823 Absenteeism

3824 We are not addressing the teacher shortage in any meaningful way.

3831 Saul

3834 teachers taking phones

3836 Idk

3838 Often Nightmares

3839 good

3840 Classes Poor

3842 s

3843 Hiring Process

3848 Ultra conservative parents dicating curriculm for public schools their own
children don't attend

3849 teacher burnout/low pay

3851 Discipline

3854 Out-reach

3855 Blaming teachers.

3856 Low pay
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3857 families that run the school because the district is scared of being sued

3859 student discipline

3861 salary

3863 retaining QUALIFIED staff

3866 Leaders who are not willing to make changes when changes are needed

3867 Lack of emphasis on diversity and inclusion

3868 Placing elementary school principals in a superintendent position that is
only wanting it for the power and title and not the betterment of the
community or schools or staff. Don't do it! Worst mistake ever especially if
the son of a ex judge. It's all about getting his name noticed and not how
best he can make a difference or positive impact on our children, schools,
staff or anyone but only to line his pockets and scam the tax payers with his
charm and manipulations. Especially when he can try to gaslight families
into believing it is all their own perspective and in their heads even when he
is faced with facts. He never accepts responsibility for his actions and will
lead the schools down a worm hole into lawsuits and distraction.

3869 burn out/a few teachers ruining the reputation for the rest

3873 lack of vision

3874 Critical shortages of staff at every school site.

3875 Too much concern for balancing favorable "opinions". Do what's right - not
what's most popular.

3876 Two

3879 Outdated materials and technology in the classroom

3880 underpaying teachers

3882 Continuity

3884 monetary budget

3887 New board members and current chair are outwardly bigoted.

3889 not listening to the experts in the classroom
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3897 Board members truly have no idea what is actually happening in the
ADMINISTRATION office. Teaching in Brevard is the only profession where an
EXCELLENT TEACHER may not have a job to return to the next year. This
isn't because of performance. Instead it is usually based off of who ADMIN
likes or prefers.

3898 Safety

3901 The district has made decisions in the past (specially in response to COVID)
that were not grounded in science or the best interests of all students

3902 Teacher pay

3903 Negative administrators.

3904 Board's behavior between their members casts a negative reflection on our
district

3907 uninvolved parents

3910 Businesses

3911 Project management Issues

3912 Low teacher/staff morale and salaries

3913 The most in-need schools don't get enough support from the district, only
get interventions after they have been struggling for a long time, not
preemptive interventions. Many of the north area schools would benefit in
district leaders coming in and asking the school what they need during
preplanning and then helping to devise a plan with periodical check-ins
WITH district support, not judgement

3914 Student and teacher safety

3918 misappropriated funding

3919 support for teachers

3921 Lack of money for student supplies

3922 Taking away the ability of teachers to create their own lesson plans

3924 managing the rise in very challenging student behaviors.

3925 Falling behind on keeping up with national pay scales for all employees

3926 no support for non-AP programs, even though test scores are awful
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3929 Adapting to change

3931 DeSantis

3933 School board members beholden to special interests groups

3935 Lack of respect of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness

3936 school maintenance

3937 New school Board bowing to parents instead of support teachers

3940 Mental health and academic stability of our students

3944 Coaches are underpaid for all they do

3946 school security

3947 Budget

3948 Lack of staff

3949 Lack of funding

3950 Open-mindedness/Collaboration with students and teachers

3952 Educating citizens being inflamed by Right-wing zealots

3954 Distribution of Resources

3957 Social media drug and adult content, bullying; teach more about dangers in
todays world

3958 Innovation, the foundation of the future

3959 Getting parents on same page as teachers

3966 Catering to right wing crazies

3967 Brevard is a growing community, so more schools might need to be built

3971 Teacher retention

3972 Staff shortages
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3973 Improved Discipline and ESE Practices

3975 Teachers union

3981 Intimidation

3982 Need more men teachers

3983 Babies being born at prom

3986 Impossible for 4-5 guidance counselors to effectively support 2300
students!!!

3987 cost of living for students and employees

3989 Too much focus on gaps and race and not enough time spent in schools to
figure out the cause

3990 Too much fixation on identity and self

3995 qualified teachers

3997 Behavioral issues with little backing

3999 Morale

4000 political agendas that create unnecessary conflict

4002 gifted programs

4003 community

4005 Appreciation

4006 Finding and retaining quality teachers and administrators

4007 teachers are not treated with respect by the district or students,

4008 District support of schools

4009 creating policy without a viable plan of operational compliance

4011 Not supporting teachers, they are leaving in unimaginable numbers.

4012 overall moral and impact for the staff and students

4014 Lack of life skills classes (taxes, home economics, etc)
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4015 Hug

4016 School board too extreme right

4018 Moral across the district

4019 discipline

4020 lack of community resources for low income students

4021 achievement among black and brown students

4022 homogenous learning groups

4023 Lack of understanding of its administrators strengths

4026 ESF leaders are disconnected from reality. Go back to having local offices
north central south areas where accessible to everyone. Be available for
concerns. Eyes on admin in area and teachers more closely. Stop covering up
issues. Make decisions based on facts and not here say.

4027 food full of carbs/sugar

4030 not supporting teachers

4031 Reducing the risk-ratio of out-of-school suspensions for the African
American subgroup

4034 fear of lawsuits

4036 Censorship being handed down by the Governor

4040 DeSantis, Ivey, fascism in general

4041 mims

4045 Students not respecting teachers

4047 Lack of good administrators

4048 no flexibility with choosing what to teach and when to teach it

4050 Staff shortages causing greater workload for all with the expectations to
uphold excellent performance, uphold the desire to want to do more with
less, with decreased support at the school level, ALSO unreasonable parent
groups (entitlement, disrespect, blame, and harassment of school employees
with no support to stop or prevent this).
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4051 Underrepresented communities/inequality

4052 student integrity

4053 Discipline

4055 student behavior responsibility

4057 ignorant leaders who don't value their subordinates or the work they are
doing

4060 Ron DeSantis

4063 student discipline

4066 staff shortages

4067 Responsibility to students

4068 Updated labs and computer rooms. Technology is key. Stop spending money
replenishing beach sand and invest in our school system.

4069 Keeping classrooms based on math, science, unbiased history, and reading

4071 mandates from the governor

4075 Concentrations of struggling families that lead to crabs in a bucket
mentality

4078 Accountability

4080 students are disengaged

4082 bus driver behavior

4084 remembering its not just teachers but there are support staff as well that
need to be taken care of

4087 Academic strong

4090 Cultural Diversity

4100 C

4103 Teacher Pay

4104 Gaps in achievement
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4109 State required testing

4110 Huge workload of teachers

4115 proper punishment for acting out

4116 Being a trauma safe environment

4119 Parents not willing to take responsibility for their student

4121 Hiring and keeping talented teachers

4122 Student Motivation

4129 Punishment given to students needed

4131 Lack of clear leadership & improvement strategies

4136 Politics

4137 More school program maybe add more time in school instead of getting out
early more after school reading and mathematics classes to help students

4143 Matt Susin

4146 mommy

4148 Lack of engagement with parents and Grandparents

4150 Disregard for working parents in reference to setting times for important
meetings, trainings that are had in the district

4151 Student discipline and parents who harass staff.

4152 No

4153 teacher safety

4155 Parent disengagement/disciplinary issues.

4156 Safety and Security

4157 Instructional time not tailored to students abilities; i.e. dyslexia, IQ, autism,
ADHD, etc.

4159 Low staff
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4161 Keeping a high standard of education to compete globally

4162 More Technical paths for kids that won't go to college

4168 discipline

4170 Technology

4172 Finance/Purchasing Dept. understaffed, undertrained, slow

4174 Understanding what students and teachers need to thrive

4175 Underpaid

4177 Teacher's salaries

4178 Diversity

4180 People who lack conservative values and lack of respect for the Bill of Rights
for all!

4181 Adult not listening

4182 Student/teacher burnout

4184 Too much trying to please everyone except the parents and what we care
and want.

4188 Over-reach of religious groups trying to determine curriculum

4189 Effective use of instructional time

4190 STUDENT BEHAVIOR. Kick them out. Parents need to be held accountable.
The abuse is constant between peers and students abusing staff. Kick them
out or people will quit/press charges

4194 Implementation of budget reductions

4197 budgets

4198 Higher pay for teachers

4199 Retention of staff

4200 People making rules who have never worked in a school

4205 Teacher union
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4208 Restoring morale of staff

4210 Learning

4213 Politics

4216 Teacher pay/benefits need enhancement

4218 Unclear expectations

4220 Leadership

4221 Ineffective leadership from the top to the bottom

4224 Revamp the entire matrix of teach salaries based on experience and
advanced education

4226 compliance with state and federal regulations / budget

4227 Enough staff assigned to classes to meet student needs

4229 Lack of diversity or willingness to teach it

4230 Discipline

4231 Making teaching an honorable, respected profession

4232 facilities

4233 book banning

4234 Some schools are not teaching to curriculum levels

4235 facilities care

4236 Non-Communication between departments

4242 expectaions of school/classroom libraries

4243 employee turnover

4246 Allowing IDEA to be more than a menu. Staffing the classes with support

4248 Staff

4250 Being able to get back to teaching the basics
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4251 Being a good teacher and recognizing efforts for it.

4256 Meeting the needs of ESE students

4257 Student disrespect of teachers

4258 Trade skills needed

4259 ESE Teacher turnover

4262 Low college enrollment

4263 Improving the quality of teaching and learning

4264 The county should standardize the way each school presents their
information. Every school website looks different, information is outdated,
staff and Coaches for athletics teams is not always complete. Every school
should have a standard template and be required to keep the information
accurate and up to date. Athletics for the whole county should also be
uniform

4265 teacher shortages

4267 Not enough support

4270 Holding teachers accountable

4272 Home Education Support & Inclusion esp at ESF

4273 Teacher's loss of autonomy

4274 Prepare kids to excel in the community.

4275 discipline

4276 Equity

4277 Lack of diversity in education such as foreign languages taught at earlier
ages. Should be introduced like art as a rotating class all through their
education years K-6.

4280 striking a balance with discipline

4282 School safety

4283 inequitable
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4286 Teachers and staff need more support from the district.

4287 Lack of kindness and respect in district leaders

4289 pay for support staff is too low

4293 Some rules

4295 low quality school food

4296 Book banning/censorship

4298 shortage of teachers

4300 Desmotivado

4301 ESF staff should KNOW (in real time) how their decisions impact
teachers/students.

4305 Loss of morale

4309 Not paying for performance

4312 Teacher standards of training and education

4315 Not listening to some kids when u accuse them of something wrong

4317 Teachers having to deal with behaviors and not being able to teach the rest
of the class.

4321 Lack of programming for future adults

4323 Encouraging excellence

4324 Not enough hands on projects

4326 Racists

4328 sensible distribution of funds for maitianing public schools

4329 Publicly ridiculing and crucifying teachers for wearing masks (PPE) to
protecting themselves and demanding the school system act in their best
interest.

4330 ultra conservative base yelling the loudest
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4332 Funding. Employee/Staff compensation is low. Many schools are in desperate
need of repairs/remodel.

4333 School shootings

4336 Fridays should not be short days-loss of instructional time

4338 nothing else

4339 Lying

4343 J

4344 improving poor performing schools

4346 Positive after school programs

4350 Lack of leadership

4352 Fascist policies

4353 Building Maintenance

4354 Lack of resourses for families who need help, and cannot afford it. I
understand that things are based off of income, however, when you spend
15K alone on medical expenses a year, your 40K job doesn't cover much for
tutoring or childcare cost.

4358 Too much focus on electronics & not enough hands-on experiences

4363 The push for introduction of CRT and hypersexuality in public schools

4364 Unified effort between schools and district

4368 A shady and questionable relationship with the local Sheriff that is putting
our most at-risk kids in harm's way.

4370 I think our third most significant challenge is our lack of leadership support
for teachers and support staff.

4375 Quality leadership

4376 Paying teachers an adequate salary

4378 political agendas

4390 handling of student behavior
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4392 Discipline

4394 lack of visionary leadership

4400 Student Discipline

4401 Low Salary

4403 Employee Retention

4405 attendance

4406 Childcare

4407 Programs for disaffected students

4410 Attendance

4411 The school system is spending to much money, cut costs.

4413 Struggling low-income students who need additional resources and
assistance

4414 Student behavior

4416 Non-educators calling the shots. Police your children at home. Don't take
away proper education my children.

4417 Underperforming schools

4422 human resources

4430 Teacher Resources

4431 Too much testing

4432 Disrespectful students

4433 Punishing teachers for students' behaviors

4434 focusing on students AND teachers

4435 district personnel unwilling to appropriately resolve challenges

4436 Disscipline
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4437 Habitual changes to 'the newest thing ' rather than consistently using best
curriculum/teaching practices...even if it's an 'older' method.

4442 Not paying teachers more.

4443 Teacher retention. No one wants to teach because there is such little respect

4444 Media Specialists and Media Centers under threat

4445 Leadership not implementing proven methods of reading instruction

4446 Not blind the eye to the real problems that are happening in the schools
with students' behavior. It is not only just to give knowledge, but to guide the
student, and it is not the role of just the Guidance department.

4447 Fear leading to changing curriculum to change world facts.

4448 Fascism

4454 Better orientation for new students

4455 Listening to Parents not Randi Weingarten

4458 Raising student performance and behavior

4459 teacher retention

4461 behavioral issues

4462 Too much on teachers plates

4465 Political Maneuvering

4466 Ongoing teacher shortage

4468 religious bullshit

4469 Low school performance

4470 The ability to trust the teachers in the way they should be able to teach

4474 Gay/trans/racial vilification

4476 Ensuring all teachers are focusing exclusively on academics, NOT
indoctrination of their own personal beliefs-whatever those beliefs may be,
classrooms must be a safe zone for teaching/learning academics only
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4477 Provide equal opportunities to all schools

4480 It checking on charter school academic rests and bathroom s some no toilet
paper or hand towels or stall doors

4482 Student and teacher safety

4484 Equal opportunity for all students to access high quality programs to
maximize their potentials

4488 Discipline

4491 Hostile embracing of anti-public education philosophy from political pundits

4494 Students/parents/guardians general disrespect for every school
employee/other students

4495 The IEP system timliness

4496 Poor investment choices

4498 lack of substitutes in the district

4500 Attend or assist new teachers who come to the educational system in
Brevard County

4506 Teacher shortage

4519 Book bans

4521 Not enough funding for Technology

4532 Bullying/suicide/mental health

4534 Leaving children unprepared for the world by limiting topics and literature

4536 $$$ widening roads in lieu of satisfactory bus service

4538 Teacher's salary

4540 We need to lobby for less rules and laws written and supported by
legislators who know nothing about education. That is a huge part of the
reason our schools are losing the battle to improve education.

4541 Isk

4542 Keeping strong educators
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4543 Teachers can't do anything with behaviors

4545 Care for the students

4546 Communication

4548 poor cirriculum

4549 Discipline

4553 The current school board's blatant inability to conduct meetings in
professional manner in the public's eye/often times their "disagreements"
prevent them from addressing/resolving issues...it's truly embarrassing

4554 Misunderstood culture

4558 Keep Wayne Ivey's agenda out of schools

4562 The rise of technology as both a contributor and detractor to learning

4564 lack of support from district regarding student behavior issues

4567 teacher shortages

4570 Administration

4571 Dedicated teachers

4572 Morale

4574 Classroom Size

4575 Woke policies

4578 the absence of family

4580 Employee morale and trust

4581 You as a whole.

4583 student behavior

4584 untrained staff

4586 IEP support regardless of school size

4587 politics
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4589 Racism. Including White students being discriminated against or made to felt
as less than, or as "oppressors."

4591 Teachers are burned out and unmotivated

4593 problem solving

4595 No one takes responsability

4596 Focus on non educational items - we are behind in reading, yet so focused on
inclusion and other social/political issues.

4600 Staying out of the "woke" silliness

4602 Planning for growth and maintaining high standards

4606 Dh

4607 H

4609 Financial aid

4612 Too much time wasted on insignificant topics;I.e. removing books, reinventing
cell phone and discipline policies that are already in use and effective, etc.

4613 Pay

4614 qualified teachers

4615 n/a

4616 i miss mr heath

4621 Identifying and evaluating dangerous students

4630 Kind/Gentle Way to All

4633 staff

4635 Lack of including parents more for celebration and restorative practices with
their child at school

4637 Employment

4639 Rejecting facts in favor of popularity

4643 Not enough Self control in the schools
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4645 Retaining teaching talent

4647 Budget Challenges.

4650 Integrity

4654 New reputation as a district in decline

4655 Substitute teacher recruitment/teacher burnout

4658 Lack of holding problem students accountable

4659 Professionalism

4666 parents parenting

4667 Fair funds to schools or projects done at school

4668 Underappreciated

4670 Financing

4674 Discrimination in schools against minority children (such as LGBTQ, minority
races, and minority religions) and promoting taking away learning material
based on ignorant propaganda from elected officials.

4676 lack of accountability

4682 bussing

4687 Not leaving behind academically challenged kids

4695 raises

4696 All Staff/Educators having to wait on time-sensitive, school decisions from
the Superintendent or District Office. District needs a system in place that
offers autonomous school decision making from School Principals.

4697 Conflict resolution at every level- counselors, teachers, administrators and
students are not expected to resolve conflict responsibility and it costs
everyone resources and professional development

4702 "Anti-woke" laws and how to make ALL students feel welcome and
supported despite these oppressive laws

4704 discipline
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4707 Lack of parental involvement

4708 Lack of teacher planning/prep time

4709 Filling all vacancies with quality applicants

4710 low pay

4713 lack of accountability to parents

4714 Lack to safety improvements to older school campuses - all attention seems
to be on making sure certain schools have the most advanced safety
features

4718 None

4719 Divided community. Mom's for Liberty do NOT represent a majorityT

4720 Parents run schools not principals

4721 those who has power

4722 Letting people who have been arrested on school site be volunteer

4724 Demanding that all schools operate like Edgewood and Westshore, many
deserving students are being left out due to this.

4726 staff shortages

4727 Not being kind

4728 Look at budget. Schools should not be expected to function with $30k/year
for custodial, copiers and basic supplies. Not possible with the lack of
curriculum and the copies that need to be made.

4729 Causing conflict to prevent conflict

4730 Discipline does not exist. The district overrides any authority the school
administration makes at the first complaint phone call from a parent. The
schools need to regain the control over decisions that are made without the
district directors undermining their authority by siding with the parent on
decisions. These administrative decisions are made for good reason and
reversed by people who are not in the school and were not there to witness
the behavior.

4735 Pay Rates

4741 Discipline
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4743 Ineffective response to discipline issues caused by Challenge #2

4746 Lack of repairs at older schools

4749 No clear cut or effective student discipline policies

4752 Discipline

4753 School safety

4754 Recently a tolerance for inappropriate behaviors by students: lack of
meaningful discipline and keeping violent and very disruptive students at
school or in class

4755 teacher workload/class size

4756 safety

4762 See 1

4767 access & opportunity for ALL students

4768 Staffing

4772 Retention of or hiring of adequate staff.

4774 Making the children learn more

4775 We have ARs on all of our SROs

4781 Keeping staff employed

4787 Low teacher pay & resources

4790 no integrity

4795 discipline consequences

4798 A continued deterioration of quality in schools. See #2

4799 Bulling

4803 Need more personnel in schools

4804 unknown
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4807 Diversity in the workplace

4808 Gifted development and innovation

4809 Bigger focus on early childhood

4812 Not enough staff/teachers

4813 Supplies

4816 Creating a Culture of Respect in our System: This starts with Board members
respecting one another AND all the stakeholders in the system (including
teachers and staff/principals/students/parents/community members)/ by
listening carefully, speaking thoughtfully from the heart, looking for
aternative and creative solutions which take into account the potential
benefit and harm of all parties. Looking together to create possibilities and
dreams we can build together.

4819 Higher Administration

4821 Lgbtq equality

4827 Discipline

4828 Politics

4831 to permissive

4832 student behavior and school safety

4835 Envy

4837 poor communication, professional development, special education supports
and services do not meet individual needs

4839 Low teacher pay

4842 dumb

4846 Updating technology

4847 lack of student disipline

4855 Underfunded Schools
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4859 Hold bad actor students accountable. Too many times ignored those
responsible and held others accountable. Do your homework when
addressing corrective issues.

4860 Teacher pay

4861 these damn racists

4867 Competitive pay to recruit and retain a diversified workforce

4870 Focus of board on politics rather than educational needs of students

4875 Blatant discrimination

4881 Students needs to be disciplined

4883 Favoritism

4885 Work values

4887 overly strict grading

4889 Hiring and challenging administrators and educators who are focused on
fundamentals that lead to well educated graduates.

4890 diversity

4898 making rules or policy without truly understanding what is actually required
to preform job duties, Piling on of additional duties due to shortages without
understanding it can't be done properly in 8 hours.

4900 Allocation of finances/resources

4901 Changing to accommodate far right!!!!!!!!!

4904 fiscal responsibility

4905 Tests

4907 Cell phones

4909 Respect

4910 Helping teachers get their certificates back to go back into the classroom

4911 Addressing pandemic related academic losses
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4912 Challenges from those few who want to affect all.

4913 Inclusion of our self contained classroom students with general ed
population as a whole starting in elementary school.

4920 Wasteful spending

4921 Increasing pay for Staff to $20 per hour

4922 Public Perception

4925 Teacher pay for 15 year + teachers!

4926 too much free time during school

4929 Paid Teacher training needs to increase

4934 Student Behavior with minimal consequences

4935 Student Behavior

4943 Teacher pay and retention

4947 Safety

4949 easy work done

4950 Not merit based

4956 How to make access to school programs (such as gifted) available and fair,
not limited by income and thus, access to transportation.

4960 Utilizing the resources available locally for increased workforce participation
in high paying jobs.

4963 Mentality of 'us' versus 'them' in academic and culture separations, when
we're really all in it together. Helping the struggling helps all.

4965 Ridiculous political fights

4966 The governor, who thinks political opinions should govern curriculum!

4967 district and administrative support for teachers

4970 Help for all the teachers

4971 discipline
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4978 Focusing on students above all else

4981 grants

4982 Anti education agenda of current governor

4983 Lack of positive leadership and fairness of several board members

4984 Anti education politicians
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8. Please check all the stakeholder groups that you represent
from the list below.

P
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Parent or
guardian
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member

BPS
School
Board

employee
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Business
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Student Other
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Value Percent Responses

Parent or guardian
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BPS School Board employee (current or former)

Business leader

Student

Other

66.2% 2,422

61.4% 2,248

41.1% 1,504

11.9% 436

7.9% 288

13.7% 502
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3283 As a retired Brevard County school teacher(over thirty five years) my heart is
broken by what I have seen happening in the district. If I was still teaching I
doubt that I could remain. And I don't see how my colleagues do, my heart
goes out to them

3285 The new superintendent has a difficult challenge ahead with the divisiveness
of our current schoolboard so they will have to be able to make the board
cohesive again, as well as improving the staff morale which is severely
lacking. I believe the superintendent needs to be more visible in schools, not
just as for a hand shake but to really see what is going in classes so that
they can support the admin and staff better.

3286 Moral is very low

3290 On numerous occasions, the Teachers Union has claimed that Critical Race
Theory (CRT) is not being taught in K-12 public schools. However, in July 2021
the Washington Examiner reported that the nation's largest teachers union,
the National Education Association, recently outright endorsed the teaching
of CRT to public school students in an agenda item. They vowed to "share
and publicize" information "already available on CRT — what it is and what it
is not" and fight back against legislation that would ban CRT from school
curricula. CRT left the universities long ago and has been infiltrating the
culture ever since, manifesting itself in corporate diversity and equity
seminars, political activist groups such as Black Lives Matter, and now in
school curricula. The book, Not My Idea, for example, adapted the idea that
"whiteness" is a form of "stolen land and riches" from an original CRT legal
text written by Cheryl Harris in 1993. The purpose of CRT has always been
the same: to teach people that America is an irreparably racist nation built
on racist institutions upheld by racist people. It is a sinister and toxic
ideology, and it is being taught to children in the schools that we, the
taxpayers, fund. Additionally, the 20,000 member American Educational
Research Association 2022 Annual Meeting which took place in San Diego,
CA, April 21-26, 2022 had a theme of "Cultivating Equitable Education
Systems for the 21st Century". I personally analyzed the agenda and
discovered that CRT sessions were evidenced in over 50% of the sessions.
Finally, we cannot forget that Desmond Blackburn spent a few years in the
Brevard County School System. Mr. Blackburn was the Chief of School
Performance and Accountability Officer in Broward County where the
administrators were forced to deliberately underreport bullying, assaults,
thefts, and other crimes to make it appear as though his PROMISE program
was working. It might be important to the future safety of our children that
you take into consideration that Mr. Blackburn's strategy and guidance was
used in the Brevard County system while he was here.

3298 We need someone who has actually been a teacher.

9. Please provide any additional information you would like to
share.
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3300 Health insurance has gotten better, but still needs improvement

3305 More frequent visits, follow-ups and evaluations to schools, since each one
has different needs to treat them based on them and give them due follow-
up to obtain achievements and forge a generation of successful
professionals

3308 i think school is to long

3316 Our district needs to implement tougher consequences for student
misbehavior.

3318 I come from a district in Colorado where students are expected to be
respectful and not talk so inappropriately. I know there is a lot more poverty
here, but this type of behavior should not be tolerated in school.

3319 Seems odd that we are being asked to provide the qualities of a
superintendent that we want when what most Brevard residents want is
likely the return of the former superintendent, Dr. Mullins. He was sacrificed
by a school board with a newly elected majority of narrow-minded
individuals. They dismissed the former superintendent without any real
complaints about his performance. He was the right man for the job, but
they felt it necessary to flex their muscle and make a public show of force.
How sad that they put their political agenda ahead of our students'
interests. Many people agree with these sentiments, including quite a few
employees. Witness the abrupt resignations of two assistant
superintendents. How sad that the Board chairman stood next to the sheriff
while he called our students "snots" and "clowns".

3321 We need a superintendent who knows the challenges faced by students and
teachers and will put their efforts to handle these concerns front and center
in their duties.

3330 EXTREME behaviorial issues must be met with EXTREME punishment/
consequences, regardless of the student's race, gender, or socio-economic
status. Teachers are BEYOND FRUSTRATED with the amount of paperwork
and time the "process" takes for reform. Discipline is the #1 reason you have
an employee crisis in education.

3333 Too many over paid personnel at ESF. Time to take financial care of the
support people doing the PHYSICAL work DAILY !!!

3335 You can have the best students and leaders, but until you address how to
better support your teachers, lessen their workload, and build them up
again, you aren't going to get far. I watch my kids teachers working all night
and day for inadequate pay. If you can't pay them more, lessen their load. It's
no wonder our classroom are full of substitutes, teachers are quitting. How
can the new leader help teachers? That would be of value to know.
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3338 The superintendent should not be replaced for political reasons by the
school board just for performance.

3339 I love our Space Coast

3340 We need to hold our parents and students accountable for the way we they
treat employees. We are tired of being treated so poorly for such little pay.
The level or responsibility we are held to is not compensated. We are tired of
not being backed up by the board. We are tired of watching bad students
mistreat other students and staff. One should no out weight the many and
this is what is happening. Allow the principals to run their sites.

3342 This all I care about money. District cheated veteran pay. Raise my pay...cost
of living is increasing and my take home never catches up for doing such
hard grueling ethical work. Accountable competent employee I want $80,000
we are a high performing District one of the best in the Nation

3344 my son was in private school. We were never given any contact info to have
him tested for gifted and the local school he was zoned for incorrectly told
us he needed to be a student to receive testing. Lack of information and
knowledge among the school community whether private or public is
unacceptable. This is not an uncommon event. We have spoken to multiple
families that had no idea the were affordede the rights within their zoned
district.

3348 Very disappointed in the book bans in this state. Listen to the people...not
the politicians!

3355 If he or she does not have a agenda to be in the classroom they should not
be considered.

3359 We need a leader who is not going to aim to please any political
party/agenda and advocate for the students and staff of our District.

3360 Good Luck!

3362 There is a large concern over the outdated programs and systems used for
book keeping and the amount of extra work placed on these bookkeepers
who aren't paid nearly enough to handle the job. The structure needs to be
looked at.

3365 Education should not be politicized! There's no "winning" here…everyone
looses. Where is good old "common sense"? Accountability for actions?
Support and respect? What has happened!? Don't dumb down education…
encourage and challenge all students to meet their potential…support and
stop tearing down what works . Use the word "no" without fear of hurting
others feelings. Listen to your peers… respect your peers… maybe there's
hope yet!
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3376 Retired BPS teacher

3377 I think we have an amazing school board who has the best interests of all
their stakeholders in mind. My prayer is that we get a candidate who is
perfectly suited for carrying out the board's mission and addressing the
diverse needs of our district.

3381 over 15 years working for BPS

3387 Brevard County historically has a high achieving student population.
Opportunities need to be provided for students who are not geared to
traditional academic instruction. Teachers need to be held accountable for
their performances but teacher student load numbers need to decrease.
Secondary school teachers need to be limited to teaching 5 of 7 periods and
relieved of additional supervision duties when possible.

3388 focus on solid education, not kissing up to the whims of the day espoused in
the media

3390 Before we focus on academics, we need to get the behavior (disrespect,
faculty abuse, BPS destruction of property) under control!! Then we need to
respect the teachers and show respect in wanting to keep them by giving
HUGE raises instead of paying for positions in BPS that are riduiculous when
their salary could go toward teacher raises. Also, the income from medicaid
and where it goes in BPS, needs to be addressed

3395 Select a candidate who supports education, not political stunts; who
supports staff who are trained to do their jobs, not politicians with an anti-
woke agenda.

3398 Diversity of opinion is important and compromises may be necessary to
ensure the students receive the best possible education they can.

3404 I stopped providing answers part way through because they are all the same
options stated differently. Sounds like you already know what/who you want.

3406 Can we do away with the lottery, and have all schools mandatory volunteers
from parents stated but of course have options to get out if unable to
volunteer. Really push for community involvement. Have a personal
influencer per semester for kids to follow each year...Communicate social
media and tech

3409 I feel it is critical to find someone who values diversity in opinions and
respect and support for all students, which is lacking by some in leadership
positions within our school district.

3414 mrs riordan
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3417 Some ESF program areas come across as very territorial. Many top
personnel have been removed from daily interactions in areas they supervise
and no longer understand how things work. They do not ask workers what is
needed or problems faced. Workers have NO input back up chain their
supervisors (communication skills, competency etc). Program/policy changes
are made WITHOUT any input/discussion with employees directly involved in
programs. When changes did not have impacts desired or problems arose,
rather than asking staff for input more 'changes' were implemented which
haven't improved initial problem. Believe in your staff and talk to the 'on the
ground workers'. They have more understanding of daily issues and some
really good ideas if asked.

3418 We need someone who is not politically motivated. Keep politics out of
school! They do not belong there.

3422 ie

3423 teachers and staff need to be invited to be part of decision making groups,
they are the people dealing with the issues on a daily basis. Listen to them,
take what they say to heart. This job is not getting any easier, the stress is
overwhelming.

3424 Children educated in the light grow deep roots, strong limbs and minds like
sponges that will clamp onto life like a Venus fly trap. In the darkness they
wither and die of starvation. At best they'll live a dullard's life.

3425 Hire someone who will not place unrealistic and inappropriate expectations
on teachers unless pay is raised. Do not hire a Ron DeSantis follower

3436 The lack of discipline in our schools is causing employees to quit.

3440 The learning environment is challenged daily by unruly students who keep
returning to class.

3444 None

3445 I love teaching, but I am tired. I am tired of watching the chronic
unmanageable students being sent back to class after 10 minutes in the
office and they are laughing about it. I have watched teachers leave the
profession because they don't feel supported by anyone in a leadership role.
I also think EVERY SINGLE SCHOOL should have a STEM lab that is rotated
into our activity wheel. WE LIVE ON THE SPACE COAST with access to NASA,
Harris, Space Force, etc. We should be the top district in the nation for STEM
academics. We have amazing resources here and we don't use them. I am
also tired of parents trying to tell me and admin how grades should be
handled. I have watched admin make a teacher change her grading policy
because one parent was upset about it. The rest of her team does it the
same way but she has to change hers.
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3448 All teachers and faculty need to keep Akina for students who want to
achieve but have a difficult time because of other students putting pressure
on them bullying them on a daily basis. This must be stopped.

3450 Concerned about learning materials being restricted according to certain
groups in the community

3458 All of my children attended high school in this county and at that time this
was one of the highest achieving counties in Florida. Students were held
accountable and parents were more involved with their children in the home.
We need to regain that culture.

3463 the communication in this organization is the worse I have ever encountered.
The best thing you could do is outsource Finance, Human Resources and
Facilites.

3474 I have been a teacher in Brevard for 30 years. Both my children graduated
from Brevard High schools.

3475 I am a teacher and I believe we need someone who is vested in our
community and who does not see this position as a stepping stone to the
next big thing. Someone who can understand that Brevard is made up of so
many different communities with varying needs.

3476 I'm tired of hearing things like, "This is only a level 1 (or 2) infraction, and if
you look at this poster chart, I can only assign detention (or 1-3 days
suspension," for things like terrorizing, making fun of, bullying, and putting
their hands on other students. This is unacceptable.

3480 It would be great to incorporate mindfulness in schools to help the many
children with emotional challenges. It would be great for their mental health
and decrease discipline issues.

3489 high schools need a better dress code

3494 O

3495 Start focusing on improving education and keeping great staff. Stop playing
politics praying on people's fears and stop promoting guns and policing in
schools. Data shows this is harmful to students and their futures

3502 Younger superintendent that understanding what it takes to connect with
the current generation of nuts and the issues that present itself. Someone
who has morals and willing to stand up for what is right regardless of
parents opinions. Actually support the school administration, teacher and
personnel. Be like Dr. Mullins- be visible in the community and have a heart
of care and compassion. Not be swayed by certain school board members
and open for all perceptions and advice.
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3505 Stop being rude and disrespectful and learn/study how to conduct
yourselves with professionalism starting at the very tippy top mostly and be
better role models for the community on how to build consensus and
compromise. Stop only trying to serve your own tribe. The school and
community consists of lots of diversity and needs. Even those in minority
groups and opinions need their needs met to a certain degree, too. You can't
just please the voting majority and throw the rest away. You are supposed to
be serving EVERYone. It's your duty. You have to model how to work
together to serve all and show the community it's not just a community for
one side on any issue. Shouldn't always have to be winners and losers on an
issue causing further divide in the schools and community.. Meet in the
middle and try to meet everyones needs in some way. You may have to think
outside the box and get outside help. Things can't always be the way they
have always been. Times and people and their needs change and it can be
complicated. Stop RUSHING. Take the time needed to Do things right and
efficiently and listen and look to people and examples that are getting
better results. Get out of your own heads and power complexes. NO
superintendent is gonna fix things unless you guys do better on the board.

3507 Last November my husband and I reached out Mr.Susin my phone, Email and
through another school advocate after our son was threatened to be killed.
We had to file a Melbourne police report, this child has been violent since
our children started school with him 5 years ago. Every year a new teacher is
burdened with him having to spend the year documenting every issue, he
has taken so much time from our children, the teachers, the staff, the
security over the last 5 years and yet the s book is forced to bed over
backwards for him and his family because the board has not backed up the
staff. Last year he was removed after spitting in his teachers face while she
was pregnant and threatening to kick her in the stomach. We reached out to
Mr.Susin and still never have heard back from him. The communication and
what is reported as what will and won't be tolerated do not match what is
reported as the guidelines the district speaks of.

3510 Get back to regular school curriculum and stop all of this standardized
testing - let the teachers teach, especially in elementary school- stop the
pressure of the standardized tests

3516 I allowed my Florida Statement of Eligiblity to lapse due to low teacher pay,
opting instead to pursure a career in the private sector..

3523 Partisan politics has no place on the board of education

3524 I love this area. I am very concerned that my party is using politics to push
our ideas on others and some are even asking for government censorship
because they are afraid to talk against bad ideas. Shameful

3530 The Superintendent should be able to hear all sides of topics and be able to
make smart, logical and non-partisan decisions.
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3538 Do not find the very strict shift in administration at the high school level
(MelHigh) to be helpful at all. I think it is discouraging students to continue
education beyond high school. It's counterproductive and so frustrating for
older students especially.

3542 No right wing nut jobs and Susin needs to go

3543 I want more dual enrollment: more than 1 summer class, more than 3
fall/spring classes (and more than 11 credits per semester), 3000-level
classes, 4000-level classes, etc.

3544 Teachers need support from the board when it comes to discipline. The kids
are running the schools.

3546 My grandson entered VPK in 3 yrs get it together!

3549 Book burners, Fascists, MAGA extremists, are MAJOR negative elements in
education today. Just because someone went to school, does not mean they
know how to teach, how to administer educational institutions, etc. Let the
trained professional educators teach, counsel, and administer the schools
and keep extremist off the school boards etc. Do not dictate what teachers
can and can not say, what they must believe, what history can and can not be
taught (all history should be taught), etc. Politicians and uninformed people
need to butt out and let real education take place and not force right wing
indoctrination upon the schools.

3550 How to log into the computer

3554 The jails in NY are better/remodeled in better shape than these old schools
left to fall apart.

3556 We need a superintendent who is willing to hold his employees accountable.
Someone who will make sure the questions and concerns of parents,
teachers and school employees are heard and addressed. There is no reason
why parents should be calling the district daily on one issue because no one
will return phone calls or address the problem. Please find someone who
will hold the facilities section of the district accountable to take care of work
orders at schools as quickly as possible. 2.5 months to fix a pool heater
without any estimate on when it will be done is UNACCEPTABLE

3559 I would really like to see our superintendent and all board members having
degrees in child psychology so that they could better understand the long
term effects of their decisions on the children.

3560 Need more trade programs
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3561 Can we please get politics out of our board and schools. Let's get back to
making our students and their education a priority. The adults are not
leading by example.

3570 A Brevard County School volunteer since the 1980's; you have a good district

3572 Would like someone committed to keeping everyone safe. Focusing on real
issues and not just minor buzz word type things.

3574 Please do not get someone who will just sit and listen to those voices that
speak the loudest, like Moms for Liberty. Find someone who is willing to
move past the noise and focus on the individual child's needs.

3576 NA

3580 Please I beg you to not have this superintendent be another political move to
push a agenda that is making national news and turning this into a game
instead of putting children's education first

3584 Former student

3589 Not enough done with bullying also

3590 Providing our children with a well rounded education and not taking away
from it is the only way we will learn from our past mistakes and only then
will humanity evolve into something better than it was before.

3591 Take state politics out of my children's schools.

3593 I have been a parent, volunteer, and staff member in Brevard county for
almost 40 years. I've always felt like our school system had an excellent
academic record compared to many places that we visit and have lived. I
believe tI have been a parent, volunteer, and staff member in Brevard county
for almost 40 years. I've always felt like our school system had a excellent
academic record compared to many places that we visit and have lived. I
believe that every parent should volunteer in someway wish there was a
system in place to better encourage more involvement.

3601 I am disappointed in the districts ability to attract and retain talented and
effective staff. Parent of 3 ESE students. My kids do not seem to get the
best teachers, especially in Math. Those teachers seem to be teaching kids
who don't tend to struggle academically. A good teacher meets kids where
they are and can teach a concept in more than one way. My kids seem to get
teachers who don't know how to teach them in the way they learn. My
normal IQ LD kids feel like failures at school.
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3605 People with training in ABA, behavioral health, registered behavior
technicians, BCBA's, and BCaBA's, and the like, have extensive training on
things like classroom management techniques, parent trainings, and helping
support a child's emotional growth. These are the professionals you need to
seek help from. It is also extremely obvious why this district is having a hard
time finding teachers and other staff, pay the professionals, and if a teacher
cannot maintain appropriate classroom management, they have no business
being a teacher anymore. Allow them to leave to let the qualified teachers
have a chance to get to the kids. Because at the end of all of this stupid,
childish, bickering nonsense proves, it is the CHILDREN that WE ARE ALL
FAILING!

3607 Matt Susan's position as board chair has already shown to have a negative
impact on how our community views our School Board. His constant push to
further his own personal agenda is clearly visible. His constant interrupting
and stifling of fellow board members ( in particular Ms. Jenkins and Ms.
Campbell) is not only unprofessional and rude, but an embarrassment and
besmirch's our entire community on a nationwide level. God help us if
additional "Mom's for Liberty" gain access to the board through Ms.
Campbell's and/or Ms. Jenkin's seats.

3610 BPS has always been a great school district. I would like it to stay the same.

3612 I would like to have a superintendent that supports families from all walks of
life. Someone who isn't afraid to stand up and make decisions that are best
for our children. Decisions that may not be favorable. I'd like to see the
school staff be held more accountable for issues going on in individual
schools and the school board to be more concerned with these issues that
are being brought to their attention. Lastly I'd love to see there be better
online security for students.

3623 I believe that most of the school board members are not voting and acting in
a manner that reflects what parents and teachers want. The school board
members need to visit and teach in the classrooms of this district - not for
one hour, but for weeks at a time. They need to talk TO teachers and LISTEN
to teachers and parents about what they want. The school board should not
be caving to the demands of a few and thus hurting the majority. I think the
school board should allow parents and teachers decide who the next
superintendent should be and not push their own political agendas in hiring
a new superintendent.

3624 Dr. Mullins was a thoughtful superintendent who truly did try to do what is
best for kids. I praise him for not bowing down to the governor's tyranical
policies. It is a shame that our school board saw fit to remove him. I hope
that all decisions that BPS and the board make always consider what is best
for kids, academically and socially/emotionally. They are humans, not just
data points.
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3628 Sheriff Ivey is also problematic. He needs to stick to criminal justice, not
putting himself into educational issues

3629 Teachers cannot afford to live here if they are the sole breadwinner. Cost of
living versus low pay as well as a the lack of discipline and consequences are
driving teachers out

3630 We need to care about our students

3631 BPS needs a superintendent that will take strong position against School
Board chair and new right-wing members. The school board should be non-
partisan and not be pushing their agenda on our community.

3632 Lack of respect for the after school by some of the coordinators and not a
leading ear for issues with them due to more years or experience . Only
choice right now, they say either resign or transfer schools

3634 Local company executive

3646 Until parents learn more parenting skills, discipline, or student character will
not significantly change.

3651 Share with parents/stakeholders what has been done with the COVID money
and how you will use the rest of it. Short video clips to reach community
about various topics could help.

3655 Can we PLEASE review the RIDICULOUS amount of testing taking place?
Blackburn got rid of a lot but now it is back and worse than ever.

3657 It is critical to avoid politicizing our schools and district administration

3663 Provide classes to mentally prepare students for the real world…financially
and socially, especially with all the discrimination in the world. This is
important in terms of finance since most students face money issues
regardless if they go to college or not they need to know the value of money
and responsibility

3668 Be sensitive to the needs of ALL stakeholders

3670 We need to adhere to the rules we make. If we don't enforce our rules, then
what is the point? We have strayed so far from common sense and what is
right. Did we forget everything we learned in school regarding what makes a
great teacher?

3671 Please select an experienced individual whom is for the advancement of the
kids and not politics!!!
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3673 Board members need to lead and exhibit integrity, not seek to divide the
community

3674 This person needs to be able to help give power back to the teahers and
administrations in order to give all students the ability to learn and thrive.

3678 I like being a teacher, but help me be that. The students need therapy, the
students that act out need the most love and support. As a new teacher, I
feel overwhelmed. All my coworkers feel the same. We cannot meet all the
demands in a healthy way. Promote a healthy work/life balance. Mental and
physical health should be a priority. Manners need to be taught to children.
Teachers should hold an energy that we are the most respected in school.
We help build a nation in our classroom. We deserve to be given a minimum
of $60k a year. My friends at NASA think our pay is not adequate. My rent is
1300. So really, I have one paycheck a month for food, Car insurance, cell
phone, student debt, emergencies, doctor visits, preventative health
initiatives, and fun. Please consider what I've stated. Also, many of my
coworkers and I are clocking in many hours before or after work. We should
be paid for it. There's not enough time in the day to plan. (Especially if you
teach 7 classes a day)

3681 Education of our students should not depend on the current political
environment and who shouts louder in the community or who occupies the
governor's mansion! It is the future of our kids at stake - without proper and
solid education in math, science, and reading they will be handicapped for all
their lives.

3690 Your Number One Job is to secure our schools. Number 2 job is to educate
our children with quality material. Our kids need to know how to read, write
and do math. Stop with all the extra crap and teach our children in a safe
environment. You take enough of our tax payer dollars to do this. The rest of
the world works 365 days of the year. The teachers do not. The district does
not. Get going and stop complaining about awful your job is. If you don't
want to be a part of the next generation get out. Please find a super
intendant that knows how to lead the next generation.

3691 I feel there needs to be a stronger emphasis on mental health. The school
counselor, social worker role should be redefined so that their primary role is
to focus on mental health/school related problems. (ie. small group
counseling, individual counseling, helping to provide community resources,
improving grades/attendance, etc. NOT being a substitute, doing
lunch/breakfast/car/bus duty, and other jobs. If there is a stronger emphasis
on mental health, I feel it will help with attendance, grades, discipline, etc.
Other districts have a mental health executive to oversee the LMHC, LCSW,
and School Counselors. There's a clear vision and mental health data is
reported to the school board and those mental health service providers.
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3697 Our school board made a huge mistake removing Dr. Mullins. We need a
superintendent that cares about staff and students and can find a way to
retain experienced teachers.

3719 Decrease politics on the school board

3723 Very appreciative of the improvements at Hoover and the spectacular
learning environment at Satellite High

3724 My 3 children attended the school I currently work at but it was years ago
when things were different

3730 Return the district focus on healping students, not focusing on possbile
headlines

3735 Student discipline is out of contril

3737 interested in the progression of all communities in our district. Leave no one
behind. The district should try and stay away from political agendas. Why
would the sheriff endorse a school board member? What is the significance?
ce of that?

3741 The hiring process is to demand for the pay.

3744 All board members should have to go though an emotional intelligence
workshop

3745 N/A

3746 Someone needs to have the kids interest at heart and not a "group" that
wants to change education but their children are in private school

3748 Any Desantis and Moms for Liberty-backed superintendent will do a
disservice to the teachers and students. Education does not have to be
political. It should be factual. CRT and accessibility to books are crucial to
education. Matt Susin should be removed from the board. Ivey wants to
recruit inmates from the schools with his "plans"

3754 I resigned from teaching due to my disdain for the education system. At the
school-level, emphasis on making kids want to learn is minimal. It's an us-
vs.-them environment as opposed to one where everyone (administration,
teachers, and students) are working together toward a common goal.

3768 Students who excel need recognition, communication with parents is lacking,
testing methods need improvement

3773 I am active in Parent Leadership and hear directly from students and
parents. Fear of student behavior is their number one concern
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3775 We need to have balance in out leadership. With the candidate that will not
bow down to extremist of fringe groups. Someone who will who will speak
for those who cannot speak for themselves.

3778 I began to attend in person School Board meetings within the past 5 years.
What a shit show! I finally understood that what Superintendent and Board
Members say or as quoted/reported in Media did not necessarily match the
intended message or emotion that was occurring in the room. The prior
Superintendent exuded a narcissistic, abusive vibe. He sat on his throne as
teachers stood up and publicly showered him with compliments and praise
knowing full well they hated his guts and were only doing this for a better
evaluation or chance of promotion. It made me nauseous. Please stop the
dog and pony show. Let's get real about the challenges we face and try to
work together towards solid solutions. Please choose an ethical
Superintendent who doesn't need his ego or private parts stroked by
subordinates. One that actually works and doesn't have some sort of God
complex. A true leader vs a liar.

3789 unblock the website please

3796 This district needs to seek a candidate who is willing to partner with
marginalized populations and maintain respect for Neuro-diverse learners.

3802 I do feel that this is a waste of time an money when we had a wonderful
superintendent. Unless there is something we don't know about, there was
no reason to make him leave that I know of. He would have done what ever
the knew board needed him to do.

3807 The superintendent needs to be someone who has invested interest in the
success of the students. Lately there has been a focus on finding community
leaders that are willing to follow the agenda set by the higher government
rather than what is best for the children in the schools. I would want
someone who is willing to stand up to bully politicians to do what is right
rather than fall in line with what is expected.

3809 So disappointed with our Board and what happened with Dr. Mullins.

3817 I'm not a teacher, board member or have anyone in my family who is but I
see a clear disconnect from the salaries of both vs teachers and realize this
is the cause for a poor performance which affects todays kids, get it together
finally
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3819 I am very frustrated with the situation at Viera HS having no formal
auditorium for assemblies , theater productions , band productions etc. This
seems ridiculous to me that this county has CHOICE SCHOOLS , offer the
same opportunities at every high school in the district because parents
cannot drive their kids all over the county and it makes many schools
undesirable. Viera also has an extremely small cafeteria. Please actually
finish this HS properly. I move here from rural Georgia and my kids had much
beterr facilities than in this region, unacceptable!

3820 Viera High School's senior administration and faculty need to be looked at.
Just because the student body has wealth does does not mean you should
have professionals not competent in doing their jobs. Dreadful on many
levels.

3821 too many principals only care about what they look like versus the actual
students and their staff. They only care about their own growth and hinder
others to get there.

3823 Need higher salaries/professional job tracks

3824 The new superintendent needs to direct the school board to genuine
concerns such as the teacher shortage and our inability to retain highly
qualified staff. The fact the hundreds of students across the county do not
have a full-time teacher should be our #1 priority.

3831 My name is Walter Hartwell White. I live at 308 Negra Arroyo Lane,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 87104. To all law enforcement entities, this is not
an admission of guilt.

3836 Nope

3839 milatery

3840 None

3843 Currently, the county singles out the Lacrosse sport as not being accepted.
This is a sport that should be supported by the School District like other
sports.

3846 None

3857 We need to do reverse suspensions. The parent needs to come in and sit
with their child and make them do work instead of regular ISS. Make the
parent accountable. Counseling for known families in trauma. Stop the cycle.
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3863 Please choose someone who can listen to both sides and not let politics
rules their every choice. Please allow teachers to use their voices and raise
concerns instead of blindly following a specific culture/religion. We are a
diverse district; please remember that many people are not wealthy, white,
Christians. Please start to respect everyone's voices, not just the money.

3867 You must get discipline under control first and foremost. It is compromising
both academics and safety at this point.

3868 Please do not elect or even suggest any Elementary school principals within
Palm Bay. I'll refrain from certain names but a male one in particular has
caused room for concerns on the last few months of how he manipulates
and uses the PBPD department and abuses the school name by summoning
them for his own personal agenda. There's pending lawsuits with his name
at the top of suspects involved on that list and how he caused harm by his
abuse of power to families who reside within his district

3875 We should select our superintendent just as we would our president - what
is best for our community and who will get us there the fastest?

3878 More culture teachings in schools, more hands on learning for things that
matter in today's world, not what we have been learning in the past.
Children now days are smarter than ever. We have to teach kids l not just at
home but in schools to work together, to not judge, be nice, mental health
and trauma. I understand kids have to pass the basic math, science,
language arts, reading and etc. Giving too much work to kids, especially mine
has been hard on him and he has been confused and struggling with
understanding 4th grade. There is no need to learn 5 different ways to solve
a math problem. If a child is comfortable with doing it a certain way, they
shouldn't be getting points taken off because they don't understand the
other 4 ways to do a math problem.

3880 PAY THE TEACHERS MORE SO THEY STOP LEAVING!!!!

3884 BPS needs to do more for students with disabilities.

3885 High school counselors lack of involvement with dual enrollment students. .

3887 The old superintendent should have never been fired. We need a
superintendent that will also hold board accountable. The new
superintendent needs to value the education of ALL students in the district.

3889 We constantly hear from the district that decisions are made in the best
interest of the students. However, it seems as of lately decisions are made
based on knee jerk reactions and what ever the newest agenda or idea is
being talked about in the education profession. We need to go back to the
fundamentals for our students.
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3897 Please perform a very thorough audit on Viera Charter School. Look at
incident reports, look at the nepotism (it's everywhere there), ask Ability
Grouping is allowed and their purpose for putting all gifted in one class,
medium levels in another class, and low levels all in one class. Teachers are
crying and begging for a change!

3901 I have been extremely disappointed with many of the school board members
-- especially in response to how they handled (and continue to handle)
COVID precautions and support (or lack thereof), and the lack of support for
students' rights that have come under attack by inappropriate government
actions, such as the requirements to submit menstrual data for athletes or
the banned books lists. We live in a wonderfully diverse community and I had
an exceptional education as a BPS student. I am appalled and concerned for
the future of my children in this school district -- to the point that I am
seriously considering moving out of state to give them a better education.
Please pay your educators and staff more, enforce existing policies that
exist for the safety of staff and students, and act with ethics and dignity. Do
not sell out for some cheap political promise. Our children are our future.
They deserve the very best. And the board has let them down. Time and time
again. Do better.

3902 We need someone who can navigate the political divide we are experiencing
as a local, state, and federal community to ultimately do what is best for all
students, not just those who have the loudest parents.

3903 It's time to do some house cleaning at ESF and start streamlining the
necessary positions so mixed messages aren't given.

3904 Steps need to be taken to ramp up development and training for staff and
teachers to prepare them for roles in school admin. We are having to bring
in outsiders or place the "interim" tag while they finish training. And, even
more important, school admin is not ready to move into top leadership roles
at the district, nor are many in the director roles. Training and leadership
needs to increase as we have a great pool of talent but are short on getting
them prepared to lead at higher levels.

3913 I worked for BPS for over 6 years in various positions (aftercare/21st Century
Grant group leader, Short-term/ Long-term sub, teacher/program leader in
north area middle school. I left because I struggled with lack of support at
the district level. I still live in Brevard and pay my taxes to support the
schools. Many of my friends still work at my previous schools of employ. The
current environment is unsustainable and a disservice to our students.
Teacher burnout is epidemic in the north area, and so teacher turnover is
incredibly high. Students are not able to have a consistent learning
environment because teachers are not supported. Interventionists are being
pulled to cover, teachers are being pulled to cover. There is no additional
time for planning, so every issues is putting out fires instead of preemptive.
Please help our schools.
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3916 In addition to taking the survey, I wanted to encourage a "New To Brevard
County Teaching Program" for (sometimes) experienced teachers new to
Brevard County for training AND discussion with the new superintendent
once he/she arrives. Teachers and administrators deserve clear pathways
from recruitment to advancement as a part of their professional
development, even if some of these teachers (like myself) aim to be part of
the AP pool. The recruitment, retention, and professional development and
true advancement of teachers will yield some of the highest outcomes for all.
Staff happy, students happy!

3921 Do not like how Dr, Mullins was treated.

3925 We are the fastest growing county in the country, we should have the best
public schools in the country.

3933 Please select someone who will represent ALL aspects of our district fairly,
not just the ultra conservative ones.

3935 No drag shows

3937 Reorganizing the district mid-year is not best practice!

3944 I'm disappointed with the lack of consistency in the schools. Some schools
have free sports, some have sports that cost a lot of money. The schools
should be equal.

3949 We need stronger punishments for unruly students especially the violent

3952 Following my service as a Marine, my opinions are shaped by a forty-year
background of direct-care service to students, youthful offenders and law
enforcement staff. This provided an up-close look at effective vs. ineffective
programs. A commitment to OBJECTIVE review vs knee-jerk response to
problems impacting the schools or workplace participants. Too often, I am
flummoxed to live in a community blessed with rocket scientists and
astronauts, but stymied by an element of voices who are encouraged to
divide us for political expediency. I am so glad my career was spent in places
where bad actors were recognized but not given free rein to disrupt, as I've
seen over the last seven years. I could not, nor would I encourage a young
teacher to come to Brevard; a shame, as it really has the capacity to
outshine other FL counties.

3956 The district needs to compensate special services at a level that is
commiserate with their level of expertise.

3957 Provide more resources to hold kids accountable with the dangers of drug
usage

3958 Low quality means high cost
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3961 To the mask issue. What should have been done is a democratic vote of each
School's parents. Each school would then enact their own policy dependent
on the vote outcome.

3966 You should hire our previous superintendent back. He did an amazing job
focusing on what was best for both students and teachers

3967 Viera High School doesn't have an on-site aquatic center, so busing should
be offered to transport students to practice and meets. We moved here from
another state where bussing is always providing to all high school student
athletes, not just the football team.

3972 Open enrollment explanations are confusing for new residents

3975 No more masks!!! Get kids in school vs online

3982 I attended Jefferson Jr High 76-78. Absolutely the best group of teachers I've
ever had. I moved 6 times by the time I was 10 years old 2nd to Dad being in
Military. Brevard Schools need discipline like we had in the 1970s.

3983 BPS is like a sponge, it soaks up a lot of water, but in that water is a lot of do
doo

3986 None; good luck in your search!

3990 Many teachers at the high school level are not knowledgeable in their
supposed "area of expertise"

3995 move to a balanced calendar with more breaks and no early release fridays
(see Cobb Co. Schools, GA)

3996 The new superintendent must be adept at navigating the current political
and cultural landscape in the U.S. and in Florida, without "taking sides" and
alienating half of the constituency. Never has this skillset been more
important than today.

4005 I find the recent School Board Meetings Shameful, Disgraceful, and full of
Immaturity

4009 How will the results of this survey be shared? And Who created this survey?

4015 Nuinh

4022 We need a better vision for education that looks beyond the county and state
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4024 Keep politics out of the district. Focus on recruiting and retention of quality
educators. The pay issue is utmost importance so teachers can focus on their
jobs and not on second jobs to sustain quality living in an area where cost of
living continues to increase.

4025 Too many service

4031 Our leadership positions are not filled with diverse representation of our
student population

4037 Pay rates and promotional pay needs to be addressed.

4040 Stop the book banning and history whitewashing. Books on the shelf in a
library is freedom. Banning them is not. Give these kids the education they
deserve. Sex suppressing is a play in the fascist handbook. Be careful.

4047 Eau gallie high and Johnson middle need better security

4050 Some of our school board members are disrespectful in their public speech,
and they are role models and leaders. Nothing much will change in this
district until they have a zero tolerance policy for their own behavior.

4051 I'm ashamed of what we have become. I watch as parent after parent
removes their child from BPS and I pray daily that my children will give me
the green light. It's a sad, crumbling mess. Morale is low. Mental health
issues are rampant. We need a complete overhaul and the strength and
vision to ignore the noise and do what's best for the future.

4053 Please stop comparing low socioeconomic schools with high socioeconomic
schools. Our challenges are VERY different in many aspects of teaching.

4057 BPS needs a cultural shift. The employees are not valued and they work in a
climate of fear and retaliation. Many of my clients have shared almost
identical sentiments. The problem seems to stem from upper leadership at
the district level which then influences how administrators work with their
school staff.

4059 ?

4067 Teachers need support! Stop turning on them or you will loose more!

4068 My concern is where education is going .After the pandemic I fell it is not on
full speed yet. Let's motivate teachers and school staff to stay. Let's focus on
better school facilities, better equipment, better curriculum. We should be
increasing the curriculum not chopping it down. With motivated teachers we
will have motivated students.
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4070 Last superintendent should not have been pushed out. Racist and anti-lgbt
policies put forth by DeSantis and cohorts are ruining our school districts

4078 Many Title 1 schools need major renovations to building structures. Low
income school demographic schools get significantly less in areas of newest
technology, re-building of school structures (instead of band-aid fixes), and
current playground equipment.

4081 Low income area school vs. beachside school - property upkeep

4087 BPS should be more practical to improve student's academic performance,
do more reading programs. Focus on basic subjects.

4098 What partnerships are does the district have with state wide colleges and
university with educational programs?

4100 Nope

4103 Supporting teachers and administrators to eliminate classroom disruptions
and increasing teacher pay would definitely go a long way to addressing our
critical teacher shortage.

4110 I retired from BPS in 2016 after 36 years of teaching. I was exhausted both
physically and mentally. The workload at that time was impossible, yet it
continued to get worse. My health suffered and I finally had to leave the
profession I loved. Parental issues with constant demands, discipline issues
and no support from administration helped push me out the door.

4116 Find innovative ways to help those struggling. See the person in front of you

4122 Please get someone who is focused on strengthening discipline policies and
remove chronically misbehaving students into an alternative setting where
they can get the individual help they need.

4136 Please correct the concerns I have regarding our Black students. They are
falling through the cracks

4137 Maybe program and classes to help teachers understand students who have
probably with learning disabilities or students who have probably
understanding school that they probably never learn with parents at home
almost like having Clinicals to tech to teachers how to help students and
understand what there mind is going

4142 I'm a Group Leader in Aftercare.

4146 im rich i have 9 million thousand hunded 900000000000000
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4148 47 year Resident of Brevard County. Children and Grandchildren passed
though BPS. Spouse retired BPS employee and long time volunteer.
Volunteer myself until lprecluded by the Covid lockdown.

4150 I believe it is highly important that this district provides a board that
understands collaboration and setting aside differences and or political
agendas for the sake of leadership. The board must be leaders not dictators
for the sake of our students, educators, admin etc. A dysfunctional board
that are politically agenda based and motivated and refuse to coloborate
with each other and respect each other opinions. Can not in good faith
choose a superintendent best for the county. Please be the leaders you
declared you would be when you made a decision to take this opportunity.
Remember, responsibility and accountability is not the same.

4152 No

4156 Look first at potential candidates from within the district..

4157 Teachers do not get paid enough for the resources, talent & time they
contribute to BPS. They are not appreciated, respected, physically &
materially protected or provided substanial resources. Thay cannot even get
working bathrooms & copy machines some days. They put up with & assist
with things that are not even in their job description cause they care about
the students. Support them or they will leave! I am not a DOEor BPS
employee, but I do work in several schools and see it everyday. Honor,
respect, compensate those who are at the front lines everyday.

4162 Caring about the students above all else is key. Support teachers as well.
Help students who have struggles before things get worse like you see in
the media on occasion.

4165 PLEASE make sure to get input from the Alternative Learning Center when
discipline decisions are being made.

4172 In my experience (28 years teaching in this district), any "improvement" plan
at the school or district level that focuses solely on increasing achievement
for only the bottom quartile has NEVER been successful.r r

4174 Health insurance is too expensive, students AND teachers need more days
off throughout the school year, Christmas break shouldn't begin three days
before Christmas, the school year shouldn't begin during the hottest part of
the year, teachers need more support, students need less testing, and the
budget should be fairly allocated to all schools, not only to schools within
wealthier communities
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4175 The complete lack of respect and devaluation of our profession is a key
factor in the number of people leaving the profession, especially in Brevard
and Florida. The increase in discipline is correlated to the lack of people to
support the students that need the most support. Kids come from other
states with more services and supports than we provide. They backslide here
in Brevard. The running "joke" is that students that come from other states,
like the Northeast, come from the Cadillac of services to the Pinto of
services. It's not a joke though, it's a fact. When you add this to the low pay,
especially of the veteran teachers, it's soul sucking. This new school boards'
attitude comes across as hateful and adversarial towards teachers. I have
zero faith that they will choose someone that doesn't just bend over to them
and their agenda and war on teachers.

4180 I advocate for everyone to get their kids out of Public Schools if we can't get
the UNITED NATIONS and all the Public Private Partnerships NGOS out that
are pushing globalism on us.

4181 We need somebody who cares about are kids and somebody who really
wants change

4188 Brevard County Schools used to be so strong and a leader in FL. It has been
hijacked by political and religious groups. Discipline is a huge issue and
teachers are drowning. It's time to stop and get back to proven research-
based practices and leaders who can support that.

4190 Every department needs to update their job descriptions. If you accept a job
and there are huge projects/responsibilities that were not listed that is a
problem. Please revise all job descriptions and increase pay according to
workload. Some positions have been combined with others and the job
descriptions do not accurately depict the daily work and it is unfair not to
compensate an employee for work they were not told they were responsible
for upon hiring them.

4196 all areas need iimprovement

4197 Can't go rogue. Must adhere to state laws and mandates.

4198 Do not hire any candidate that has moved from one job to another. Look at
his/her track record. Do not hire someone who has been dismissed by a
previous school system.

4200 Superintendent should pay surprise visits to school

4204 The school board needs to get control of the student's before a fellow
student or teacher is seriously injured. BPS has lost control
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4205 Schools in communities need more autonomy to and parents need more
direct in ok ut at their schools. Principal ok Les and staff need to be more
responsive to go and accountable to parents at their school. Not to district,

4208 Brevard has recently received some bad press. Good leaders may not want
to come here.

4213 We are not listening to the national, state,district educators but letting non
educators make the call about what shou be taught in the public schools.d

4216 It is absolutely inappropriate for any employee of BPS to advise any student
on any sexual issues, including so-called sexual identity, sex change, or any
such matter! Make certain that every teacher sticks to his or her subject and
submitted curriculum.

4220 none

4224 As a student of racism, I'd be happy to share what I have learned and when
and what should be taught to our students. Frank Clifford 321.292.4635

4229 Stop banning books! Especially those that promote diversity.

4231 Please do not let politics influence education decisions

4232 Former School Superintendent

4233 schools should teach true history

4236 You are losing good, honest, hardworking people due to being low ball paid.
You pay non experienced new outside employees so much more than
experienced inhouse employees that have to turn around and train the new
ones that are making so much more than they are. This is so disrespectful to
your current employees.

4242 teacher

4244 I believe parents should be able to give suggestions on discipline in our
schools. What's in place is not working.

4246 We need to work together to promote positive outcomes, not deadends.

4247 give value to all that work BPS

4248 Staff shortages and low pay. Better quality healthcare for employees

4258 MORAL Values: respect TAUGHT in school as well by parents to fami GODLY
Values
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4263 Board members and other local politicians need to stop fighting each other
and work together to improve the quality of our students' learning

4264 We have the opportunity and capacity to be a standout district. Wended to
re-emerging our teaching staff, spread the attention and funding to all
schools, not just those that fall under "low income". We need to represent
our high school level athletic programs better as a district. With a uniform
way to represent each school. All coaches and sports should be listed on
each schools website.

4266 THS-alum

4267 a superintendent who FIGHTS for higher teacher pay and not just for those
who are new. Veteran teachers should be making MORE money than the new
ones. One who fights for more help in the schools for the students as well as
for the teachers.

4268 Quit your extremist agenda.

4272 BPS should outsource BVS to FLVS as a cost cutting measure & the
alternative is superior, Principals need PD on home school access (FTE)
(Florida Statute 1006.15 FS & others), BPS Home Education is understaffed &
overwhelmed. BPS Leadership should consider why families are disenrolling
students-lack of individualized support, class size, ineffective administration
esp. w/bullying. Parent involvement limited to PTO. ESF should host more
community events on-site with access to leadership staff including
programs-an annual programs fair? Reach out beyond the walls of ESF.

4273 Educators need to know that school board respects their knowledge and
training and are trusted with autonomy where necessary and that their input
is valued.

4277 Please provide better access to people that have a college degree to become
teachers and help build better educators. To become a teacher is not well
explained nor are there resources on the website that allow one to
understand the path to become a helper in the school community.

4283 The employees, students an community has to be able to trust the new
Superintendent

4291 Let kids doordash whenever they want without having to get in trouble or
pay pirate bucks. The school food is horrid, I'd rather doordash everyday than
eat here.

4296 Volunteer at Viera HS
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4299 Next superintendent should have conservative values and shun all the woke
indoctrination stuff, schools should focus on classrooms and students and
not social indoctrination, Also someone who is will to cut the waste and
abuse of our taxpayer dollars.

4305 Schools need strong principals who support the teachers and staff.

4309 Find someone outside the generally accepted background. A true leader,
unafraid to accept the challenge and totally remove all woke policies.

4312 Grandparent of autistic child

4321 Need to bring back home ex, wood shop and auto repair shop

4324 Challenger 7 and other schools need to offer more clubs and programs. It's
sad that we have to apply to a lottery program to have our children enriched
with science and technology amongst other programs. Each school should
have their own exceptional area of focus. Schools like south lake offer
robotics, Lego energy, sewing, wood working, cheerleading…. While other
schools are lucky if they have chorus or stings. Students at EVERY school
need access to things not just "choice" schools. Or, open more choice schools.
Create a structure that enrich other children too.

4330 too many fear based motives by school board--yielding to political pressures
of conservatism. Not encouraging students to become critical thinkers.
Editing of history....the list goes on and on

4333 former student

4334 Please keep in mind that students with learning disabilities can be
misunderstood as being willfully disobedient to a teacher that does not want
to take the extra effort.

4336 BPS is a great district, but has its challenges like all districts. Please focus
on students when choosing the next superintendent. The individual needs to
understand kids are the priority in BPS.

4343 nod

4344 The community spoke loudly at the last election that a significant shift in
leadership was desired. The board is headed in a good direction. The focus
should continue to assure our schools are safe and capable of providing the
best educational opportunities.

4346 On Citizen. Academy in. Cocoa. Beach

4349 We need someone who is wise and who will not bend to the whims of our
current cultural wars
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4350 Working parents are tight on time and resources. Teaching our children
should be a collaboration whereby district resources are made available so
that parents can help in raising the leaders of the future.

4351 I am very pleased by how my children's school, Palm Bay Elem. is ran

4352 School are not political tools

4353 We want to see a Superintendent that will work with Gov. DeSantis and
Sheriff Ivey

4354 Do better. Stop making this political and start putting our kids first. We as a
society have become so worried about lawsuits and being PC that we have
literally stopped independent thinking. Stop trying to force our kids to learn
about things that are not age appropriate. If you think that it may be difficult
for a young child to comprehend, then ask a young normal child who is just
average, if they struggle with the topic, take note of that. All kids are NOT
the same.

4360 budget teacher pay first

4368 We need a superintendent willing to speak truth to power. Florida schools
are severely underfunded and we need a superintendent who can team up
with the board to speak to this.

4370 The students need to be the only priority. We need to do what is in the best
interest of the students and return to our mission.

4371 Please consider revamping school cafeterias to provide healthier food
choices, bring back freshly prepared nutritious food, remove the processed
food from our cafeterias!

4376 New state and federal programs are too fast paced. Teachers don't have
enough time to teach concepts and students don't have time for mastery

4380 None at this time.

4385 The superintendent should be able to make independent decisions that
might be unpopular with the school board. The super shouldn't just be a
"yes" person to the board.

4401 The beliefs and views of the superintendent must be aligned to the majority
of the population of Brevard County.

4406 No further information

4407 Teacher Authority Law can be valuable tool, but need money for successful
programs to place disaffected students.
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4408 Teachers and support staff need to be investigated prior to hiring. Phyllis
Irvine, a school psychologist for the Brevard School District, has child abuse
and neglect charges from Palm Beach County. Her own son was removed
from her custody and she never regained custody of her son. Yet, how is she
able to work with other students with these types of charges that she has
been found guilty of. A more thorough investigation needs to be done when
hiring teachers and support staff.

4411 I wish the government would reimburse for homeschooling or provide
resources and facilities.

4413 Moms for Liberty and similar groups should never be allowed to make or
influence decisions regarding our school district

4415 Can we get back to serving the needs of students AND staff instead of the
political BS?

4431 We need someone who is going to lead our teachers and students in the
right direction. It's time to really think about the future of our world is in our
classroom today. Invest in your teachers & students for the long term .

4433 Allow students with aggressive behavior to keep hostage of the classroom is
WRONG!!! Punishing teachers tor asking administrators for assistance with
student's persistent negative behavior is WRONG! Do not make them take
behavior management courses as punishment nor send students back to the
classroom when they are acting out. It takes time about from instruction and
academically and emotionally affects the rest of the class. BE SMART WITH
THOSE STUDENTS WHO WANT TO LEARN!!!

4435 Security, student behavior, appropriate compensation, gratitude, and
professional education for teachers should be in the forefront of leadership
decision making.

4437 I'm very thankful that discipline of students is finally becoming a priority for
the welfare of all the teachers I know who have been through way more
abuse and disrespect than EVER should have been tolerated with a trip to
the treasure box after being sent to the office. Train up a child in the way
they SHOULD go....

4438 Would like to see the school districts budget more for special needs children.
Also get up to speed with having inclusion classrooms in the district.

4439 Focus on education, not indoctrination of our kids

4443 We need a firm but fair leader. Compassion and softness has gotten us to
the point where we try so hard to make everyone happy, and now no one is.

4444 BPS lost a good superintendent. This board needs to do better.
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4446 I was treated wrong by administration in the last school where I worked and
in the past. 

4454 Stick to teaching and not influencing on moral issues.

4455 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNTzp9grp2Q

4459 Former BPS teacher.

4462 We need someone who has experience in the classroom and understands
what the teachers are going through, and won't just keep adding more to our
workloads without taking some things off.

4465 I'm very opposed to many of the recent edicts by our governor. As a parent
of a high school student, I view censorship of books a radical threat against
students' education.

4466 Keep politics out of our school system

4468 keep your personal beliefs out of public schools, go to therapy, examine your
racism

4469 Middle School students need more help and guidance.

4470 I think the superintendent should be someone who has actually taught
students in a school..

4474 This entire questionnaire was designed to elicit ONE response. The vast
majority of what we, as parents are looking for in a superintendent walked
out the door when you fired Doctor Mullins.

4476 New superintendent should prioritize needs of BPS first and make a genuine
commitment to BPS for the long haul... NOT use BPS as a resume builder
and stepping stone to the next level in his/her career

4477 As a Substitute Teacher and working in different schools I see the lack of
enforcing discipline in many schools affects the students behavior and
learning ability. I also see that in schools where parents teach discipline to
children, the children are better in school. In the schools where the Parents
don't care and/or enforce their childrens discipline, the teachers are unable
to control classes and actually teach students.

4482 The new Superintendent will be able to help Brevard Public Schools face the
challenges that are happening in our schools today, and that is student
attitudes and behaviors are out of control.

4485 I would like to meet any prospective candidates in a town hall type forum
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4491 I don't believe my voice will matter, bit I will submit my opinion here anyway.

4494 BPS Offices and local schools do not share the same sense of urgency. The
problems we face at a local level seem unimportant to the corporate offices
of BPS.

4495 Please make better policies for WHO is vetted to be on campus at our
schools and have only people who have no history of arrest in the public
school or any allogations of child abuse or neglect. We must be more specific
with who can volunteer to come in and work with our staff and babies and
who we endorse.We need to have parents be more accountable for their
children's behavior and have more help available through behavior analysts
or behavior techs to support their classroom needs. We need the IEP process
to not be impossible. YES more children have special needs. We are ignoring
the growing numbers of students with developmental delays or concerns by
not providing additional staff and help for programs to run. t

4499 Keep right-wing politics out of the Boardroom

4506 We need someone who will value, respect, & support our teachers. This
leader needs to see the critical issue of our teacher shortage & the impact it
is having on our children. We need a leader who will value teachers &
support the teachers union to increase teacher pay and truly compensate
teachers for ALL they do.

4521 Increase per student spending IN THE CLASSROOM & LOWER CLASS SIZE
STUDENT TO TEACHER RATIO PER ROOM IN ALL GRADE LEVELS, TOO
CROWDED CLASSROOMS

4523 We need to give our children a good and full education, not allows certain
'loud' groups to push their ideas into the classroom and upon every student

4531 school bus driver

4532 Do what is right for the kids not politicians

4534 The obsession with keeping information from children, only for them to learn
it elsewhere in potentially harmful situations puts students at risk. Exploring
diversity, promoting honesty and reflection should be a priority. We should
encourage our district to appreciate differences, learn from our varied
experiences (instead of burying them) and listen to our students.

4536 Why is Center Middle School cratering so badly. So badly that school district
people can't keep a straight face when mentioning it. It was a 9, now it's a 4.
Speaking to students there, it's sounds like Gladiator school. Who is running
it? The number one priority of the regime is the regime; must be true of the
administration there. We don't need the same thing at county.
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4540 A huge part of being superintendent is belonging to the community. A
superintendent should have been a teacher for at least 10 years the
classroom, they should visit the lowest performing schools monthly and a
serve student behaviors. A superintendent cannot lead without complete
knowledge of Brevard schools and they should surround themselves with
advisors who have actually been teachers here for several years. Don't buy
into all the latest research. Sometimes, successful classroom teachers are
stymied by all the new things when they were successful without "the latest
and greatest." Look at teacher statistics, remembering that the makeup of
all classes are not the same. Sometimes a teacher gets lucky to have a great
class, sometimes she gets the short straw and has 8 students with
challenging behaviors or disabilities. But there are highly successful
classrooms where the teacher slips in a pet project, lesson or activity that
engages and ignites a child's curiosity and imagination. Give teachers a
chance!

4541 I really don't knwk

4546 Oak park needs a lot of help

4549 Administration needs more leeway to deal with constant discipline
problems!!

4550 Students should be tutored on how to behave in school and respect adults
including teachers and parents.

4553 My husband and I are lifelong residents and both are a product of the
Brevard Public School System. I am a 25 year employee. Neither of us have
ever seen our schools in the shape they are in now. We are hopeful that
positive, extensive change will take place.

4556 Where does a child in HS go to be heard when he or she sees something that
is wrong happening

4558 Allow all students freedom 2B themselves

4562 We need someone who will be an energizer and a uniting force. The
problems that we face are real and we can't afford to play political games
when our children's futures are at stake.

4564 student discipline HAS to be addressed

4569 BPS needs a leader who understands the core mission of the organization -
educating all children - and respects the people and departments that are
working toward this goal.
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4574 in Elementary schools these issues include but are not limited to parental
abuse, bullying, poor social skills, rejection, learning disabilities and
attention- deficit hyoeractivity disorder.

4575 Your criteria should have included the ability to prepare students for a
happy and fruitful life

4578 "Retired" Educator

4580 The next superintendent will need a distinct skill set to support schools and
leadership in the midst of the division being displayed by our board. He/She
will need to focus on building the trust of BPS employees who no longer
trust in the district leadership and direction.

4583 Classroom student behavior needs to be changed! The corrective actions
need to be revamped to ensure learning for students is maximized, not being
wasted on a few students who continually disrupt the education of others!

4585 The dress code at Eau Gallie High is severely lacking!

4586 Please help deal with bullying and violent students! Especially in middle
school

4589 I would like to see more accurate history taught in schools. I would like to see
students learn about the great accomplishments of our country without
being made to feel guilty as if there is nothing to be proud of. When I was a
student, we were taught history, and we were patriotic because of it. Now,
kids have zero attention span, and want to chop off body parts because
TikTok told them that it was "stunning and brave."

4591 The lack of PE and outside play in the elementary schools contributes to
behavior problems.

4600 None

4606 Dije

4611 Make some of these teachers and ppl in this district that don't want to work
retire and find better ppl for their position

4612 Please start to focus on what really matters in our children's schools…
learning. Fix the achievement gaps. Provide the resources that are needed
for our EP, IEP and 504 students. Expand the mental health offerings to
students.

4614 Thorough background checks must be performed on potential candidates.
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4615 I am a student at Mel high I have always had higher grades but this past
year of high school I have realized that teachers can be very well organized
with how they assign work or very unorganized and the unorganized teacher
are the ones that leave student confused on due dates explanation of how
they want the work completed and keeping track of work in general I believe
all teachers should start being required to at the start of the year or the
start of each quarter to give students a full in detail rubric of due dates and
assignments so the students always know what to look forward too and can
use those rubrics to time manage which Is definitely one of the most heavy
hitting important skills a adult can have please input a rule that all teachers
are required to make a full rubric per semester or per year that students
have access too

4616 i miss mr heath

4627 DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF THE FIRST 5 QUESTIONS GO
BACK TO BASIC TEACHING, STOP THE RUSHING LEARNING, GET RID OF
STANDARDIZED TESTING IN ORDER TO ADVANCE TO GET GRADE LEVEL.

4630 Comprise Not Confrontation

4635 The school board and leadership have lost a lot of trust from the community
and it's employees.

4644 I hope something can be done about the kids that constantly disrupt classes.
My child tells me almost daily of certain kids that continually misbehave and
everyone seems to get punished for those students. My child loves to learn
and for kids that misbehave ruin it for her.

4650 Good luck

4654 The wording of many of these questions is odd. Who created this survey?

4655 There is an extreme inequity in the amount of services and funding going to
schools like the ones in the Viera ara as compared to schools in Southern
Palm Bay (Stone MS and Palm Bay HS). The students at both schools and in
the community surrounding them are EXTREMELY underserved, and it
appears to the community that while a new school is being built in Viera, the
students, staff, and community at schools like Stone MS and Palm Bay HS
are being forgotten. These schools need some serious help in lots of areas,
including academics, discipline, extreme poverty, and teacher/student
security and safety.
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4668 The current "standards" of leaving no child behind is utterly ridiculous. Some
of these kids NEED to be left behind and let go. We have continuously given
many students the opportunity to do better and they just don't care.
Especially here at Heritage High, our principle is horrible and doesn't lead
the school at all. None of the students have any sense of pride or passion to
be here because there is zero school spirit from administration. All the
administration seem to care about is discipline which then creates students
that don't care and become disciplinary issues and its a vicious cycle. We
need to give these students something to look forward to. It's never going to
be the outdated and antiquated curriculum so we have to go beyond that.

4674 The current school board has gotten rid of a good superintendent against
the wishes of the majority of parents in Brevard county. They have promoted
hate and discourage diversity among our growing population of children,
they have stated that they agree with the governor who has done nothing
but take learning out of schools and demonized our teachers and need to do
a million times better. Perhaps the rest of the school board should take their
lead from Jenkins, the only school board member to put all our students first
always.

4687 Please stop the cell phone distractions in schools

4708 We need to reinstate planning time that was available in past years for
teacher, and reduce class sizes under the state mandated minimums. This
will lead to less teacher burnout and turnover and to better student
outcomes via higher quality lesson development and closer attention to
individual learners.

4710 an apolitical choice would be best for everyone

4713 the device policy is ridiculous. And if I wanted a sheriff to run my schools I'd
vote for one. Criminals and students are NOT the same.

4718 Students need to stop assaulting staff

4719 We need more consequences for student behaviors

4721 equal treatment

4722 You have a lot of people upset by the visitor and volunteer scandals going
on. You let anyone come in and address the school and do not have high
enough standards for volunteers. No one should be able to give a whole
speach to BPS students who was accused of any sexual incidents - it may be
true or not but if you have a person who has been accused please stop giving
them access to your schools as you are just asking for them to prove they
will do it again in time.
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4724 Out of all schools throughout BPS you only have 2 schools, Westshore and
Edgewood that are parental choice schools? Many students have the grades
to be in these schools but because of they didn't win a lottery number they
are being told they are not good enough? It is unacceptable for you to expect
students to excell and yet you fail them at the first opportunity. This school
system fails many more than it helps. STOP THIS!

4726 I believe that the schools and community would benefit from a split in the
current school district, it is inefficient and imprudent to have such a massive
school district, it should be split into northern and southern school districts.

4727 Aintree elementary is one of the best schools in !Melbourne I moved up here
and it's the best school of been to sense

4728 The operating budgets for schools need to be realistically looked at. District
personnel need to spend a week in some of the classrooms to get a feel of
what teachers go through on a day to day basis. They shouldn't be able to
make decisions for a child/class never stepping foot in it or maybe 5 minutes.
ESE VE Kindergarten classrooms need to be reassessed. If documentation
has been completed for a student, it should be taken into account. Don't
wipe the slate clean just because they are in Kindergarten now. The issues
are still there. Schools with ESE special programs need to be balanced
throughout the District. Why isn't there an Viera school without any ESE
special programs? If Viera is growing as large as it is predicted, why
hasn'tViera Elementary started programs for the numerous students that
may live in the area with special needs? Why don't any of the schools around
the District have these programs?! Individuals that are hired from out of
state need to be make sure they have the experience needed for the position
in Brevard County. Make sure they are trained properly.

4730 Student and staff safety is at risk every time the district forces schools to
roll out the red carpet for parent visits. We have locked our schools to
prevent mass shootings, yet invite the public in to have lunch with their
children. We do not search parents that come in and there is no way of
knowing what is being brought into the schools in bags, purses, etc. If our
goal is to keep our campuses secure and our students safe. Our SRO is
armed to the teeth, and yet it is the direction of the district to open the
doors to parents and families that we do not know, or know who has custody
on any given day. School is for learning. Mealtimes with parents should be
done at their homes. The district will have to answer to everyone if, God
forbid, anything ever happens at a school when it was at their direction that
we opened the doors and invited them in. A little common sense please.

4731 Please hire base on merits!

4733 Am in PIE program
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4743 The US educational system is geared towards sending graduates to college.
Most people do not work in jobs requiring a college degree.
Vocational/Technical training needs to have a MUCH higher priority.

4744 Hopefully you can find someone that can operate effectively while appeasing
the lunatics.

4754 We need someone who can make decisions with the best interests of our
students who are at school to learn and our staff members in mind as the
priority.

4755 single teacher struggling to live in this area on a low salary causing me to
work an additional job on top of being overwhelmed by class sizes and
behavior issues

4763 Please with the academic programs / Needs to create Behavior Management
programs to address student issues before they become serious.

4775 I am a disabled female student that attends Edgewood Jr/Sr High School

4779 Honestly I want to see someone really step up to the plate when it comes to
bullying Dr Mullins turned a blind eye to me when I reached out to him last
year regarding my concerns regarding bullying (especially since it was
physical) yesterday my son was chased home and hit and kicked by two
students from his high school

4786 iwork in the cafeteria

4792 Let's get back to a no tolerance policy with these students who think they
run the show and right now they do.

4795 We were promised a Promethean board in August, it still has not been
installed; this district needs to improve its sustainability regarding waste
(review lunch packaging and nutrition) and planting policies (there should be
way more plants around campuses, as well as a food garden in every school;
balloons and other waste producing activities should be banned.

4799 Fallowing through with rules.

4806 Implement a training program for new support employees so they will know
how to do their jobs. We need training in order to be effective employees.
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4812 I myself was a teacher for BPS since 2005. I love teaching. It's my life long
dream and passion. However, as a single mother I couldn't afford to raise my
children on a veteran teacher salary. Yes, we are salary employees but the
work load never ever stops, even with years of experience, you bring home
work every single day of the week, work until you fall asleep at night, come in
on the weekends to get things ready for the week. Buy science lab materials
with your own personal money. Work with below grade level students, find
the time to gather information for IEP meetings, if your a case manager you
have to work outside school hours to actually write a "good" "individualized"
education plan. Work with new teachers, collaborate with your academic
team, meet with your department team. There's not enough hours in the day
to accomplish all that needs to be done in order to be a good teacher. The
support for administration as far as discipline issues in your classroom is
almost non existent. You are told to call for help yet frowned upon as if you
can't control your classroom, so many many teachers spend 90% of their
class periods redirecting negative behaviors and not teaching content. There
are major changes that need to happen before there are no teachers left. I
left the field mainly from lack of support in the classroom. Students with
IEPs are guaranteed by law to have their minutes met yet the push in
teachers whom are supposed to be there to help those students and
teachers meet their minutes are called out to sub or WHATVER other reason
deemed necessary at the time. These IEP students are NOT getting their
minutes, yet the actual classroom teacher is legally the one who will be sued
for a child not getting the support we were all promised. It is also an insult
to have a first year teacher make the same amount of money as a teacher
who has been there for 15 plus years. I went out on leave (due to cancer) and
I was not given the $300 cap money for student supplies even though I had
already spent hundreds if not a thousand dollars of my own money. I was
never ever reimbursed for my money I spent on labs. Teaching middle school
science without the resources is a huge disservice for our students. Yes there
is a process to receive the funds but it's always a reason why it wasn't
available and why the rules magically changed and then the teachers are
stuck spending again thousands of their own money to offer labs that should
be included in the curriculum. No One becomes a teacher for the riches but
in order to stay a teacher, and a positive role model for students, teachers
have to be able to support their own families. I am disappointed with admin
not offering support to new teachers, just throwing them in the classroom
and it's either sink or swim. We have to do better, if not for our teachers
support then do better so we still have people who are willing to give up
their lives to teach our future.

4813 We need someone who has the backs of educators. Who will stand and fight
for us. A teachers working conditions is a child learning conditions. We must
invest in our most valuable resource…. Our students.
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4819 The district needs someone who will stand up to the parents, not to cater to
them. It's not about being popular it is about following the rules. Also need
to have someone that is going to focus on pay a big issue, other districts pay
double then what Brevard county is paying for the staff here. Another thing
that would be good would be someone who doesn't focus on the Board
Members, they should be seen and not heard on the news all the time.

4835 Love roy allen elementary!

4847 spouse of a teacher

4855 Brevard County has ALWAYS underappreciated its teachers and support
staffs. It is time to significantly raise their salaries (should be number 1 in
the state) and negotiate a strong, fully supported union contract

4859 Board has-been too political and too controlling. We will not draw good
talent in teaching or administration if the attitude doesn't change.

4860 A study needs to be done to see who is responsible for what job on the
district level. There are too many people passing the same information along
and that is money that could be spent to encourage teachers to stay, security
and better curriculum.

4861 I hate these damn homophobes and racists running this dang district

4867 Dr. Mullins demonstrated the qualities needed for BPS. I hated to see him
go. While I may not have known all aspects of how he performed, the part I
did know, impressed me and others I know. He had a heart for the BPS
workforce, students, and community he served. I hope his replacement is
able to exemplify the great qualities expressed by Dr. Mullins as a servant-
leader and more.

4868 fiscal expert

4870 Board needs to be transparent and operate openly

4875 I think it's getting out of hand how they're trying to integrate religion into
the schools. Stop discriminating against everybody who is different. What
does it matter who you sleep with her who somebody else sleeps with leave
people alone and do what's best for all children not just white children

4881 Respect your employees they or human to

4890 The excessive testing of elementary school children leads to mental health
issues, and it is an indication of the district's lack of knowledge of aprorpiate
assessment methods and tools. p
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4898 I have almost be beaten down to the point I will no longer care. I truly hope
we can get someone who understands that properly taking care of your
emplyees makes good business sense. Stop steal hope and burning them out
until they leave the District. The snowball effect of employees leaving is
costing us dearly in many ways.

4901 The new superintendent coming in able to represent all of the different
students, staff, and as a team based on their gender orientation, ethnicity,
or economic status.

4904 Bring Brian Binggelli Back! Get rid of all Blackburn policies.

4907 Get the Thug kids out of there!

4910 The schools have lost empathy for their students

4911 Very concerned that our current government is making decisions/rules/laws
that infringe on our students learning about diversity, inclusivity,
marginalized parts of our society. Please do not hire a superintendent who
supports these repressive measures.

4913 We would love to see more funding for our special education classes so our
kids can attend their local zoned schools.

4925 This district has the potential to be amazing. However, teachers with
longevity are not being rewarded nor motivated to stay. So we lose
experienced teachers and they are replaced with brand new teachers who
more and more aren't sticking around. The dress codes refuse to be
addressed as well as the drugs on campus. Administration is well seated of
drug use in bathrooms and continue to turn a blind eye. Shameful.

4926 When one group of students are taking a test , the rest of the school
should'nt be locked in the gym or classrooms for three hours while the test is
going on. waste of time letting the other kids play on their phone for two
hours learning nothing.

4929 Social Emotional Learning Curriculum using "Restorative Practices"

4934 Educating students is not a business, it is a passionate and heartfelt mission
by talented, caring, giving and knowledgeable educators

4945 Why are you doing this survey when Ron Desantis is send us one of his
robots to run the district?
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4947 I am a strong supporter of public schools, having attended them myself, my
children attended them and I volunteered and worked as a BPS employee for
16 years. As it is now, I am encouraging my children to send their children -
my grandchildren - to private schools and they are enrolled in Montessori
schools. There's no way the BPS students are going to do well academically
going forward. There is and will continue to be a mass exodus of good,
qualified teachers leaving the field because of recent changes due to what is
coming down from the governor. Long term damage to children's education
is going to suffer on so many levels. It's going to be a difficult job and it will
take a strong leader to bring it back to where it was. In the meantime, my
family is not participating. I'm sure there are others pulling out too, which
means less dollars for BPS. Good luock.

4949 they are all nice to me all the time

4950 My kids could learn in 2 hours what they waste a whole day at school doing.e

4953 would like to see improvements

4955 We need someowho will look out for all students and not just their own
pocket

4956 The superintendent sets the tone for the whole district. He or she should be
above reproach.

4958 former registered school volunteer for about 10 years, attended central
Brevard Schools in the 60's, Brevard county resident for about 60 years,
served on different community groups as volunteer, secretary, etc for years.
also, I feel that the salary of the superintendent shouldn't be determined by
the salaries from where the person came from, but by reasonable, realistic
Brevard County salary standards. In the past this position seemed to draw
people that knew little about us and we gave them a salary that was way
outside reasonable local salaries for like positions.

4963 Support for the well-being of students AND their families is key. Parental
engagement is key, but requires nurturing by the District.

4965 Stop banning books. It never ends well.

4966 We are in big trouble if we allow the noisy conservative element of the
school board (who does NOT represent the majority of the district) to choose
the superintendent and put him in their back pocket. We need someone of
integrity, not reflexive code words ("anti-woke," etc), to have the courage to
pull us back to 2023, instead of 1950! I hope this person exists!

4967 resigned teacher after 15 years of service in Brevard
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4970 School safety isn't just about an officer with a gun. It's counselors for mental
health, crossing guards for busy streets, and support for students who need
it

4971 Too much paperwork for everything.

4976 I feel there are too many restrictions on printable resources for children who
think differently and the lesson is confusing to them.

4978 No banning of books.

4982 I don't understand why Mark Mullins was fired

4983 I think the BPS has been doing a great job with education. I wish political
issues weren't such a distraction. I think the teacher, bus driver, and
substitute shortage needs more addressing. I've heard many times that the
behavioral plans need to be followed. I would like Sheriff Ivey to stay out of
that area. I'd also like Mr. Susin to be fair and honest to BPS. And I'd like for
Randy Fine to stay out of BPS' business!!!!! Thank you!

4984 Please choose a qualified former teacher instead of a politician. Politicians
don't know what's really needed in the classroom.
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